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LOPE AND JKUK:FEMINISM, FAMILY AND IDEAS OF EQUALITY AND
CITIZENSHIP, BRITAIN 1900-1939.

The question whch lies behmd h s inquiry is one whch was first posed in 191 1 by the Fabian
Society Women’s Group: which social arrangements would permit women both to work
and to mother children and also share filly. as individuals. in the social wealth o f the
community?

%s is not only one of the most persistent aims of feminist practice in Britain in

the 20thcentury but one u7hch has proven to be the most intractable. The reason for h s lies in
a gender knot between public life, workplace and family responsibilities, and women’s and
men‘s participation in each. Wlule tlxs has been challenged and deconstructed in private and
public life. the challenge has been most successful in terms of women-s access to public life
and the labour market. A continuing gendered &vision of labour and responsibility in the
private sphere shapes the relationshp between family responsibilities and access to public life,
employment and resources. In 1995 the main barrier to equal opportumty identified by a study
commissioned by the EOC was expressed in a contemporaw rephrasing of the ’Fabian
question‘: “[Tlhe practical problem is how to combine the fact that as social beings most
people live in families and are interdependent with equality of opportunity for each indvidual”.
It remains a problem, they argue, because the British economy is locked into a gender order
which is remforced through interactions between labour market processes, household decisions
and state policies. Thls means that “[Gliven the sexual &vision of labour in the family,
competitive market processes exacerbate inequality between men and women in the labour
market, -7hch then feeds back to rationalise family members’ behaviour. From the point of
view of equal opportunities, this is a vicious circle, though not inescapable”. <Humphnes and
Rubery 1995 p 27 and p16>

This is a summq of the task the Fabian Women’s Group set themselves in Three Years Work. <Dyhouse 1989
p 57> The pamphlet is not dated and was published in 1911 or 1912. It is reprinted in Alexander 1988.
I prefer tlus term to the more usual gender order’ for two reasons: that the sense of regularity contained in the
idea of order is false and the idea of a knot or tangle of inter-connecting issues u h c h is connected in turn to
other issues and questions is an appropriate metaphor. My use was, I thought, original; however I later read an
account of Latin American feminist use of the idea of “knots” to characterise tensions that have arisen for
feminism: “w]nots are not only tangles; they are the circles on tree trunks. They thus indicate points of intimacy
and intersections that can be vulnerable. They do not just need cutting or untangling, but provide nodular clues
for mahng new connections and reorienting thinking.” <Rowbotham 1992 p285, my itab
To argue that this challenge has not been met is not my purpose. Although there has been provision whch has
allowed a minority of women “both to work and to mother children” without economic and other penalties, a
number of recent studies and reports demonstrate that this has not been the case for the majority of women with
dependent chldren in Britain who, although combining paid work with their family work, have a very unequal
share of “social wealth”. For example: Mothers in Employment, report of the Parliamentary Employment
Committee, HMSO 1995; The Economics ofEqual Opportunities, EOC 1995; Robert Lindley ed Labour Marker
Structures and Prospects f o r Women, The Institute of Employment Research, University of Warwick/EOC 1994
;Julia Brannen, George Meszaros, Peter Moss and Gill Poland Employment and Famirv Life: .4 Review of
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Why has no satisfactory a w e r to this question been f i n d ? It is a question which is only

superficially simple. More than eighty years separate the two formulations of this problem and
although a number of attempts have been made in this time to address it, none have been
successful in doing so for more than a small proportion of women. Nor can I claim to answer
it. My intention is an inquiry which will create a basis for going on to think more clearly and
productively about the issues which the ‘Fabian question’ raises, the interconnection of care
(primarily but not exclusively associated with maternity) and inequality and exclusion in
twentieth century Britain. This means loolung at some of the conceptual problems which

surround a political approach to questions about the family and gendered roles in it through an
exafnination of “successive strata’’ of women’s movement history as it has approached
questions of fimdy and mafernity and related issues. 5
The thesis is therefore not directly addressing but hmed by an unanswered question which, I
argue, is as pertinent today as it was in 19 11. It addresses two main areas of interest: the
construction of the M

y in political discourse, and the history of the women’s movement.

These are not subjects which are commonly discussed in association but, as Foucault has
argued, the categories and separations we take as self-evident are o

Women’s equal* or liberation and M

h part of the problem.

y interests are more usually presented in opposition.

Examples are the argument (which has both conservative and feminist variants) that it is
because of women’s responsibilities as mothers that they do not have an equal share o f
Reseamh in the UX, Employment Department, HMSO 1994; Susan Harkness, Stephen Machin and Jane
Waldfbgel Wmen ’s Pay and Farnib Income Inequality, Joseph Rownbee Foundation, October 1994; Anne
Harrop and Peter Moss ‘Worbulg Parents: Trends in the 1980s’, Employment Gazette October 1994; Scottish
Women ’s Report to Beijing, Co-ordinating Group on Representation, 1995; Jane Wal~ogelWomen Workingfor
Less, LSE 1993; WW h e 1 Maternity Rights: The Experience of Women London, Policy Stuhes Institute 1980;
Susan McRae ‘Retummg to work after childbirth: opportunities and inequalities’ European Sociological Review
1993; Susan McRae Maternity Rights in Brituin London, Policy Studies Institute 1991; Heather Joshi ‘The Cost
of Caring’ closhi 1992>, h e s 4 9 9 5 chapters two and six>.
I see ‘satisfactory’ as m a k q it possible for more than a minority of women with dependent children or other
time-consumingcaring responsibilties to cany out those responsibilitieswithout long-term loss of opporhmty or
incame in employment, andor in public position and influence, and with access to forms of support that meets
their needs (which would include the choice of supported full-time care at home). The EOC research quoted from
hghhghts (as I do, in M d n g it WO&) how equality policies which have been into equalise
opportmties between men and women may selectively benefit women who are in a position to take advantage of
them often because they do not have caring responsibilities, or are in a position to pay others to assist them,
while leaving others worse off, both relatively and in real terms. a e s 1995 8540,277-279
5 The idea of fiunily which interests me is centred on function rather than formation; problems of definition are
discussed later in this section. I include extended kinship groups and smgle and -parent
headed f d i e s with
dependent children. However any discussion of the family must pay attention to the interplay between f d y
diversity and the n d v e view of the M y based on the latter form,and on a view o f the proper division of
. .
and can‘ng responsibilities within the M y . The gendered mles I am partxularly inkrested in are
the mother’s principle respansibility for caring for dependent family members (and frequently non-recipmcally
for nondependmt members such as husbands and other adult men) but I recognise that these mles have been
extended to other f d e fsrmilv members lITespecfive o f whether they have children themselves.
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decision-makmg, promoted and hgh-status employment or of income and resources: and the
argument that "the crisis in the family" is due to women's move into employment and greater
autonomy. Th~sopposition is a function of a dwursive formation with deep roots. It needs to
be critically examined and to do so it is necessary to map some of the connections between
these areas of interest. W i n g about ideas is best carried out step by step on the basis of
reflection on given situations, Foucault argues, and "this will necessarily be historical in some
of its aspects". 4 9 8 0 p 145> The hstory of the women's movement is a rich source for malung
visible and understanhg these questions.

M j approach is through first thinlung about the concepts which structure a separation of the
(modern. Western) categories 'family' and 'state' and how conceiving them as separated serves
to both to obscure and reproduce a gender order that still shapes most of women.s and men's
lives in Britain. I argue that we need to make more explicit w i k n social and political theory
the recogrution that some of the fundamental categories we have constructed to understand
society are part of the problem, especially the separation of the familial and the political. and
that these categories "do not describe aspects of human existence that are necessarily distinct.. .
but ~ 7 h c hhave been made dstinct at specific hlstorical moments". Wicholson 1986 p 12> Thls
calls for attention to how we conceive of and discuss the political. Both recent feminist political
theory and feminist hstoriography have led to questioning of conceptual boundaries and how
knowledge is shaped and suppressed. Political theorists who began by questioning the limited
role of women in public life then asked why: their explanations brought into question the
categories which shape public life and the accepted boundaries of the political. including the
way the family has been defined as outside the scope of the political. <Coole 1986 pp 129-13 1.
Pateman 1989 pp 3 4 > This questioning has for some theorists found common ground with the

ideas of post-structuralism, though for others ths is a worrying development. Women's and
feminist hstow has shown a similar pattern: beginning with the recovery of women*shistory,
the idea that you can simply 'write women in' was then scrutinised: again the absence of
women raises questions whch direct attention to the nature of hstory and historical categories.
7

< Scott 1988 p 29; Hall 1992 p 5 > Feminist hlstory has emphasised that m h g women visible

"was not just a matter of unearthmg new facts, it was a matter of advancing new

The varied aims of the women's movement are discussed later in tlus section.
For example: "We wanted not just to put the women back into a history from which they had been left out, but
to rewrite that hstory so that proper recognition would be given to the ways in whch gender, as a key axis of
power in society, provides a crucial understanding of how any society is structured and organised." <Gender &
History editorial vol 1, no 1> "We are learning that the writing of women into hstorq necessarily involves
redefining and enlarging traditional notions of hstorical sigmficance, to encompass personal, subjective
experience as well as public and political activities." <Ann D Gordon et al, p 89, cited in Scott 1988 p 29>
LI
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interpretations whch not only offered new readmgs of politics, but of the changing significance

of families and sexuality”. <scott 1996 p 3> Social and political theory does not only seek to
understand ‘what is the case‘ but shapes appropriate subjects for its inquiry. fistory is not
only a record of changes in ideas of gender in public and private life but also a participant in
the processes of powerhowledge whch a l l o some
~
questions and not others to make sense.

The thesis is a political hstory and a hstory of ideas. l h s reflects the nature of feminism, that
it is a social and political movement and a complex of ideas. <Delmar 1986 pp 12-13 and p 18>

"his is not an approach to political hstory whch is useful only with respect to the women’s
movement but it is perhaps more evidently necessary because of the close relationshp between
cultural views of women’s nature and role, women-s self-perception, and possibilities of
equality. The concept of discourse as developed by Foucault offers a theoretical language. a
way of re-framing words and things, the relationshp of language and ideas to subjectivitJ; and
social. economic, cultural and hstorical contexts. It is a way of talking about statements. texts
and practices as bound up with the construction of social reality. l h s is (contrary to some
criticisms) not to deny that reality but it is to say that we know it through processes of
knowing, through the ways in whch the world is “rendered thmkable”. As an approach to
political history it offers a theoretical framework which allows for complexie and
contradction and is alert to exclusion and whch emphasises an integral connection between the
formal. the cultural and the personal, between meaning and opportunity structures (an idea
partly captured by the concept of a “dscursive shft”). I dscuss th~sapproach in chapter one.
and also look at the ideas of public and private and equality and difference.
How has the women’s movement in Britain approached women’s role in the family in its
history? Feminism in Britain has repeatedly been identified with only one of its variants.
equality feminism, and seen as wholly or predominantly about malung it possible for women to
join the (male world of) the public. l h s is true of the second wave view of the first wave
%house

1989; Nicholson 1986>,

and of the early 20’ century view of mid-Victorian feminism.

<Strachey 1928; Atlunson 1914: Gollancz 191Plh

s has made necessary a repeated rediscovery of

‘bfference‘ feminism <Atlunson 1914: Gollancz 1917; Bacch 1990. Bock and James 1992> and it is this
aspect of feminism whch is most congenial to a feminist dscussion of women’s position in the
family (although it also raises problems). My interest in women’s family position in relation to
rather than in opposition to women’s movement goals is part of a contemporary re-assessment
of arguments from dfference. Loolung at how the women’s movement in hstory addressed

questions of women’s position in the Earmly means first of all arguing that, contrary to many
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hstorical accounts, women's work as mothers and position in the family has always raised
questions seen as crucial for the women's movement; the identification of equality with access
to public roles defined in opposition to family roles has served to obscure thls hston. This
change of focus reveals repeated attempts to address women's position in the family both as a
source of oppression and of strength. and to renegotiate the boundary between the public and
private whch structures women-s position in the family. These have included attempts to revalue the private and to include women's role in the private within dehtions and tasks of
citizenshp. Repeatedly feminist thmkers and activists have sought to refuse the terms of a
debate whch offered a false choice between equality and dfference. whch. stripped of
rhetorical disguise, said to women, do you want to have what men have or do you want to be
mothers? The organised women's movement has rarely taken citizenshp on the male model as
self-evident and it has repeatedly seen its aims as other than, or not confined to, women's
access to the public world. l h s is true of the idea of citizenshp in Wollstonecraft's A
Vindication o f the Rights o f Women. of the mid-Victorian liberal feminist critique of women's

position in the family and the campaigns for legal reforms, and the ideas of maternal feminism
in the late 19th century. Alongside the discussion of sexual relations in the late-Victorian

period, the legal campaigns and changes had the effect of extendmg a conception of rights
associated with citizenshp to women w i t h the family. These issues are discussed in chapter
two whch is a preamble to the more extensive dscussion of these questions in the early
twentieth century. In chapter three I argue that the women's movement, especially insofar as it
was mfluenced by worlung-class w0men.s experience, continued to explore and respond to
questions raised by women's position in the family. l h s included the analysis of women's
position as mothers in Fabian socialist-feminism which was part of a wider feminist critique of
marriage; thls led to the idea of maternal endowments whch was the most important feminist
family policy proposal in the period. Much of thls argument looks forward to ideas expressed
in 'new. feminism after 1917 and to the welfare agenda whch women's organisations
developed in relation to the local state after 1918. Feminist Qscussion of maternity. women's
farmly role, work and class was d u e n c e d by and contributed to a new view of the value of
state intervention in relation to family responsibilities whch was part of the growing debate on
the state role in welfare. Women's welfare, as work and as recipient, is closely tied to her role

in the family; it now had a more public dunension, politically and professionally. and women's
work as mothers could be presented as a service to the state. An exploration of difference again
came to the fore in the post-war, post-suffrage period as equality arguments were seen as
limiting, and was part of the attempt to find new feminist directions appropriate to new7
political and social circumstances. In the 1920s thls took a variety of forms; t h ~ sis illustrated
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by the ideas of the writer Willa Muir and in the hspute between ‘new’ or social feminism and
‘old’ or equality feminism whch I dscuss in chapter four. Most recent accounts of ths period
and dspute take polarised positions, which brings into focus the continuing opposition between
equality and difference and between emancipation and women’s role in the fiumly.

The argument of t h s thesis is cumulative. Although the chapters f o l l o ~different paths they
converge on the idea that understanchg the feminist engagement with women’s family roles
and questions of social welfare demands a less narrowly-focussed histor). of the women’s
movement and draws attention to the loss of complexity whch can result from rigid political
categories. Feminist writers and organisations concerned with women3 position in the family
were not interested in and active only in that area: and the breadth and context of their ideas is
important. Part of the interest of twentieth century feminist hstory is also its difficulty: that the
ideas and priorities of organisations and mfluential indwiduals do not fit into neat groupings;
one individual or group may bring together idant mortality. opposition to marriage bars.
eugenics and socialism. for e m p l e ; another give priority to equal pay, access to the
professions. improved training for midwives and thmk women with young chldren should not
be in paid work. Nor are the boundaries between women‘s volmtary associations and
women’s political organisations clear cut. or even the boundaries between activities within
them: the same organisation may run sessions on embroidery, amendments to a current piece of
legislation and on the League of Nations in the same week and with the same sense of
seriousness. Women’s movement hstory includes a number of attempts to address problems
associated with maternity and in caring roles in the family, in relation to legal change, equal
political citizenshp and in terms of social citizenshp. Feminist concern with women’s role as
mothers and in the family led to a view of a social, primarily state, role in relation to these
questions. suggesting that organised women’s advocacy may have played a greater part in the
creation of a political consensus for state welfare provision in the interwar period than has been
recogrused. Attention to ths dunension of women’s movement hstory also demonstrates that
attempts to renegotiate the gender settlement as it affects private and family life are a great deal
more chfficult to carry through than is creating a greater role for women in the public sphere,
hard though that also may be. It is an argument for and suggests an approach to rehsing an
opposition between equality and dfference, and for forwardmg in mainstream political fora a
feminist ‘politics of the family” and in conclusion I comment on how the tension between
The phrase ‘the politics of the family’ originates in the anti-psychology arguments of RD Laing and others in
the late 1960s and depends for its impact on the contrast of the terms ‘politics’ and ‘family’ as positioned
separately by a &vision between public and private Before that period it would have seemed improbable to talk
of a .politics of the family’. In The Politics ofthe Famiiy and Other Essays based on a series of radio talks
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family responsibilities and gender equaliw remains an issue today and make some suggestions
about how this argument could be taken forward.

I discuss the contested meanings of the term ’social feminism‘ below. but emphasise that I see
it as a (in Foucauldm terms) ‘provisional unity‘. a categorisation whch is useful to enable a
focus on feminist approaches to welfare issues. social reform and women’s family roles (both
in personal terms and in relation to social policy and equality). W l e asserting this as a
dimension of earl?; twentieth century British feminism whch has been overlooked or misread 1
do not however imply a defimtion of feminism or body of policies to whch the hstorical actors
and associations adhered. rather a group of ideas. policy and campaigning priorities and a
feminist phlosophy of hfference and of social responsibility whch were shared and
overlapping between different groups and individuals but in whch there were also significant
divergences and dfferences of emphasis. It is through retrospective identification and in writing
histon that we create such unities and continuities and they are a subject for interrogation
rather than to be taken for granted <scott 1997 p 37>; an interrogation whch (as discussed on
pages 3-4. above. and in the conclusion) makes reference to how contemporan preoccupations
and perceptions shape the questions we ask.

My approach to these questions draws on an analysis of primary texts: The Economic
Foundations o f the Women’s Movement (1914) and (to a lesser extent) Llfe-Saving in WarTime: A Campaign Handbook-for the Infant Welfare Propaganda Committee ( 1916) by
Mabel A t h s o n in chapter three, and Women:An Inquiry (1925) by Willa Muir in chapter
four. Atlunson was one of the first women students to graduate from Glasgow University and
an active member of the Fabian Women’s Group: her little-known 19 14 tract is important in
raising a number of arguments whch are central to feminist debate in h s period and in
marking a she in feminist h n l u n g about independence, sexual relationshps and motherhood,
and because it looks forward to the ideas of new feminism and the welfare agenda whch
women-s organisations would develop. Her 19 16 work on &ant mortality, published under her
married narne Mabel Palmer, is important both for its arguments and as evidence of the link
between feminism and campaigrung for better provision for d a n t and maternal welhre. Muir‘s
essay, whch was out of print until 1996,’ is a problematic text but very interesting as an
~
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broadcast in 1968 Laing describes a politics of the family as creating the ‘Tentative outlines.. . of a theory that
does not yet exist” and as bringmg ideas from sociology and anthropology to the study of the “psychosocial
interior” of families “in our own society”. <London, Tavistock 1971 p 66>
I) The essay has now been reprinted in a collected edition of the published work of Willa Muir, Imagined Selves;
in introduction the editor krsty Allen describes t h ~ edition
s
as “the first real recogmtion of her qualities as a
writer and an intellectual”. Canongate 1996 p xii>
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attempt to develop a feminist account of gender dfference using psychoanalytic ideas, and a
rare example of feminist ideology fiom a Scottish author in the interwar period.” In support of
my argument I also suggest new readmgs of much better-known and classic feminist
arguments, Wollstonecraft-s A Vzndicatzon q f the Rights q f Women (in chapter two) and
Eleanor Rathbonek case for family endowments (in chapter three). Addtionally, I draw
extensively on secondary sources, mainly from recent feminist scholarship. Chapters two and
three and look at feminist W i n g about maternity and women-s family roles in relation to
ideas of citizenship and the growing perception of a necessary state role in family welfare.
Chapter four looks at equality and dfference and the ideas of social feminism in the period
after 1918. The discussion of social feminism in chapters three and four and the relevance of
ideas of state welfare to this view of feminism provides the context for the social-liberal
conception of women-s citizenship in the inter-war period which I discuss in chapters five and
six. My dscussion of the interwar women’s movement is based on the papers of the EWCA and
the SCWCA held in the Scottish Record Office and on the smaller collection of EWCA papers
in Edmburgh Central Library. This archve has not previously been analysed. I draw on these
primaq sources for two main reasons: firstly, they are Scottish or. in Atkinson’s case, have a
sipficant Scottish connection; and secondly because I am interested as much in dvergence of
approaches and ideas as in the continuities whch can also be traced. My view of the
sipficance of dwergence is theoretically-based. but it is equally emphasised by the nature of
these sources. In order to understand the range of concerns of social feminism and ideas of
citizenship in the interwar period I found it useful not only to look at the pre-war period but
also to pay some attention (if limited by time and word-length) to the antecedents of many
arguments and approaches in the 19* and late 18* centuries. Further, as the history of the
women’s movement in Scotland has been the subject of very little research, known sources are
very limited. l h s is true of the inter-war period in general although it has begun to change for
English women’s movement hstory over the period of my research. I found therefore that in
order to begin to understand the Scottish women’s movement in ths period it was necessary to
read more widely in English feminism. both primary and secondary texts.

My interest in the hstory of the interwar years and in the intersection of political, social and
cultural hlstory, was initially aroused by the fiction of three Scottish women writers, Willa
Muir <1931,1933>, Catherine Carswell <1920,1922> and Nan Shepherd <1928,1930> (each of
The work of a number of other writers in the period would also be relevant and most have been neglected.
Among Scotbsh writers Rebecca West and the non-fiction work of Naomi Wtchson come particularly to mind,
but in English feminism the ideas of Winified Holtby and b r a Russell deserve far greater attention then they
10
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whom was little known at the time). I became increasingly interested in their social and cultural
context and in the llnk between how they saw women‘s lives and feminism. Thls interest led me
to Muir‘s essay Women: An Inquiry. Alison Light’s querying of the way the inter-war years
are seen “as a lund of hatus in hstory” and that feminist hstory of the period. with a
perspective shaped by the battles for suffrage has tended to confirm h s view stimulated
firther interest, since ths view is hard to reconcile with the exploration and sense of openingup to be found w i h women‘s fiction and with the personal and cultural opportumties many
women remember: tennis clubs and ‘the pictures‘ on Saturday night, fashionable clothes worn
for formal family photographs, lipstick and powder compacts no longer confined to the rich and
morally questionable. Light comments that for women it was a time of realignment of public
and private behaviours and values. norms and expectations and that w7e need a hstory whch
can encompass t h s h d of narrative as well as the more conventional and self-consciously
political forms of emancipation. <Light 1991 p 9>
Feminism in history and politics

From a position of extremely limited knowledge of the history of the women’s movement at the
beginning of second-wave feminism’’ in Western Europe and North America in the late 1960s
there has been an intensive reclamation of that hstory. Much of the hstorical exploration has
been marked by second-wave preoccupations, and tlus is particularly so in relation to women’s
position in the family. Thane and Bock comment that the hstoriography of women. in the
course of considerable expansion over the past two decades, has dealt less with questions of
maternity and caring roles than with the hstory of female suffrage, women‘s employment and
issues of sexuality. Although maternity has been included in women-s hstory as part of
women’s hstorical experience %IS

has been an area in vc7hch interpretation has had the stamp

of present-day ideas strongly projected onto the past. Today. stressing motherhood as an
important feature of many women’s lives is often seen as btraditional’,‘conservative’ or even
’reactionary’.. . The situation of women is often analysed in terms of the sexual &vision of
labour and true feminism is often seen as necessarily aiming for its abolition. as the escape

s not usually the earlier women’s
fiom motherhood and as the abolition of gender roles. T h ~ was
movement’s view of liberation”. q o c k and Thane 1991 p 7> Because of h s it is necessary to
have thus far been paid, and, in an earlier penod, the remarkable and remarkably active feminist Elizabeth
Wolstenholme Elmy.
The description of the women’s movement in Britain and North America after 1968 as ‘second wave’
originates with Firestone <1971> and depends on a sense that the ‘frst wave’ is both very different in style and
preoccupation and that it came to an end. Feminist hstory has since questioned both those assumptions, and that
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argue that first-wave feminism was engaged with questions of women% role in the family, as I
do in chapter two, and to reassess lscussion of maternity and the family, as I argue in the
conclusion to chapter four, talung a critical position on the assumption that it accepted a
necessarily conservative view of the family.

Integral to the approach of t h s thesis is that it draws on a number of diverse and extensive
areas of literature and Qscusses that literature, where appropriate, at Qfferent stages of the
argument; because of the diversity of these secondary sources none is however
analysed in depth. Certain work has been a starting point for my thdung and mforms the
overall thesis. Carol Dyhouse <1989> raises the question of how the family was seen and
understood in the hstory of the women's movement. Her account of the main issues of concern
and areas of argument in the period 1890- 19 14 is very useful: the interwar period is not as
thoroughly explored. Linda Nicholson <1986> develops a similar argument in relation to the
first-wave women's movement in the USA. which has been criticised for its failure to challenge
women's place withm the family, a criticism whch she argues is ahstorical. A close
conceptualisation of work in the family and the work of welfare and social reform. she
emphasises. underlay many of women3 political priorities. Her broad argument is insightful
although it suffers by seeking to over-inclusively explain feminist h s t o F through a view of the
shifting boundary of the public and private.

Analyses of the campaign for family endowments by Hdary Land <1979, 1990>, Jane Le%
<1991> and Susan Pedersen <1993> reclaim an important story w i t h women's movement and
welfare hstory and raise questions as to how h s can best be understood. Jane Leuis's work
on women-s roles at home and in the family between 1870 and 1950 is relevant although
women's movement views and activism in relation to ths are not the focus of h s work <1984>,
her account of The Politics ofMotherhood raises important questions especially in relation to
the Qvergence in views between the worlung-class women's movement and those of welfareminded officialdom. Pat Thane's work on women in the Labour Party and welfare in the pre1914 and interwar period <1990.1991> gives weight to my argument that women's
organisations contributed sigmficantly to buildmg the consensus for a major state role in
welfare. There has not been a study of the social-liberal feminist contribution, although
Beaumont's study of the English women's movement after 1928 suggests that it was
significant. <1996> The broad perspective of Thane and Bock's comparative study of gender,
the first wave was really the first. However a shorthand dstinction between the movement after 1968 and the
period 1850-1928 is convenient.
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maternity and welfare policies <1991> has been valuable. Accounts by Jeffieys <1985> and
Vicinus <1985> of how women created lives whch were an explicit alternative to family roles
as conceived by Victorian domestic ideology are illuminating.

The main focus of the hstory of British feminism in the early and mid-twentieth century has
been on suffrage, education and employment and. to a lesser extent, women in the labour
movement. Accounts by Pugh <1992>, Banks <1993>, Bolt <1995> Caine <1997> and
Rowbotham <1992, 1997> have been a helpful background to my inquirq-. particularly so for
Banks‘ and Pugh’s analysis of the NUSEC agenda. Banks’ account of the labour movement
and feminism in the interwar period. and Pugh‘s analysis of the impact of the women’s
movement on parliamentary politics. Bolt and Rowbotham’s comparisons with the women’s
movement in the USA add perspective particularly in relation to social feminism. Women’s
movement engagement with questions of family and welfare is not central to these accounts
however and must be gleaned to some extent by reading ’between the lines‘. Banks and Pugh
give an account of the demise of feminism after 1928 whch presents social feminism as a
damaging direction and relies on an opposition between equaliw and u7omen.s family interests;

I query h s . I strongly Qsagree with Jefieys’ account of h s decline and the reasons for it. but
find her work insightful nonetheless. <1985> None of these accounts includes the Scottish
women’s movement’2though only Caine is accurate in describing her subject as English as
opposed to British feminism. Scottish women’s movement hstory has suffered from neglect;
aspects are invaluably covered in the collections eQted by Breitenbach and Gordon <1990,
1992>, though these focus on an earlier period and different areas of concern from my own;

Burness‘ accounts of Scottish women in party and parliamentary politics are a partial
exception. <1992,1997> Cree’s study of the social work agency ‘Family Care’ and its origin in
the vigilance movement explores the hstoric relationshp of social work and feminism in
Scotland. <1995> There is room for a great deal more research.

Despite the social importance of the family and its salience for political discourse it has been
paid relatively little attention withm the study of politics. Although the family is a major topic
of political attention, both neo-conservative and withn ’Ne~7Labour’ and there has been a
renewed focus on families as a subject of policy and legal change, very little explicit attention
is paid it w i t h political science and theory. <Okin 1989 pp 7-10; Nelson 1997 pp 2-3> This means
that the uses of ‘family’ u i h political Qscourse and assumptions made about it in political
theory remain relatively untheorised; again, more research is called for. Elshtain comments that
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in political science the family “remained invisible or was seen as part of that vast consensusmaking machmery necessary to a stable, well-run political society” cl982 pp I+-;

and that h s

has meant an absence of “conceptual clarity and sometlung approaching coherence in most
thinking on the contemporary family and its relationshp to a larger social and political
framework”. CElshtam 1982 p 5> An important exception to h s is Gender. Justzce and the

Family by Susan Moller Olun. <1989> Although the context and primary focus of her analysis
is different from my own in that she situates her dscussion in relation to contemporaq liberal
theories of justice, there are parallels in the conclusions we reach, although I disagree with the
value she places on gender neutrality. I argue that we need to thrnk more clearly about the
family as it is assumed and used in political discourse, and to review gendered assumptions
about family roles whch are elided by a superficial gender neutrality. The area of political
theory whch has most to contribute to t h s process has been, in recent years (and with some
exceptions) strangely silent on questions of the family. A view of the family as the main site of
the oppression of women has been taken as a d e h g characteristic of second-wave feminism
QJicholson 1986 p 42>, but whle there was exqensive dscussion of the family wkhm feminism

in

the early 1970s the family has been neglected as a subject more recently; as Nelson comments,
it is “as if there were whte spaces on the page just at the places where careful thmkmg about
families is needed’. <Nelson 1997 p 2> Much feminist writing is also marked by an opposition
between w0men.s equality and family interests and that because of h s there has been a
premature closure in ths debate. Edited collections by Yalom and Thorne <1982> and Segal
<1983> are important in re-opening h s debate, as is Elshtain‘s 1982 collection and Stacefs

argument.<1986> Nelson’s edted collection opens up a range of issues about the relationshp
of feminism and the family although, with the exception of Midgley and Hughes. contribution
these address issues of greater pertinence in the USA and with the exception of Nicholson‘s
paper. are not hstorically-minded. <Nelson 1997> Whde there is extensive Qscussion of the
farmly in sociology h s does not address the political and hstorical questions whch interest
me; it has however been relevant as a background and for accounts of family formation and
organisation especially in relation to policy.

Accounts of the hstory of the family have also been important to h s thesis. Although family
hstory has been one of the main growth areas in social hstory since 1970 there has been a
relative absence of feminist input. <Hall 1992 pp 15-16, Davidoff 1995 p 229> Gittins’ work is an
exception <1982,1985,1986>,as is Family Fortunes by Davidoff and Hall <1987>, although
family formation and ideology is the context rather than focus of their study of gender.
~
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Pugh includes some references to Scotland but no overview.
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Although not feminist in impetus or theoretical approach. recent work in family h s t o v has
been theoretically and politically sigmficant because of its emphasis on the historically specific
and &verse forms whch families take (although there is no consensus on ths). The recognition
that there is no single Western family system <Anderson 1980/1995 p 2> has led to new ways of
thnking about the family. Arguments whch have emphasised sentiment and privacy as
defhng characteristics of the modem family have also been sigmficant QJicholson 1986 p 109>
especially as t h ~ has
s included an emphasis on how the family has lost functions of production.
some health care and welfkre, education and social control as part of its withdrawal into
privacy. <I-Iareven 1994 p 35> Family hlstory raises important questions about the role of cultural
factors as explanations for family change and appropriate ways of studying them.
Questions of definition

The changing language with whch "organised women" (in the EWCA's usefully unspecific
phrase) have named their political purposes. and indeed the extent to which they have seen their
purposes as political rather than as a form of social organisation alternative to politics, creates
particular problems for the historian (and could in itself form a subject for a thesis). I briefly
&scuss definitions of feminism and associated terms below; an approach to questions of
meaning more generally is the preoccupation of chapter one.

The termfeminism is generally held to have been introduced into English from France in the
1880s. It had &ctionary recogmtion in Britain in the 1890s and was in common use by the

early twentieth century. For Atkmson and other Fabian feminist writers it is clearly a familiar
term whch they assume their readers need no explanation of. Strachey sees as her subject in

The Cause the "organised women's movement" and defines its membershp via a discussion of
whether Florence Nightingale can be considered a feminist: she concludes she was "a feminist
of sorts". somewhat contradicting her attempt to confine feminism to those whose central
concern is with the position of women, are active in the women's movement, and (in the case of
women) identifq. with other women. <1928 pp 23-2PThe EWCA do not use the term feminism in

any of their cornrnittee papers but use the terms 'woman movement- or 'women's movement' in
ways whch are similar to Strachey, and also, commonly, describe themselves as 'women
citizens' and 'organised women'. The term 'citizenshp' is extensively used by them and more
generally in the interwar period; it llnks to ideas of liberal citizenshp as a defence of
democracy but is also used as a partial synonym for feminism. Holtby saw the term feminism
as having fallen out of favour by the 1930s Woltby 1935 p 6, cited by PI.@ 1992 p 2 3 P ; Beaumont
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argues that citizenshp was a euphemism for feminism used by organisations eager not to be
identified with the negative stereotyping of feminists, and that many interwar women's
organisations saw themselves as non-political and identified feminism with political pressure
groups. <Beaumont 1996> The EWCAs use of citizenshp does not seem to me a euphemism but
used to name a status whch is an achevement of the women's movement and the
responsibilities which come with that status. However they may also have wanted to evade
stereotyping. They shared NUSEC's aim of "real equality" and saw themselves as part of a
historical women's movement <EWCA 1939>. but conceived of both w i t h a wide view of social
reform.<see chapters 5 and 6>

There was a need in the late- 19thcfor a more user-fhendly term: there were a number of
unwieldy designations of 'the Cause' of which that was the most convenient. Writers and
activists also referred to 'Womanism' (a term whch has been used again more recently in the
Black women's movement), 'The Woman Question' and 'Women's Mission' (bringing ~70manly
values into public life); the term 'emancipatress. was also used. In its earliest use the term
feminism seems to have been confined to the difference strand of feminist thnkmg <Rowbotham
1992 p 9>, although

Strachey. describing the NUSEC dscussions on its fbture dnection makes a

clear distinction between its "feminist" objects. by which she means "the plain equality line"
and broader objectives whch came to be associated with dfference. <1928, 1978 pp 369-70> By
the 1920s when a distinction was drawn between old or equality feminism and new feminism.
the term is generic with appropriate prefixes. Atlunson seems to use it generically (although her
inclination to 'difference' makes it hard to be certain): she also uses 'the feminist movement'
interchangeably with 'the women's movement.. <1910, 1914> The way the Fabian Women's
Group use 'feminist' alongside 'socialist- reflects the increased use of the latter in the period.
which is llkely to have played a role in bringing into usage a parallel term for those who gave
priority to women's emancipation. Rathbone saw feminism and the women's movement as
equivalent, but not with egalitarianism: "the women's movement comprises a large number of
reforms, all of which are 'feminism', but only some of them 'eq~ality"'.'~She saw the aim of
feminism even more widely as "enabling women to be and do their best" but Qd not believe
that "will have been accomplished even when every sex barrier has fallen". <Time and Tide, 12
March 1926 p 254, cited in Albert~1996 p 69> Women in the labour movement however commonly

used feminism to dstinguish what were seen as middle-class, liberal-mfluenced aims from their
own socialist emphasis on the needs of workmg women and as such identified it with equality

feminism. The early second-wave women's liberation movement saw feminism similarly and
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positioned itself in contrast to what it saw as the narrowly egalitarian approach of the early
twentieth-century movement: one anthology was entitled From Feminism to Lz berutzon.
<Altbach 1 9 7 P The term feminism was redscovered along vrith the with arguments from

difference although it rapidly came to be used generically as part of yet another attempt to
cbstinguish between types of feminism: h s time as liberal, radxal (further sublvided as
revolutionary and cultural) and Marxist feminisms, a typology whch has also caused
problems.

Feminism was defined in lctionaries in the interwar period as "[A]dvocacv of the claims of
women" <Shorter Oxford 1933>: it is now defined as "the advocacy of the rights of women (based
on the theorqr of equality of the sexes)" <OED 1 9 8 9 3 aligntng it with equal rights.'4 The term is
difficult to define more meaningfblly. as West <1913>. Banks <i981 p3> Rowbotham q 9 9 2 pp
6-7>

and Delmar <1986 p 8> have said. West famously commented that feminism was often an

unspecific term of accusation: "I myself have never been able to find out precisely what
feminism is: I only know that people call me a feminist whenever I express sentiments that
differentiate me from a doormat or a prostitute". W e s t 1913: Macus1983 p 219> Banks. one of
the first British historians of feminism in the second-wave. describes it broadly as: "[Alny
groups that have tried to change the position of women. or ideas about women" <Banks 1981 p
3>.

but tlvs both ties feminism to organisation and could include anti-feminist groups seelung a

change in the position of women. Banks makes a distinction in the 19"hand early 20& centuries
between evangelical ('women's mission'), equal rights and socialist feminism. <1981 pp 7-&
More recent definitions have attempted to overcome this problem: Lovenduski and Randall
describe as feminist "all ideologies, activities, and policies whose goal it is to remove
discrimination against women and to break down male domination of society". <Lovendush and
Randdl 1993 p 2. citing Dahlerup 1986 p 6> This definition is also slightly too broad: equal pay, for

example. is a policy which would remove a form of discrimination against women and break
down male domination of society but many of its advocates could not be described as feminist
(Michael Portillo for example). Recent discussion of this difficulty of defhtion has included
the argument that we need to thrnk in terms of-feminisms <Delmar 1986 pp 8-9; Burton 1992>;
others have resisted ths idea as diminishmg the central argument that women are oppressed as
women, Qaly 1994 P.c.> The lfficulties of defhtion are not accidental but are closely-related
to the question of what can be included in a feminist programme.

Th~sdistinction reflects a distinction made in contemporaneous debate in France and Italy <Back 1994 p 4 1%l 4 The definition of feminism in the Penguin Dictionaty ofPolitzcs is, similarly, as equal political and social
rights with men <1993 pp 186-7>, overlookmg all of radical, cultural, eco, black and most of socialist feminism.
l3
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The term feminist is sometimes used to designate ideas and activities earlier than the period in
which it was used by the historical actors themselves; ~s is defensible with terms of political
analysis but best avoided. Rowbotham cautions against the danger of "approachg the past as
colonisers, bearing the superior wisdom of our present day women's studies departments. as we
arbitrarily label all and sundry as feminist" <I992 p 12>, and there is a need for finer
distinctions. There is an equivalent danger however in refusing the label feminist to women's
political actions and opinions whch do not fit present day ideas of feminism. Delmar argues
that making a distinction between 'the women's movement. and 'feminism' will resolve some of
the problems of definition and is a reminder that "feminism can make no claim to an exclusive
interest in or copyright over problems affecting women". <I986 pp 12-13> W l e I appreciate
that a Qstinction should be drawn between 'women's issues' generally and feminist arguments
about them I do not thmk a clear-cut distinction between feminism and the women's movement
can be sustained: it is possible to take an anti-feminist position on any number of women's
issues. but the idea of an anti-feminist organisation as part of the women's movement would
make sense accordmg to Delmar's argument and h s would not be consistent with how
'women's movement' is understood, in the past or at present. There is a parallel problem in
Beaumont's designation of non-feministlnon-politicalgroups v\ithn a women's movement; as
she says, they shared with feminist groups an agenda which was political in the sense of
seelung to influence policy and put pressure on local and national government and also to alter
power relations between women and men. aeaumont 1996> Andrews faces the same problem in
relation to the NFWl and concludes that despite its "jam and Jerusalem'' reputation it was a
feminist movement because it attempted to challenge the boundaries of the socially-constructed
role for women in a number of ways, politically, economically and in cultural terms. <Andrews
1997 p 15> Yet many of its members might have been unhappy with the designation feminist.

Delmar is right to say that feminism's identification with the women's movement has led to a
focus on feminism as organised activity whch has underplayed its nature as a complex of ideas
(whch may plav a role in other organisations whch are not part of the women's movement, the
Fabian Society or the Labour Party, for example). and the extent to whch there was a general
debate about women's roles and circumstances at hfferent points in the 19* and early 20*
centuries and how far feminists were involved in setting its terms. cl986 pp 23-24>

The use of the term social .feminism has been the subject of intense discussion in the USA,
again very much about what can be legitimately included as feminism. The term is mamly used
to designate feminist welfare politics of the US Progressive era. Offen's argument for an
inclusive defhtion of feminism whch would go beyond the general association with equal
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rights as both more hstorical accurate and politically useful, and the dstinction she draws
between individual and relational feminism which is equivalent to the distinction more
commonly made between equality and Qfference feminisms. Cl988 p 122-134> has been
contested by Cott as ‘Yoo broad.. . vague” and a “pseudo-concept” <1989 p 825>, and by Dubois
as dualist and assuming a monolithx female experience of Qfference. <I989 p 195> The
distinction Offen makes between individual and relational feminism is primarily in terms of
ways of thmlung about social organisation: she argues that relational feminism was the
dominant line of argument prior to 1900 in Europe but that liberal inQvidualist arguments have
become increasingly dominant in Anglo-American feminism since Mill introduced them to it
<1988 p

136>: recent focus on individualist feminism has meant missing “the rich hstorical

complexity of protest concerning women’s subordmation” <I 988 p 138> and ignores feminist
concern for broad social goals. <I988 p 156> Cott argues that the term feminism should not be
used for all the ways women in hstory have protested male domination but reserved for the
”more individualistic, more recent approach’. <1989 p 203> She also argues that the term social
feminism was introduced by American hstorians O‘Neill<1969> and Lemons <1973> in an
unhelpful opposition to (and caricature of) what 0-Neill called ‘hard-core feminism’. seen as

an extreme egalitarianism. and that in bringing together too wide a range of political activity it
collapses important political dstinctions among women and “leaches out meaning from the
word feminism” whch “should designate somethulg more specific than women-s entrance into
public life or efforts at social reform”. <1989b pp 819-20> Instead she proposes “civic
maternalism*‘(Koven’s term) or “municipal housekeeping” for the latter. <1989b p 829>15

I would argue against h s narrowing. The term social feminism was used in Europe at the turn
of the century Qock 1994 p 4 15> and is useful precisely because it links a recogrution of the
problem of male dominance with a wide concern with social reform: to refuse to name it as
feminism leaches out the-feminism from women’s social reform concerns (and also the
possibility of dstinguishmg women’s social reform lnformed by feminist ideas from other
women-s social reform). As I Qscuss in chapter four. in hstory of the interwar period in
Britain ~s term is useful as an alternative to new or Qfference feminism because of its
allusion to questions of social reform but also the more collective approach to social
organisation whch Offen hghlights. Black has problems with the term social feminism but
r e w s it as usefully naming the feminist integration of the social and political and as
encapsulating both the wide variety and underlymg unity of women’s groups and activities, and
as meeting the need to make a Qstinction between a social reform emphasis and equality
arguments. <Black 1989 p 26-27> One of her problems with it, the suggestion of a lmk to
~~~~~~

The related idea o f maternal feminism is discussed in chapters three and four.
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socialism and collectivism whch she says is inaccurate <1989 p 26> seems to me valuable
because British social feminism both in the WCG (whch she studied) and social-liberal
feminism was, on the contrary, influenced by socialism. Rowbotham’s use of the term social
feminism (although she does not define it) is primarily in association with the British socialliberal tradition of reform and for women who whle not denying the importance of equal
political and civil rights see social and economic reform as more urgent. <1992 p 121> Again,
bearing in mind that it is through retrospective identification and in writing h s t o n that many
categories and continuities come to have meaning is salutory.

The central difficulty in definition is whether feminism is held to mean only women’s struggles
against gender inequality (and only women’s struggles, as the exclusion of men from the
designation feminist which has been usual in second-wave feminism was not the case in the
early 20* century) or whether it encompasses women’s action against other and associated
relations of inequality and for a better society generally.16 This is a political question and how
you answer it depends on whether you believe gender inequalities can be significantly separated
from other social relations of inequality and how the?; are structured, and addressed separately.
Since thls is a genuinely political Qvergence it offers no easy answer. yet there is a
demonstrable need for a term with which to designate ‘advocacy of the claims of women‘ to
equality or liberation. and associated activities and political phlosophy . The Qfficulties of
definition and in practice wide meaning of women’s movement. and generic uses of feminism
(though as I argue it is repeatedly identified with a narrower d e h t i o n as egalitarianism) may
be strategic. The hstory of feminism and particularly how it has recopsed and addressed
social Qfferences among women offers a way of understandmg feminism not as a clearly
definable set of beliefs but as a site where differences and common interests coalesce and are
articulated but also come into conflict. <Scott 1996 p 10 and 13> Thls suggests that as well as
talung care in using feminism as an analytic category in hstory. we also, to paraphrase E.P.
Thompson, thmk of feminism as defined by women as they live their own political h~story.’~
Equality is, if anythmg. an even more slippery concept. Although it demands specification as

equality with or to, in practice it has slipped its grammatical status to be used commonly much
more loosely as an aim of feminism whch gives no clear answer to the question ’equality with
whom?‘ Ray and Oliver Strachey, in the 1917 NUSEC Qscussion referred to above, argued
Questions about how far definitions assume a location w i b a Western tradition of women’s emancipation
need also to be addressed, but are outwith my purpose here.
l7 “Class is defined by men as they live their own hstory, and, i
n the end, tlus is its only definition” E.P.
Thompson The h4aking of the English U’orliing Class 1963 p 11
16
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for "political. social and economic equality with men" and the NUSEC and EWCA objective
called for "such reforms as are necessary to secure a real equality of liberties. status and
opportunity between men and women" (the term "real equality" alluhng to a lstinction
between economic and social equality and legal and civic equality) <my itals>, but Rathbone
came to refuse equality as an approach whch depended on an unquestioned male and public
standard. Atlunson also seems not to find the idea of equality particularly meaningful.
Although equality has been seen as the aim of feminist activiQ. many women who are active in
pursuit of gender equality may refuse the label feminist and it is not seen as contradictory for
them to do so. Covendusk and Randall 1993 p 2> Again the aim q f *feminismhas proved elusive
of definition but falls into two main groups: participation: and freedom (both freedom.from and
freedom to). The former includes equality equal opportunity and equal outcomes. equal access:
the latter emancipation (literally 'setting free from slavery' and a reminder of the women's
movementk llnk to the anti-slavery campaigns). liberation. an end to male domination. and
independence or autonomy. The latter has been used specifically to distance feminism from
idea that equality with men is the aim. Rathbone made h s Qstinction in 1929 when she called
for "not equality but self-determination" c l 9 2 9 p 33, cited Alberti 1996 p 147>; Breitenbach.
assessing the progress of the Scottish second-wave women's movement, makes a Qstinction
between the aims of equality and autonomy. qreitenbach 1989 p 175> The meanings of equality
and autonomy are Qscussed further in chapter one. part two. The overlapping nature of these
aims is illustrated not only by the more inclusive position of new feminism but also in the
liberal feminism of Millicent Fawcett who repeatedly put an emphasis on equality but defined
emancipation as -freedom,from, '.the successive removal of intolerable grievances" .<Fawcett
1898>

Although Marshal1 has been criticised for an absence of attention to issues of gender in hs
account of cztzzenshzp. and the timing in h s account does not fit women's citizenship W a l b j
1997 p 172> h s

now classic Qstinction between civil, political and social citizenshp is sufficient

for my purpose. Thls presents civil citizenship as the rights necessary to individual freedom
(liberty of the person, freedom of speech, thought and faith, the right to property and to
conclude valid contracts, the right to justice); polztzcal citizenship as the right to participate in
the exercise of political power; and social citizenshp as the right to a minimum level of
economic security and to social welfare provision. marshal1 1950> The main problem with
Marshall's d e h t i o n is that it is a concept of citizenshp whch depends on the public sphere
and has no significant meaning in private life W a l b y 1997 p 176>, and that it assumes the right
of property in the person whch is still at issue for women, but in thls Marshall's view
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represents how citizenshp is now seen even though there have been feminist attempts.
discussed below, to define it otherwise.

The term-family is yet more difficult of definition. Flandrin quotes changing definitions of the
~ early 19* centuries, he says.
world 'family' in dictionaries, whch not until the late 1 8 and
stress the conjugal couple and their chldren, as opposed to dehtions stressing either the
whole household, includmg servants. or the whole lunshp group. <Flandm 1979 p 9> There is no
room for a full discussion here but I would emphasise that my use of 'family' is inclusive and
task-based <see footnote 5>, whle taking copsance of the normative view of the family as
politically sipficant. Because the term family is far from being a neutral, descriptive label t h s
has led to the use of the term~farnzlzalisrnmeaning family ideology. <Domelot 1980. Barrett and
Mchtosh 1982> The qualities whch characterise family groups in terms of the questions whch

interest me are legal. economic and caring responsibilities whch are associated with a sense of
obligation whch is differentiated from responsibilities outwith the family. Midgley and Hughes
comment that perhaps attempts to define or redefine the family founder "because 'the family'
was never a simple, functional concept in the first place. What we mean by the family has
always varied, not just in hfferent cultures or Qfferent periods of hstory. but accordmg to
what we want from it - to the hfferent needs felt m the various contexts in which we use the
idea". <1997 p 60> Perhaps the best approach to a defimtion of 'family' is that it includes a
number of social groupings whch can be categorised together because they bear a "family
resemblance". Wittgenstein's term works because it describes the relationshp between a set of
meanings as connected in the same hfficult to pin down but recopsable way that members of
a family commonly resemble each other. Perhaps the simile can be turned round as a reminder
that even although the term family is hard to define with precision. there are nonetheless

resemblances which make sense (and whch need not be to a single form) between the groups
we name as families.

In the following chapter I discuss questions of meaning and approach with specific reference to
cultural theory and the idea of discourse (I return to Foucault-s early work as the basis of t h s
discussion). and to the ideas of equaZity, diference,
-.
public and private as they are used in
feminist theon. and hstory. If theory is a toolht qoucault 1980 p 145> then the tools need to be
sharp and well-polished.

CHAPTER ONE: Conceptual questions: part one: Discourse, Power and 'Real*'

My approach is influenced by the engagement between post-structuralism and other types o f
radlcal social theory, and by aspects of cultural theory especially the idea of discourse in the
work of Michel Foucault. The convergence between femhst and post-structuralist
reappraisals of politics and theory, accounts of power and subjectivity. and dstrust o f
mversalising and "grand narratives". has been both productive and hotly debated. Feminist
uses of post-modernist ideas have not been without reservations. as dscussed below. but many
theorists have found the crossover between feminist theory and post-structuralism close and
vibrant. W c N a v 1992 p 2; Coole 1993 p 190; Simons 1995 pp 105-9> In thls chapter I outline what this
approach means in th~scontext and explore concepts I use. The idea of discourse particularly
demands defhtion because it is used in several ways and often loosely. In addition. the
conceptual pairs equality and diference and public andprivate are drawn on widely in
feminist theory and hstory and again require scrutiny.
Introduction

The role of theory, Foucault suggests, is "not to formulate the global systematic theory
which holds everything in place, but to analyse the specificity of mechanisms of power, to
locate the connections and extensions, to build little by little a strategic knowledge". < 1980
p 145>The approach which

I draw from Foucault is perhaps more important in opening up

the role of theory t o scrutiny than in offering a new structure on which to hang the
aspects of women's political history which most interest me. The demand for systematic
theory insists on a coherence which historical and social evidence does not always offer;
women's political history particularly has suffered from, and been excluded because of, a
demand that i t fit pre-existing notions of what is properly historical or properly
theoretical. Theory is a means to explanation and when explanations are elaborated into
grand systems this can get in the way of rather than assisting understanding. At the
same time, the assumptions and philosophical stances with which we approach a subject
must be scrutinised. To do so presumes a theoretical stance: scepticism of theory is itself
theoretically based. And i f scrutiny of the categories and conditions which structure "[Tlhe
limits and forms o f the sayable" is important, no inquiry can go forward without also
making distinctions and constructing categories.
Theory as "toolkit" or as an "instrument" suggests a way in which theory can be worn
lightly. We have Foucault's permission to pick and choose. His books, he said, should be
treated "as a pair of glasses directed to the outside; if they don't suit you, find another
pair ..." ~ 1 9 7 p208>
7
While as a general approach I appreciate the radical questioning of
foundations, boundaries and hierarchies within post-modernism and find an approach that

concerns itself with "provisional truths" highly congenial, my own use o f these ideas i s
specific and m y reading o f Foucault selective. Ifind his work first o f all valuable in offering

a theoretical language which frames actions, ideas and representations together with
social, economic and cultural constraints and possibilities. T h e idea o f discourse, a s I
understand it, offers an inclusive way o f drawing together approaches and subject areas
which categorical distinctions hold apart and o f articulating their inter-relationship without
depending on a separation o r causal argument to express it.' Secondly, the articulation o f
power a s constitutive o f knowledge and knowledge a s constitutive o f power is useful in
conceptualising feminist politics in relation to concepts o f gender, social structure and
practices: feminism's struggle has been a s much with what i s known (that women lose
their capacity to mother a s a result o f higher education, for example) as with the
structures and practices based in such knowledge (the creation o f male-only universities;
the autonomous male citizen a s implicit standard). Such knowledge has embedded male
power over women and that power has in turn shaped what is known about s e x and
gender; i t has drawn on a view o f some truths a s outside human invention and a s
therefore legitimising power relations beyond question.2 T h e focus on h o w we know raises
questions about the excluded aspects o f any discourse and encourages attention to
silenced dimensions o f it: a s Willa Muir commented, the emotional quality o f a denial can
tell us a great deal. <MUX1925>
Understanding the social construction of women's position in the family and society calls
for attention to material and cultural subordination alongside its representation and the
"conditions o f possibility" of its conception, including the subjective understandings o f
individual women, and therefore an approach which frames a s a "provisional unity" a
series o f heterogenous elements: for example texts, social groups, practices, conceptual
distinctions ... This is particularly valuable in relation to a politics o f the family a s it i s for
political discussion o f sexuality, race and identity politics generally, because questions and
arguments which cross familiar conceptual boundaries face particular problems, not least
the assumption that they are beyond the remit of political inquiry. I n those areas which
cut across the division between public and private we need an approach to theorising

which does not depend on that division, particularly because the distance between the
private world of home and family and the public world o f the market and the political
arena has defined the division. Davidoff describes how pertinent an approach o f this kind
seemed a s she pursued interests which did not fit with what had been defined as of
historical and sociological interest. "It was in trying to bridge the particulars o f historical
1

One way to illustrate tlus is to thmk about the relationshp between language and socieh. Language is parr of
society and not external to it but socio-linguistic texsbooks commonly include sections on the relaQonshp
between language and society as if they just happened to come into contact from tune to tune. <Fairclough 1989 p
23> We need better ways to convey such integrated relahonshps - in tlus example so close that it is not possible
to conceive o f a language wtuch is non-social and scarcelv possible to thmk of a non-lingustic society. (Would it
be language? Would it be a society?)
- For example, at the conclusion oftheir inquiry mto the "natural disabilities" associated with maternity the
Fabian Women's Group said it had not been possible to get as h l l an assessment as they has hoped for smce
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material with received concepts of hierarchy, knowledge and institutional practice that I
became increasingly aware that existing models of social analysis were no longer
sufficient. T h e words and actions of historical actors constantly broke the bonds and
slipped through the meshes of all existing prototypes." T h e example she gives is of the
permeable boundaries between family, home and workplace, between kinship and the
economic. A s s h e developed this work, "post-modern and deconstructionist ideas,
especially those initiated by feminists, had begun to tug at the edges o f even the m o s t
basic traditional conceptual boundaries. T h e i r radical contestation of foundations exposed
the exclusion of certain voices, arguing that such narrowing was precisely the
precondition making possible an agreed political and intellectual agenda accompanying
the notion of agency..." W e have begun t o realise, she argues, that it is "classification

systems themselves which determine what will be understood a s 'significant
relationships'." < 1995 pp 11-13>
Scott sees post-structuralism a s directing thinking to how the hierarchy of gender is
constructed and legitimised. I n this there is a focus on processes rather than origins, on
multiple rather than single causes, and on the political nature of the construction of
meaning. I t is "because it... relativises the status of all knowledge, links knowledge and
power, and theorises these in t e r m s of the operations of difference ... [that] poststructuralism can offer feminism a powerful analytic perspective". < 1988 pp 4-5> Foucault's
work in particular, s h e argues, offers a way o f thinking more creatively about the politics
of the contextual construction of social meanings. < 1990 p 136> Similarly Nicholson finds
this a productive approach because it moves beyond historicist claims about the

"'situatedness' of human thought within culture'' to focus on the criteria by which claims
to knowledge are legitimized: "the more radical move in the postmodem turn was t o
claim that the very criteria demarcating the true and the false ... were internal t o
traditions of modernity and could not be legitimized outside of those traditions. Moreover,
it was argued that the very development and use o f such criteria, a s well a s their

extension to ever wider domains, had t o be described a s representing the growth and
development of specific 'regimes of power'." <Nicholson, 1990 pp 3 4 >
Archaeology and Genealogy: discourse theory in Foucault

T h e idea o f discourse a s it is now widely used within cultural and media theory cMacdonald
1995 pp 4647; Fairclough pp 2-3>, and increasingly in political and social theory <see for example

Gane and Johnson 1993, Nicholson and Seidman 1995; Bany et ai 1996>

is drawn primarily from

Foucault. T o explore the ideas of discourse theory at all fully is not possible in this
context. But to u s e the concepts at all requires, as Ihave said, at least initial discussion.
This is particularly so because discourse is used loosely and in several ways, including a

common confusion between discourse and

ideology (for an interesting discussion of this

~~

most knowledge was the product of a male m e d d profession wth an mterest m outcomes whch pnvlleged
their sex.

see Purvis and Hunt 1993). T h e term discourse is used in social and political theory in
technical and philosophical senses and it continues to be used also in i t s dictionary sense;
it cannot be said to have an uncontested meaning.3

Discourse theory in Foucault theorises 'words and things' in a way which does not depend
on the idea of words standing for things, or, alternatively, things obscured by a focus on
signification. An approach through Foucaultian discourse theory is therefore especially
useful to the study of aspects of politics and political history in which meaning and
representation are as important as social and economic conditions and where an
emphasis on subject positions is particularly important. I t offers an approach which avoids
fixed category distinctions and allows a new, i f provisional, unity which includes historical
and social evidence and actors often marginalised or excluded by more conventional
theoretical approaches, and hence the possibility of description and analysis which i s
more inclusive and multi-faceted. I t i s an approach which opens up the 'space' for new
questions and "new domains": we are freed to "ask of politics a whole series of questions
not traditionally considered part of its domain". cHak 1994 p 110> A useful definition of
discourse which emphasises the first of these points i s given by Frazer and Lacey; i t is a
definition which makes evident how the concept advances understanding by refusing a
simple boundary between 'the wortd out there' and perception/meaning. Discourse is
more than just another word for 'set of ideas' or 'ideology' but includes the sense that
these are "bound up with the construction of social reality. T h e use of the term
'discourse' ... distances us from the position that there is a given social or political reality
which i s just named o r described by language u s e r s and theorists". Discourse theory
therefore "emphasises the fusion of mental phenomena such as beliefs, logical items such
as concepts and categories, linguistic entities like descriptions and explanations, and
social phenomena like institutions and.. . practices". For feminists i t i s particularly useful
because we have learnt "we m u s t not privilege either the purely material aspects of
women's oppression (as some varieties of M a r x i s t feminism have), or the purely symbolic
(as some varieties of cultural theory have). T h e theoretical use of discourse emphasises
the fusion of these two levels." <FrazerandLaceV 1993 pp 15-17> I t also emphasises discourse
as contained and expressed in practices, institutions, organisations and social
relationships. cScott 1990 p134>
T h e idea of discourse is modelled on and develops from disciplines of knowledge: Foucault
calls for, instead of "a universal history which sweeps along all the sciences in a single
common trajectory" the careful description and histories of different discourses, giving as

an example that "the history of mathematics does not follow the same model as the
history of biology, which itself does not share the same model a s psychopathology". This
would include recognising the "respective siting of different s o r t s of threshold" and the
3

Discourse theov in its wider sense should be Qstmgushed f?om the use of discourse theory to mean only the
SNdy of texts and speech: for example, discourse analysis as it has been developed in -cs,
psychology and

other &sciphes and wluch is hghly techolcal.
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chronologies of specific discourses. cl96811991 pp 54-55> Foucault defined genealogy as a
form of history "which can account for the constitution of knowledges, discourses,
domains of objects etc" without implying a subject which i s "transcendental in relation to
the field of events". < 1980 p 117> He also described i t a s a history of "the 'objectification'
of those elements" that are considered a s objectively given. ~ 1 9 9 p1 116> I t i s such
elements within the social o r human sciences characteristic of the "humanist episteme"
(see discussion below) that are his central concern.
A s Frazer and Lacey add, to talk of discourse i s not to imply any discourse i s invariably
coherent: "even internally contradictory discourses can still be socially viable, which is to
say they can endure over time and play a constructive role in the maintenance and
reproduction o f a society.'' < Frazer 1993 p 15> Indeed, we might argue that many
significant discourses are internally contradictory, and part of analysing them i s to explore
their contradictions and the force that sometimes comes from them, despite or perhaps
even because of that.
Foucault's first development of these ideas is in The Order o f Things e 196611973> and The

Archaeology of Knowledge <1969/1972>. I n this period Foucault developed the idea of an
archaeological analysis of questions of truth and power which was taken forward a s
genealogy particularly in Discipline and Punish .:1979> and The History of Sexuality Vol 1.

< 19W> I n his later work he continued to use the concept of discourse and discourse
formation as developed in The Order of Things and The Archaeology of Knowledge, but in

ways which involve some re-definition but also a clarification of the earlier ideas. Both are
concerned with the analysis of forms of knowledge/frameworks of thought and to
challenge a history of ideas which relies on a sense (often implicit) of an evolutionary
progress in the history o f ideas; rather, Foucault emphasises discontinuities and that
"modes of thought and forms of knowledge are specific to time and place and are logically
incommensurable with each other". <Hutchmgs

P.C.

18.11.96> Archaeology and genealogy

are highly significant metaphors: this project i s an uncovering of successive levels and
strata which underlie, or are ancestral to, present-day thinking/ways o f seeing; "the
uncovering of deep-level structures constitutive of all t h ~ u g h t "This
. ~ analysis has the aim

of undermining powerful notions of universal truth which are seen a s transcendent but
which need to be understood as not external to discourse. Foucault's archaeology is an
attempt "to unpack the notion of an atemporal, universally valid form of rationality by
revealing its dependence on a deep-seated set of discursive regularities which, in any era,
determine what it i s possible to think, say and experience." <McNav, 1994p48> T h e
distinction between archaeology and the extension of these ideas as genealogy lies in
terms of what i s explicitly included.

It marks the development o f Foucault's theory of

power, which although perhaps implicit in the earlier work is first developed in Discipline
4

The sense of archaeology as uncovering the hdden hstory wbch precedes and lies below meaning is present

in Foucault's much-cited declaration d e h m g hs purpose in Folie et Demison: '7 have not tned to write the
hstory of that language, but rather the archaeology of that silence". <1965 pp L. -Xi>
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and Punish. T h e "genealogical understanding of ourselves, our social institutions, and our
practices reveals how the mechanisms of power come to be effectively incorporated into
the social whole". <Haber 1994 p 81 >
Part of this theory is the concept of the episteme and the epistemic break. This i s not
dissimilar as an idea to Kuhn's theory o f paradigm shifts <Kuhn 1970>, but i s posited for a
rather different purpose and the length and influence of an episteme is considerable: the
examples he gives align the idea more closely with that of an epoch. I n The Order of
Things Foucault describes as epistemes the Renaissance and the classical and modem
periods, as well as the discontinuous shifts between them. T h e modem episteme,
beginning at the end o f the eighteenth century and perhaps disintegrating by the 1950s,
i s characterised by the study of and centrality of "Man". <Simons, 1995 p 24> T h e episteme i s
conceived in terms of its contribution to meaning: it is "the condition of possibility of
discourse in a given period; it i s an a priori set of rules o f formation that allow discourses
to function, that allow different objects and different themes to be spoken a t one time but
not a t another". <McNav 1994 p 48> I f this idea comes close to that of a historical epoch i t

i s not within a progressive or evolutionary view of the history of ideas: "The episteme is
not a general developmental stage of reason, it is a complex relationship of successive
displacemenfs". <1968/1991 pp 54-55; on@

ital> H i s interest, he later made clear was

mainly the shift or break itself: "How i s i t that a t certain moments and in certain orders of
knowledge, there are these sudden ta ke-offs, these hastenings of evolution, these
transformations..

.?'I

< 1980 p 112> This is an interesting question to pose o f gender history.

I n the lecture 'Politics and the Study of Discourse' < 1968/1991> Foucault summarised his
previous ten years work, emphasising its function a s a history of the present a s a specific
episteme governed by certain conditions of possibility, and of the role of the "human
sciences" in it. He seeks to understand how discourses "and particularly ... scientific
discourses" were formed and functioned in Europe in the first years of the modem period

so that "that the knowledge which i s ours today could come to exist, and more
particularly that knowledge which has taken a s i t s domain this curious object which i s
man." <1968/1991 p 70> For Foucault t h i s entails two integrally linked moves: insisting on
the contingency of discourse: "discourse has not only a meaning or a truth, but a history,
and a specific history" < 1972 p 127>; and "dethroning" the subject. T h e sense of a
transcendent form o f knowledge i s displaced, and with it the central role of he (most of
the time it was he) who i s uniquely in a position to uncover it: that "someone has said"
matters more than who i s speaking. <1968/1991 p72> I t opens up an analysis which,
moving behind the idea of the author, examines the discursive structures and constraints
that shape what is said. <McNav I994 p55> "Foucault argues that Man, the subject o r the

author cannot be considered as the Foundation, origin or condition of possibility of
discourse. Rather, the subject, and especially the author, can be defined as an element
within a discursive field, a particular space from which it is possible to speak o r write ..."
<Simons 1995 pp 25-26> Although Foucault states that not only authored utterances are in
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question, the paradigmatic examples he u s e s are o f speech/text. He describes and
overturns the dominant (albeit not the only, which Foucault perhaps ignores) way o f
thinking about thinking of the period since the Enlightenment. "What is important t o me is
to show that there are not on the one hand inert discourses, which are already more than
half dead, and on the other hand, an all-powerful subject which manipulates them,
overturns them, renews them; but that discoursing subjects form a part of the discursive
field ... Discourse is not a place into which the subjectivity irrupts; it is a space of
differentiated subject-positions and subject-functions."< 1968/1991p 58> Great men
thinking great thoughts are o f l e s s importance than the "conditions of possibility'' of those
thoughts and the power and exclusion which are part of the story.'
Famously, this was the 'death o f the subject'. An end to the sovereignity of the subject is,

I would argue, a more accurate if not a s dramatic a way to put it. I t is a "decentring that
leaves no privilege to any centre" < 1969 p205 >;

'I..

. discourse is not the majestically

unfolding manifestation of a thinking, knowing, speaking subject... < 1969 pp %-5>
Foucault's thinking on this has,

I think, been misunderstood and exaggerated (see, for

example, Judith Evans, 1995, discussed below). T o deconstruct the subject is not the
same a s saying the concept has no meaning. <Butler 1992 p 15> Rather, it i s to call it into
question, to open it up to scrutiny. I t is also to refuse the subject and individual-focussed
and psychological accounts and explanations the central importance they have been
given. I t is the decentreing o f a subject capable of a transcendent rationality which
Foucault insists on. H e argues that the sovereignity of the subject has been preserved by
"the search for an original foundation that would make rationality the telos of mankind,
and link the whole history o f thought to the preservation o f this rationality". c1969 pp 1213> This dual move is particularly important a s it evades the common objection to post-

structuralism's critique, that by dethroning the idea of a vantage point external to
discourse from which truth-claims can be validated, only a free-for-all of radical relativism
remains. Foucault's argument suggests the alternative to 'reason' identified a s "God's eye
view", with its association with universality, detachment and dispassion, is not either
subjective preference o r a relativism which leaves us without any bases for value
statements, but a more reliable contextualised and provisional knowledge that recognises
the role and position o f the knower, of language and of the "conditions of possibility" of
knowing .

It is ironical that Foucault and hls work slip so r a y into the subject position o f 'great madgreat thmki.
'& role in the French tradtion o f intellectual as public figure as well as its patriarchal heage is exemplified in
Claude Mauriac's description of a meeting where "I was present at the first meetmg between the old great
phdosopher and the young great philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre and Michel Foucault" <Claude Mauriac Le temps
immobile vol 11 1 p 29 1, Paris 1977> Foucault played a publidpolitiCai role from the 1970s on. <Enbon 1992
5

chapter 17>

Foucault's stricture is to accept nothing as self-evident; no conceptual ordering can be an
unquestioned starting-point; no knowledge is to be taken at face value, or categorisation
as essential. (Whether the "systematic erasure of all given unities" c 1969 p 28> is actually

possible is another question; since it is impossible to start without a starting point.) The
question posed is what is it that enables us t o identify a certain group of statements as,
for example, medicine rather than economics? <McNav 1984 p 66> And why? We must
"disconnect the unquestioned continuities by which we organise, in advance, the
discourses that we are to analyseI'..

< 1969 p 28> Groupings inherited from past practices

must be interrogated, "all these syntheses that are accepted without questions, must
remain in suspense". This does not mean wholesale rejection but "the tranquility with
which they are accepted must be disturbed; we must show that they do not come about
of themselves, but are always the result of a construction the rules of which must be
known, and the justifications of which must be scrutinised ..." c l 9 6 9 pp 25-26> We refocus
our gaze also to recognise connections, that an apparently discrete unity (the example he
uses is a book c1969 p 23>) is "a node within a network", and can be described in different
ways in different contexts. It is not that we need to wholly dispense with such unities as
the oeuvre, the book, or medical science or literature, but that: "[Wlhat we must do ... is
to tear away from them their virtual self-evidence, and to free the problems that they
pose; to recognise that they are not the tranquil locus on the basis of which other
questions (concerning their structure, coherence, systemacity, transformations) may be
posed, but that they themselves pose a whole series of questions ... that they require a
theory..."< 1969 p 26> This interrogation of "virtual self-evidence'' demands a focus on
specificity and formation. Certain practices, for example imprisonment, come to seem
"natural, self-evident and indispensable...". Need it be so? "It's a matter of shaking this
false self-evidence, of demonstrating its precariousness, of making visible not its

arbitrariness, but its complex interconnection with a multiplicity of historical processes..

.I1

< 1980 p 75 my ital> What Foucault calls a breach of self-evidence is "making visible a

singularity a t places where there is a temptation to invoke a historical constant, an
immediate anthropological trait, or an obviousness that imposes itself uniformly on all".

I t s purpose is to show that "things 'weren't as necessary as all that'; it wasn't a matter of
course that made people came to be regarded as mentally ill; it wasn't self-evident that
the only thing to be done with a criminal was to lock him up, it wasn't self-evident that
the causes of illness were to be sought through the individual examination of bodies; and
so onN. It is a fundamental questioning of the self-evidences "on which our knowledges,
acquiescences, and practices rest". As such it is again particularty relevant to a history
and politics of gender; gendered natures and roles have been and still are sometimes
taken as self-evident, although what was taken as self-evident has differed according to
quite specific contexts (in history, of class etc); feminism can be described as responding
to and insisting on just such "a breach o f self-evidence". The task of the genealogist is the
re-examination of evidence and presuppositions, its purpose and connections to systems

of power, to create a "history of the present". I t i s necessary to do this through deep and
multi-layered genealogical analysis because it "problematizes truth; i t problematizes the
givens of our everyday existence by showing how those familiar, apparently actual or
given objects of our experience

- the s e l f and our bodies (sexuality)

as well as our social

institutions (prisons, schools, hospitals, families) and scientific norms (sanity and insanity,
health and illness) are objects produced in historically variable relations of power".

< 1968/1991pp 76-79 >
Together with the theory of power as "capillary" this is to open up political history to a
view of i t closer to feminist understandings, though in a fully-theorised way. Power i s
central to this argument in that it i s seen as not only juridical, negative and extending
from the State, as political theory which has yet to the "cut off the King's head" presents
it <I980 p 121>, but a s multi-focal and as disciplinary (people internalising 'police'), within

and constitutive of discourse, operating in everyday social and cultural practices. I t i s
power which has effect not through constraint and coercion but through consent or at
least acquiescence. Foucault want to present power a s not only negative; it reconstructs
a s well as represses, forms a "productive network which runs through the whole social
body". < 1980 p 119> Power i s seen a s an omnipresent dimension in human relations but
not a s a fixed and closed regime s o much as an ongoing strategic struggle. I t operates
iess through a series of state (or state plus capital) mechanisms which can be analysed
through one main means (e.g. Marxism) s o much as a much more complex pattern of
actions, policies and agencies within overlapping and sometimes contradictory discourses
don't want to say that the
which are not consistently serving one s e t of interests only. "I
State isn't important; what Iwant to say i s that relations o f power, and hence the
analysis that m u s t be made of them, necessarily extend beyond the limits of the State."
The State operates on the basis of other, already existing power relations. "The State is
super-structural in relation to a whole series of power networks that invest the body,
sexuality, the family, kinship, knowledge, technology, and s o forth." <1980 p 122> T h e
modern power/knowledge regime i s seen as having developed from the 18thcthrough
local disciplinary institutions such a s asylums, hospitals and schools, because these were
among the first to face the problems of management, surveillance and control of large
numbers of people with lessened use of force and constraint; the first, that is, to face the
problems that would become the constitutive problems of modem government.
I n feminist terms this moves away from the idea of patriarchy and a consequent model of
the state as serving male interests to one in which competing discourses of gender
struggle to be heard. This i s not to imply that all discourses compete on an equal footing
o r that male-dominated state institutions do not privilege discourses which embed male

power (although Foucault fails to emphasise this), I t supports a view of the family a s a
Foucault based his theories on quite speclfic and usually tecbcal discourses and using hs ideas in a broader
way h g s its own problems. The relevant d&xnce between s c i e n ~ cand other discourses is that tecbcal
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site o f power relations structured through competing and overlapping discourses rather
than straighfforwardly patriarchal (in both senses). T h e idea of power as a binary
opposition between rulers and ruled i s particularly problematic for feminist politics: some
feminist understanding o f men's power over women leads to an initial substitution on a
rulers/ruled model that 'all men have power over all women', which does not account for
either women (for example, upper class women, white women in some countries) who
have power over certain men (for example servants, black men), or for differential access
to power by different groups of women.

' Nor does the idea of power as extending ftom

the state adequately account for forms of self-discipline which seem against the interests
o f the individual o r group concerned, and how power can effect people a t the deepest
level of desire and embodiment; again this is central for (particularly second-wave)
feminism.
This view of power leads to the ideas of power/knowledge and "the Production of Truth".
"If I have studied 'practices' like those of the sequestration of the insane, o r clinical

medicine, or the organisation of the empirical sciences, or legal punishment, i t was in
order to study this interplay between a 'code' which rules ways of doing things (how
people are to be graded and examined, things and signs classified, individuals trained,
etc.) and a production of true discourses which serve to found, justify and provide
reasons and principles for these ways of doing things. T o put the matter clearly: my
problem is to see how men govern (themselves and others) by the production o f truth ..."
T h e question of "the production of true and false" should, he insists, be resituated "at
the heart of our historical analysis and political critique". <I991 p 79> T h e "production o f
truth" i s about how statements come to be judged or situated as true o r false: "the
establishment o f domains in which the practice of true and false can be made a t once
ordered and pertinent". This i s clarified through a comparison with the concept of
ideology: "the problem does not consist in drawing the line between that in a discourse
which falls under the category of scientificity o r truth, and that which comes under some
other category, but in seeing historically how effects o f truth are produced within
discourses which in themselves are neither true nor false". Truth cannot be understood as
outside power, or a s lacking in power: "[Tlruth is a thing of this world: i t is produced only
by virtue of multiple forms of constraint. And it induces regular effects of power. Each
society has its regime of truth, i t s 'general politics' of truth: that is, the types of discourse
which i t accepts and makes function as true; the mechanisms and instances which enable
one to distinguish true and false statements, the means by which each i s sanctioned; the
techniques and procedures accorded value in the acquisition of truth; the status of those
who are charged with saying what counts as true." 4 9 8 0 p 118> Simons comments that
~

discourses trv to l
b
t the extent to whch r n e a u q IS contestable. Scientific drscourses can e h b i t sharp paradigm
shdb whereas n o d speech change occurs more g r a d d y .
Black fermzllst theory has argued for oppression of gender, class, race,sexuahty, age and ablllty to be mewed rn
terms of "a matnx of d o u h o n " because there are "few pure vlctuns or oppressors. Each mcimduai denves
varyrng amounts of penaity and pnvllege from the muhple system of oppression whch fi-ames everyone's lives"
<Hill Colllns 1990 p 22*
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Foucauk does not attempt to systematically break down the elements of that mutual
constitution, rather his accounts are a “deliberate entanglement of power and truth” and
that “[P]ower/knowledge

is a knot that is not meant to be unravelled”. < 1995 p 27> I

would say, rather, that i t is the entanglement that is seen as important, rather than the
specifics of how that entanglement i s constituted.
T h e later discussion of governmentality as the construction of reality in ways which are
governable links the idea of internalising discipline to political structures, explicit systems

of rules and norms, techniques and apparatus of government <simon~1995 p 30>, but
without losing the ”mentality” in it: government i s “the conduct of conduct”.

I t supports

a way of theorising political power a s exercised through a multitude of agencies and
techniques, some of which are only indirectly associated with formal organisations of the
state. <Miller and Rose 1996 p 75; Burchell et al 1991; Barry et al 1996> Coole’s discussion of the
political implications of post-structuralism points to i t s political uses in a different way.
She sees its strength in terms of novel political practices which occur a t the level of, in
Kristeva’s phrase, “socio-symbolic contact”

- a politics o f the symbolic,

ecriture feminine,

which Coole calls the politics of differance. 4 9 9 3 p 189> Squires suggests that a new
engagement between feminist expressive and aesthetic politics associated with the ’turn
to culture’ and the more traditional politics of policy formation would be timely. <Squres
1997 p 9 >

Both directions are of great interest. However, in terms of my arguments

I am concerned

with the narrower point that this view of the relationship of discursive formation and

power i s a productive way to view women’s political history and to address certain
present-day issues, because of the multi-focal nature both of women’s oppression and
how i t has been seen and resisted, and the importance to it of ”self-evident truths” about
gender. This view of discourse also supports a recognition that women’s movement
politics do not always lie in creating a counter-discourse to that of a power-position but
draw on and contribute to discourses of their time. T h e discourses of sex can best be
understood, Foucault argued, not via broad explanations in terms of “great Power“ but in
terms of “multiple and mobile power relations”. T h e questions to pose are: which are “the
most local power relations at work? How did they make possible these kinds of
discourses, and conversely, how were these discourses used to support power relations?”
<19M pp 97-98> One of the most interesting questions posed by women’s political status at

the end of a century in which it has moved from one of formal exclusion from state politics
Foucauit’sdevelopment of the idea of govemmentahty was d
v m the annual courses of lectures he delivered
between 1970 and 1984 at the College de France, m particular the lectures m 1978 and 1979 enbtled
‘Secunty, temtory and populauon’and The buth of biopolihcs’. Gordon m Burchdl et d 1991 p 1> He also
taught and orgamsed research sermnars on quemons of government on vlsits to the Umversity o f Calgoma at
Berkeley. Foucauit used the term ‘governmentalrabonality‘ synonymously wth ‘govemmentality‘and defined it as
”contact between the technologes of dommatlon of others and those of the self’<m Technologes of the Self’ m
Luther H h4am.n ed London, 198& For Foucault polittcal rattodt~esare agam more than ideologes: ‘‘they
comtute a part of the fabnc of our ways of thmking about and actmg upon one another and ourselves.”<Gordon
op cit p 5>
3

to formal inclusion, i s women‘s inclusion on different terms <Pateman 1992 p 19>, a question
which the relationship through discourse between formal structures of political power and
”local power relations” addresses, and which has acknowledged links to caring roles and
questions of power in the family.
Puwer and Freedom
T h e formation and functioning of discourse as Foucault analyses i t is easiest to
understand in relation to mechanisms of repression and constraint, and Bentham‘s
Panopticon

remains its most powerful metaphor and expression. A common and ready

criticism therefore, which overlaps with the criticism that these ideas are about only an
imprisonment within language, i s that this i s to describe institutions and mechanisms of
power which determine us s o completely that no politics of emancipation is possible: the
freedom ofFered by the Enlightenment is thrown away in a critique of its
transcendentalism, Marxists and some feminists have seen Foucault‘s thin king a s
contributing, if unintentionally, to a right-wing politics; the most forceful exponent of the
idea that Foucault, i s a conservative in disguise was Habermas, in a 1981 article in which
he called him a ”Young Conservative“.” T h i s is the charge which those who perceive
Foucault as a theorist of progressive politics m u s t answer.
Feminist arguments against the post-modem ‘turn’ fall within this broad category; Evans‘
arguments are representative of this critique and aim to summarise it. <Evans 1995 chapter
9> She argues that post-modemism is “a recipe for stasis, if not indeed paralysis”

because “[Ilt allows us no “grand narrative” that proposes the equality of women, let
alone one that might bring it about. For i t s relativism wouid give equal standing to an
argument that women should remain oppressed”. ~ E v a n s1995 p 125> As I have argued
above, it is a common misinterpretation that relativism means ‘anything goes‘ rather than
specific attention to the context of knowledge and beliefs, and that to object to
‘Yotalising” theory i s to propose instead that any account has equal validity. From an
emphasis on the contingent and a refusal of universal truths i t does not follow that we
must allow no one interpretation to be considered better “in any way”. <Evans 1995 p 126>
Rather i t is to say that the basis of interpretation and statements o f belief and priority
should lie, not in what Marx or Firestone have declared to be generally true, but in
historically and socially situated “differentiated analyses” which pay attention to the
Rmgs of back-lit cells encircle a central observation tower so that the inmates do not know whether they are
visible or not by guards and so i n t b s e ‘le regard’. The techque o f ‘the gaze’ is seen as allowing the
management of inshtutional populations through self-survelilance.
10
Habermas ‘Modermtv versus Postmodermty’, New G e m Critique 22 (Winter 1981)p p 31-14. H a m
contends that rather than seekmg to resolve the problems of modern societies, postmodernity is anti-modern and
as such conservauve, and also that it is paradoxical in rqectmg ‘‘totahsmg” theory but cannot avoid erectmg one
itself. For dscussion of thw criticism see Fraser 1989 pp 35-53. The idea that Foucault contnbutes to a
regressive and right-wing politics was an early criticism: Les Motr-et les choses <196@ was seen by some
Uarxist critics as ”anti-historical” and as ”bderpinnedby a neo-Nietzschean ideology that saves too well,
whether he is aware of thls or not, the designs of a class whose oniv interest is to mask the objective choice o f a
path toward the future”. dacques Milhay Cuhiers du Communisme, 1968, cited in Eribon 1992 p 162>
9
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questions we ask within those analyses, consider which answers support which systems of
power, and on what further suppositions the truths we arrive at may depend." Whether
the equality of women requires a "grand narrative" is a separate question which demands
more thoughtful attention. Alison Assiter, for example, argues that post-modernism is
dangerous for feminism because o f i t s rejection of the grand narratives of the
Enlightenment and Marxism; since these are theories about emancipation and the
overcoming of inequalities s o the post-modern rejection of such theories risks a l o s s of
the possibility o f emancipation. <1996 p 3> Assiter opposes 'discourse' to 'reality' however
and argues that one can and should make universal claims about women and that
feminism needs to rework the key concepts of the liberal humanist tradition. Her critique
does not take sufficiently seriously post-structuralism a s a basis for narratives o f freedom
of a different kind to the "grand" sort; she suggest universalisable and over-arching

theory a s always necessary to freedom and justice. I find convincing arguments such a s
Fraser's: that this radical questioning makes possible "a new form of politically engaged
reflection on the emergence and nature of modern societies" and has "opened up new
areas o f inquiry and problematised new dimensions of modernity; a s a result it has made
it possible to broach political problems in fruitful new ways". <Fraser 1989 p 17 and p 26>

Evans also argues that the focus on texts suggests "there is within i t no room for the real
world". T h i s i s to misread the relationship of 'words and things' which is,

I have argued,

about questions of method and meaning and suggests that rather than asserting a "real
world" (let alone one which is opposed to the then unreal world of representation) we pay
attention to what we see as real and why. Although Foucault in both early and later work
< 1969 p 26/27 and 1991 pp 1 1 3 4 > states that his concern i s not with language alone, it i s a

persistent criticism of his work not only that i t is anti-progressive but that he has
described a world bounded by language and signification with no touchstone o f reality,
that he describes only entrapment. Possibly with reference to such Criticism he later
commented that in h i s early work, without an adequate theory of power, he confused the
discursive regime "too much with systemacity, theoretical form, or something Ii ke a
paradigm". < 1980 p 113> A s

I have said, much of the value of discourse theory seems to

me precisely that it theorises 'words and things' in a way which does not depend on the
idea of words standing for things. T h i s i s not to deny the existence of things but to argue
that meaning does not exist separately from forms of life, and constructs them. Nor i s it
to deny that worlds and meanings change and can be changed. However the habitual
separation of the material and the signifying makes i t hard for us to define a relationship
o f fusion without describing i t in terms o f a separation. Purvis and Hunt's reply to this

argument is useful: "[Olf course earthquakes occur, and their occurrence is independent
o f consciousness; but it is their construction in discourse that determines whether they

are 'movements of tectonic plates' or manifestations of 'the wrath of the gods"'.
!1

<I993 p

Perhaps t h s is easier to accept from a hstorians' point of view than a political theorist's? &story cannot
produce umnedmted versions of the past and therefore q-ons
of interpretation and which evidence is
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490> Which we understand earthquakes as cannot be separated from our seeing them;

how we understand them may change. Much argument has been expended on this
question and it is complex, but Purvis and Hunt are right to say “we should refuse the
slogan ‘everything is discursive’; it obscures the much more interesting claim that all
knowledge is located within discourse”. < 1993 p 490> However the emphasis on texts may
have led to a theoretical direction which gives priority to reading over the production o f
texts cMacdonald 1995 p 38>, or which has tended to collapse the social into the textual.

<Nicholson and Seidman 1995 p 9> I n consequence “[Plostmodern critique narrowed into a
critique of representations or knowledges, leaving relatively unattended their social and
historical contexts”. Remedying this by bringing together post-modern insights and critical
social theory, Nicholson and Steidman argue, creates a “social postmodernism” as a
strategy “for imagining a democratic social theory and politics“. <Nicholson and Seidman 1995
p 35>

Evans‘ third criticism is that the view of the subject Foucault proposes means a
“fragmentation of the self” which is antithetical to feminism. The “crisis ... of the vanishing
subject” is a t the centre of feminist worries about post-modernism because it seems just

as ‘woman’ has been asserted as a subject she is being deconstructed. This is a
continuing debate within feminist theory and one which Butler and Scott have described
as a “crisis in feminism”. c 1992 p xiii> As Ihave suggested above, the argument
developed by Foucault, at least, does not mean that no arguments can be made on behalf
of women but calls for more care in specifying which women. It also opens up (alongside

other discussion), new conceptions o f identity. I n summary, where Evans and others see
the subject as actor and the possibility of distinguishing between truth and falsity as
dismantled in this analysis, Iwould argue that they are redefined in ways useful rather
than antithetical to feminism and other progressive politics. However it is fair to comment

that the very complexity of this argument can be a hindrance to political analysis and
co m munication .
Foucault addressed the criticism that his work is anti-progressive several times. I n a
response to a question, posed as part of a discussion of the issues raised by Les MO& e t
/es Choses he insisted his view of progressive politics was “a politics recognising the

historical conditions and the stated rules of a practice”. cFoucault 1968> The lecture ‘Politics
and the study o f discourse’ <1991> is introduced as a reply to the criticism that his work
removes all basis for a progressive political intervention, although he does not answer it
directly. He gives, however, an account of how, through discourse theory it becomes
possible to substitute specific for totaiizing analyses and to describe, as the episteme of a
period, not the sum of its knowledge, not the idea of the unitary spirit of an age or “a
formal structure destined to reign for a time over all the manifestations of thought” but
the ”divergence, the distances, the oppositions, the differences, the relations of its
various scientific discourses”; it replaces grand underiying theory with an open field of
~~~~~

~

~

~~~-~

avdable, chosen or rejected, and why, are rased. But t h s is not equivalent to s
a
w that therefore anv
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relationships. e1991 pp 34-55> I t is about a framework which displaces a focus on
explanations which order and unify with a focus on the variable, interconnecting in
changing ways, and open patterns which become more visible when that requirement is
no longer dominant. Although this can lead t o more accurate and inclusive

description/understandings, because not limited by "the quest for a sovereign, unique and
constraining form" Foucault disregards, a s Ihave suggested, the extent to which form is
necessary to meaning. But a s a re-emphasis, the insistence that instead of seeking metatheories we examine "ensembles of discourse" and how they connect, it is valuable. I t
means instead of general, abstract "first cause and universal effect" explanations, paying
attention to discontinuities and to difference, to the evidence which does not fit the
explanation: "insistently making plain instead all the intensity of difference, establishing a
painstaking record o f deviation". < 1991 pp 55-56> T h e search for an over-arching
hypothesis through which we can understand our times is replaced by the analysis of
complex patterns through which we can begin to understand our times.

I n his final work Foucault returned to the idea o f freedom. His summary clarifies earlier
work: "[qhe political and social processes by which Western European societies were put
in order are not very apparent, have been forgotten or have become habitual. T h e y are a
part of our m o s t familiar landscape, and we don't perceive them anymore ... I t is one of
my targets to show people that a lot of things that are a part of their landscape - that
people think are universal

- are the result of some very precise historical changes.

All m y

analyses are against the idea of universal necessities in human existence". Because they
show "the arbitrariness of institutions", he argues, this shows "which space of freedom we
can still enjoy and how many changes can still be made". < 1988 pp 10-11 > Allowing us t o
see "our most familiar landscape" a s constructed is to begin envisaging other ways of
being and of creating new political and social structures no longer predicated on
inequalities and exclusions. Again gender history is a good illustration: to show that the
landscape created by, for example, 'separate spheres' was not a social ordering based on
universal and natural differences between women and men but the result of specific
historical changes is to suggest that other social orders may be s o also; to see this is not
straightforwardly to change it, but it is a valuable and indeed liberating tool for doing so.
T h e dominant tenor of Western thought remains one of creating an explanatory
framework o r s e t of arguments which seem to offer certainty, which 'tidy up' the world,
reduce it to a strong explanation, one which "holds everything in place". But to do s o
excludes those voices and events which disturb o r make l e s s possible a given explanation
or which have been ruled out/defined out a s not counting. Foucault, on m y
understanding, suggests firstly breaking down disciplinary and other boundaries s o that
our thinking about "the different ways in our culture that humans develop knowledge
about themselves" 4 9 8 8 p 17> is not hemmed in by fixed categorisations, and secondly,
seeking new sorts of explanations and structures for explanation, and, ultimately,
interpretation or evidence will Serve as well as any other.
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different ways o f being. Those spaces, these new perspectives then open up the
possibility of radically different interventions in the "very specific 'truth games' related to
specific techniques that human beings use to understand themselves" and hence govern
themselves and each other. <p 18> This approach is in itself resistant to dominant and
powerful forms o f social organisation in that it questions their bases and proposes that
there are always other ways o f seeing things (especially 'from below'), and also because it
leads to a "politics o f the everyday" which allows us to develop arguments about multiple
power relations in social organisation; as such it is "a key resource for rethinking a
democratic social theory and politics" <Nicholson and Seidman 1989, introduction> and for the
history of women's politics. <Scott 1990 pp 134-136>
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CHAPTER ONE. PART TWO

Public and private, equality and diflmence
Recent feminist history and some political theory has drawn on two distinctions, between
the public and private, which is seen as shaping women‘s association with the family/
private sphere which consequently becomes a cause of and justification of inequality, and
between equality and difference which is seen as shaping women’s movement response
to that inequality and its development as a political movement more generally. Since both
distinctions are complex, both in their component concepts and in how they function in
structuring a ‘thinking in opposites’, i t is necessary to look at their meaning and use. Both

public and private and equality and difference function within the discursive construction
of women and family and in the related discourse of women in public, to form and
replicate a dichotomous positioning of family interests/women’s interests. I n Foucauldian
terms they can be described as discursive regularities in that they fix certain oppositions
and meanings in ways which then become self-evident.
I n the second half of this chapter I examine the public and private distinction as it has
been discussed in recent feminist work, in relation to: the family as paradigmatic of the
private; the conceptual boundaries between public and private and their role in ordering
the political; their relationship to a gendered definition of citizenship; as a historical
continuum between first and second-wave feminism and as central to the challenge of
second-wave feminism. I then look at the meaning of the distinction between equality and
difference and some of the problems with arguments from each, and at recent analysis of
this dichotomy as an “intellectual trap”. I do not discuss historical examples of the
problem of equality versus difference, but do so in chapter three.

Public and private
A conceptual division between public and private life is part of political thinking in present-

day Western society and the history of political thought. cElshtain 1981 p 1 1 > As such it is
highly significant for the discursive construction of sexual difference. <Pateman 1983 p 281>
I t is a distinction at the heart o f how we construct and understand public life and

citizenship and how, in contrast, we position private and family life.“ The family has come
to be paradigmatic of the private, though i t was not always so. One illustration is the
politician’s euphemism for departure from office, ‘spending more time with his family’,

I should emphasise that I am not arguing that the public and private distmction My e’uplains women’s
position in the farmly. Physiological and social explanations in relation to women‘s maternity and lactation and
the development of social modes of care and confinement 111 relation to them are relevant and have been much
&scussed. What such explanations do not, and the dstmction between public and private does (at least b e p to)
explan, is the extension of women’s close identification with family roles when circumstances o f chldbearing
and breast-feeding are not or are no longer pertinent, and the s u b o r h u o n associated with women‘s family roles.
:?

which depends on this assumption for its meaning.I3 While participation in the polis is
paradigmatic o f the public, the family and the household are the private sphere, and the
contrast is important to the meaning of each. The centrality o f this distinction to the
liberal model of citizenship and politics is seen as underlying a situation where women are
now formally included but in practice included on differential terms <Pateman 1992 p 10> and
in which women's interests appear to be special pleading. Pateman argues that the
concept of citizenship and a public/private division predicated on an unacknowledged
'sexual contract' are historically, and remain integrally, linked.14 Although the
public/private division in the sense explored in recent feminist theory is part of political
theory generally mainstream political theory is also constructed according to it and sees
its subject primarily as the public world o f the economy and state. < O h 1989pp110-117:
Pateman 1989 p 3 > The gendered nature of public and private has until recently been outwith

the frame o f reference of most political theory <Pateman 1988 pp 1-13: DavldotT 1995 p 229>,
and analysis of the dichotomy and its use as a tool of social/political analysis remains
most extensive within feminist theory and gender history. <Squres -198915> The dichotomy
is both something to be observed in political history, political theory and political practice
and an analytical tool used to think about these areas. This creates some confusion. While
it is a dichotomy discussed or alluded to in a great deal of feminist political writing and

history, I have drawn mainly on analyses by Carole Pateman ~ 1 9 8 3 1988>,
.
Linda
Nicholson

1986> and Leonore Davidoff < 1995> and to a lesser extent Jean Elshtain

<1981>, Joan Tronto <1993>, and Nancy Fraser. <1989: 1992>

Although questioning this division and seeking to bring issues considered private into the
public has been an important dimension of feminism in Britain and North America in both
its first and second waves, that does not mean it is straightforward or unproblematic to

I have not come across thls e u p h m s m in relation to a woman poiitician if Margaret Thatcher's departure had
been descnbed in h s wav, would we have believed it? Women leaving empio>mentor not seelung promotion for
h s reason i s not seen as unusual or generallv understood as a euphmsm.
14
Other dstrnctions between public and private rn general use are the &vision an economist would make
behveen the public and pnvate sectors (i.e. state and pnvatel>.-oi-ned organisations ); the dstmcuon a stockl3

broker would make between a public companv and a private companv, both ofwhch on the former dstmction
are pnvately-owned. or the legal concepts of public and pnvatr law. The fefemuust use of public and private
would see all of these as 'public'. Tonv Fahey has observed that the concept of 'pnvacy' is remarkablv
dependent on conte,xt <Tonv Fahev Families and the State colloquum, Umversity of Edmburgh 24 Mav 1997>.
15
Squres contends that the most sigmficant contnbution to understanding the public and pnvate dchotomy has
come from feminist theorv, Qscussmg the work of Jean Elshtam as representative of liberal f i s t theory,
M q O'Bnen as representatwe o f ra&cal fermnist theory, and Ins Young as representahve of socialist femirust
theory. She sees the methodological dualism characterising both mainstream and f d s t political theory as
itself related to the public and private dchotomv, so unhelpful as a critlque of the dichotomy. Despite the
differences behveen these theorists, they are umted by the challenge thes pose to mamtream theoretical accounts
of the public and pnvate and in the basis they lav for developing new concephons of the public and private. She
comments that few values so fmdamental to society as pnvacy have been left so undefrned m social theory and
emphasises that there is no single concept of privacy. < 1989 p 56> She quotes a leplslabve d e h t i o n of privacy,
notmg the implicit definition o f the person whose pnvacy is of concern: privacy is to be -'protected from intrusion
upon humelf, hs home, hs family, hs relationshps and communication with others, hs propmy and hs
busmess affairs". < 1989 p 72>
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do so, or to use these terms in analysis. <Squires 1989p 140> The “Victorian shadow”
(Davidoff‘s phrase) has a role in shaping gendered conceptions of public and private
today, but this division cannot be understood only in terms of separate spheres ideology;
it is not the case that women are simply excluded from public life; nor that “the private

sphere is women’s sphere and the public sphere is men’s ... Rather, feminist analysis
shows the political, ideological nature of these categories”. <Fraser 1992 p305> That
political, ideological nature has its own history. ‘[qhese terms are not simply
straightforward designations of pre-existing social spheres; rather, they are cultural
classifications and rhetorical labels. I n political discourse they are frequently deployed to
delegitimate some interests, views and topics and to valorise o t h e r s . ” < F m 1989 p294>
Davidoff argues that this distinction is both more complicated and slippery than it may at
first seem; in particular, it is used to both explain women’s subordinate position and as
constituting an ideology which constructed and justified that position. Public and private
are not and never have been “conceptual absolutes”; nevertheless, “[ Dlespite their
instability and mutability, public and private are concepts which also have had powerful
material and experiential consequences in terms of formal institutions, organisational1
forms, financial systems, familial and kinship patterns, as well as in language. I n short,
they have become a basic part of the way our whole social and psychic worlds are
ordered, but an order that is constantly shifting, being made and remade. < 1995 pp 227 ”

230 >

Though both public and private gain their meaning in relation to each other, private is
more closely defined through a sense of not public and is identified with both secrecy and
w i t h home and family life. I n liberal discourse it is family privacy that is the antithesis of

the public, though we also draw from liberal theory the main formal definition of privacy
as the right t o be free from unwanted intrusion and to determine what information is
given to others. Privacy of the individual in most accounts overlaps with family privacy:
the European Convention on Human Rights as it is to be incorporated into British law, for
example, guarantees “respect for private and family life”. Many uses of private occlude
individual privacy and privacy understood as family/domestic life.16 The public is most
commonly identified with two main areas: employment/the market, and the
political/public life. Fraser defines public as including: state-related; accessible to
everyone; of concern to everyone; pertaining to a common good or shared interest. She
suggests that each has a corresponding sense of privacy, which additionally however
includes senses pertaining to private property; and pertaining to intimate domestic or
personal life, including sexual life. c 1989 p 294>
16

Thls occlusion hdes the difference between intunate group privacy and individual privacy and that it is not
only not the Same thmg as inQvidual privacy but may actually preclude it. For women whose place of work it is
the notion of the privaqv o f the home is contradictory, ironicallv, especially so when the professional duties of
wfe, mother and mistress of a f d y were being promulgated in ideas o f separate spheres. The idea that ‘Home
is the sacred refuge o f our life’, the operung line o f an 1838 poem by John Player, raises the quesbon refugefrom
what?

Feminist discussion o f the public and private distinction has emphasised three main
points: that there are no natural o r a priori boundaries between the public and private
spheres; that these categories are highly gendered; and that this dichotomy plays a
major role in ordering what is seen a s o f appropriate concern a s political. Elshtain
emphasises that “boundary shifts” in o u r understanding o f the political and what is public
and private have taken place throughout western political life. < 1981 p 201 > T h e moving
line between the public and private is at the centre of Nicholson’s argument (which i s
discussed below); she argues that the contested and shifting boundary between the
public and private has created contradictions to which organised feminism (both first and
second-wave) has been the response. <Nicholson 1986> Although women and men operate
across such boundaries in a variety o f ways, the gendered association o f these spheres”
is still meaningful: for example, in a description o f a senior woman lawyer a s “a woman

well used to operating in a man’s world” <Radio 4 7 Mav 1997> and the magazine title
Woman‘s Realm which focuses on family and domestic life. While m o s t writers would

agree in seeing this a s a highly gendered dichotomy, there are different views on the
extent to which i t is the case, with the division seen a s wholly gendered, s o that the
public and private distinction corresponds to male and female s o exactly that i f an activity
is undertaken by a woman it is categorised a s private, and, conversely, if the same

activity is undertaken by a man, it becomes public; others see a significant overlap in
these categories, and the degree of overlap, the role of this dichotomy in structuring
gender divisions, and vice versa, a s the interesting discussion. This dichotomy has been
mapped onto a further s e t o f ideas and corresponding gendered dichotomies: the
autonomous and the relational, independence and dependence, reason and emotion,
culture and nature. <Pateman 1983 p 287> T h e m o s t fundamental and general o f these
oppositions associates women with nature and men with culture. < R o d d o and Lamphere
1973> Davidoff sees gendered ideas of rationality, individuality and property a s the

groundwork upon which conceptions o f public and private were built. ~ 1 9 9 p5 237>18 T h e
sexual component to meanings o f privacy has meant that women have been seen a s
potentially subversive of the public interest and the common good, a s a source o f sexual
disorder. < O b 1990 p 145> T h e sexual meanings of what otherwise might be neutral t e r m s
connoting public behaviour, ‘street walker’ and ‘public woman’, are significant.

Tronto sees the public/private distinction a s one o f the major boundaries which structure
moral and political thought, and s h e emphasises the power that theories and frameworks
have over how we think and what we think about. Such boundaries are part o f “the
process by which we make some questions central and others peripheral o r marginal

17

And the habit o f r e f m g to them as ‘spheres’ of life is a lingusuc trace.
DavidoE also d e s an important lmk between the naturdfemaie identification and women’s association wth
pllutmg aspects of buth and death and role in managrng dut, dismtegration and lack o f order. 4 1995 p 5> This
18

particularly unportant 111 relauon to women’s role 111 the farmly, but also rntluences how women’s pubhc roles
are seen (for example, m ofices women also clean and do the ‘motlonal housekeepmg‘, the latter now dlpfied
wthm new management theory)
is
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[which] is not simply a benign process o f thought. Theorists’ exclusions operate forcefully
to s e t boundaries between those questions and concerns that are central and those that
are peripheral. <Tronto 1993 pp

Feminist thinking on the gendered nature of this distinction sees it a s creating a definition
of citizenship which is also gendered; the distinction between public and private worlds
has been used to order the distinction between close, familial relationships and the
abstract, ordered structure of authority in society, and citizenship has been primarily
understood in relation to the latter. A s Wollstonecraft showed, the idea o f all citizens a s
free and equal became very rapidly problematic in relation to women. Formative liberal
theory awards citizenship to the independent, propertied, rational and hence male
individual; citizenship is associated with reason (and sublimated passion) and a duty of
the head o f the household. Women, on the other hand, have been seen a s representing
what citizenship was not: subordinate within the household, unable to transcend their
bodily natures, a s ‘the sex’, and a s limited to a particular morality. T h e ideal o f citizenship
excluded women from the public realm because it was constructed in a universalistic
manner that precluded the recognition of difference, including women’s differences from
that male norm, and which relegated to the private all particularity. The distinction
between public and private, central a s it was for the assertion o f individual liberty, acted
a s a powerful principle of definition and exclusion. <Mo&Te 1995 pp 316-7>

Privacy and the history off d y and state

Although a clear distinction between the polis, where public, political speech was the
preserve o f free, male citizens, and the family/household (oikos

- the household a s

productive unit), m o s t of whose members were excluded from the public, is fundamental
to Aristotelian political thought and thus constitutive o f our own <Aristotle Politics, E l s h m
1981 pp 19-54; Coole 1993 pp41-48>, the dichotomy as it forms present-day political categories
is seen a s part of the formative narrative o f liberalism with these concepts strongly

embedded in political thinking by the mid-nineteenth century. <Calhoun 1992 pp 6 - P T h e
origin o f the distinction is also seen in the separation of family and state and the
concomitant development o f the family a s private; a change sweepingly summarised by
Stone a s that life until the 17thcentury was lived in public, with the dominant family form
permeable, other-directed and with only weak boundaries separating it from wider
definitions o f social space a s well a s very little physical privacy, which was followed by the
development of nuclear family forms whose privacy and introversion was centrally related
to the development of ”affective individualism”. (The extent t o which this was the case
and for whom has been much questioned.) < 1977 p 85> T h e detail and timing of these
explanations is debated, a s is the relative role o f religion, the growth o f capitalism,
industrialisation and urbanisation, but in common is that a s the private sphere became

more distinct it became more closely associated, practically and theoretically, with the
family. T h e historical arguments give a broad picture of ~ r e - 1 Europe
8 ~ ~ as having no
significantly separated spheres of life for work and leisure, political actions and home, no
distinction between citizen and individual, no definite boundary between public and family
life. Households in the early modern period, at every social level, are seen as both public
and private in the modem sense: the castle o r chateau w a s a political institution,
organised through marital and family relationships and hierarchies; for the peasant family
life was integrated into the village o r crofting community and personal relationships were
of considerable community significance. Stone's argument proposes a shift from the
open-lineage family to the patriarchal nuclear family. Others give greater emphasis to
economic changes and the separation o f production and home and family and that
changing material and social conditions

- for some - during the 17thc led to the possibility

of a private realm. Alice CIark in one of the earlier accounts, sees the separation of work
and home among the gentry as leading to the lives of women and men becoming l e s s
close, ultimately articulated as separate spheres <Clark 19191982>. Both Shorter <1976 p
205>and Aries c 1972 p 390> have seen private domesticity as a defining characteristic of
the modern family. Privacy, i t i s argued, became a desired characteristic of the uppermiddle and middle-classes and a class marker, with the family coming to serve rather
fewer practical functions but to carry a much greater weight o f emotional and sexual
commitment. This shift has been associated with a lessening of community controls of
marital and family behaviour, diminished street life and community public life, a s well a s
with architectural innovations which made privacy more possible. A rising emphasis on a

culture of domesticity reached i t s zenith, Anderson suggests, in England and North
America in the 19*c and had spread to all social groups, a s an ideal even i f not always
possible a s practice, by the end of the century with the home seen a s a haven and a
retreat from the pressures of the market. <Anderson 1995 pp 31-33>

Hall and Davidoffs account of the formation o f a distinctive middle-class identity in the
late 18thand eariy lgth centuries sees it as integrally bound up with the separation of
public and private, market and home. A moral code based around the domestic world did
not mean that women were always confined within the domestic sphere o r that men had
no part in it, but "the home w a s strongly associated with a form of femininity which w a s
becoming the hallmark of the middle-class ..."

1987 p 25> T h e public world of business,

the professions and growing middle-class political power w a s equally associated with a
code of masculinity. I n a period characterised by powerful reformist, religious, commercial
and scientific ideologies, all to different degrees served to solidify a gender separation in
family and public and private roles. Hall and Davidoffs account shows both the influence
and the permeability of this boundary; that even in the period in which the distinction was
inscribed and articulated it was never straightforward. T h e two spheres are linked in
terms of belief and purpose: " m h e goal of all the bustle of the marketplace was to
provide a proper moral and religious life for the family"; and in terms of practices, with

many women working in family enterprises a s well a s at home, and commonly in the early
lgmc they were still the same place. < 1987 p 25> Enterprise organisations for both
business and professional activities grew from the family household c 1987 p 2oo> and
kinship and religious and community contacts played a crucial role in business, contacts
which women were assiduous in maintaining. c 1987 pp 215 - 222> Furthermore those
women who were wholly within the domestic sphere were supporting men’s public life by
their work at home, s o that the autonomous man of political and religious ideology
depended on the work of wife, s i s t e r s , daughters and servants. < 1987 pp 52-58> I f an
ideology, expressing and backed by economic and social change, constructed a feminine
private sphere, its fit with women’s actual lives was inexact. Separate spheres meant a
contradiction between women‘s actual and perceived relation t o the economy: work inside
the home became moral duty; work outside the home became invisible. Other dimensions
to this dissonance were a tension between assertions o f women’s spiritual equality and
social and sexual subordination; “clinging vine” dependence but often a demanding role in
the family requiring strength and courage. Hall and Davidoff argue that these
contradictions ensured continual shifts both in discourse and practice < 1987 p 450>.

T h e theoretical basis for the liberal public and private distinction is identified with chapter

six o f Locke‘s Second Treatise in the distinction drawn between conjugal power and
political power. Political power is seen a s justifiably exercised over free and equal adult
individuals only with their consent, but that form of power is distinguished from paternal
power over children in the family. <Elshtarn 1981 pp 116-127; Nicholson 1986 pp 133-166> This
separation of the family and the political is also a gendered division: the natural
differences between men and women are seen a s entailing the subjection o f wives to
husbands in the family and a natural subordinate cannot a t the same time be free and
equal. <Pateman 1983 p 330> I n the account o f masculinity and femininity constructed by the
classic theorists, only masculine beings are endowed with the attributes and capacities
needed to enter into contracts, the m o s t important o f which i s ownership of property in
the person, “only men, that is to say, are individuals”. <Pateman 1988 p 5> This view o f
Locke is disputed. T h e difference is over how far Locke accepted natural relationships o f
subordination in the private sphere and turns on the contradiction that he is arguing
against a natural basis for authority in the political. Eishtain, similarly to Pateman, sees
h i s argument a s duplicitous in first denying the idea of a basis in natural law for the
subjection o f woman t o h e r husband and instead presenting i t a s the “[Plunishment laid
upon Eve“. cl981 pp 124-5; pp 209-210> Others see Locke a s a proto-feminist, or at least the
case a s unproven, because he saw mothers a s well as fathers a s exercising authority over
children, suggests a wife can own property in h e r own right, and sees the possibility of a
dissoluble marriage contract. <Butler 1978; Coole 1993>

T h e genesis o f the public and private dichotomy in the social contract and the idea that a
social contract presupposes a sexual contract is the core o f Pateman‘s influential and
very interesting argument in The Sexual Contract. <Pateman 198& T h e t e r m s o f the original
pact exclude women from the fraternal conversation and position the private sphere a s
not politically relevant. Citizenship, employment and marriage are all contractual but
since they are seen through a contract theory which hides this crucial dimension they
have been systematically misrepresented. S h e sees the 17thc contract theorists a s
establishing a modem form o f patriarchy a s political right, replacing patriarchal rule in its
original sense of father right. Women are not merely absent, however, but have been
subject to the parallel, suppressed contract o f subjection. T h e social/sexual contract
brings into being the modem liberal public and private dichotomy through a shift from the
(also opposed and mutually dependent) natural and civil to a civil/private distinction. I t
incorporates women but in the private sphere. Thus in liberal discourse natural
subordination stands opposed to free individualism, the male individual is abstracted from
the sphere where his wife ’naturally’ remains and this abstraction is then generalised a s
‘public‘.

I n contrast to the family, participation in the public sphere is governed by

universal, impersonal and conventional criteria o f achievement, interests, rights, equality
and property, criteria applicable only, o r mainly, to autonomous male individuals. Making
visible the hidden sexual contract shows, Pateman argues, how the construction o f sexual

difference as political difierence is central to society. <my ital> T h e public world is thus seen
and discussed in abstraction from and in contrast to the private domestic sphere which it
is women’s role to manage; and t i e s o f dependence become something ‘extra’,

a

hindrance to disinterested, autonomous participation in the public sphere rather than a
recognised part o f public a s well a s private life.

Nicholson links economics, family formation and political development, arguing that 1 7 t h ~
liberalism was a reflection of a new form o f social organisation in which the family and the
state a s we now comprehend them were created out of the older institution of kinship.

< 1986 p 2> A changing formation o f the public and private is seen a s having led to political
and social change rather than the reverse. S h e argues that, in succession, liberalism,
Marxism and feminism are manifestations of the changing dynamic between private and
~ liberalism, in which the family and
public: first, the separation which led in the 1 7 t h to

the state are reified a s separate institutions superseding kinship a s a means o f organising
society; secondly, theory reifying the economic was generated in concurrence with the
emergence o f the economic a s a separate sphere out o f the household, which led in turn
to Marxism; and in the 19th and 20th centuries women’s changing relationship to the
private and to the family, part of a change from the household to the individual a s the
basic political unit, and the contradictions this generated, was the impetus for feminism.

I n the lgmc this led to calls for women to have a place in the public world symbolised by
the vote, which grew from a focus on the individual a s citizen rather than the head o f
household/property owner. A parallel move has led to feminism’s resurgence in the last
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quarter of the 20thcentury: "[Als women have.. . become more autonomous economically
in the course of the 20thc

women

- and this has been particularly true for white,

- older n o r m s defining

middle class

women by their position within the family have also

become l e s s consistent with present reality."

19c1986 p 4 >

Nicholson therefore presents a

historical continuum between first and second wave feminism marked by an increasing
view of women a s persons able to e x i s t a s individuals outside the family. Suffrage is one
of the first attempts taken by women to achieve a self-identity not based on family
relationships; later steps are also about "the breaking away of women from a familial
identityY2'She sees the increasing participation o f women in the labour force also a s a
manifestation of the realignment o f the familial and non-familial, rather than causing it.
Women adjusted to this through the idea of 'dual roles' but tensions and contradictions in
women's position in the second-half of the 20thc led t o the liberal feminist arguments o f
the mid-1960s which in turn through their limitations led to the emergence of radical
feminism and its central concern with the familial and the personal. This marked a new
turn in feminism in which the family and personal life became an object o f explicit
attention by a movement which characterised its concerns a s political. < 1986 pp 59-66>
This is to minimise the politicisation o f these i s s u e s in the earlier movement, and to over-

generalise, but a s an overview it is convincing.

A continuing dilemma

I f this dichotomy is useful in understanding lgth century women's position and political

responses to that position in the development of the Victorian women's movement (which
i s discussed in the following chapter), equally it suggests, a s Nicholson argues, a
continuing thread to early 20thc and second-wave feminism. T h e defining slogan o f second
wave feminism, 'the personal is political', challenges the distinction between public and
private and seeks to refuse it a s constitutive of women's oppression. T h e slogan (and the
thinking it summarises) is about redefining the political and the private. I t explicitly
rejects the liberal separation o f the private and public and unmasks the gendered
character of the assumptions which lie behind it. cEvans 1997 p 24>
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Other social movements/fom of schoiarshp she lists as also " d - t i o n s
of the contemporary
reorganisation o f the pnvate and public" include: Freudianism, psychology as a d e x u c dsciphe and also
cultuxal practice; the development of f d y and social hstory, attention in the (North American)New Left to
'consciousness' and 'subjectivity'; and new views on the relation between subjective and objectlve in
epistemology ~ 1 9 8 p6 5>
The growth o f a n individuahed, nondomestx sphere has implications also for men's'smgleness' and a
conception of m
a
s
c
m
t
y conspicuousiv unrelated to f d y role, as Ehrenreich has argued.
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Again, the meaning o f ’the personal is political’ cannot be taken for granted, and it has, o r
h a s been taken to have, multiple meanings. T h e definition Millett gives of h e r title Sexual
Politics can be taken a s classic: that all power is political and that sexual domination is the
m o s t fundamental form o f power. < 1971 p 26>21 I n claiming the personal as political
second-wave feminism h a s emphasised how personal circumstances and possibilities are
structured by public factors and that personal problems need solutions through political
means. I t a s s e r t s that the difficulties women experience in their private lives are shared
by other women and consequently have societal causes (the theory o f consciousness
raising). And it challenges how we understand private life
a s a refuge from public life
practices o f public life

- a s not about power relations,

- and how we understand and construct public life, and the

- a s the domain o f autonomous individuals without time-consuming

private roles. Examples of arguments and campaigns which cross the public/private
boundary include making visible and campaigning against domestic violence in Victorian
and second-wave feminism, which has insisted that what was seen a s a interpersonal and
family problem is a public and political problem; and arguments around sexuality
including both sexual orientation and sexual violence, of which the view o f sexual violence
a s an abuse o f power i s central and the recognition o f rape in marriage i s key. Drawing on
Pateman’s account o f a sexual contract, we can see the persistent refusal to admit any
limitation to a husband’s access to his wife’s body a s reflecting the position that woman
has no property in her own person.22 T h e idea and new legislative concept o f sexual
harassment centres on an argument that something private between women and men,
‘only flirting’, is an expression o f and abuse o f power with significance for women’s
access to the public sphere. T h e feminist deconstruction o f the view o f the public actor a s
the autonomous, disinterested individual, s o that t i e s o f dependence become something
‘extra’, also makes visible this boundary. I t has meant thinking about the private in ways
more usual for the public, in t e r m s o f power relations, which is, a s Ihave suggested, an
area in which feminist theory has much in common with Foucault‘s analysis o f power.
Catherine Hall puts it a s follows: “[Mlen’s power over women i s not only at play in the
public arenas o f education o r employment, but in the most private recesses o f our
experience, in our feelings about ourselves a s daughters, mothers, wives and lovers”.
<Hall 1992 p 15> T h e central role second-wave feminism has given to questions o f power in

sexual relations and the family challenges the assumption o f m o s t political theory that
family and personal life is not a site o f power relations. < O b 1989 pp 127-8: Browmuller
1977>

’ In the phrase ‘sexual politics’ W e t t bnngs together what we now separate as ‘sex’ and ‘gender’,and seeks

to encapsulate both the idea o f gendered power relations und quesuons of power in personal sexual relationsbps
between women and men. The radical feminist view that sexual power is the fundamental oppression has o f
course been a major area of debate.
Rape in marriage was made dlegal in 1982 and 1989 in Scotland and 1992 in England and Wales but it
remains hard to get a conviction. Demands that it be the subject of l w l a t i o n were made more than a century
before h s was adueved, by JS Mill <1869 pp160-1>, and in 1880 E h b e t h Wolstenholme Elmy raised thls in a
paper to the Ddectical Society. <Bland 1987 p 149>

L
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T h e idea that no distinction can o r should be drawn between the public and private is
highly problematic, however. T h e slogan ‘the personal is political’ has been taken t o imply
this, though whether it need do s o i s arguable. F o r Fraser the feminist project is not to

collapse the boundaries between public and private but t o analyse and make visible the
political, ideological nature o f these categories. What is also important is “to overcome
the gender hierarchy that gives men more power than women to draw the line between
public and private”. ~ 1 9 9 p2 305> Okin argues that the existence o f a personal sphere in
which outside intrusion and the state’s authority i s limited is possible only if its members
are equals and when those who are not equal in power (children) are protected from
abuse, suggesting that the distinction has value particularly for women in the family.

< 1989 pp 128-133> Tronto also emphasises that the distinction should not be abolished but
made visible, arguing that ”[Wle would jeopardise the very basis o f modern political life,
and the possibilities for feminism and for freedom, i f we were unable to separate any
moral arguments from political ones o r if we were unable to separate any aspects o f
public and private life”, and that it should be redrawn “to include the possibilities o f
women a s full participants in public life”. <1993 pp 10-11> A further aspect o f this discussion
is that the definition o f a private sphere is a matter for public contestation; that “this

question about the l i m i t s o f the political is precisely a political question.” cFraser 1989 p 6>
Since i t draws the boundaries (through the legal provision o f marriage, divorce and child
custody, the law on marital rape and law and police practice on domestic violence for
example) the i s s u e is not whether but how the state intervenes. Although it i s frequently
discussed in those terms, the idea that the state has the option to intervene or not in the
family i s meaningless a s the state i s responsible for “the background rules that affect
people’s domestic behaviours”. < O l m 1985 >
T h e related distinction made between the private and the workplace/market is a s
important for feminism. Following from (again in Pateman’s account) the development o f
a political distinction between the civil and the familial, was the separation o f an economy

from the polity. Davidoff has argued that this was gendered in that “the effort to separate
‘an economy’ a s a special domain with its own iron laws from politics and the state was
part o f the clamouring masculinity o f the 18th-and 1gth-century bourgeois challenge”.
Assumptions which lay behind the creation o f the idea o f the economy and the market
made women’s work, both productive and reproductive, and its worth to capitalism
invisible. ‘The new science o f economics took a s its starting point the rational, individual
‘economic

man’, operating in a supposedly gender-neutral market; economics itself was

defined in t e r m s o f the work o f men.” c 1995 pp 242-1>23
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For an rnteresting discussion o f how mainstream econormcs is still prednted on assumptions about
autonomous economic man see Juhe A Nelson Feminism, Objecrivit_vand Economics 1996>. The public and
private division has also been d u e n t i a l w i h n sociology, and fernmist critique of its sex bias and genderblindness. The tracfitio~lemphases of sociological studv, the state, the economv and productioq class and
public institut~onshave pnvileged the public over the private. <Abbott and Wallace 1990 pp 5-6>

T h e way this division has functioned on a moral level has been important at different
t i m e s for the women’s movement. T h e idea o f a women’s morality associated with the
private sphere was a key aspect o f Victorian feminist ideology and has been given a new
formulation in Carol Gilligan’s study of moral language <Gilligan 1982> and the extensive
discussion it stimulated, and in other recent North American difference feminism, for
example Sara Ruddick ~ 1 9 8 and
9 ~ S u s a n Griffin. <1984> T h e private sphere is presented
a s having a distinctive morality equal to (Gilligan) or superior to (Ruddick, Griffin) the
ethic o f justice. To the Kantian view o f morality Gilligan opposes an equally important
(though it has been seen a s o f second order) moral language which privileges specificity
and relatedness, care, obligation. This ethic o f care is associated with women’s
matemal/family role; Gilligan suggests that this type o f ethical approach is not specific to
women a s much a s to life experience which is typically female, and Ruddick sees
“maternal thinking” a s a valuable consequences o f social practices o f care which can be
learned by men who take on caring roles. T h e content o f women’s morality in this
discussion is not precisely set, but the t e r m refers to a collection o f ideas: values placed
on caring and nurturance, the importance o f maternal practices, a s t r e s s on the value o f
sustaining human relationships and, a s an extension, the over-riding value o f peace.
Tronto lists attentiveness, responsibility, nurturance. compassion, meeting others‘ needs

-4993 pp 1-3> Recent discussion o f the different qualities women may bring to politics
would suggest also co-operation and consensus-building.

A s to the desirable relationship between public and private, Pateman is

I think right to say

that “feminists have posed, but have not yet answered, this fundamental question”. < 1983
p 344> T h e major impact of this extensive discussion has been to question definitions of

the political and o f justice and work/economic activity and to show that these definitions
have played a major role in women’s l e s s e r public role; and in questioning the definition
o f the private, thus opening a space for theorising sexual and domestic violence and
inequality within families a s an abuse o f power. I t has been therefore to begin to redefine
the boundaries o f the public and private and s o open new questions for inquiry; to break
the silence of traditional political thought on questions o f the exclusion o f women; and to
make visible how the apparent egalitarianism o f liberalism obscures the inequality
between women and men it has played a part in institutionalising.
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Equal@, difference and the familv

Equality and difference

24

is the second conceptual pairing which h a s been o f importance

both within feminist history and theory and in structuring public debate on women’s social
and political roles. Equality and difference play a part in constituting the distinction
between public and private, with difference used as an argument for a separated, private
sphere, and the qualities seen a s characterising women’s difference those associated with
the private sphere and women‘s family roles, and equality predominantly understood a s a
claim on the public world of citizenship and employment. Like public/private the
dichotomy o f equality and difference functions within political practices and strategies and
a s a t e r m o f analysis o f arguments and political practices. Again the dichotomy can be
observed in the political history of the women’s movement and in political practices and is
an analytical tool used to think about these areas. Again, unanalysed and
unacknowledged ideas of equality and difference commonly pervade political discourse
about gender.25

A s well a s the role the opposition of equality and difference has played in feminist
discourse and the formulation of gender equality policies, I believe i t has been significant
in the conception and implementation of family policy throughout the twentieth century
and the women’s movement’s relationship to that, and is salient to understanding the
impact of women’s politics on the development o f the welfare state. This latter point
remains to be argued, but there is widespread agreement that the contrast and
relationship between ideas of equality and of difference is extremely important in
understanding the development of a political women’s movement in the 20th century.
T h e r e is also agreement that the dichotomy remains central and problematic. cBockand
James 1992 pp 1-13> Evans’ account of

Feminist Theory Today returns repeatedly to a cluster

o f questions around the opposition between equality and difference. S h e argues that a s a
result of the development of cultural feminism equality and difference have become
crucial factors in second-wave feminist-thought. Though not, because of the various
usages of ‘difference’ and ‘equality’, the only a x i s around which feminism can be
organised, “they may well form the strongest and most enduring one. F r o m them
emerges a train o f thought that h a s run through second-wave’ feminism and remains a
tension at its heart”. 4 9 9 5 pp 14-18> Mackay sees the tension between equality and
difference a s contributing to the contradictions in women’s role in political elites and a s

’D~fference’is used in thre mam ways wittun feminist theoq: in term of male-female &ffaenceqin tenns
of Qffaences between women especdy in relatlon to e h c i t y and class, whch has led to the argument that
feminism must find ways to reconcile the capacity to speak politicallv with the need not to invoke a unitary
concept of ‘woman’ ; and in the idea of ‘differance’ in French and postmodern f d s m s . <Coole 1993 p 189>
The frrst use i s the meaning o f Merence m the distmction between equality and difference although the debate
on Mixences among women usefdlv m f o m discussion of the equality and Maence division.
25
In &scussion of efforts to increase women’spolitical representation for example, and media reportmg of those
discussions, and in ideas o f ‘women’sinterests’ and their role in politics at both local and ~tionallevel.
24
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underlying stances on representation, equal opportunities and women‘s programmes.
However, although the concept has been debated intensively and contentiously within
feminist circles i t “has been less well rehearsed within political science and political
sociology; and within contemporary political culture”. For women politicians she believes
“it articulates some of their lived contradictions as women in politics”. cMackav 1996 p 13>

Of particular significance to m y thesis is the extent to which difference has been defined
through women’s capacity for childbearing: that women and not men have the capacity to
bear and suckle children is an irreducible difference2% Although not always explicit in
discussion of it, the primary constituents of difference a s positioned in the equality and
difference debate are sexuality, pregnancy, childbirth and social roles seen as following
from women’s capacity for childbearing (though this i s of course debated): women’s role
in the family, in childcare and the work of caring; and differences in interests, skills,
knowledge and approach to morality seen a s following from this role. This i s shown in the
use of difference a s a reason for women’s exclusion from the public sphere in the 19%,
and the use of an argument from difference in claims to access to public life and full
citizenship; and also in the discussion o f how to achieve “real equality” in the 1920s.I
would strongly emphasise Pateman’s summary that: “[Clhildbirth and motherhood have
symbolised the natural capacities that set women apart from politics and citizenship”
(though

I see the point she goes on to make, that “motherhood and citizenship, in t h i s

perspective, like difference and equality, are mutually exclusive” a s overly reductive).

<Pateman, 1992 p 19> T h i s creates an effective opposition between women’s family role and
gender equality which, although no longer functioning to exclude women from citizenship,
shapes a differential form of inclusion.

Unpacking equality and difference

Although both terms have complex (and shifting) meanings, in this debate, in summary,
equality is understood as the identical consideration and treatment of women and men,
and difference a s taking into account distinctive characteristics and activities of women
(which may but does not necessarily include a view on the biological basis of gender
differences over and above women‘s capacity for childbearing). Feminism is most
commonly understood a s the demand for equality with men and as identical treatment, in
relation to exclusion and lack of representation, and is commonly seen a s denying the
significance of gender differences. T h e view of equality a s overlooking the particular and
emphasising the universal is inherent in the natural rights argument that all men are
created equal. Equality in this sense

is not eliminating differences but the suspension of

differences for a stated purpose, a perceived absence of relevant differences. Thus the
context in question needs to be acknowledged. Gender difference i s not denied although
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some accounts of equality feminism seem to come close to doing so, and in general any
differences conceded are argued to be the result of sex stereotyping and socialisation; the
question at issue is the meaning of gender differences and when and how much they
matter. Difference arguments state that some differences are always relevant and we
need to recognise and deal with that if we are to achieve our ends, contrasting legal o r
formal equality with “real equality“. Thus the distinction between equality and difference

turns on questions about the relative significance of similarities as compared to
differences; how relevant gender differences are in the context under discussion and how
such differences are valued.
Questions of how we respond to gender difference and how we explain it pewade
discussions of inequality, in both media discussion and theory. Compare for example the
North American Unitarian minister Victoria Safford describing her church and community,
“[Hlere no one sees [sexual] orientation or gender... there is a profound equality which is
not found in the world at large” <The Independent Magapne 1.2.97> with Patricia Hill Collins,
who argues that gender, ethnicity, sexuality and class are some of the most important
things about us, ”they make us who we are”. In the former construction, which has both
conservative-assimilationist and radical versions, a truly non-sexist and non-racist society

is one in which the race or sex of an individual would not matter, or would matter much
as, for example, eye colour does today, and would have no significance for a person’s
sense of identity or how they are seen by others. But this is to seek to make insignificant
difference in a way which would mean individual and cultural denial and loss. ”Race, class
and gender are interlocking categories of experience that affect all aspects of human life;
they simultaneously structure the experiences of all people in this society. Although a t
times race, class, or gender may feel more salient or meaningful in a given person’s life,
they are overlapping and cumulative in their effect on people’s experience... [and create

a] structural pattern that affects individual consciousness, group interaction, and group
access to institutional power and privileges.’’ <Hill Collins 199% Fraser contends that ’[Tlo
argue that everyone should be treated in the public world as ifthe facts of sex, class,
colour, age and religion do not count is to insist that we should deny the most basic
human facts about ourselves.”<1992 p 121> Audre Lorde (talking primarily of differences
between women) has eloquently argued the creative function of difference in our lives:
“[Dliffkrence must not be merely tolerated, but seen as a fund of necessary polarities
between which our creativity can spark like a dialectic. Only then does the necessity for
interdependency become unthreatening. Only within that interdependency of different
strengths, acknowledged and equal, can the power to seek new ways of being in the
world generate, as well as the courage and sustenance to act where there are no
charters“. <LOrde 1984/19% p 159>
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Shulamith Firestone famously saw women’s libemt~onin a radical androgyny in which both women and men
to a redtccrio ad absunium though
could bear children. <Firestone 197b This was to take ‘equality’
I daresay someone is woriang on it.

-

1

T h e critique of ‘equality’ arguments can be summarised as: that ideas of equal rights,
equal treatment and equal opportunity assimilate women to men and ‘fit women into’
male-defined norms and practices, and are a kind of “me-too femini~rn’‘~’ which ignores
the needs of those women l e s s easy to assimilate. Both the ‘new feminism’ of the 1920s
and the Women’s Liberation Movement in the late 1960s raised the question whether
equality to men was not rather a limited goal. T h e most radical version of this argument
asserts that the concept of equality i s itself male and rejects i t as an aim, and seeks a
reassertion o f women‘s values, culture and community as the goal o f feminism. This view
of equality would create, or pretend to create, a gender-neutral society, raising questions

of whether this is either possible o r desirable. I f gender differences are denied in the
name o f equality this may occlude and possibly reinforce discriminatory practices. T h e
abstraction within the idea of the equal citizen i s based on a repression of difference
which presents a s a neutral or objective norm what i s in fact typically male life
experience, but this model may only make it harder to recognise the significance given to
differences. Iris Marion Young argues that the Enlightenment ideal of equality inspired
movements against dominance and oppression but a t a cost of new norms and o f a
confusing assimilation in the name of equality and justice. ‘The assimilationist ideal
assumes that equal social status for all persons requires treating everyone according to
the same principles, rules, and standards. A politics of difference argues, on the other
hand, that equality a s the participation and inclusion of all groups sometimes requires
different treatment for oppressed or disadvantaged groups.” <Young 1990 ppl57-8> Equality
feminism i s sometimes seen a s the Northern European approach.28 UK and European
Union equality law i s premised on equality-as-sameness, which i s why i t presents a s
illegal equality measures which depend on differential treatment as a response to gender
inequalities.
T h e critique of the argument from difference (as well as i t s limited success so far cTronto
1995 p D )i s that i t can come very close to affirming the values and beliefs which use

female-male differences to justify exclusions and inequality. For example Ruth Milkman
writing about the 1978 Sears case in the U S A argues that “in a period of conservative
reaction ... feminist scholars must be aware of the real danger that arguments about
‘difference’ and ‘women’s culture’ will be put to use other than those for which they were
originally developed”. <Millanan 1986 pp 394-5> I t i s also criticised for its essentialisr I,
suggesting that female-male differences are fixed and unchanging, and that this eads t o
a phrase ~ c is attnbuted
h
to new feminist Mary Stocks and also the Eleanor Rathbone.
Bock and J a m s &scuss the M ~ O M ~Maences in the meaning gven to the terms equality and Merence 111
feminist theory and in the degree to h c h women’s movement practice has emphasised one or the other. It has
become commonplace, they say, to assume that contrastmg positions can be dwided along national lines with
French and Itahan fermnisms defied as ’Merence’, and Anpio-American feminism as ‘quaky’.Thls is to
over-shpllfi, as the essays in their collecnon show, though not wholly unfounded. They comment that “mhe
criticism ofdif€mce has been most forcefully expressed in countnes where biologsm, whether socio-biology or
eugenics, has been an important and -emus
social movement, often hked to racism.” <I 992 p 2> Thls is
parhcularly interesting in relation to both Atkmson’sand Davin’s arguments, cllscussed in chapter three.
Pateman suggests that the choice between equallty and W
m
c
e tends to be posed most sharply in
indwiduhmc political cultures ldce the USA <I992 p 1 P .
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a static political position. More problematic in my view is that it risks emphasising

difference where it really does not matter (although ‘where it really does not matter’ is
historically and socially specific and contested). Minow has summarised this as “the
difference dilemma”. Ignoring difference in the case of subordinated groups “leaves in
place a faulty neutrality”, but focusing on difference can underscore its stigma: “[Bloth
focusing on and ignoring difference risk recreating it”.
difference arguments are more complex to convey
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1984
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p 160>. Strategically,

- they require that you both

acknowledge difference and refute it as an acceptable explanation for inequality, and in
some cases use it as a reason f o r equality.
The dichotomy demands attention also to its oddness: public and private function quite
straightforwardly as opposites, but the opposite of equality is inequality not difference,
and the opposite of difference would generally be taken to be sameness. This false
opposition is illuminating however in that it shows that i t is because equality is understood
as sameness that difference becomes locked in a binary opposition to it, and raises the
questions why equality has come to be understood as sameness and whether there are
other possible understandings which have not been current within mainstream political
discourse, or given prominence in relation to gender, for example as participation or
inclusion. It is hard, and women’s movement history shows much harder in practice than
in theory, to say ‘different but equal’
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or ‘different and equal‘. We need to understand,

therefore, why difference is read in terms of superiority/inferiority. Most discussion of the
equality/difference dichotomy presents i t in terms of strategy. For example: “there were
two possible routes for women excluded from the world of authority and activity, in the
claiming of equality or the assertion of difference.” <Rendall 1987 p 2 > Tronto argues that
this problem is inherent in feminist theory “because the strategic problem of trying to gain
power from the margins necessitates the logic of sameness or difference...” < 1993 p 15>
Equality and difference function dichotomously because the women’s movement’s political
claims have necessarily been positioned in relation to a pre-existing state and within a
discursive context. There is no ahistorical, non-linguistic starting point or level,
ungendered playing field. And, equally importantly, equality and difference function
dichotomously within hierarchical state and social structures. I f in a logical sense, positing
differences or distinctions is benign, in political context it is not. I n a hierarchical society
it is difficult to claim difference without implying better or worse, though this is not true of
all differences which again emphasises that this is about the meaning given to differences.

Differences are differences from an established social/political norm. The writings of black
feminists (for example Audre Lorde, as discussed above, and bell hooks 4 9 8 4 and 1991>
and Patricia Hill Collins <1995>) asserting the importance of difference within feminism
have been important in making clear how in a hierarchically-structured world equality is
understood as sameness, or sameness asserted for specific purposes, and differences
have been the vehicles through which inequality has been enacted and justified. The
question then becomes how gendered discourses, especially through ‘foundational’

narratives (for example the social contract as Pateman analyses it) and the institutions
and practices which embody them transform male-female difference into female
otherness and disadvantage. It is not difference that is in itself a problem but how
discourse fixes difference antithetically t o equality, and does so in ways that are then
occluded or denied.
Scott's argument

A major referent in recent discussion of the dichotomy is Joan Scott's analysis of the

Sears Case.30 Central to Scott's argument is the much-cited recognition that "[Wlhen
equality and difference are paired dichotomously, they structure an impossible choice. I f
one opts for equality, one is forced to accept the notion that difference is antithetical to it.
I f one opts for difference, one admits that equality is unattainable". <Scott. 1988 p172 > She

suggests that rather than an irresolvable logical tension, the very use of this analytical
tool has reinforced the dichotomy and has meant that the formulation of the problem has
become that feminism faces a choice between two opposed values and strategies,
whereas what is needed instead is to refuse and deconstruct that opposition, to get
beyond it in political practices and in our analysis of them. For Scott the case is "a
sobering lesson" in the operation of a discursive field, providing insight into the
manipulation of concepts and definitions and the implementation and justification of
institutional and political relationships. The case and final judgement turned on an
assertion of social and cultural differences between women and men which led to the
differences in recruitment and employment which the EEOC alleged were discriminatory.
Thus discrimination was redefined as the acknowledgement of difference however
historically or culturally produced and difference became the explanation and legitimation
of inequality. < 1988 pp 169-171> An argument initially developed by feminism that
differences between women and men are social and cultural rather than natural was used
to argue that different treatment of women and men is not discriminatory, in the same
way that biological arguments are. Equality-versus-difference "set the terms within which
Sears defended its policies and the EEOC challenged them ... Instead of framing analyses
and strategies as if such binary pairs were timeless and true, we need to ask how the
dichotomous pairing of equality and difference itself works. Instead of remaining within
the terms of existing political discourse, we need to subject those terms to critical
examination."< 1988 p 168> Feminism cannot give up difference as "it has been our most
creative analytic tool". Nor can it give up equality, "at least as long as we want to speak
to the principles and values of a democratic political system". But i t is important for
feminists not to let their arguments be forced into pre-existing categories. < 1988 pp 1 7 2 - 0
The question which she does not address is how you change the terms of a discourse, and

''l h s phrase particularly has been shorthand for an argument N h c h women have learnt to be wary of.
30

The Sears case was the sex &sCrimination suit brought by the U.S.Equal Employnent Oppomu~ty
Commission (EEOC) agarnst the retail f m Sears Roebuck & Company in 1978, whch over-turned a basic
premise o f equal treatment law.

do so without being heard as simply reasserting difference in ways which have been
problematic in the past. It is not hard t o imagine a circumstance in which feminist
theorists and historians are scrupulous in this respect but political arguments and
practices continue to be bedevilled by this dichotomy. As Tronto observes, it is less a
question of inability than joining a game where the rules - and unwritten rules - have
already been drawn up. 4 9 9 3 p 15> Meaning, and how oppositions function within and
structure discourse, cannot be changed by edict. To do so calls for a discursive strategy
which has proved elusive in the history of the women's movement this far. Scott suggests
however that this is not for want of trying: a history of feminism written as an oscillation
between these demands has meant a failure to recognise that the history of feminism "is
full of illustrations of refusals of simple dichotomies and attempts instead to demonstrate

that equality requires the recognition and inclusion of differences". Fabian socialism
before 1914, discussed in chapter three, and social feminism in the 1920s can be seen as
such attempts, although new feminism has commonly been seen as only a reassertion of
difference a t the expense of equality; this is discussed in chapter four. The conception of
citizenship after 1918 which can be deduced from the political activities of the EWCA is
another such attempt; this is discussed in chapters five and six.
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CHAPTER TWO:Wollstonecraft's citizen mothers; Marriage, family and the Victorian
women's movement.

Although the assumption that the first wave women's movement dld not address issues
concerning the family, maternity and sexuahty is widely held the dlscussion of these issues was
extensive; the identification of equality with access to public roles defined in opposition to
fBrmly roles has served to obscure tlxs hstory.The hstory of how the 19* and early 20%
women's movement's positioned the k l y and women's role in and in relation to it has only
begun to be written: nevertheless its outlines can be sketched. In th~schapter I argue that 'firstwave' feminism, although commonly presented as classic liberal feminism in demandmg
women's access to the public sphere and privileging equality above dlfference can be seen as
taiUng a more nuanced position in reiahon to the public and private division and resulting
concephons of citizenshp. To take feminism's 'foundmg moment'' as Wollstonecraft's A
Vindication of the Rights of Women <1792>, I argue that whle thls is inspired by emergent
liberalism and a belief in the rights of the individual it makes no sigmficant separation between
the public and private, and presents women's citizenshp as l$ng in her social role in the family
as well as in a basis of natural rights. I argue that Wollstonecrafi is commonly misrepresented
and that her argument in A Vmdicntion is particularly interestmg for the view she presents of
maternity, female sexuality and women's citizenshp. I then look at the Victorian women's
movement's relation to Victorian domestx ideology. Drawing on recent reassessment, I argue
that the mid-Victorian women's movement began with an analysis of marr~edwomen's legal
status, that a number of the major Victorian feminist demands for reform address married
women's position and that thls was allied to hscussion of sexual relations focussing on but not
confined to the campaign against the Contagious Diseases Acts. so that their political
arguments were centrally concerned with women-s position in the f m l y . Thls included
arguments based in sexual cfifference whch called for reformation of private and public life and
brought into question the boundary between them. This is an argument whch could be
developed in much greater detad. iMy intention is only to hghlight that women's family posiuon
has been an important and dlfficult issue for the women's movement throughout its (known)

hlstory and that it has raised questions integrally related to questions about the public/private
Tius is not to claim that Wollstonecratt was the first to express ideas about women's position in Britain: see
Mary Pnor ed Women in English Society, 1500-1800 1985; M a p Astell's argument for hgher education for
women, Serious Proposal to the Ladies for the Advancement of their Time and Greatest Interests 1694, like
W o l l s t o n e d presents women's apparent lnfenority as a result of educauon not nature, and argues that
education would be a defence against mercenar?,marnages < P e q 1986>; and further research on women m the
Englightenment is hkelv to be of g a t interest. Textual references m A vindication suggest the nature of women
as a current, contested quesbon. However it has come to be seen, through feminist political hlstory and

division and the meanings gven to equahty and citizenshp. Nineteenth century cfiscussion of
these questions was a sipficant d u e n c e on the social feminism o f the early 20* century and
on interwar social-liberal feminism.
‘thef m Y y ’ in the history of the women’s movement
Although a radical critique of the family is associated with second-wave feminism, the
truism that the first wave women’s movement was conservative about the family and that
it was not central to feminist politics until the 1970s, is based on inadequate information

rather than an accurate assessment. I n this Ifollow Dyhouse, and would emphasise
particularly her point that “no simple consensus characterised feminist attitudes to
marriage, sexuality, or family life”. < 1989 p 4 > Dyhouse demonstrates that the assumption
that the first-wave women’s movement was conservative on issues concerning the family
and sexuality is widely held; she challenges this and argues that many 1gth and early
20thc feminists clearly saw feminism as a challenge to contemporary forms of family life
and, indeed, that it “was their dissatisfaction with the family that fuelled their feminism”
< 1989 p 3 > ; “[Ilf pressed to summarise the attitude of most feminists towards the family

in late-Victorian and early 2OChcBritain I would find myself resorting to (or taking refuge
in) the concept of ambivalence”. This was due to the nature of families as a source both
of emotional support and of personai frustration. e 1989 p 13> The difference from secondwave feminism’s dominant discourse on the family is not wholly exaggerated, she
suggests, in that much earlier feminist criticism of the family was not rejection of the
family as a social institution or as an ideal, but criticism of the family in its Victorian
bourgeois form. < 1989 p 6 > Nicholson makes a similar argument in relation to the women’s
movement in the USA. She refers to criticism of the first wave women’s movement for its
focus on the vote and failure to challenge women’s place within the family, citing primarily
Elshtain’s argument that the US suffrage movement was conservative in its acceptance of
‘separate spheres‘. <Nicholson 1986 p 54: E l s h m 1 9 7 0 She argues that that there was in fact
a critique of marriage and women’s family role in the period, in the writings of Elizabeth
Cady Stanton and Charlotte Perkins Gilman although there was not a large-scale social
movement based around those ideas, but more importantly that this criticism is
ahistorical because few women in the lgthc were economically independent or could
expect to be, and because the lines separating domestic from non-domestic activity were
in this period being transformed. <Nicholson 1986 p 55>

partlcularly Strachey’s account <I 925 p 12> as the -foundmg moment’ and in t m o f a f e s t political
tradtion LII relation to the development of the modern state, I t is so. -Xmmmck 1985 p 25: Todd 1993 p XI#
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Wolktonecraf ’s thinking on mothers and familv
Taking Wollstonecraft‘s A Vindication o f the Rights o f Women as a starting point we can
trace differing views on women’s family position and see their connection to a politics of
sexual difference. Wollstonecraft’s views on women’s role in the family demand a far more
thorough analysis than

I am able to give in this context, but her argument in A

Vindication i s particularly interesting in terms of its approach to the public/private
distinction and the relationship between motherhood and citizenship in the emerging
modem state.

‘Although neither the first to publicly contest women’s

subordination o r

the only one to do s o a t the time, Wollstonecraft forcefully interjected the issue of
women‘s rights into the general debate about civil rights. Her understanding of maternity
and family deserves further exploration both in itself and because i t is commonly
misunderstood; in discussions of ‘equality versus difference’ Wollstonecraft is commonly
presented a s arguing for equality-as-sameness. <For example Strachev 1928. Banks 1981 and Hall
1992>However in the Vindication woman’s role in the family and a s what a later
generation of feminists would call ”sex objects” i s integral t o her critique of existing
conditions and their effect on women, and to her vision of an egalitarian future. T h e
possibility of women’s respected and non-compulsory role in the family i s centra1 to her
argument for women’s civil rights and right to arr education, but also to the reform of
society generally, for without equality in the family and sexual relations there will be no
social progress. At a time when the idea of a public sphere in which (middle-class)
citizens act was under-going very significant development, she argues for women’s equal
participation in it, but in a way which recognises no significant division between the public
and private (which Todd describes a s “revolutionary”, although she does not discuss this

in any detail 4 9 9 3 p xvii>) and thus pre-empts the dilemma of equality and difference.
Rather than judgements based on private as well a s public terms, she believes that a
morality which r e s t s in an informed understanding of society is appropriate for all of life
and for women and men equally; no distinction i s made between the basis of virtue in
the private and public realms. Women’s maternal and family role i s repeatedly described
in terms of civic duty. Right conduct in domestic life requires an understanding of society
and your position in it, and personal virtue i s “one eternal standard” which should be
extended to all of life. T h e distinctions of rank established in society undermine both, but
of all the vices of mankind the corrupted relationship between the sexes is the most
injurious to social and personal morality. <pp 292-3>
Wollstonecraft understands equality a s a shared humanity, regardless of the distinction of
sex, but humanity is not defined on a male model but in a way which includes women’s
experience. Wollstonecraft‘s argument i s seen as self-limiting because she does not
challenge the gendered division of labour <Coole 1993 p 93>; rather she envisages

For the textual basis of my readmg of W o l l s t o n d ’ s argument and a &scussion o f how the public and pnvate
distincuon in A Vindication has been seen, see ’Wollstonecraft’sCiMothers, Feminism and Farmlv
Values‘, University of Edinburgh Department of Politics, Waverky Papers, forthcormng.
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complementary male and female roles within the family. But, importantly, she draws no
distinction between the qualities needed in the private and public worlds and therefore no
gendered distinction between them and finds it unproblematic to include maternity in her
conception of cititensh i p .
Although Wollstonecraft has been claimed as the first radical feminist c h r c h 1990>3 and as
a foremother of utopian socialist feminism cTav1or 1983 p 9>, her work, especially the
Vindication, needs to be understood in the context of the development of liberalism. The
Vindication is primarily

an argument against “the pestiferous purple” - power based on

inherited wealth and position which is blocking the progress of civilisation - but this is
understood as a system of gendered power based on inequalities between women and
men as well as of status and property. Wollstonecraft uses the parallel between
aristocratic abuses and men‘s abuse of their power in relation to women to make evident
the contradiction in liberal arguments. If aristocratic power and privilege create a society
which is damaging for men, it is the more so for women. < p 2 3 4 > Women‘s inequality
must be ended because women too are rational beings and inherit natural rights, but
Wollstonecraft sees no reform for society as sufficient or workable without the equality
and inclusion of women. She brings together natural rights arguments and claims for the
social benefits of sexual equality; no equal society will be possible if half of society is
prevented from participation in it, because excluded women will undermine progress. <p
230; p 273; p 276> Eloquently and with passion she argues that if all individuals are born free
and equal then it is ”both inconsistent and unjust” to exclude women. <p 1 1 > But the

argument goes much further, analysing the “the mistaken notions that enslave my sex”
< p 4 1 > and showing that femininity is socially constructed and that it is in men’s interests
(if not of the rational man) to keep women as they are. <p 75; p 137> Women‘s nature is

seen as systematically distorted through an education as playthings: “strength and
usefulness are sacrificed to beauty” at the behest of male sexual passion. Women collude
with this, but at great personal cost. <p 146; pp 131-2>
Both civil rights for women and opportunities in work and business are needed.

Tentatively, she makes the suggestion that women might have representatives in
government. <p 237> However, education is her central concern and remedy: in itself
“the grand end of their exertions should be to unfold their faculties, and acquire the
dignity of conscious virtue” c p 75; p 97> and because it is necessary for women as mothers.

The ideal of rational motherhood is central to Wollstonecraft‘s sense of women’s proper
role and is counterposed to the corruption of oligarchy. Her argument on maternity and
family falls into four areas: the opposition between maternity and an artificial, decadent
sexuality; the need for civil rights for mothers; the need for a rational education for
mothers; and the importance of an equal, freely chosen relationship between women and
-

~

~

3 J m f e r Lorch argues that the i/indicanon is not the most cogent repxsentatxm of Wollstonecraft’s f m s m
and that her personal letters and especlallv the unfinished novel ne Wrong of JVom, or Mana are “mhe
most soph~shcatedpresentat~onof her femuust thought.” <Larch 19W
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men in the family. For Wollstonecraft, independence is a central value but its meaning for
her i s not independence from family roles but independence of mind and means which w i l l
permit a woman to carry out those duties well. Independence i s to be found in
discharging the duties of your station in life, and she i s clear about what women‘s duties
are: women’s “first duty is to themselves as rational creatures, and the next, in point of
importance, as citizens, is that, which includes s o many, of a mother“. <p235> G i r l s have
been taught to exaggerate the importance of romantic love but not to respect the duties
of motherhood. Women‘s comfort, respectability and the natural affections of motherhood
are blighted by the need to ”render themselves pleasing” to men. cp 274> T h e irrationality
created by this focus on their persons rather than their minds, and the absence of a good
education, makes most women poor mothers, both over-indulgent and neglectful. “To be
a good mother - a woman m u s t have sense, and that independence of mind which few

women possess who are taught to depend entirely on their husbands”. cp244> An end to
dependence on men and a respected place in society are needed: women w i l l only “fulfil
their peculiar duties” by participating in “the inherent rights of mankind. Make them free,
and they will quickly become wise and virtuous”. <p272> A similar sentiment informs one
o f the most famous statements in the Vindication: “Make women rational creatures and

free citizens, and they w i l l quickly become good wives and mothers; that is

- i f men do

not neglect the duties of husbands and fathers.” <p 276>
Wollstonecraft‘s vision of citizenship incorporates motherhood, but a non-subordinated
motherhood which includes (though it is not clear how it is to be managed) economic
independence for mothers. T h e good society i s one in which “man must necessarily fulfil
the duties of a citizen, o r be despised, and that while he w a s employed in any of the
departments of civil life, his wife, also an active citizen, should be equally intent to
manage her family, educate her children, and a s s i s t her neighbours”. I n order to be
”virtuous and useful” and to “discharge her civil duties” she must have the protection of
law and “she m u s t not be dependent on her husband’s bounty for her subsistence during

h i s life, o r support after his death.” <p 236> T h e ideal of equal, companionate
relationships between women and men is integral to this vision. For the independent
woman love will “occupy i t s proper sphere in human activities, and a woman would marry
out of love made more desirable by judgement”. <p 241 > Against this she contrasts, in a
characteristically vivid passage, how women’s dependency “produces a kind of cattish
affection which leads a wife to purr about her husband a s she would about any man who
fed and caressed her“. <p272> Wollstonecraft’s view of sexual passion is conflicted: i t is
seen a s disruptive and as the very opposite of reason. <p 102>
I t i s a vision based on the emerging middle class: seen as independent and hard-working,

freed alike from the corruption o f the aristocracy and the debasing need and drudgery of
the working class. T h e ideal woman pictured in the Vindication i s vigorous, intellectually
active and with a respected role in the community. T r u e merit and happiness are created
by a society in which women and men are required to discharge their respective family
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and social duties, as against one in which wealth and idleness are the source alike of
private and public corruption. Maternal neglect is contrasted with natural affection and
maternal solicitude; “insipid grandeur” and “slavish ceremonies” to an orderly domestic
life in which women care for their own children (with a little domestic help), the husband

returning each evening to “smiling babes and a clean hearth”. < p 292> Wollstonecraft‘s
vision is not dissimilar to the Puritan ideal in i t s emphases on the j o y s and responsibilities
of childrearing, the dismissal of material goods, the equation of virtue with work and
contempt for aristocratic frivolousness. Ironically, since i t can be argued that much o f
their influence was related to the late Mthc reaction against fearful freedoms including
those represented by Wollstonecraft, and Hannah More i s said to have publicly refused to
read A Vindication, i t has much in common with the evangelical vision of the good life.
Both the poet of domesticity William Cowper who gave u s an apparently indelible vision of
“home, sweet home” and Hannah More, the playwright who after her religious conversion
in the 1780s wrote didactic tracts, envisage an organic society based on the land in which
there is no substantial separation between production, reproduction and consumption and
the household is the basic unit with separate but complementary activities within i t for
women and men. <Davidoff and Hall 1987 p 181 > More and the later, quintessentially
separate spheres writer M r s Ellis, shared concerns about the nature of marriage, the
importance of motherhood and the need for a better education for women which
recognised their rationality. M r s Ellis’s equation of happiness with usefulness reworks a
Wollstonecraft theme a s does her argument that the care of children needs not “ignorant
domestics” but the “skilful hand of the intelligent Christian mother”. < 1878 p 1 6 B . T h e
difference, and i t i s of course crucial, i s in the idea of women’s equal citizenship and in
maternity a s requiring both civil rights and an independent economic basis. Wollstonecraft
believed women should be educated as a right and also to make them better wives and
mothers, not on& to make them better wives and r n ~ t h e r s . ~
Differing views o f Wollstonecraft‘s argument i s also a reminder o f the problem of overreliance on the dualism o f equality and difference. Hall draws a distinction between More
and Wollstonecraft in those terms and a s “a central and necessarily unresolved question
for feminism”<Hall 1992 p9>, but this fails to acknowledge that Wollstonecraft’s arguments
are not liberal equality arguments only. I n A Vindication she argues for women’s rights
both on a basis of equality-as-sameness: like men, women have reason; and on a basis
of the difference of motherhood. There i s no contradiction for her in doing so: the rights o f
man are not yet written in the image of man. For Wollstonecraft ideas of citizenship are
part of a formative discourse with which she i s deeply engaged. Whereas Victorian and
later feminism would argue for access and influence for women in the public sphere
(though, as Iargue below, i t i s not all i t did), and this has remained the pre-eminent
focus o f the British women’s movement, for Wollstonecraft this is not a boundary to be
Strachey in f i e C m e suggests that despite their Merences both Mary W o l l s t o n d and Hannah More need
to both be seen as forerunners of mid-Victorian feminism. ~ 1 9 2 81978
,
p 12 and p 23> My comparison is a
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crossed. Home, community and government are all seen as domains requiring civic virtue
and in need of reform, and all have been undermined by the corruption and decadence of
the current structures of power. A separation of public and private may have been written
into the basis of liberalism and articulated by Rousseau in a way Wollstonecraft
vehemently opposed, but it had yet to be consolidated as a gendered boundary. It would
be through Victorian market and domestic ideologies which still shape our perception of
this distinction.

The mid- Victorian women's movement and the family
"Man assumed the direction of government and war, woman of the domestic and family
affaiE...It has been so from the beginning, throughout the whole history o f man, and it
will continue to be so to the end, because it is in conformity with nature and its laws, and

is sustained and confirmed by the experience and reason of six thousand years."The
appeal to history and nature in this anti-suffrage argument from 1887 <quoted in Elshtain
1981 p 230> is only more categorical rather than essentially different to views of women's

role in the family as historically-sanctioned which remain common today (whether used to
support a continuing role for women in the family or to present a "modern" alternative).
Gender roles in the 1gthc are fixed in popular, and some historical and feminist,
perception as separate and invariable. So strong is the perception that 'in the past' men
and women lived very differently from each other that the Victorian ideal of separate
spheres obscures the much more complex nature of gendered roles in British history
generally, as well as the more complex position in the 1gthc itself. Not only is a
prescriptive domestic ideology dominant in our view of women's lives in that period, but it

still casts a long shadow.
The Victorian codification of gender difference in an ideology of separate spheres has
been widely discussed: see for example, Davidoff and Hall 1987; Caine 1992 and 1997;
Levine 1987 and 1990; Gorham 1982; Burstyn 1980; Digny 1992; Branca 1975; Gordon
1990 and forthcoming; Kerber 1997. Gordon's definition of Victorian domestic ideology
stresses the extent to which it divided the world into public and private, home and work,
and that although the association of women with domesticity was not new, the greater
separation of home and work as a result of industrialisation, the increasing significance of
waged labour and the prosperity of the new middle-class all extended this association and
separation. <Gordon 1990 p 206>. Caine defines separate spheres as a middle-class
assumption that the proper location for women was in the home, providing care and
nurturance for a family, and emphasises its association with religious belief (especially
Evangelicism) and the institution of the pious, affectionate family. <Caine 1997 p 82> The
reach of domestic ideology was partial. There were many women for whom confinement
t o the home was never an option, for economic and family reasons. Others chose work
dfferent one, but Strachev's comment is insighthi and the question worth hxther explorauon. <see also Came
1992 p 19>

and fellowship in communities of single women, both religious and secular.
the lgthc women did a great deal of paid and productive work,

Throughout

much paid work was still

carried on within the home, and much household labour might still be undertaken by
women together in public settings. Families were varied in form and in the relative
economic contribution of their members. A thriving publishing industry of pamphlets,
manuals, magazines and novels developed the theme of women’s distinct and private
sphere, but it is now not easy to separate the descriptive from the prescriptive and the
weight of the prescriptive suggests a suppressed other discourse. Rather than the social
control model implicit in some approaches to this period and these ideas, more recent
history (for example Davidoff and Hall 1987 and Walkowitz 1992) has led to accounts o f
the formation and workings of a discourse of gender which tells us how perceptions of
women’s and men’s natures, skills and roles were framed, but leaves open questions of
how far individual women’s and men’s roles were shaped and constrained within that
discourse, which was also mediated by class and locality and individual economic and
family circumstances. I t emphasises that Victorian domesticity was a cultural formation
with a complex genesis: in response to changes in the economy and production and as a
counterpart to the market/cash nexus; as part of middle class identity and class
formation; as a locus o f the ‘backlash’ to Jacobin ideas and a search for stability in a time
of social transition and insecurity. Hall and Davidoff present the growth o f middle class
commercial, professional and political roles as constructed via a system of values which
was based on “ordered existence” and as such distinguished from the aristocracy and
waged-labourers alike. I n that sense i t was an “oppositional culture”

- a domesticated,

financially prudent, self-disciplined way of life with the proper religious life of the family as
well as its material security the goal of commercial activity. < 1987 p 21 > These ideas in
emphasising female dependence, purity and “passionlessness” <Con 1979> served to both
justify and obsfucate a social structure o f inequality between the sexes and the increased
domination of women by men.
The late 18tb and early l g t hcenturies can be seen as a turning point in terms of gender
relations, women’s role and possible roles. “The debate on women, the family and the
sexual division of labour was ... an integral part of the 1790s discussions about the
organisation of society” Hall argues. Her account o f the development of domestic
ideology through the Evangelical revival suggests that the period after 1790 saw a
struggle for discursive dominance between the radical ideas of Wollstonecraft and her
circle and conservative, religious-based views of women’s role <Hall 1992 pp 82-89>; a
related view of this period as one in which ideas o f women’s equality were suppressed
That for some women mamage was seen as incompatible with a Me of social purpose has been Cfiscussed by
Martha Vicinus and Sheila Jeffrevs <both 1 9 8 9 ; and Banks comments that some Victonan femmsts, fearing the
e t k t of marriage on thelr fkeedom, avoided it. < 1986 p 35>
6 In 185 1 25% o f mamed women had a named occupation and 35% were recorded as in casual emploment;
smce Census figures are unreliable with respect to married women‘s employment, sweated work and casual
employment, this is lrkelv to be an underestunate. Marned middleclass women‘s role in family busmesses has
also been underestunated in thls penod. <Gordon 1 9 9 P Women overall are recorded as not less than 30% o f the
labour force between 1841 and 1891. (GB Figures)
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within the wider climate of fear and repression is given by Taylor. a 9 8 3 pp 9-11> Women‘s

rights were identified with revolution, sexual freedom and, a s they have been often since,
with the downfall of the family. T h e Evangelicals were a minority, but their thinking was
timely: their capacity to respond to the changing social relations o f industrial capitalism
and redefine the family form ensured that notions of home and domesticity would be
highly influenced by them. Although articulated through religious belief, by the 1830s and

1840s the language used to define separate spheres was increasingly secular and ideas of
the natural differences and complementary roles o f men and women had become the
common sense o f the English middle class. <Davidoff and Hall 1987 p 149> Inside t h i s
dynamic “the bourgeois ideal o f the family became a part of the dominant culture and by
the 1830s and 40s was being promoted... a s the only proper way to live.” <Hall 1992 p 91>

Victorian domestic ideology was at the same time a justification and means of excluding
women from employment and influence in the public sphere, and a familial ideology
drawing on older ideas o f privacy and appropriate gender roles and consolidating them.
While middle-class families were a minority in society overall, in t e r m s of economic and
political power and influence their ideals and beliefs came to dominate 19% legislation in
this area. But i f middle-class ideals of family behaviour were also within the means of

some o f the skilled working-class, the fragile and insecure lives of the poor and especially
the many families headed by widowed o r single parents had to manage a very different
household economy against an increasingly dominant family norm. <Gittm 1993 p 31 > T h e
extension of separate spheres to working-class families had major implications for how
women at work were seen. However the idea of separate spheres was unstable, for both
practical reasons and because these were contested questions not a gospel of gender;
fluidity and contradictions within the ideas ”prevented closure and ensured continual
shifts both in discourse and practice”. <DavidotTand Hall 1987 p 450>

Several writers have suggested that the tension between claims for women‘s moral
superiority and their social subordination was as an important a contributory factor in the
development of Victorian feminism a s was liberal political and economic theory. < C a k e
1992 p 21, Con 1977> T h e tracts and manuals intended to establish the nature and the true

role of women were themselves part of‘the woman question’. T h e very proliferation of
discourses on femininity served to problematise it, and “every time the necessary
inferiority of women was insisted upon, repressed alternatives were also evident”;
arguments about women‘s moral role went further, Caine suggests, than perhaps
intended. <Caine 1992 pp434> I f the idea o f separate spheres was consolidated by the

1840s and became part of common sense, it also began to unravel then.
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Victorian campaigns

“With what labour women have toiled to break down all individual and independent life, in
order to fit themselves for this social and domestic existence, thinking it right!” CStrachev
1928, 1978 p 408> Fiorence Nightingale’s anguished account of the constriction of women‘s

lives compares the suffocation of women‘s ambitions, passion and intellect in the family
to the physical stunting of Chinese girls‘ feet by binding. <&house 1989 pp 7-8> Although
the Victorian middle-class women’s movement, dated from the 1850s upsurge in
organised campaigning, is seen as classic liberal feminism in that it is about women’s
right to move into the public sphere, it is a t least arguable that the mid-1gthc women’s
movement began with an analysis of married women’s position in the family. A commonly
accepted view of first wave feminism is that it was “a limited, bourgeois and safe
movement, bounded by its attachment to liberalism”. <Levine 1990 p 1> For example,
Kramnick (discussing the lack of continuing influence of Wollstonecraft‘s ideas ’) contrasts
her demand for comprehensive social and political change with the “limited” and
“specific” reforms of education and entry to the professions of the movement from the

1850s, which were aimed not at middle-class married women but at “those who must
necessarily make their own way“, c 1982 p 59/60>’

The critique of the private in this period was concerned with much more than women’s
need not to be confined to it. Specific these reforms may have been, but t o call them
limited is to negate the significance of ‘civil death’ in married women’s lives. Recognition

of the limitation and dependence of married women’s circumstances was the initial basis
for organisation among middle-class feminists in London and Manchester. <Rendall 1985
p229> ( I t is likely also to have been important in Scotland, but no account is available of

any campaigns leading to revision of the married women’s property laws in Scotland in
1877, 1881 and 1920.)The social inquiry which developed from the discussion of the
related questions of custody, divorce and married women‘s property rights (and the
further revelations of violence and cruelty which followed the introduction of a limited
right to divorce) was the impetus for further arguments for reform. Recognition of the
centrality of women’s sexual oppression in prostitution and marriage t o Victorian feminism
has brought considerable revision of the idea that the women’s movement in this period
was concerned primarily with gaining access to public life cCaine 1992 p 102, K a t 1987
passim>.

Although it is commonly argued that W o l l s t o n d ’ s unconventional personal and sexual life dmxedted her
in the eyes o f mid-Victorian feminists, Caine argues that h s was not stwghttbrwardly the case and that the midVictonan movement was h a y ambivalent about Wollstonecraft who was a greater rntluence than they publicly
adrmtted. B s is characteristic o f its ”respectable surface and underlying rebelliousness“. <C&e 1997 pp 931O
D
n s view of mid-Victorian feminism is not only recent: Atkinson in 19 14 describes Victonan feminism as “a
demand of elderly Unmamed women for the nght to freer activities as an alternative to an impracticable ideal of
marriage and motherhood for every woman” < 1914 >, and Strachey gives an account of Victorian fenmism as
pnmanly ’equal rights’ in The Cause. <Strachey 192&
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Victorian feminism had many variants <Banks 1981; Caine 1992 and 1997; Tavior 1983>, and,
although there has been more research on this period than others in the history of British
feminism, i t is far from comprehensive. T h e r e was a diversity o f ideas on the situation o f
women, the nature o f femininity and female sexuality, and on appropriate strategies.
Levine sees feminism in this period a s a process o f awareness which “begins with the
marital legislation”. < Levine 1987 p 149> Holton‘s account o f the origins o f the organised
suffrage movement s e e s it a s growing out o f the work on Parliamentary reform o f the
marriage laws. <Holton 1995, pp 278-282> Kent s e e s Victorian feminism a s primarily a
struggle for sexual autonomy, an analysis which is supported by Wolstenholme Elmy’s
comment in 1897: ‘[Ilt is the fear o f men that women will cease t o be any longer their
sexual slaves either in o r out of marriage that is at the root o f the whole opposition to our
just claim [for the vote ... No doubt their fear is justified, for that is precisely what we do

mean”. <letter 21 Mav 1897, cited in Kent 1987 p 14> T h e CD Acts embodied the Victorian sexual
double-standard in legislation and were a denial o f civil rights t o prostitutes and women
who were suspected of prostitution, but were also seen a s a symbol o f the encroachment
of masculine sexual privilege on the lives o f all women; for B u t l e r “as for s o many midVictorian feminists, the prostitute symbolised women’s oppression through h e r lack o f
educational and employment opportunities and h e r absolute dependence upon male
sexual desire for her survival”. <Caine 1997 p109>
T h e campaigns for higher education for women and for women’s entry to the professions
were extremely important to the middle-class Victorian movement, and anti-slavery
campaigning was also o f great (if indirect in Britain a s compared to the U S A ) influence.
<Midglev 1992 passim> However the other major Victorian feminist demands for reform all

address married women’s position and the consequences o f h e r legal status as,
effectively, bond-servant of her husband. M i l l presents marriage a s slavery: there “remain
no legal slaves, except the m i s t r e s s o f every house” c 1869 p 251 >; and argued both for
women‘s emancipation into the public sphere and from the subjection o f marriage. Like
Wollstonecraft he s e e s no basis for a just society if the corrupting relationship o f unequal
marriage remains central to society; the family is the m o s t important institution for
inculcating progressive social and political values s o must not be based in relationships
of “power on one side o r obedience on the other”. dM.111 1869 p 260: Came 1997 pp 104-5: Cook

Suifiage follows tiom the concern wth the marnage laws both in tune - orgmsed feminist agitation for the
vote is dated tiom 1865, when the Manchester S u h g e Society was formed although there had been earlier
demands for women‘s sutbge, by W o i l s t o n d and the Chartists - but also in concepbon, wth the vote seen
as necessary because if solutions to such problems lie in legislation in a maie-dominated Parliament., then
women must have a voice in it. T ~ B
is not an argument I would wish to overemphasise as the p o d saw an
emordmary amount of women’s camprug~llngon a number of fronts. However, so dominant has the campgn
for the vote been in our perception of fmt-wave fermnism that it i s n e c e s q to emphasise that it was not an
over-archmg or even, until the late 19%entury, pnmary goal. The genesis ofthe fxst petition to Parliament on
suRiage (in reiabon to the 1867 Reform Act) is illustmtwe, growing out o f a discussion in the Kensmgton
Society in 1865 whch had itself been formed from the married women’s propern, campaign.
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1993 p 107> Elizabeth Wolstenholme Elmy argued that married woman's legal position was

one of sexual slavery.''

<Caine 1997 p 101-2; Bland 1987 p 149-50> Both Mill and Wolstenholme

Elmy (as discussed) argued against the legality of rape in marriage. As well as the
stimulus to the organised women's movement which followed from Barbara Leigh Smith's
pamphlet A Brief Summary, in plain language, of the most important laws of England

concerning Women, published in 1854, the evidence gathered at this time on the
hardship caused by married women having no right to her property and earnings exposed
the reality behind Victorian ideals of marriage and family. Because the focus of marital
law reform was property its significance has sometimes been dismissed or mid-read. It
was about giving married women a legal existence, ending coverture and its equivalent in
Scotland, the jus mariti and jus administrationis, and probably of most relevance to
employed and self-employed women, or women with small inheritance, as the aristocracy
and upper-middle-classes had had more access to trust law to preserve women's
inheritance rights. I n the same period feminists in England lobbied on the Divorce Bill
<1857> which, although not introduced by them (or, arguably, for reasons they would
necessarily have supported) they took as an opportunity to argue that the grounds for
divorce should be equalised between women and men (without success). The campaign
against the Contagious Diseases Acts of 1864 and 1866 made public the discussion of the
sexual double standard, expressed in the fate of prostitutes but not confined to them."
The 1870s focus on domestic violence ("wife-torture" in Frances Power Cobbe's 1878
phrase) followed revelations consequent on the widened availability of divorce in England
and Wales, which led to the Matrimonial Causes Act 1878 (England and Wales) which
permitted legal separation and maintenance after marital violence.12 An important further

Elizabeth Wolstenholme Elmv, who wrote under the pen name E Ethelmer was a Manchester headrmstress
who was active 111
the women's movement from the eadv 1860s in campaigns includmg entry rnto hgher
education, the Mamed Women's Property Acts (the o t k e ofthe Mamed Women's Propert)' comrmttee was m
Manchester and she was S e c r e w ) , against the CD Acts. and on maternal custodv and g w d ~ a n s h pas
, well as
the sut'frage. A correspondmg member of the Kensington Society, she was a founding member ofthe Manchester
suffrage comrmttee m 1856 and among the radical supporters of women's s u i h g e from the North-West who 111
the 1880s opposed the position ofthe Central National Society for Women's Sut%-age <CNSWS> on the mamed
women's vote and formed the Women's Franchse k g u e (in Julv 1889), the leadershp of whch was soon after
joined by Ursuia Bnght and Emmeline Pankhurst. It was committed to includmg m e d women 111 the demand.
as well as to a broad pro_gamme of civil equality for women. The WFL prefigured 20% developments in the
1& it sought to buld w ~ t hthe Labour and Socialist movements and with w o r h g class women's movement,
especially the WCG: however Elm? was ousted fiom its leadmhp. <Holton 1995 pp 280-282> Follouing the
-Clitheroe case' Elm? \\Tote a series of five letters to the Manchester Guardian on the unplicatlons of the case
and the legal position of women more generallv, and in response to the response to this set up the 'Women's
Emancipation Umon: An association of workers to secure the political. social and economc rndependence of
women' <WEU>in the autumn of 1891 which sought to unprove the civil status of marned women, especiallv
campaging agmst rape m mamage. Her own premarital sexual relabonshp wth Ben Elmv was hghly
controversial w b the women's movement. <Bland 1987 pp 149-50> See: -EEthelmer A woman emancipator:
a biographd sketch', Wesnninsrer Review CXLV pp 424-8, 1894; Rubinstern Before rhe suflmgenes: Women 's
emanciputron in rhe 1890s Brighton Harvester 1986 pp 54-63.
il Although the CD Acts dld not apply in Scotland. there were branches of the Lades National Association
nevertheless. in Edmburgh led bv Pnscilla McLarm, first president of the Edmburgh National Society for
Women's Sutfiage.
:2 Legal separat~on,
maintenance and custodv ofchldren after mantal violence was already possible in Scotland
although the transfer ofjurisdiction to the Shenff Court in 1907 (amended in 1913) brought it w i b the reach of
more woriung-class women <Clive 1974 p 1 5 7 the position on divorce was s d a r .
10
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development was the end to the right t o order a wife t o return home (which
Wollstonecraft had protested against in Mafia) which was reversed in 1891 in a Court of
Appeal judgement. This meant, Wolstenholme Elmy said, that “coverture is dead and
buried... I t is the grandest victory the women’s cause has ever yet gained, greater even
than the passing of the Married Women‘s Property Act.” <quoted bv Bland 1987 p 149>

I n this period of legal reform Victorian feminism exposed the distance between malefemale relations as idealised and the reality of legal and economic dependence. Victorian
feminism did not, Rendall argues, include a challenge to women‘s role in the family
and their concerns were related to their central acceptance of the importance
of women’s role as mothers. <Rendall 1985 p 34> Perhaps not as such, but it was a
challenge to the natural and necessary subjection of wives within marriage and daughters
within the family. At the least it was a demand that reality match rhetoric, and a t its most
radical that sexual and family relationships between women and men be placed on a
wholly different basis. To say, as Rendall does, that the boundaries between feminists
and conservatives in their treatment of family roles are not always easy to recognise in
this period < 1985 p 34> is to diminish the importance and radical nature of the principle of
equality within marital relationships and the demand for an end to male dominance in the
family which was central to the argument for reform of marital relationships

- and to the

fears of social conservatives. The series of legal reforms fought for and t o a remarkable
degree achieved by the liberal women’s movement entail a sustained critique of marriage
as dependence and women’s role in the family as lacking civil rights needed to support it.
Marriage law reform encompassed income and property, legal existence, rights in relation
to children and in relation to violence, cruelty and some forms of sexual behaviour, and
the right to live apart from a husband. Arguments in relation to sexual behaviour
demanded that men behave according to the standards set for women (of their own
class). This conflicted directly with Victorian domestic ideology’s depiction of marriage and
family as harmonious refuge and source of protection cemented by the wife’s dependence
on her husband in every way, but drew on Victorian ideals of women’s duties in the family
and, as an extension, to society, in arguments used to support reform.

Themes in Victorianfeminism

The role of domestic ideology in forming the questions and setting parameters for the
1gthc women’s movement raises particularly interesting questions. I n her memoir of her
husband Josiah Conder (published in 1857) Elizabeth Conder expressed her disapproval of
the American women seeking entry as delegates to the International Anti-Slavery
Convention in London in 1840: “If we are thus to start out of our spheres, who is to take
our place? Who, as ‘keepers at home’ are to ‘guide the house’, and train up children?”
<cited in Davidotrand Hall 1987 p 436> Fifty years later Millicent Fawcett was using an

argument with a similar premise in favour of votes for women: “ m h i s difference between
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men and women, instead of being a reason against their enfranchisement, seems to me
the strongest possible reason in favour o f it; we want the home and domestic side o f
things to count for more in politics and in the administration of public affairs than they do
at present”. CFawcett 1894> Rather than seeing a public role a s diminishing women’s
commitment to home and family, a s M r s Conder does, she presents women’s family role
a s a reason for women’s participation in public decision-ma king. Many Victorian feminists
used contemporary ideas of femininity and women’s responsibility for family and morality
very effectively in making their arguments and claims. F o r Josephine Butler “the
extension beyond the home of the home influence”was central to her feminism. -4869 p

=vi>

H e r radical attack on the sexual double-standard was based on a view o f sexual

difference a s of great social value, which would be enhanced by women’s emancipation:
“[Elvery good quality, every virtue which we regard a s distinctively feminine, will, under
conditions of greater freedom, develop more freely”. Further: “it would be wise o f the
State ... to avail itself o f this abundance o f generous womanliness, of tender and wise
motherliness...” T h e injunction to women to serve is given a social and genderconsciousness:

“‘I serve’ will always be one of her favourite mottoes, even should the

utmost freedom be accorded her in the choice o f vocation‘’.

<1868 p 18-20> Emmeline

Pankhurst was also to argue that the vote was not about giving up “women’s duties in the
home” but about attaching a larger meaning to those duties. <cited in Shanlev 1990 p 13> I f
within the history of the period there has been a tendency to present a familial ideology
a s hegemonic and feminism a s a rejection of that, more recent work demonstrates that
women’s role in the family was a central concern for many Victorian feminists both a s a
site o f oppression and a s a source of strength and a distinctive role, and that in
consequence arguments from sexual difference were a t least a s important in the period
a s arguments on a basis of equality-as-sameness. Both more conservative and radical
u s e s of difference were wielded as arguments in the social purity campaigns. Both pro
and anti-suffrage campaigners drew on sexual difference to argue their case. <for examples
see Lewis 1987: see also Harrison 1978: Leiv~s1984 p 96>

If
the idea of separate spheres and, within that, of “woman’s mission” w a s used to codify
sexual difference and to confine women and contain their aspirations, it was also a
philosophy which justified new areas of influence and offered piety as a form of power.
Arguments on the nature and importance of women’s moral duty to family and home
were very readily extended to include women’s special responsibilities to society.
Propagandists for separate spheres such a s Sarah Lewis, M r s John Sandford and Sarah
Ellis all in their writing move from stating “the limitations women face and their necessary

domestic confinement... to the demand that woman carry first into their homes and then
into the wider society some of the religious zeal and fervour which other missionaries
were taking to the heathen”. F o r some writers, for example, Anne Richelieu Lamb, whose
1834 essay has the title Can Woman Regenerate Society?, the idea that women can and

should serve their family and society in t e r m s o f raising moral standards becomes the
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basis of a demand for education and a wider sphere of employment. <Caine 1997 p 84>
Women’s domestic and family role was used as an argument for women’s engagement in
public work seen as relating to the domestic role, in philanthropy, and its development in
social and settlement work and, towards the end o f the century, related professional
roles. I n health and welfare women reproduced domestic roles in the public sphere, and
then went on to extend those roles. <Morris 1990 p 432> Philanthropy was a particularly
important dimension of 1gthc women’s claim on the public and a tradition o f women’s
voluntary association closely related t o the women’s movement continued into the mid-

20th century. From the 1840s it served as a public space which women could justifiably
inhabit (though not without some criticism). <Hollis 1987 p 11; Hall and DavidotT 1987 p 429> This
was work through which they could learn organisational skills, committee discipline, the
ability t o read accounts, fund-raise and address public meetings <Prochaska 1980, Gordon
1990>, which fed into more specifically feminist organisation. I t was significant to the

beginnings o f social work and child welfare as female-dominated professions and in the
increasing role of the state in child welfare and protection <Cree 1995: Lewis 1991>, and
while some educated middle-class women used voluntary associations t o carve out for
themselves political identities and new professions, for others who were unsure o f the
rightness of women’s venturing outside the home, it offered a way of reconciling
conflicting feelings. <Koven 1993 pp 124-126> For many women their feminist commitment
grew directly from charitable activity, in Frances Power Cobbe’s case with the poor and in
Butler’s, her work with prostitutes in Oxford and Liverpool.

l3

Philanthropy played a part in

the developing social welfare role of local government and acted as a route into local
government for women: the National Union of Women Workers, an association of
women’s voluntary organisations, from the end of the century saw one of its main tasks
as placing women on public bodies and in local government; the NUWW offered a socially
acceptable route from voluntary service t o elected service. “Philanthropy’s language of
succour to the needy, its commitment to the domestic and the local, its training and
networking, were perhaps more useful t o women than other ways in, and certainly less
threatening to men”. <Holiis 1987 p l 3 >

3 The scale of women’s phlanthropic achvlty is lmpossibie to quantlfj smce otXcial representation does not
retlect informal achviues, and women‘s mvolvement i s also hdden behmd that o f men as the formal subscnbers
to associations: further, f m l e actinties m support of Magdalen Asvlums emerge only through records such as
letters and dimes whle the clergy dormnate the ol‘ficid records o f such mshtuuons. However, stnct dinsions
benveen men and women were less sustamed m phlanthropic smeties because women were needed to deal wth
female cases.G k l l and DandotT pp 429336>

Maternalfeminism

Maternalism was a specific and common argument from difference in late 1gthc British
feminism. Butler’s elision of womanliness, motherliness and service (quoted above) is a
good example. I n recent literature the relationship between a cluster of concepts
including maternal feminism, social maternalism and maternal citizenship is not always
clear and these are sometimes treated as equivalent in a way which is confusing;
maternal feminism is also sometimes used to stand for all arguments from difference,
rather than as a specific version of them.I4 Social maternalist arguments were based on
the belief that maternal values should be used to transform the social order and that all
women contribute t o society in distinctive ways because of their maternal qualities,
whether or not they themselves have children: an editorial in the liberal feminist journal
Shafts described maternity as “the highest and holiest function that our life holds”, but
saw i t as a social role as well as personally becoming a mother. <Shafts II Sept 1894 p 314,
cited in Bland 198D Ideas of ‘spiritual motherhood’ add yet another (especially hard to

untangle) dimension. As Lewis comments, maternal feminism is a slippery concept.
<Lews 1994 p120>; as ideology i t can be contradictory. <Ye0 1997 pp 124-130> The term is

variously used but includes a core argument that women’s special qualities and
knowledge associated with their family role should be brought into public life. For example
Michel and Rosen, discussing maternalism as an important avenue into politics for women
in the USA from the mid-lgth to the early 20%, define it as “a political concept that
accepts the principle of gender difference, specifically women’s identity as mothers, but
maintains that women have a responsibility to apply their domestic and familial values to
society at large.” Maternalist women politicians had many concerns but a special focus on
the welfare of women as mothers and children. Although i t was an approach which
seemed to offer a bridge across other political differences among women, it was limited in
its success in doing so; they instance the division in the USA between those who opposed
any state role in welfare and the radical maternalism of Hull House. <fiche1 and Rosa 1992 p
364-5

>Is

Caine presents such arguments as necessarily conservative < 1997 p 1 15 > and Lewis
distinguishes social maternalism from feminism but also presents its extension in
arguments for public participation as feminist < L e w 1984 pp 92-95>; she suggests that
recent discussion takes a rather “rosy view” of maternalist policies and tends t o overlook
the dangers of an illiberal maternalism and its association with eugenics and pro-natalist
i4

Maternal fernmm has also been called a -’contra&cbon m terms”. m a fmn statement ofequality-as-

sameness &chard Evans argues that “[Elquai nghts and separate spheres are mutually contradictory doctnnes
The onlv posihon upon whch it is possible to base an argument for equal nghts or for the e l k a t i o n o f genderbased ~ J U S ~ is
I Cthe
~ pnnciple ofthe qual nghts of women,as mdmduals” <Evans 1986 p 255>
15 Maternal femmsm was very sipficant m Grrmany m the 19% and unhl 1914 and showed a she Gom moral
and sprntual emphases to a biologml and social h i s surular to Bntlsh argument <Taylor Alia 1991>; ths
strand of German femmsm has been seen as one o f the factors leadmg to the nse o f Nahonal Socialism <Clau&a
Koonz Mothers in the Fatherland: Women, the Familv and Nm Polihcs New York, 198- although Tavlor
A l l a dxsagrees <pp 5-6> Offen argues that mater& f m s m was the domm.int form m France m the 19%
4 9 8 8 pp 128-129>
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policies. <Lewis 1994 ~ 1 2 Although
0 ~
problematic alliances need to be acknowledged, the
way contemporary ideas form the t e r m s o f the debate with which feminist thinking
engages means that a categorisation of maternal feminism a s either conservative or
progressive cannot be sustained. Maternalism, Iike difference arguments more generally,
could be used for feminist, conservative and anti-feminist purposes - and conservative
feminist purposes.

l6

Maternalism on Koven’s definition “exalted women’s capacity to

mother and applied to society a s a whole the values they attached to that role: care,
nurturance and morality”; he emphasises how maternalism operated in relation to other
discourses, o f citizenship, class, gender difference and national identity and was
expressed in a range of social and political practices, and that maternalist discourses lay
at the heart of debates about the social role of women, children and the family among
philanthropists and social workers, legislators, employers and trade unionists. <Koven, 1993
p 4 > His discussion of the work of Mary Carpenter, Mary Ward and Margaret McMillan

shows how three women with very different beliefs used arguments o f social and civic
maternalism to develop work in juvenile reformatories, local government and education
and child welfare respectively. <Koven 1993, chaptertwo> Koven and Michel emphasise its role
in the parallel emergence o f state welfare and women‘s movements in a number of
countries at the end o f the 1gthc (they discuss France, Germany, Britain and the U S A ) and
how a s women claimed new roles in maternal and child welfare they transforming a social
role into public policy. 4 9 9 0 pp 1076-77, They argue that a s professionals and a s volunteers
women entered into new relationships with the state, which, in turn, sharpened their
political awareness and expanded the knowledge-base and goals of the women’s
movement. <p 1078> T h e y also indicate that maternalism could be a fragile foundation on
which to build coalitions and that the translation of maternalist measures into state policy
was not unproblematic. <p 1107>” Significantly, ideas of social motherhood o r maternal
feminism call into question the public and private boundary and the view o f the family a s
outwith the political.

T h e associated idea o f maternal citizenship” i s more specific in claiming that women,
through maternity, make a valuable contribution to society which m u s t be acknowledged
as a distinctive form o f citizenship. I t has antecedents in the ideas o f republican
motherhood during the French revolution and is an approach which emphasises
motherhood a s a national duty not only in bearing children but also, in wartime, delivering
l6 Wnting on welfare development in the USA Molly Ladd-Taylor dstlrlglushes three forms of maternalist
ideology: sentunental, progressive and feminist. m l e it is usell to draw out the vanous strands of a far from
uniform set of ideas h s also less helpNlv implies that these are discrete rather than overlapping categories.
<Ladd-Talor 1994 p 203, cited in Howe 1992 p 140>
1’ Koven and Michel’s central argument is the relation of strong and weak states to the development of
voluntary-ongmated maternal policies. This is a problematic thesis but of no great relevance to h s discussion.
A renewed concept o f maternal citizenshp is suggested by Pateman < 1986 p 24 >. Mouffe argues that h s
proposal for a differentiated citrzenshp rests on the identification o f women as women with motherhood and that
h s solution therefore remains trapped withrn the problemam that Pateman wants to challenge. ModTe’s own
argument for a conception of cituenshp where s e m l difference i s non-pertinent invokes the problem of false
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their s o n s to defend the state. <Lake 1993 pp 378-382> A s a conception of citizenship it has
been modelled on and contrasted with other dangerous work a s well as military service:
women in the early 20thc compared the dangers of childbirth to coal mining; Maude
Royden, writing during the First World War, said: ‘[Llike

the soldier, the mother takes a

risk and gives a devotion for which no money can pay.”<cited in Pateman 1992 p 26>

Wolstenholme Elmy declared motherhood “in its largest sense is the highest function o f
woman ... a special dignity and worthiness superior to that of the mere male faculty of
fighting”. S h e used social motherhood a s an argument for political rights: it is because
“women are resolved to be mothers in the highest, and no longer the ignoblest sense of
that term, that they now demand for themselves and for each other, the fullest
opportunity o f self-development”. C 1894 p 6 cited in Bland 1987 pp 155-157> Although a strand
in British feminist rhetoric in the late lgthc and up until and during the First World War,

these ideas have been m o s t studied in Australia and were possibly strongest there; Lake
suggests that the discourse of citizenship in the years of nation building allowed the work
of mothering to be defined a s service to the state. <Lake 1992 p 316> (As discussed in the
following chapter, this was an argument Fabian women also used. ) A s an argument it
could be double-edged in its consequences: Davin and Lewis (as discussed in the
following chapter) have argued that maternalism was used to significantly restrict
women‘s roles and opportunities in the early 20thc.A s Lake has shown of Australian
conceptions of maternal citizenship, it is an argument which is more successful in t i m e s of
population anxiety, and applies only to some women a s mothers, not all: maternity in
some racial minorities may be perceived and treated very differently. <Lake 1993> Nazi
encouragement of Aryan motherhood while developing a policy of forced sterilisation and
compulsory abortion for Jewish and Gypsy women is the pre-eminent example of this.
<BNk 1992 pp 89-109>

New Women and Parasitiim

A socialist debate from the late lgthc on the family and questions of sexuality, property
and relationships was also significant for feminism, with Edward Carpenter’s Love’s

Coming o f Age (1896), Engels’ Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State and
Bebel’s Women and Socialism much discussed by “advanced women” (Atkinson’s phrase).
<R~~botham
1973 p 67 and p 73> Change in gender relations was expressed in the idea o f the

“new woman’’.

S h e was the subject of media interest and feminist analysis, both polemic

and in a genre o f ”hew woman” novels. <Bland 1987. Eldndge Mdler 1994, Marks 1990,
Cunningham 1978> T h e t e r m “new woman” was almost certainly coined by the novelist Sarah

gender neutmhty however and therefore the problem of equality mi-ikmg e
m
w
e
d Merence politically

invisible. <1995 pp 320-323>

Grand in an article in 1894'' and novels were a significant space for discussing feminist
ideas in the period, particularly in relation to social behaviour, changing expectations of
marriage and relationships, and sexuality, subjects less easy to address through more
conventional political means, particularly in relation to middle-class women. There is some
discussion as t o how far there really were "new women" or whether she is a fictional and
media creation only, or mainly <Marks 1990> but Atkinson (as discussed in the following
chapter) presents her arguments as those of and for a new and historically
unprecedented generation of emancipated women. Dyhouse identifies a number of
themes in women's writing (in all genres) on family life and gender relations between
1880-1914: that images of constraint, confinement and belittlement are commonly
associated with family life; the comparison, especially in middle-class women's
autobiography o f brother's and sister's lives and privileges; a troubled relationship with
mothers who seek to restrict their daughters' lives; and the discussion of 'sex parasitism'
which also emphasised the problem of economic dependence which was central for
socialist-feminism. Parasitism is a term for the dependence of middle-class women as
wives and daughters which was current in feminist literature up until the first World War,
and especially so after the publication of Olive Shreiner's Woman and Labour <1911>, the
first three chapters of which are called 'Parasitism'. It is a harsh term, contrasting their
dependence with the honesty of earning your own living, Economic dependence was
increasingly identified as a problem in marriage and seen as the basis of all subservience
of women t o men: in arguments which have their roots in the feminist prostitution and
white slavery campaigns, marriage was again described as legalised prostitution with
young women traded on a marriage market; this was degrading to women and seen as
making good relationships within marriage impossible.20Arguments included the problem
of involuntary pregnancies caused by women being unable t o refuse intercourse and that
economic dependence was the main reason why women were unable to enforce a desired
standard of morality within marriage. The double-standard was implicated in the problem
of marital venereal disease, which was aired both in fiction and by the social purity wing
o f the women's movement (and allied organisations).

Bland 1987 p 143, citing Gillian Kerslev Darling Madame: Samh Gmnd and Devoted Friend <Virago 1983>.
David Rubinstein <1986 pp 15-16) also attnbutes the term to Grand in an artxle m the Norlh h e n c a n Review
l3

m 1894.
For example, "[Als long as a man demands from a wfe as a right, what he must sue from a mistress as a
favour.. . marriage becomes for many women a legal prostitution, a nightly degradation, a hateful yoke.. . ''
Gtmrge Egerton Discords. < 1894, 1983 p 155> W r g e Egerton was the pseudonym o f Mary Chavelita Dunne,
who sought to protect herself from the personal attacks the sexual frankness o f her fiction would be llkelv to
prompt - and indeed did, when her sex became known. <Eldndge Mdler 1994 p 2075 SuErag~stAda Nield
Chew argued that marriage was a form o f prostltution in 'The Economic Freedom o f Women', Freewoman 13
July 1912 p 167 ccited bv Pedersen 1993 p 41>.See also Kent 1987, Bland 1986, Walkowitz 1982.
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Difference as a basis for activism

Levine suggests that the most effective argument for women’s rights was not the
rejection of separate spheres but “a manipulation of its fundamental values”. To embrace
domestic ideology was a sometimes contradictory move, but the centrality of the family to
most women’s lives made it perhaps inevitable and certainly cogent as a political practice.
The sentiment of moral superiority became the leading edge of many women’s rights
campaigns, not only over questions of sexuality but also in terms of access to public life.
”This championship of womanliness, though defined within the limitations of separate
spheres ideology, none the less functioned as a means of making their campaigns not
simply a negative struggle against unjust disabilities but a positive proclamation of their
identity as women.”< 1987 pp 1 3 - 1 0 Davidoff suggests that the construction o f the private
sphere as a feminine domain gave some 1gthc women a base from which to make claims
on civil society, and, she suggests, the possibility of a “women’s culture”. < 1995 p 241 >
Elshtain finds this emphasis problematic. She argues (specifically of the US suffrage
movement, but by extension of difference arguments in late 1gthc feminism) that the
1gthc suffragists failed to bring about structural change primarily because they accepted a
public and private distinction. Instead of rejecting it they placed a different interpretation
on the relative value of ’each side’ than did the dominant ideology, and thus perpetuated
many of its distortions. Turning anti-suffrage arguments upside down to serve as the
basis for a pro-suffrage argument presented woman as purer and more virtuous, bringing
morality to the public sphere but this led to “outrageous claims” about the transformation
of public life when women got the vote and to demoralisation when votes for women did
not achieve miracles. < 1981 pp 229-239> Elshtain’s argument is insightful in highlighting a
discomfort with ideas of power but she draws fully on the benefit of hindsight. I f as a
strategy difference had a built-in contradiction which would become disabling, this would
be the case in later circumstances. As Caine argues, if mid-Victorian feminists had not
addressed the ideal of womanhood articulated in Victorian domestic ideology ”they would
not have been able to speak to their contemporaries a t all. Once they addressed it, it was
inevitable that the moral overtones of this ideal would become centrally involved in their
feminist discourse”. < 1992 p 17>

Second-wave feminist accounts have commonly seen women’s movement arguments
which accept women‘s family role and use difference as a basis for participation in the
public sphere as a failure t o see beyond their own immersion in the private sphere, and
as accepting the appeal to natural sex differences. <Pateman 1992 p 22> I n part as a 1gthc
inheritance, what counts as citizenship is placed in a public world defined as either clearly
masculine or as gender-neutral. When women in the mid and late 1gthc demanded
equality

OR

the basis that their roles as women in the private sphere were part of their

citizenship, this association was not self-evident. I n doing so, as Pateman argues, “they
grappled with the political problem o f expressing sexual difference“; she suggests (as I do
in relation to Wollstonecraft) that the division between public and private becomes a
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political problem perhaps only after a considerable measure of civil equality has been
won, and found wanting. <Pateman 1988 p 227> I f a gendered opposition of public and
private pervaded the Victorian discourse which sought to deconstruct it, this was because
it was not fixed, because this could be seen as a questionable boundary. Feminism in any

period is necessarily shaped by and bound up in the discourse of gender of that period; it
is not simply in opposition to it. Political history often presents male-dominated discourse

as hegemonic and feminism as a challenge or clear alternative; the shared thinking as
well as the fault-lines and instabilities which allow discursive shifts are less readily
apparent. That a demand for public participation on the basis of private, family-based
roles and qualities was possible and the way that this demand crossed the public and
private division in both ‘directions’ shows that definitions of citizenship were more open
than they have since become to the possibility of a reconstruction of the polity which
brought private values to public life. Equally, these arguments justified public intervention
in the private life of the family and of sexual relations, and (though it was one of the most
contested aspects) a conception of rights associated with citizenship to be extended to
women within the family. As such it was to change how families were seen. Nineteenth
century feminist arguments took women’s moral and maternal roles very seriously. For
some feminists the doctrine of separate spheres was understood as emphasising not only
difference but equality in difference; because of that ideology and because of the extent
to which women’s work and lives were within the family or presented as an extension of
family roles, this was not an argument which was seen as contradictory, as it later would
be. These lgthc arguments demand both equal civil and political rights and a t the same

time that women’s difference from men and specific circumstances associated with their
family role should be acknowledged. The heart of the dilemma of equality and difference,
Pateman argues, is “not sexual difference but women’s subordination”. <Pateman 1992 p 2%I n Victorian arguments from difference its connection to subordination is refused.

The women’s movement in the early twentieth century would continue to grapple with
questions of difference, particularly in relation to women’s position in the family: the
restrictions on middle-class daughters and subservience of wives, the economic
dependence entailed by motherhood and the double-burden on working-class mother. I t
would do so influenced by the ideas of maternal feminism and by a new view of the value
of state intervention in relation to family responsibilities which had in part grown from
women’s voluntary social work. It would find it harder however to use moral arguments to
present women’s family role as a strength and the argument from difference would be
fiercely contested within feminism. Early twentieth century feminism both drew on and
contested ideas of gender, family and citizenship inherited from Victorian understanding,

within feminism and more generally, and, informed by socialism, would add to them a
much sharper appreciation of the economic basis of women’s subordination.
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CHAPTER THREE: LOVE AND WORK: Twentieth century questions

In h s chapter I look at the opposition between love and work whch Mabel Atlanson saw in
1914 as "the problem before the future" and its connection to the problem of women's

economic dependence in the M y . I examine Atlanson's argument in The Economrc
Foundations of the Women's Movement in its context in Fabian feminism both as an entry

pomt to s o c i a l i s t - f d s t debate in h s period, and because of its importance as a text whch
looks fonvard to the post-war campaign for h l y endowments, the ideas of new feminism and

the welfare agenda whch women's organisations would develop in relation to the local state.
Atlunson's focus on the need of women for economic and personal independence but not at the
cost of sexual and f d y relationsbps articulates a new dunension of women's movement
thdung, and her awareness of hffering issues for women accordmg to class and matemty
raises questions wbch would become central for the women's movement after the vote was
won. I also look at hscussion of the renewed focus on motherhood in the pre-war period and
Atlunson's dlscussion of infsnt mortality and g v e a short account of Eleanor Rathbone's rna~n
argument for fknuly endowments.
Introduction

As

I have argued, although a critiqu of the family is associated with second-w ve

feminism, the position of women in and in relation to the family has always raised crucial
and difficult questions for the women's movement, and feminist attitudes to marriage,
sexuality and family life were not characterised by either a simple consensus or
conservatism. The legal reform which was, along with access to higher education, the
major achievement of the mid-Victorian women's movement brought about significant
changes in married women's position within the family, and in questioning the sexual
double-standard the Victorian movement further opened up for scrutiny questions of
power and oppression within marital relationships. During this time the middle-class
women's movement did not challenge the assumption that for most women children and
domestic life would be their primary occupation; rather, they wished to see legal and
social change which would recognise and entrench the rights of women in the family, and
saw "maternal thinking" (in Ruddick's later phrase) as socially and politically important.

I n the closing years of the 1gthc and the period to 1914, feminist views of women's
position in the family were more openly critical than the earlier women's movement had
been. Arguments (for example by Schreiner, Caird, Hamilton, Meikle and accounts in
fiction) look fomard to the demands for independence in income and decision-making and
for sexual autonomy which would be repeated a t different times over the 20thc. Atkinson
presents the demand for both love and work rather than a forced choice between them,
and the refusal of economic dependence in marriage, as a new 'turn' in the women's
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movement. Finding a way so that women do not have to choose between a life on their

own terms and marriage and a family is, Atkinson believes, the “problem before the
future”. The period saw an impressive flowering o f feminist thinking about women’s
working lives in relation to their position in the family within which “the urgency of the
need to find ways of guaranteeing some economic independence t o women within
marriage emerged as the dominant theme”. cDyhouse 1989 p 57 and p 62> A t this time “[Vhe
feminist revolt against ’parasitism’ ... made the economic conditions of wives and mothers
central to all debates over the condition of the family a t the end of the century”. cPedersen
1993 p 43> A t the same time, the relationship between the family and the state was

changing, with a greater legitimacy for state intervention in family life, with consequences
which had considerable impact for women, in practical ways and as a basis for developing
arguments which would radically challenge the social and economic arrangements for
“human renewal” (as Eleanor Rathbone described childbearing and rearing). Atkinson
uses this change in the relationship between family and state as an argument for political
rights: “[Plarenthood, the home, and the nurture and education of children are no longer
to be regarded as purely private and individual matters” and this means more legislation
in areas which most affect women and in which women have most expertise, therefore
women must be in a position to affect such legislation. <Atlunson 1910 p 56>
Women’s position in marriage and the family was discussed in several (inter-related)
contexts: the “marriage debate”

and the continuing debate over sexuality and the

double-standard in relation to economic dependence or parasitism; measures to secure
improved conditions for mothers o f which the most important feminist proposal in this
period was the endowment of motherhood; married women’s employment, women as
breadwinners, and childcare; in relation to national concern about infant and maternal
mortality and health and in relation to the developing role of the state in family welfare
through the introduction of benefits and through local authority provision. Feminist
concern with the links between maternity, dependence and women’s poverty was
expressed most clearly in the arguments for maternal endowments, although other
practical measures were part of the same discussion. The position of working-class
mothers was of particular concern to the Women’s Co-operative Guild, the Fabian Society
Women’s Group and the Women’s Industrial Council, and to women in the Labour Party
and trade unions. The focus on motherhood and infant health of the period was doubleedged for women, presenting them with an opportunity t o lobby for improved conditions
and support, but also, as feminists argued at the time and feminist historians have
argued since, impossible demands and increased restrictions. Questions about sexual
exploitation arose both for middle-class women, with a husband‘s right o f access to his
The ‘marriage debate’ was publicly mshgated bv a Senes of arhcles by MOMC u d m the Westminster Revzew
between 1888 and 1894; she argued that mamage was a ”vemhous farlure“ The issue was debated m the press
subsequently, mcludmg an astomshmg 27,000 letters to the Dazl-v Tefegmphwhen it requested correspondence.
See MOMC a d The Momlih, of Mamage, and Other Essqcs on the Stcltus and Desnm, of Woman 1897,
Redwav, London; H Qlllllter Is Mamage a Failure? .._Letters to the Dailv Telegraph in response to an arncie
@ Mona Card 1888 London. Somenschem. Heilman < 1996> g v e s a good account o f Card’s Me and rnterests
1
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wife’s body likened t o prostitution, and in terms of the exploitation of poor women and
girls in prostitution and “white slavery”. Both were vulnerable to involuntary childbearing
and to sexually-transmitted diseases.

I n the period 1900-1914 ‘the Cause’ had many aspects: continued campaigns on
education encompassing the campaign for higher education for women, for better
education for girls in schools, and the development of educational provision for workingclass young women; the Settlement movement and developments in social work;
temperance; questions of prostitution, child sexual abuse and the sexual doublestandard; divorce law reform, equality in marriage and in parental rights; access to the
professions, equal opportunity in employment, and equal pay; and representation in local
government, as well as the best-documented and best-known, the vote. Women were
active in trade unions, and the Women’s Co-operative Guild (founded in 1883 in England
and 1892 in Scotland c b g 1993 p 137>) grew rapidly in size and influence. c G d T i 1983;
Black 1989> Women were also active in the main political parties and socialist groups: the

Liberal Party had women’s organisations from 1887, the Conservative Primrose League
was formed in 1883, and the Women’s Labour League was formed in the same year as
the Labour Party, 1906, though the ILP already had many active and prominent women
members. It was a formative period for 20thcfeminism and for women‘s lives, particularly
in relation to the reworking of the relationship between the state and family. Most women
and all children were excluded from the general provisions of the 1911 National Insurance
Act, which, although including maternity benefit for insured women and the wives of

insured men, entrenched the concept of the male breadwinner-headed family as the basis
of state benefits. The growth of the voluntarj and local authority role in child and
maternal welfare in this period also had complex consequences for women as mothers.

“Advanced women”, socialism, and ferninkm

Atkinson writes of, and perhaps mainly for, a new generation of “advanced women” for
whom education has been as “natural” as for their brothers, who have been encouraged
by aunts and mothers to win economic independence, who do “work of real value to the
world” and have a freedom the previous generation “had longed for as unattainable”.

< 1914 p 17>2 As well as an argument for socialist feminism, her essay tells us something
about how Atkinson saw herself and her generation. As it was for novelists like Sarah
Grand, independence of mind and income is an admired characteristic and an aim for
both single and married women in a way that would have been much harder to conceive
of a generation previously. Married woman’s legal invisibility was seen by the midVictorian movement as the root cause of her subjection, within the family and in
Compare Dora Ruse11 in Hypatia describmg women under thmy who do not yet have the vote but for whom
“the pnnciple o f feminine equality is as natural as drawing breath - they are neither oppressed by tradhon nor
worn by rebellion.” Cl925 p 3
2
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excluding her from public life. Removing the worst of that injustice revealed how far
women remained economically dependent and socially constrained nonetheless, and that
women‘s responsibilities in the family and restricted opportunities and low pay in the
workplace reinforced her dependent status. As single middle-class women were more able
to go on to higher education and a degree of independence, and as social constraints on
their behaviour eased to some extent, the way in which single and married women’s lives
differed and the extent to which feminist aims were more realisable by those who were
single and without dependants

became a more visible issue. For women who had other

choices and who had lived away from home in university colleges or through employment,
the restrictions and diminished civic and legal status of marriage could seem like stepping
back a generation. An ideological cloak which presented woman’s subjection to her
husband as both natural and necessary was likely to seem to someone who had, as
Atkinson says, known “the power of self-direction and self-activity”, ragged indeed.

4

Atkinson sees parasitism as the main problem facing middle-class married women and
contrasts it with “the life of the professional woman [which] is often toilsome and often
lonely, but the power of self-direction and self-activity which economic independence
brings with it counts for so much, and few women who have realised what sex-parasitism
means, and have succeeded in emerging from it, will ever willingly return to it”. ~ 1 9 1 p4
14> Although Atkinson’s main arguments are socio-economic she refers t o the deleterious

effect of economic dependence on relationships and “the degradation of love t o the
economic plane“. c 1914 p 8> The basic tenet of ‘separate spheres’ of male support for
women‘s family role is challenged by this view and seen as the cause of women’s
oppression and the corruption of male-female relationships.’ The term parasitism negates
the notion that middle-class women‘s role in the family is in any way productive - the
The two are of course not synonymous, and women of the tune drew attentlon to the number of single women
who were b r e a d m e r s for dependent relatives.
Mackmnon has e m a t e d that for the fmt cohort of women to graduate kom mversity in manv Western
countries almost half remained unmamed: “Given a choice between an independent Me and a mamage whch
would situate them legally and socially as subordinates, manv chose mdependence.” <Maclamon 1989 p 233>
5 Similar ideas were expressed bv Beatnce Hutchins in a Fabian pamphlet published the Same year, arguing that
women cannot act honestlv so long as they depend for subsistence on father, mother, husband or lover and not on
theu own labour, and that it was ”in the economic dependence of women on men that we should look for the
cause of such sex-antagonism as we see today“. She idenhfied a “small, but growmg proportion of women [who]
have.. . set themselves agamst the idea that they must be, or pretend to be, grown up chldren all their lives... be
completely dependent on another person”. <1914/198& Wilma Melkle in Towards a Sane Feminism argued that
mnomic independence was necessary not least to end “the ugly mercenary element in sexual relationshps”.
Merkle recopses that women’s ambitions are discouraged by their difficulty: ‘‘Fernmine economic ambition is
naturally blunted bv the knowledge that *le
it is practicallv impossible for a woman to provide for her old age
bv her own eammgs, there i s alwavs rather more than a sportmg chance that marriage wdl gwe her security”.
19 16 p 104 and p 166 cited by Dyhouse 1989 p 3%- She saw fexnmism‘s mam role as w t h w o r h g c l a s s
women and argued for socialism, school clinics, schools for mothers and maternal endowments. cTe&eys 1985 p
15 1> Cicely Harmlton in Marriage us a Tmde argued that limiting women to the -’trade”o f marriage stunted
character and prevented intellectual growth < 1909, 198I>; she herself chose celibacy. < h t e l a w 1990> Nor
was she alone in h s . <Jet%evs 1985 chapter 5> Other women made a personal protest against what was
expected o f them in maniage by livlng in unmarried relationshps, a form o f “fi-ee love” whlch was associated
wth hgh ideals <Brandon 1990>, but much o f the women’s movement was ho!jt.de to these ideas, because thev
feared the cause would be W t e d by association. <Bland 1987 p 15&
3
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prescription that she be decorative and leisured and as such a symbol of her husband or
father‘s success a s a breadwinner, however unattainable that may have been in many
households, has come to define her s i t u a t i o d T h e implication i s that women who do not
avoid this are mired in false-consciousness, yet Atkinson is also conscious that the only
way to avoid such dependence may be celibacy and childlessness.

How economic independence for married women was to be achieved raised major
questions, which for many were personal as well as political. Among the pre-war women’s
groups the Fabian Society Women’s Group and the closely-allied Women’s Industrial
Council raised questions about childcare and properly paid and regulated employment for
married women. Some women’s and labour organisations were opposed to the
employment of women with young children, which was seen as exploitative for the
women a s well a s bad for the children, although they were wary of the misuse and
extension of any prohibition. <Dyhouse 1989 p 88; Thane 1991 p 10& All of these issues are
rehearsed in Atkinson’s essay which is part of a remarkably productive period of work by
the W G and other groups with which they worked closely. Their analysis provided the
intellectual basis for a socialist-feminism in which questions of sex oppression in both the
family and the workplace were seen as inter-related and a s integral to the ills of

’

capitalism rather than subsidiary to class relations. I n Three Years‘ Work they said:
“[S]ocialists must recognise that women’s economic revolt is not merely against the
enslaving economic control of the capitalist, but against the enslaving economic control of
the husband”. While many socialists hold that ”when security and a good wage shall have
been brought within the reach of every head of a family the case of the dependent
woman and children in each household can be left to that head to deal with”, they
observe, this would be “[S]ocialism

for men, but for most women would involve the

subordination of the patriarchal family”. <~1912,1988 p 152> The gender knot of family,
work and cultural expectations was analysed through research into women’s economic
and social position, and, they argued, would not be solved until “the confusion between
sex-relationship and economics... i s disentangled”. <c1912, 1988 p 156> T h e W I C carried out

a major inquiry into women’s employment, Married Women’s Work: the Report o f an

€nquiry Undertaken by the Women’s Industrial Council, also published in 1915. Rathbone,
carried out part of this inquiry in Liverpool and it is an important early link between her
work and this socialist-feminist grouping. T h e report recognises that working-class women
with children worked outside the home because they had no choice, but also that i t could

have positive benefits for them and their children and concluded that “bad as conditions
are in the home when mothers are compelled to go out to work, they are worse still in the
homes of women who do not earn“, that any reduction of married women’s work would
only add to the problems of poor families, and that in any case skilled and wellPatncla Branca has argued that in the late 19% a large number o f middleclass wives had to maintain an
appearance of gmhlity on incomes of UOO-300 p.a., around half of what has been estlmateci as necessary to
maintain the ’paraphernalia o f gentdity’. < Bmca 197%0

remunerated working mothers “are nearly always conspicuously competent” at home as
well. <Common Cause December 10 1915 p 468> Both groups argued against the exclusion of
married women at home from the National Insurance legislation and saw it as intensifying
a view of the work of a wife and mother as o f no monetary value; in this they shared the
viewpoint of the Women’s Labour League which criticised the legislation as setting up “a
quite erroneous standard of useful work” as that of the wage-earning husband and not
that of the woman at home who worked as hard and contributed as much to the family
wealth. cMargaret MacDonald 191 1 , cited in Thane 1991 p10&

The FWG’s was the most potentially radical of the critiques of women‘s position in the
family and in employment. <Dyhouse 1989 p 57> They drew on, and to some extent
provided a bridge between, the arguments made by socialist women and liberal feminism
to form a radical and challenging synthesis. I n doing so they ensured sustained attention
to the economic and social basis of inequality in a period when the vote was increasingly

dominant as an issue. The FWG‘s significance is described by Terrins and Whitehead as
making not just political demands (i.e. for full citizenship) but a demand for economic
reform 4 9 8 4 p IS>, but it should also be seen as in bringing class and gender together
without compromising feminist insight. Atkinson is clear on the right path t o feminism and
socialism. She argues that “every wise feminist will find herself more and more compelled
t o adopt the principles of Socialism. But the wise Socialists must also be feminists”. -491.1
p 24>

The Fabian Society was founded in 1884 to reconstruct society on morally acceptable lines
and to find practical solutions t o the economic and social evils of the day. <Pu@ 1984 pp 15> There was an early split between the more philosophical and more pragmatic wings of

the group

with the practical approach winning, and a basis in social and economic

research was early established, giving priority to the investigation and discussion of social
conditions, a pattern of “observe, collect facts, discuss and publish”.

1984 p 5 > The

Women’s Group followed this approach. It was set up in March 1908 with the motto
“Equal opportunities for men and women”, an objective including workplace and
educational as well as electoral questions, with the aim of acting on the commitment to
equality between women and men which had been adopted as a Fabian principle but not
given active p r i ~ r i t y . ’It~ was an understanding of “equal opportunity” closer to a new
feminist analysis of “real equality” than the liberal feminism with which the concept has
Theu account of thelr purposes and programme of work between 1908-191 1.
8 Sufhge orgamsauons &d not ignore these quesuons: Anna Martm’s The Mamed Worfang Wornon was
published by the NUWSS m 191 1 and the Church League for Woman Sufhge published GH Wood’s The

Woman Wage Earner ( 19 10).
As Shaw m t a b l v descnbed it, “the one to sit among the dandelions, the other to orgmse the docks”
quoted 1 ~ Brandon
.
1990 p 29>
Io Pugh comments that “Fabians repeatedly agreed that equal c i t s m h p would be a good idea, then hastlly let
the matter drop” ~ 1 9 8 4p 106> Although manv Fabian women were members of suthge orgamauons the
Society as a whole conmued to ignore it. <pugh p 106, Temns 1984 p 15>

more recently been associated. I n Three Years’ Work they say their aim is to make
equality in citizenship an active part o f Fabian Society propaganda, to study women’s
economic independence in relation to socialism, and to get more women on the Fabian
Society executive. T h e opposition faced by the suffrage movement but also its growth and
national profile were significant motivations in founding the group. T h e i r interests were a
principled synthesis of those o f “new women‘’ (middle-class, educated, with professional
skills) and of working-class women, though m o s t members were in the former category.“

Although economic independence for women was their aim, they were unusual in
recognising that i t could not be achieved for all women in the same way. <Alexander 1988 p
156> At the outset the group formed a Citizenship Committee and a Board of Studies;

Atkinson was active on both. T h e former concentrated on making s u r e that women
qualified to vote in local elections were registered; it had close links to the Women’s Local
Government Society, the Women’s Labour League and the Women’s Circle of the ILP.
Several members put themselves forward
for seats in the London County Council election in 1910, including Atkinson, but the local
selection committee for the Progressives would not adopt h e r “because s h e refused to
denounce the Suffrage agitation”. <Three Years ’ Work> T h e i r “citizenship propaganda”
among women electors and support for the candidature of women on local bodies is
similar to the aims of the Women’s Citizens Associations a s envisaged by Rathbone in
1913 and in practice in Scotland. <See chapter f i v e T h e i r view o f the importance of

women’s participation (a view which has also been attributed to Beatrice Webb) is also
similar: “In local government women’s citizenship is theoretically recognised ... [but] little
used, whilst the evils crying out for women’s intewention are enormous”. <Three Years’
Work pp 147-150>

T h e Board of Studies initiated an ambitious programme of theoretical and empirical
investigation, which included an in-depth discussion of economic independence and
maternity. They s e t out firstly to investigate women’s natural physiological and mental
disabilities CPU@ 1984 p 108> (in relation to reproduction), and concluded they had been
“absurdly exaggerated“. <Three Years’ Workp 156> They went on to study women‘s economic
status in history and the present day, and to investigate how social arrangements might
be modified to free women both to work and to mother children in a way that would
guarantee their sharing fully, a s individuals, in the social wealth of the community. I n

11 Women were 13% of Fabian Society members 111 1913 <Hamson 198D Ale‘xander gves an account o f the
FWG membershp as teachers, lecturers, journalists and wnters, dancers and artists and the wves and daughters
o f professional men.However there were also some nurses, a weaver, gardeners, c i d servants, clerks and
secretanes, at least one shop assistant (Margaret Bondfield, who would go on to become the first woman cabmet
rmmster). M e m h mcluded rmlitant suthgettes, and others belonged to the Women’s Labour League. the ILP
and the Nauonal Federabon o f Women Workers. Never very large (the goup had 230 members at its peak, m
1912) it was nevertheless mfluent~al
because o f the energy and wntmg and lectunng slulls o f manv members and
because of its h k s to other groups: “[P]racticallv every woman o f note 111the trade w o n , labour or socialist
movements parncipated m its conferences, lecture Senes and research pmje~ts,If they &d not actually JOUI the
Group ” <Alexander 1988 p 153, 156 and 164>
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doing so they exposed the gender blindness of socialist theory. As socialists they believed
that the community as a whole was the owner of national wealth and that production and
distribution should be “so organised as to bring about the largest and most equal
opportunities in life for each individual”. Further, under socialism each individual would be
economically independent. But where in this did women come in? Women’s economic
position was no more equivalent to men’s than their political position was: the wife of the
capitalist and of his workman alike “is a dependent person, subject of the master of the
purse strings”. Working-class women were obliged to compete in a capitalist labour
market but were handicapped compared to men in training and earning-power. Their
economic dependence was entrenched within the family with domestic work a form of
slavery and a labour market where they were exploited as unskilled and cheap labour.
The group phrased some of its concern in maternal feminist terms but were most
concerned with a practical basis for non-dependent maternity. Motherhood was seen as a
contradictory experience, both a disability to the worker and a service rendered to the
community; the disabilities of the mother of young children, apart from “removable
conditions of hardship” were both exaggerated to her disadvantage and ignored in terms
of alleviating the social burden imposed on her. The “adequate fulfilment of the functions
of motherhood” if it was to be accompanied by economic independence for the mother
“must be in some form recognised as deserving and requiring economic assistance from
the State”. < Three Years’ Work pp 152-158> The Victorian gender settlement is dismissed as a
sham, in that so many women with dependent children work outside the home in
conditions of exploitation, and as unworkable in that creates and depends on a corrupting
relationship of subordination in wives and mothers. Instead a benign state is given a role
in supporting the family.

Between 1908-1911 the group gave and discussed a number of historical papers,
including one by Atkinson on ‘Women under the Manor and in the Guilds’, developing a
view of women and the family in history which is reflected in Atkinson’s 1914 essay, and
observing that women and their concerns had been “taken for granted and practically
ignored by our historians” (another comment which was to be repeated by second-wave
feminists). The second stage of the programme also resulted in the book, Women

Workers in Seven Professions: A Survey of their Economic Conditions and Prospects.
<E&th J Morlev ed 1914i2>Their concern with working-class women as mothers led to Maud
Pember Reeves and Dr Ethel Bentham’s work in Lambeth between 1909-1913, which was
‘action research‘ in maternal endowments. The account of this <Pember Reeves 1912, 1979>
made a strong immediate impact and, alongside the WCG account Maternity: Letters from

Working Women in 1915, made a major feminist contribution to the debate on
maternity’s ills and responsibilities of the period, insisting that debate include a social and
The professions were teachmg, medicme, nursmg, samtary mspec~on,the ciwl mce,clerks and secremeS.
and ac-.
l2
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economic reality which contradicted the sentimental idea of maternity and unrealistic
ideas o f family responsibility. T h e y also documented the large number o f women who
were breadwinners for their families: Beatrice Hutchins’ The Working Life of Women
showed that paid employment was a vital necessity t o an estimated third o f the female
population who were not only tending physically but also supporting financially their
families < H u t c h 1911, Alexander 198& and Ellen Smith’s Wage-€arning Women and Their

Dependants developed the feminist critique o f the (male) family wage: o f the 2,870
women who were surveyed, 85% were self-supporting and nearly half were responsible
for- the maintenance o f others. <Smith 1915, 1988 p 304>13
Mabel Atkinson: Tlre Economic Foundidions of the Women’sMovement

Mabel Atkinson c1876-1958> is among the l e s s well-known Fabian women. S h e joined
the Fabian Society in 1897 when s h e was an undergraduate at Glasgow University and
was a founding member o f the Women’s Group, active both on its Citizenship Committee
and its inquiries, a s an economist and historian. S h e was also a member o f the Fabian
‘nursery’ and the Local Government Committee after 1906, and s h e suggested the idea o f
the Fabian s u m m e r school after attending a German s u m m e r school in 1 9 0 7 .

l4 Atkinson

was one o f the first women undergraduates at Glasgow University, from 1894 (when
women were admitted on equal terms, although classes were still s e x segregated) t o
1 9 0 0 , winning a number o f prizes including a medal for the m o s t distinguished a r t s
graduate o f the year 1900, and graduating with first class honours in Philosophy and a
second in Classics. Between 1 9 0 0 - 1 9 0 2 she was a Scott Scholar at Glasgow and at the
same time a Research Student at the LSE, where she worked with Beatrice and Sydney
Webb on research which was published a s Local Government in Scotland in 1 9 0 4 . S h e
also studied at Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania, and was firnded t o do so by Charlotte
Shaw. Atkinson was born in Stocksfield, Northumberland and in 1904 returned to the
north-east o f England a s a lecturer at Armstrong College, Durham (later King’s College).
S h e then moved to London where she lectured at King‘s College for Women, London
University, in economics and pioneered working-class adult education a s well a s writing
leaders for the Dai/y News a s a freelance journalist. <Glasgow University m h v e Atlunson 1904.
preface: McKdlop and Atkrnson 1911: Burrows 1957 p viii; Marks 1987> By 1911she was a member
The FWG was less active in the interwar penod <Alexander 1994 pl53>, though pugh says that after the war
they worked on the effect of Mkrent occupations on women in chldbuth and on the health of their chddren and
monitored the legislation creatmg the Mimstry of Health,and that their pnorities in k s penod were children’s
education and welfare, the vocational tr;Uning of adolescents, worlung-class housing, and protective legislation in
industry. <Pugh 1984> These emphases suggest a closer alhance with women in the Labour Party and with
welfare or social feminism. The group had a “brief renaissance” in 1938, and disbanded in 1952. <Alexander
1994 p 153>
14 The ‘Fabian N
ursery’was founded in 1906 as an education group for those under 28. Among the p u p s it set
up was “a small, earnest group” whch discussed local government problems. Atkmson as a member of the group
“pioneered a fascinatmg study of local organisation of labour according to OcCupBtions, the varying terms
governing apprenticeshps and the range of limitations imposed on certain professions”. <Pugh 1984 pp 94-96>
Atkrnson suggested the idea of a summer school in 1907 which was lrnked to a s d a r idea by Frank Lawson
Dodd - they together developed the plan, found a house, and she drew up the educational programme. <pugh
1984 p 117>
13
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of the Fabian executive and she played a leadership role in the FWG Citizenship
Committee, attended meetings of T h e Women’s Freedom League” on behalf of the FWG,
and sat on the Parliamentary Action and Joint Suffrage Committees. S h e became vicechair o f the Federal Council of Women‘s Suffrage Societies and reported back on the
international movement to the Fabians. <hgh 1984 pl12-3> Margaret Cole described her a s
“something o f a stormy element in Edwardian Fabianism” and a s “very truculent” <CoIe
1961 p 349, cited in Marks 198% During the first world war she wrote on child welfare.I6

I n 1914 Atkinson married A R B Palmer, an Australian who promptly joined up; after the
war s h e returned with h i m to Sydney but left after six months. T h e n began a second and
apparently separate career in South Africa,

where she worked first a s a lecturer in

economic history and W E A organiser in Durban from which she retired in 1936. She then
committed herself to establishing higher education for black students, working unpaid
much of the time, and holding classes in her sitting room when the university refused to
accommodate them, work for which s h e is well known in South Africa. When a separate
(and segregated) section of the University of Natal for Non-European education was set
up after the second world war she became its director. .e Marks 1987> S h e died in South
Africa in 1958.
The konomic Foundations of the Women‘s Movement marks a new development in
women’s movement thin king, as part o f a growing theoretical basis for socialist-feminism
but also because of its refusal of a feminism which only meets the needs o f single,
middle-class women. I t is significant for three main reasons: the emphasis on the
economic basis of women‘s oppression and on the role of the state; the recognition and
refusal o f an opposition between love and work

- which serve a s shorthand for sexual and

family relationships on the one hand and economic and personal independence and
making a contribution in the public world on the other; and because of her insistence on
different feminist aims according to class and circumstances. S h e seeks to resolve within
the framework of Fabian socialism questions of equality and difference and class loyalty
which would become important for women’s movement new directions (and
disagreements) after 1918. I n focussing on women’s need for economic independence but
not at the cost of sexual relationships and family she articulates a s a problem a division
which had been accepted by much o f the Victorian movement. I t is a recognition of
woman‘s economic and civil individuality, but raising the question o f how personal
relationships are to be managed now women are no longer submerged within the family
a s a matter o f course. I t was only once women had opportunities for better and higher
education and some extension of employment opportunity that the choice of independent
spinsterhood could seem limited; fifty years earlier it had been an achievement, a s
Atkinson recognises. H e r argument is a response to the conflict between women’s

t a n t suf3hge breakaway from the WSPU led by the Pehck-Lawrences.
Burrows claims, in an account based on conversations with Atkmson, that dunng the war she initiated Fabian
cimussion on the need for a Supra-National organisation which led to their contribution to the founding of the
League o f Nations. <Burrows 1957 p vi+
l5 The d
16

.

changing aspirations, fed by education and some extension o f employment, the
arguments of the suffrage struggle and about sexuality, the social opportunities available
to at least some “new women”, and the more rigid institution o f marriage and the
expectations o f women a s mothers. F o r women who know “self-direction and self-activity”
a family role which is other-directed and dependent may be hard; for the new middleclass women at work life is not easy, but “the struggle for independent living’’ is
nevertheless ‘sweet t o the woman who h a s revolted against parasitism”. <Atkmson 1914 p
14> Lessened childbearing also opened up a space in which women could raise their

expectations o f sexual relations and family life: as Maude Royden commented (with some
exaggeration), women who are pregnant every year and burying m o s t o f their babies
have little time o r energy t o think about their rights. <Royden 1917 p 36>

A socialism which recognises motherhood a s socially valuable work is Atkinson‘s solution,

but i t i s h e r analysis o f women’s changing circumstances and expression o f changing
aspirations that

I find m o s t interesting. F o r Atkinson legal emancipation

is not meaningful

unless o r until accompanied by economic change which delivers independence for all
women, including wives and mothers and poor women; nor is socialism in public life which
leaves the family untouched and a s i t e o f continuing maie dominance worthy o f the name.
S h e believes however that only a socialist redistribution o f wealth and regard for justice
could deliver maternal endowments, the main tool to end the economic disability
associated with maternity. (The argument that a wage for motherhood could limit
women’s opportunities t o motherhood which worried others does not appear to have
troubled Atkinson.”)

S h e s e e k s to embed a real equality, o f citizenship and o f

opportunity, by refusing the opposition between love and work, between public and
private. Although s h e u s e s in h e r argument the commonplace public/private distinction
and identifies the private with the family and a s restricting whereas the public is seen a s a
site o f human activity from which m o s t women are excluded, a deconstruction o f that
opposition i s nevertheless at the centre o f h e r analysis. S h e i s , in thoroughly modern
fashion, implicitly contradictory about motherhood: s h e assumes its social and personal
value but identifies valuable work nevertheless with employment. But to perceive this a s
a false and forced opposition is in itself significant, whether o r not a public reward for
women’s private work would achieve the purposes she believes it would; what has been
taken for granted and a s such invisible to political analysis is expressed a s a problem, a
significant discursive shift.

l7

Emma Brooke in 1909 raised the concern that h s idea if introduced bv men could reduce mothers to a “slave

llke powerlessness supported bv law”. She argued instead for state endowment o f chddren wh~chwould engage
“the responsibdity of both parats”. Crumma?yofsix Pupem, 1909,198&
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The historical analysis Atkinson draws on remains influential within feminism" <Alexander
1994 p 154; see for example Nicholson 1986>, although, reflecting a Marxist analysis,

industrialisation is seen as the cause o f women's deteriorated position and also o f her
aspiration to citizenship, and cultural factors are not given any significance. Atkinson
argues that industrialisation created an alteration in the position o f women which was
greater than it created for men. The key change is from the family as economic unit to
the individual as economic unit and the family as centred on affective relations. Before the
1gthc "marriage was an industrial partnership as well as a relation of affection." The
changes "in the nature and aspirations o f women, which have developed in the 19"'c, are
very largely, though not entirely, due to these altered economic conditions". < 1914 pp 56>This change in the family had different consequences according to class: " [ q o put it
shortly, parasitism became the fate o f the middle-class women, ruthless exploitation that
o f the working-class women". <Atkinson 1914 p 7>

Victorian feminism is seen as a consequence of this development in the family which
created 'the surplus of women '

- women without husbands or work who felt themselves

of no value to the world. "What wonder that in the end a revolt came, and women insisted
that in the great world of human activities outside the family they, too, must have a place
and power." cAtlanson 1914 p 1 1 > m e W h c women's movement is seen, as later feminists
would also see it, as wholly about access to the public sphere and with no real
understanding o f class issues. It is a characterisation as 'equality feminism' and as
antithetical to the recognition o f difference. Feminism is seen only as "an alternative t o an
impracticable ideal o f marriage and motherhood for every woman". She describes its
aims as "the right to work, to education, and to enter politics" and overlooks, or is
unaware of, the campaigns around divorce, domestic violence and a single moral
standard as well as the arguments from difference. The first feminists, Atkinson thinks,
tended "to ignore differences of sex, since those differences had been made the pretext
for condemning them to a condition of parasitism". For this reason it was understandable,
If

if unfortunate in Atkinson's view, that they "should insist upon their likeness to men

.20

It is llkelv that A b s o n was mfluenced bv Alice Clark. The IVohng Life of Women in the I Th century was
not published mul 1919, but Clark had also taken part in the FWG lecture series on women's hstory.
19 'The Surplus of Women' wis a recumng social concern following the 1851 census wfuch showed that women
sipficantlv outnumbered men.It is interesmg to see a feminist writer using the term 'surpius' uncriticallv.
Usmg 191 1census figures Atkmon argues t h ~ s"over-supply" is a phenomenon m the mddle-classes only. There
is a confusion however m her argument between the situation in the mid 19% and what she sees as the
contemporarlvl situation.
20 Emma Brooke gave a slrmlar account of the origin of the women's movement in the "restlessness" of single
women seen as *'redundant" but whose achevement was 3ncomplete.. . because it was won by ignonng sex" (bv
h c h she means sexual diffmce). The mam Maence whch is &'thepotenuality for motherfiood" must now
be not ignored but aikmed. <Summu? of Six Papers 1909, 1988 pp 107-& Atkms0n.s characterisation of the
Victonan women's movement suggests it had been presented to her in a way h c h was to be repeated as later
generauons o f feminists iooked back on earlier generations, hers' among them: see for exampie Vera Bnttam's
comment that pre-war f d s t s were seen as ~'spectacled, embittered women, &sappointed, chddless, dowdy
and generally unloved". 44unchesfer Gwrdim 13 December 1928, in B q and Bishop 1985> Atkmson seeks
to explain their unfortunate qualities it was not surprising that "in their dress and beanng they should negiect
the grace and charm whch a normal man wrll always desire in women" she savs, and theu amtude to mamage
had been much msunderstood - mavbe some were i n M a e n t or opposed to mamage but most "found
18

-
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This is an argument close to that of the Oxford €ssays (1917),which is seen as the
"founding statement" of new feminism <Pedersen 1993 p144 >, in which it is claimed that
"certain doctrinaire feminists, starting from the perfectly sound assumption that women
must be free, have arrived at the false conclusion that this freedom can only be obtained
in one way ... to approximate the lives of all women as closely as possible to those of men,
to pretend that sex differences do not exist, and to insist that motherhood should be
nothing more than a trivial and temporary incident". <Gollancz 1917 p 173> The demands put
forward by Gollanu are the same as Atkinson's: economic independence for women, the
endowment of motherhood under socialism, with the addition of education and training
for girls in job-related skills. The overthrow of capitalism is presented as the ultimate aim
of feminism, only then will it be possible to resolve "the conflicting claims between the

active and the domestic life". <Gollancz 1917 p 17&

Legislative protection for women at work, which was the main dividing line between new
and old feminists in the 1920s was, on Atkinson's account, at issue in the period in which
she was writing, though she presents it as a problematic hangover from the 1870s and
1880s. The women's movement saw industrial protection "as another form of the

masculine exclusiveness from which they themselves suffered, so that t o them the right
of a woman to be a doctor and the right of a woman to work underground in a mine
should present themselves as similar demands". This created a damaging opposition
between women's reform and other reform and had alienated women in the labour
movement from feminism, seen as liberal and middle-class. ~ 1 9 1 . pp
1 13-17> Protective
employment legislation is one of the issues on which a division between proponents of
equality and of difference and between equal rights feminism and women in the labour
movement was apparently intractable.21 Atkinson is pro-intervention. Rather than the
right to work the working-class woman demands "protection against the unending burden
themselves dnven into hosblity to normal f d v relatlons, m a d v because these were used as an argument to
convince them that the alterations in the position of women whch they desired were impossible." €1914 pp 1314> There i s a s d a r argument in her 1910 article. The unage o f embittered, unattractive older women who
want to be llke men is clearly a hard one to live down, and equalitl;-as-llkenes-to-misena persistent
msrepresentatlon of feminist aims. AtkLnson's view of the Victonan movement as onlv middleclass liberal
t'emirusm also mdicates that she had no knowledge o f worlung-class women's actlvlsm - and rf anyone &d, you
might expect the FWG to.
1' Protective legslabon was perceived as havrng drawbacks for women workm from its mtroduction in the 1842
b e s Act <Humphnes 1981> and was an issue discussed by the Lanp,ham Place Circle in the 1860s. In 1896
Jessie Boucherett and Helen Blackbum argued for "a fair field and no favoui' for women m the workplace
<Boucherett and Blackburn 1896> and Josephme Butler, Mdlicent Fawcett and Emma Patterson (founder of the
Women's Trade Umon L e a g ~all
~ ) campagned agamst protecwe legslation because they believed it was a
d e trade momst strategy to resrnct the number of jobs open to women, an argument h c h would be taken up
again in 1926 by the Open Door Council. It is not - as some equalrty femuust arguments mght suggest
- - that
women in the labour movement who suprted protective lwslauon accepted a secondary roie for women
workers so much as a d~fferencein strategy, with the strict e q d t y viewpomt seeing a y sex hfferentiation as
luIlltlng women's access and agamst therr interests, a position wtzlch labour movement women saw as ignonng
women's e;upenence as workers and interests as mothers, and as naively f i d q to recognismg the Merences, as
Atlunson puts it, between the demand to be a doctor and to work down the mines. However the argument that
protectlve measures were presenred as bemg in women's interests but were not m p u c e had some foundauon;
there was rather less pressure to prevent women's homework and ;rpalnst the 'sweated trades' where condtions
were o h as poor and pav even worse, but women &d not present anv threat to men's work and wqes.
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of toil which has been laid upon her". She also believes that working-class women are
increasingly recognising that in the fight against capitalist exploitation their gender
interests may be overlooked, of which the "shocking disregard'' of the needs of women by
the Insurance Act is proof.

Atkinson describes the contemporary women's movement as having two aspects: middleclass women "revolting against their exclusion from human activity"22whose primary
values are independence and the right to work, and working-class women whose
problems come from exploitation under capitalism rather than "at least, to any
considerable extent" the men of her class shutting her out from gainful occupations, as is
the case with middle-class women. This is a reference to the marriage bars which were
being introduced in some professions, notably teaching and the civil service, and opposed
by the FWG, among others. Among working-class women there "isless sex
consciousness" therefore and class oppression seems more relevant. c 1914 p 15> Although
Atkinson presents exclusion as primarily a middle-class problem, Rathbone saw men in
trade unions as trying to keep women out of the labour market, and segregated in lowskill poorly-paid areas within it. CRathbone 1917 p104 a n d p l l b As well as the specific neglect
of women's interests in the N I Act Atkinson sees the development of social legislation
more generally as creating additional burdens for working-class mothers, but giving
"scant provision for her special needs". Her practical recognition of state intervention as
introducing changes which working-class families could ill afford is not wholly consistent
with her belief in state support for women's family role. As feminist historians have
argued the focus on child health and maternity of the period was not always helpful to
actual mothers; this brief argument by Atkinson shows that the problematic nature of
intervention was something women activists at the time were well aware of.23 Atkinson
later took a direct part in that debate through the Infant Welfare Propaganda Committee
<PaLmer 1916>. and any inconsistency would be resolved for her presumably by women

having the vote and influencing legislation. I f it is a form of maternal feminism, it is shorn
of rhetoric and presented as a very practical way to stop government making the
mistakes men make in this area, as well as a matter of justice. <Aknson 1910 p 56> (This is

an argument which would be made again after the war for women's participation in local
government. )

sees the battle for rmddleclass women's entry to lugher educatlon and professional employment as
won < 191O>; the mddleclass demand for educatlon is "now pracucallv conceded on all sldes", the nght to earn
a 1imng "IS rapidly bemg won" The nght to share m the control o f Government IS "the pomt round whch the
fight IS now most fiercely m p g " 4 9 1 4 p 15>
3 The &stance between the ideais of matenuty and the reality of many women's lives wbch Atkmson
summanses m t h s argument was also discussed at greater length by Anna UartUL a sufbgst who worked m a
settlement m Rotherhthe m h s pend. -4krhn 1911>
E Atkmson
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A t this time the majority of working-class women, both single and married, engaged in

paid employment, though with considerable regional variation. Although married women’s
work was often casual, depending on the family economy a t the time, and/or homebased, this does not mean it was not essential. Irrespective of the different circumstances
and employment patterns of women in different classes, family and employment policy
was made as if ‘separate spheres’ was reflected in all families, conflating ‘ought’ and ‘is‘
and reinforcing the male-breadwinner model, a problem which was intensified when state
interest in the welfare of children included a prescriptive family model. ckwis 1991 pp 78-79>
Atkinson suggests that a possible danger in the future is that working-class women in
their desire to minimise their double burden might allow themselves “to drift without
observing it” into parasitism. This could occur if the exclusion of married women from paid
work were carried out; if at the same time schools and other agencies continue to take on
more responsibility for children and the number of children in each family were to
continue to diminish; and if the home were to lose its remaining economic activities
through changes in technology and large scale production. <1914p 15> Though not all of
those fears were realised, or not fully, the “problem that has no name” identified by
Friedan <1963> has much in common with parasitism and Friedan was prompted by the
kind of conflict between women’s education and expectations and their family role which
lies behind the third section of Atkinson’s argument. A similar conflict was part of women’s
experience in Britain in the 1950s and 1960s as women who had taken on a range of
roles in wartime found their options narrowing in the post-war return to domesticity

-

a

culture perhaps most marked in the lives of working-class women. <&won 1966> (An
important contrary aspect of post-war Britain was the steady increase in married women’s
employment.)
Atkinson’s third main argument is that women should not have to choose between work
and love, between marriage and children or work and a life on their own

I t is a

choice (as she put it in 1910) between “independence, power and variety of experience,
coupled with a barren celibacy” and “marriage and maternity together with the narrow
monotonous life of housekeeping, and... subservience, social, intellectual and economic...”

< 1910 p j4> This is the prob/em before the future, “to secure for women freedom and
independence, the right to control their own destinies, and yet to make it possible for the

same women to be wives and mothers”. e 1914 p 19 my itai> The new generation of
“modem professional” women want work, want control of their own financial position,
education and political participation, but are “no longer willing to be shut out from
marriage and motherhood”. This entails a new conception of marriage and of work: “a
Atlunson does not consider any lands of love other than withm h e t e r o s e d &age
and motherhood,
although the possibility of women choosing single motherhood is briefly alluded to in her 1910 article. Asserting
work and love as the central human needs is attributed to Freud. Schreiner discusses the choice for women
between work and love in Woman and Labour.<Schreiner 1911, 1978, p 65> Pedersen qzgests that love or
work was also an issue for Rathbone, citing a conversation (in either 1895 or 1896) behvm Rathbone and
Margm Frv when they were both stu&nts at S o m d l e College on ”whether it was possible for them to
reconcile tdeir ambitions with their womanhood” <Pedersen 1994 p 105> Rathbone found her resolution in her
lifelong close companionship with the Scottish social worker Elizabeth Macadam, but did not have chldren.
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revolt is beginning”, women are refusing “this forced alternative”. Older feminists,
Atkinson says, seeing younger women with worthwhile work and independent incomes,
enjoying foreign travel and able t o freely cultivate friendship, “wonder what difficulties the
young women of today can possibly have to contend with”. But such women must
“reconcile two needs of her nature which the present constitution of society make
irreconcilable”. Particularly because of marriage bars and automatic dismissal on marriage
in most professions, most women can only preserve economic independence “so keenly
appreciated and won by such fierce struggles” at a cost of compulsory celibacy, and “what
for many women is much worse, compulsory childlessness“. 4 9 1 4 pp 17-18> Atkinson
faced dismissal from her lecturing post if she married, which she did in the same year as
the tract was published. (Marriage bars which were introduced a t this time were extended

in the interwar period.)

The choices offered (some) women by a feminist modification of the Victorian gender
settlement are no longer adequate but new relationships and views of married women‘s
role have yet to be forged. It was a conflict which would intensify and have widespread
consequences, for women and for society. Royden observed (in 1917) that “[NI0 one of
the problems raised by the feminist movement is more difficult to solve or more urgent
than that of love and marriage”, that this has economic, social and religious implications
as well as for the rights of children and for the “whole character of sexual relations and
the importance we give them”. eRoyden 1917 p 36> Atkinson sees the demand for marriage
alongside meaningful work and financial independence as new, as o f her generation; the
attitude of feminists towards marriage was undergoing “momentous change”, she says.
<1914 p 18> Alexander comments that love and work was “articulated as a dream” in the

18thand lgth centuries, but in the early 20thc seemed realisable as industrial
development, birth control and women’s suffrage appeared to promise a new epoch in the
“sex-relation”. It is a demand formulated in defiance of the limits of the feminism of
earlier generations, in which some of the older Fabian women were included. Beatrice
Webb, for example, believed it was necessary to choose between children and serious
work. <Alesander 1994 p 167> While, as I have argued, Victorian feminism has been
commonly misrepresented as concerned only with single women and public life and
Atkinson herself shares that perception, nevertheless the recognition of this alternative as
something which is wrong and can be changed is a crucial shift. If Victorian feminism
developed more of a critique of women‘s position in the family than is often recognised,
as well as recognising that many women

- ideology to the contrary - were breadwinners,

its arguments that women might properly be educated for a range of careers had in mind
mainly single women. The demand that (middle-ciass) married women also be able to
work outside the home would have been impractical, not only because of the timeconsuming and economically significant role many Victorian women played in the home,
but also because prior to property law reform there was not a lot of point in demanding
opportunities to work for an income which would not be legally your own. The Victorian
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arguments around married women‘s position are about an amelioration of the
consequences of dependence rather than creating an alternative to it within marriage. To
demand both love and work depends on smaller family sizes and developments in
domestic technology, as well as access to higher education and fulfilling work. I n this
argument Atkinson loses sight of the distinction she has made between the needs of
working-class and middle-class women. Working-class women on her own analysis have
love and work, just too much of the latter. However the solution she suggests is seen as
not only securing economic independence for women who would otherwise be dependent,
but also enabling women who otherwise could not do so to give up employment during
late pregnancy and when nursing.

A similar argument was also made by Atkinson in an article in The Sociological Review in
1910, replying to arguments by eugenicists that feminist ideas and education for women

are damaging to the race, and to a specific argument in a previous Sociological Review
that the “advanced woman is a “third sex”, possessing neutral characteristics, and
indifferent if not hostile to marriage and maternity”. < 1910 p 51> The article accepts the
main eugenic premises and attempts to use them to support feminist aims; as a strong
argument for love, independence and political rights it is interesting beyond that context.
She accepts that the good of the race was of over-riding concern but argues that
feminism is eugenically sound in that by giving women choices other than marriage it
encouraged “her right of sexual selection” and would permit the most intelligent women
to have children, which was not the case in a society which forced a division between love
and work. <Atkmon 1910 p 55 and p 51> She seeks to explain and rebut the stereotype o f the
emancipated woman, particulariy the idea that intellectual ability in a woman is desexing; the idea of their being a “third sex” is common but far from the
I n this article the equation between economic independence and “developing her own
individuality and ordering her own life” is spelled out. Again she emphasises that this
demand is made by a “second generation” who are enjoying what their aunts and
mothers fought for and know little of the bitterness of earlier battles. For them “natural
womanly attractiveness” is enhanced by freedom and intellectual development. Such
women want to have children, but since they can support themselves are “fastidious” and
will not choose either a loveless marriage or one which (and Atkinson thinks this is true of

nine out of ten marriages) requires her to ”sink her individuality almost completely in that
of her husband”. I f there was going to be eugenic legislation, which she expects, this is
Eugmc arguments were duential in Fabian socialism. Sidnev Webb M
e
d the idea o f m t d endowments
to eugenist fkan that the buth rate was h&a among the workrng than middle and upper classes, and the ‘less
desirable’ sections of the workmg class at that. ‘‘in order that the population mav be recruited h m the selfcontrolled and foreseeing members of each class, rather than those who are feckless and improvident, we must
alter the balance of remuneration in favour o f the cud-producmg M y “ . B s meant “we shall indeed have to
face the problem of the systemauc ‘endowment of motherhood’ and place this most indispensable of a l l
professions upon an honourable economic basis”. He wanted to contine it to the &‘bestmembers of the middle
and upper msan classes” and not the Insh, Roman Catholics or Pohh, Russlan and German Jews. <Webb The
Decline of the Birrh Rare Fabian Society 1907 pp 16-19, cited in MacIllcol 1980>
3
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another argument for women's enfranchisement: women, who are most affected by
issues of marriage and the care of children and have most expertise in these areas must
be citizens and participate in making such law. <Atkmson 1910 p 56> Atkinson also makes a
strong plea for women's right to choose when and whether to have children. < 1910 pp 5254>
Maternal Endawments

The idea o f maternal endowment is the forerunner of the campaign for family
endowments (later family allowances) primarily associated with Rathbone which was
pursued between the wars (and also an issue which divided old and new feminists). It
was a radical rethinking of both the economic basis of the family and of the relationship of
the state to the citizen. CRathbone 1917. Pedersen 1993 p 146> The idea became current a t the
turn of century in a variety of left-wing political and feminist groups.26<Land. 1975 p 157> In
the period after the first world war it was seriously considered as policy but it is doubfful,
for economic as well as political reasons, that it could have been introduced in the form
feminists wanted to see. <Pedersen 1993 pp 137-140 and pp 415422> A number of solutions t o
the dependence of married women were canvassed in this period, and there was debate
among politically-active women as to whether endowment, wage-earning or the legal
enforcement of a wife's right to maintenance would best improve the circumstances of
married women, especially working-class married women.27 Ideas of socialised childcare
and co-operative housekeeping were also discussed. The argument for maternity benefits
and for better working conditions and shorter hours was part of the same discussion, as
were widow's pensions (though the latter was seen as an extension of the male
breadwinner role, not as an alternative to it as maternal endowment was).28 Atkinson
looks at the ideas o f American writer Charlotte Perkins Giiman for co-operative
housekeeping and creches, ideas with which she has some sympathy but (looking forward
this time it seems to the 'Superwoman" phenomenon) would be practicable only for "a

It 1s probable that the proposal m fkmmst form ongmated m France:it was a demand ofa French pamphlet
published bv the ILP m 1896 m rranslauon as Woman and Sufmge. <Dawn 1978 p 23> The proposal for
maternal endouments was also canvassed among f m s t s m N Amenca and despite the rntluence of Amencan
'mother's pensions' 111 the Bntlsh debate, seen as a European idea. Bock discusses a vanety o f s d a r ideas ~n
several European countries rn the late 1 and earlv 20* centunes <1994 pp J2242D
z7 The Women's Labour League orgmsed a debate m 1913 between Anna Martm, advocatmg the enutlement o f
wves to half theu husbands mcome, and Fabian Maud Pember Reeves, argumg for farmly endowments. <COopemnve News 13 Dec 1913 pl654,Lews 1980>
The term -mother's pensions' appears to have been used at vanous tunes both for a wdows' pension and for
the endowment of all women wth dependent chldren, and wdows' pensions were also called mothers'
endowments. The FWG frrst called for "&sab&ty all~wance~''for mothers, reflectmg the fact that theu
discussion of ths idea grew out ofthelr exarmnabon of women's "MIXK~
dsabhbes'' as workers.The executlve
of the WLL passed a resolubon m favour of pensions for mothers m 1917, m m g wdows and women whose
breadmers were mcapacitated and some argued for extendug such pensions to unmarried mothers. Mothers'
pensions were mtroduced m the USA wth the idea that it was better to pay the mother to look &er a c u d than
to take it mto care: the (UK,Local Government Board undertook an analvsis of mothers pensions 111 the USA m
1918. Pensions for wdows wth dependent children became Labour Party policy m 1918 and leghuon was
successt'ullv mtrcduced m 1925
26
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few exceptional women’’ who earn a large incomes and have abundant energy.2gI n a
somewhat tentative footnote Atkinson suggests that childcare might be the answer for
some women. This contradicts the common assumption that childcare was not an issue
for the women’s movement until the 1960s,and ideas on childcare, similarly expressed,

were also put forward in this period by the FWG in the Summary o f fight Papers. Atkinson
believes, and it is the common sense o f the time, that during the child-bearing years the
welfare o f the child m u s t be the mother’s main consideration, but argues that a woman
who has children should not therefore be prevented from earning her living during her

an argument which could only be made when child-bearing was
not continuous for most of her married life, and assumes that employment for married
whole married life. This i s

women can be a choice a s well a s a necessity. T h e endowment of motherhood would
mean that women during the period of later pregnancy, birth and care of young children
would be supported by a state endowment but, she adds firmly, no longer than for the
time when this i s their whole o c c ~ p a t i o n . ~ ~ Senvisages
he
women returning to
employment a s mature women “ripened and enriched” by marriage and motherhood and
bringing valuable experience especially to areas like education and medicine, an
argument backed by reference to the sexual needs of “normal” women and the
superiority of the married woman living a “healthy life” over the spinster. <I914 pp 18-19>
T h e appeal to heterosexual desire and the desire for children a s “natural” and instinctive

also made in the 1910 article. < 1910 p 54> T h e argument for married women‘s
opportunities is at the expense o f a caricature o f single women.31
is

T h e endowment o f motherhood, Atkinson argues, i s the ultimate ideal of the feminist
movement. T h i s identification of feminism’s aims with motherhood is one which equality
feminists would come to deplore. Atkinson argues for endowments primarily on grounds
of maternal citizenship: “[Nlo act of citizenship is more fundamental than the act of
Gilman called for such a thorough reconstruction of family Me that many of her contemporaries saw her as
rejectmg motheriiness altogether. her mhcal maternal f h s m d e d for “motherhood as social s e ~ c m
e ead
of man-sen1c.e’’ and for ”a mother-world as well as a father-world in h c h we shall not be ashamed or a f h d to
plant our cudren”. <Gllman 1913 p149 cited in Koven 1993 p3>
20 It was also a qualification made by the F m l y Endowment Society in 1918. Rathbone however &d not
29

envisage women retummg to work after marriage and motherhood whch she believed for most women would be
their weer. <1917>
31 Sheila JeiEevs would certainly perceive Atkmson as having come under the sway o f the sexologists and as an
enemv of the independent spinster. 4 e E e v s 1985 p 128> Atkmon’s views in thrs respect were not unique: for
example, Mane Stopes’ and Havelock Ellis’s arguments that sex was as important to women‘s health and
pleasure as it was for men invoked the contrary ills ofcelibacy; the libertanan feminist journal the Freewornan in
19[ 1 mounted a fierce attack on spinsters, and the socialist-f&st
Stella Browne argued in it m August 1921
that it would be “an unspeakable disastei’ if feminism fell “under the domination of sexually deficient and
disappointed women,..” <Freewoman 23 November 191 1 and 7 March 1912, cited in JefEevs 1985 p 93 and p
97: Jackson 1994 pp 88-101> French femimst arguments at thrs tune agunst what they saw as an Anglo-Saxon
emphasis on qual rights and indwidualism included a Caricature ofthe emancipated women as ”a fbcuonal
male who was neither wfe nor mother [who] quickly became a bogey“. <Offen 1988 p 146> Atlunson’s
argument is both a response to thrs type of “bogey” and an expression o f a problem she sees in her own life and
that of others. Jackson &scusses the divisions among feminists in the late 19” and early 20% over semahty,
seemg an opposition to the sexual double-standard, a Critique of dependence m mamage and the need for
voluntary motherhood as in common but fierce divisions over contraception, ‘fke love’ and ideas of women‘s
sexual nature and their empowexment in heterosexual serelations. dackson 1994, see especially pp 80-8&
%
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bringing into the world and protecting in his helpless infancy a new citizen”; and secondly
because it is consistent with the old age pensions which have recently been introduced.
Additional benefits of the scheme will be that it is then reasonable for the state to suggest
restrictions on a pregnant woman‘s employment; that women who are no longer
dependent are able to refuse sex, thus limiting population growth and too large families;
and that, as Eleanor Rathbone would later argue, introducing maternal endowments
would make equal pay more possible as the argument for the family wage would no
longer hold. I n turn this would mean the problem o f lower paid women undercutting men

in some areas of work would also come to an end. The context however and over-arching
aim must be for the young, the aged and others who are unable to earn to be supported
by the state. Women who are bearing future citizens should be “among the most
honoured and respected” of those endowed by the state.

Atkinson‘s argument takes on a further dimension in her conclusion, in which she
presents motherhood as a service to the state and thus as a duty of citizenship. This is a
logical corollary of ideas of maternal citizenship, but exposes the main flaw

- that it can

be used to limit women who have (or may have) children’s other opportunities, or to see
motherhood as a condition of citizenship. Her conclusion situates her argument firmly
within Fabian socialism’s tendency to social engineering. This final paragraph is strikingly

different in tone from the preceding arguments, particularly in the shift in emphasis from
women’s needs to women’s duty. Endowment of motherhood was proposed in several
forms in this periodq3’I t was not only a feminist proposal and was advocated by HG Wells

in Socialism and the Family <Wells 1906 pp 56-9 cited by Macnicol 1980 p 6 > and in a
controversial Fabian Society lecture the same year he set forth its connection to “the
dissolution of the proprietary nature o f marriage”. <Brandon 1990 p 171>33 Atkinson’s
conclusion has echoes of his views, including the benign perception that motherhood as
should be seen as “a generously rewarded public duty and sen/ice”and the more
Others argued for a chddren‘s allowance. mcludmg Beatnce Webb who called for a ”bam‘s part” m the
reconstrucuon settlement. <Webb. h4montv Report to the War Cabmet C o m t t e e on Women 111 Industry 1919,
cited rn Lews 1980 p 169> Rus has been cited as showmg that the FWG preferred social benefits for chddren
alone and wanted to avoid drvlsive arguments about mamed women‘s work <Pedersen 1993 p 154>,but ttus
ignores the psiuon of Ahnson and others. Smce the need to relieve c u d poverty was alhed to the percepuon
that mothers‘ mwme more reliablv met chddren‘s needs, argued by some chanty workers and demonstrated
dumg the war by separauon allowances, arguments for maternal and c u d allowances were not always v e q far
apart nor &d arguments that chldren not mothers should be endowed necessarily preclude greater rndependence
31

for the mother.<see for example WLL member Mrs Arnot Robmson, cited 111 Land 1990 p 120>
l3 Wells was a pmrmnent supporter of endowment of motherhood but h
s support was a rmxed blessmg for the
fermust campmgn he felt it would enable h e love and mav have had a role 111 assoclatmg the two ideas rn the
public rmnd He argued that ‘‘[Wlomen must become less and less subordmated to mdwdual men, smce ttus
works out m a more or less complete htauon, waste, and stenhsatlon ofthelr essentiallv socd hction.. *’
and a depdatlon of the “mtmate and suprerne duty” o f motherhood Endowment o f motherhood would mean
beanng and r m g good chddren <mv id>and would be revolmonary, “a new method of social orgarusauon. a
t
,untned rn human e?rpenence.. .” <Wells The New Machtaweili pp 410-12>
rearrangement of the social u
Possiblv it would be revoiutlonary but ttus was not an argument llkeiv to get it on public agendas, nor is there
any evldence that many piitlcallv actwe women wshed to pursue the possibhhes o f ‘free love‘ at ths tune,
though a radml monty &d so, mcludmg at least two who pursued it w t h Wells. <see also Wells lndependenr
Review 1906, vol a, p 1 7 D
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troubling idea that “a conscious, deliberate motherhood is their special function in the
State”. <Wells The NewMachiavelli p4 and p 10-12> There was no consensus on the idea. I n the
spring of 1912 The Freewoman attacked Wells’ proposal as a system for not ending but
institutionalising women’s parasitism: “is the position of paid domestic servant the ideal of
the women in the emancipation movement?”. <Freewoman 29 Feb 1912 %- Millicent Fawcett
opposed it on the grounds that i t would destroy family life by wiping out parental
responsibility, and Katharine Bruce Glazier argued against state intervention and in
defence of the family in her 1911 tract Sociahsm and the Home. In the ILP Emmeline
Pankhurst and Ramsay Macdonald also opposed it because they believed it would weaken
the family as an institution, the latter, contradicting a Fabian feminist view of collectivity
or at least excluding maternity from it, calling the idea “an insane burst of individualism,
under socialism mothers’ and children’s right t o maintenance would be honoured by the
family and not by the state”. <cited bv Land 1980 p 70> Rathbone later sought to allay fears
that ending wives‘ dependence would “undermine parental affection and destroy the
sanctity of family life”. <Rathbone 1917p 125- Many Fabian men opposed maternal
endowments as likely t o lead to lower wages for working men. <Tenins 1984 p 15> The idea
had both supporters and detractors in the Women’s Labour League <Rowan 1982 p75> and
was discussed by them a t least from 1909 onwards; i t was hotly debated. <Thane 1991 p
19eThese were divisions which would widen in the 1920s.

Thefocus on motherhood

The FWG argument for maternal endowment was consonant with the increased attention
given to maternal and child welfare at this time. Ideas of Empire, family, women’s role
and state intervention converged in a public discourse which shaped welfare reform.
C B x k 1994 pp 402-5: Dwork 1987 pp 221-222> It was an emphasis which drew on a number of

discourses: eugenic, socialist, social-liberal, educational and medical (especially the
growing role of public health medicine) and the investigations into poverty in London and
York by Booth and Rowntree. Feminist ideas about maternity and the family are framed
within and contribute to as well as challenge this discourse. The impetus for the national
concern with infant and child health and welfare was twofold: high levels of infant
mortality (which had recently begun to be accurately recorded) < L e w 1980 pp 2841, h o r k
1987 pp 3-14>, and the poor physical health of army recruits during the Boer War which led

to a concern with racial degeneracy and a demand for “national efficiency”. Concern that
Britain was declining as a military, commercial and colonial power particularly in
comparison with Germany had been voiced before the war, but it seemed to realise those
The Freewoman saw itself as the voice of a new generauon o f f m s t s who saw women’s emancipation not
m the vote but through sew1 and economc freedom.It had anarchst connections and sought new lifestyles,
new thmlung. The foundmg editors were two former WSPU orgmsers Dora Marsden and Mary Gawthorpe:
“The paper advocated sexual liberahon; and end to monogamy. co-operatwe housekeepmg; and economc
mdependence for women.” CHolton 1995> See:Gmer ‘4Bmve and Beaunful Spint: Dom .Marsden 1882-1960
(Aldershot, Avebury 1990); Bland ‘Heterosexuality, Femuusm and The Free Woman J o u m l m early 20* c
34
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fears. The Committee on Physical Deterioration which reported in 1904 argued for greater
attention to the welfare of infants and schoolchildren, recognising that it was in the
national interest to safeguard the next generation. < k w i s 1980 p 15> The upsurge of
concern about the bearing and rearing of children drew support from a wide range of
sources: politicians from all parties, voluntary organisations and the medical profession.
Many women's organisations welcomed the focus on children and maternity, particularly
those associated with the labour movement, and the Women's Co-operative Guild had
persistently raised concerns about the lack of value given to women's work in the home
and family and the double-burden for women who went back to work when their children
were young. The Guild, an organisation primarily of married working-class women, played

a major role in bringing into the debate the practical realities of motherhood and their
campaigning is credited with the inclusion of a maternity benefit in the National Insurance
Act in 1911.35<GafEm 1 9 7 D

Eugenic concerns expressed in the idea of race vigour and the nation's virility were a
dimension of this discourse, and, as discussed above, some feminist as well as other
socially-concerned groups took on board a number of arguments which later history has
shown to be dangerous. <Dwork 1987 pp 10-14 and p 235> Good motherhood went with racial
health and purity. Eugenics contributed t o a reformulation of domestic ideology, shifting
its justification from a moral discourse towards one based in science and medicine. But
insofar as it emphasised the value of motherhood and also, implicitly, that there was
racial value in some women choosing not to be mothers, it had ambivalent consequences
for women. CD'Cruze 1995 pp 7 3 - b Middle-class women were accused of "shirking
motherhood'' <Darn 1978 p14>, which could mean leaving the children with other carers as
well as not having children or having fewer of them, and educated women seen as
unsuited for motherhood. < A b s o n 1910> The fall in the birth-rate began earliest in the
middle-class and ideas of "race suicide" contained a degree of backlash against the new
woman's new roles.

This has been an important area o f inquiry for feminist historians. Anna Davin, in a muchcited article argues that imperialist and eugenic discourses were highly significant in
reconstructing women's maternal duty, resulting in "endless mystification and rhetoric
about motherhood" c Dawn 1978 p 30> and "the formation of an ideology of motherhood
England', Women 's Histor_vReview 4 1995 pp 5-23. See also Pedersen's account of the Freewoman debate on
maternal endowments 1993 pp 4346.
'5 The WGC campgned for materup benefits by gathering evidence on hardshp in 19 10 and on the basis of
this lobbying for mclusion of a m a t m t y benefit in the planned NI Act. The benefit included was 30s payable to
the wives o f insured men and to women insured in thelr own right. At fist the benefit went to the husband. W s
was amended in 19 13 after a further WGC campaign.The Guild descnbed achevmg the benefit as "the first
public reCOgution o f the mother's place in the home and a new step towards some economc independence for
wves." < WCG AR 191 3-14 cited Lewis 1980 p 24> However women not in p d work and cMdren were
othexwise excluded tiom the Health Insuranceprowsions and contlnued to pav for medical care.
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whose influence still touches us today". c 1978 p 9> This focus on mothers and their failings
deflected attention from the effects on child health o f poverty and poor environment, and
arguments that ignorance on the part of the mothers was to blame for infant mortality
and poor child health were repeated throughout the decade. I f a mother's duty was to
rear healthy children, the converse was that their failures of duty and inadequacy (and
often their employment was seen as just such a failure) led to unhealthy children and a
degenerate nation. Davin concludes that this both "led to a shift in the dominant ideology
of the family"and the state asserting its interest in how families brought up children,
seen as "the capital o f a country".

36

< D a m 1978 p 13> Thus she suggests this was an

important moment in the formation of the modem relationship between families and the
state and that the concerns which initiated and justified state (as opposed to charitable)
intervention in family life in terms of national good and racial improvement built on a
conception of the good mother's role and a view of the proper family. Lewis argues that
infant welfare centres in the period prior to the first world war sought to inculcate middleclass methods of child-raising at the same time as protective legislation and national
insurance based on a male-breadwinner family model were a means of controlling the
kind of work open to women outside the home and limiting the access of married women
to employment benefits. Although the need for maternal and child welfare services was
widely supported, the aims and concerns of the groups involved in policy-making and of
the women who used the services differed widely, and she poses the question why some
of the major needs articulated by women's organisations were ignored and why the
services provided took the particular form they did. I n defining the scope of maternal and
child welfare policy, policy-makers who were predominantly male and middle-class
operated within a framework of ideas of women's family role which structured the nature
and extent of intervention. There was a reluctance to intervene directly because
responsibility for the care of women and children rested with the male provider; while it
was recognised that they were vulnerable when he didn't provide, and that many men did
not, the belief that family responsibilities were the main incentive to men to work exerted
a powerful i n f l ~ e n c e . ~
Women's
'
groups called for the availability of simple medical
treatment as well as advice at infant welfare clinics, child or maternal endowments, clean
milk, meals for pregnant and nursing mothers, and access t o birth control information;
and for policies to deal with low levels of nutrition, the poor health of the multiparous
woman, and the inability of women and children to afford medical treatment, emphasising
a social model of health. What they got instead was advice on nutrition, thrift and
household cleanliness which was difficult to follow for overburdened women in crowded,
poorly-constructed homes. "Government officials never considered family allowances and
birth control as part of maternal and child welfare policy, which continued to be narrowly
defined in terms of personal social services". <Lewis 1980 pp 13-17> Both Lewis and Davin
argue that focussing on mothers' deficiencies was a great deal easier politically as well as
36

Rathbone would descnbe chddren similarly in 1917.
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cheaper than dealing with poverty. Similar arguments have been made by Alexander
<Alexander 1994 pp 149-50> and Gittins. <Gittrns 1982 pp 49-51 >

Looking at how state intervention was seen by those at whom it was directed, Lewis
modifies her earlier conclusions in that although there was “resistance and resentment”
by working class wives to intervention, the ideal of the male-breadwinner family was not
simply an imposition and the division of labour in the family was seen as a useful
approach by working-class men and women, with many women accepting the primacy of
their responsibility to home and children. < Lewis 1986 pp 102-5> I f Atkinson saw a risk to
working-class women of drifting “without observing it into parasitism”, it was not so much
drifting as finding it in their interests to move in that direction, at least in the short-term.
It is questionable how far this was a new ideology

of motherhood, as Davin suggests, so
much as a further, or more effective, extension of the arguments of domestic ideology to
working class women and families.38 Davin situates this ideology as an extension of
middle-class norms to other groups in her later work, arguing that as the state came to
intervene in family life it did so with the values associated with ‘separate spheres’ and so
different practices in working-ciass families were constructed as inadequacy or worse, and
this justified intervention in family life, reducing both absolute parental authority and

children’s independence. <Damn I996 p 20%

Lewis and Davin’s earlier work over-emphasises a social control model. Dwork argues that
this is at the expense of attention to the medical arguments and of acknowledging that
factors other than maternal behaviour were also paid attention to by medical and other
officials, for example, poverty, poor housing conditions and sanitation, and contaminated
milk. cDwork 1987 pp 227-229> Davin and Lewis present women as manipulated into
particular maternal behaviour. The implication is that women would not, left to
themselves, choose to be mothers or at least full-time mothers: “[tlhe ideology of
motherhood persuaded married women that their role

of the home was of national

importance...” cLewis 1980 p 224>; because of the declining birth-rate “motherhood had to
be made to seem desirable”. <Darn 1978 p 13> (The birth rate continued to fall
nevertheless.) Atkinson is concerned with an opposing problem, that a particular group of
women want but cannot choose to have children, or can only do so at the price of their
other needs and ambitions; she and other women were themselves keen to assert that
women’s family roles were of national importance. However Davin and Lewis’s arguments
are a reminder that these measures served a number of purposes and were not
l h s mew was shared by Mdlicent Fawcett. who saw family endowments as likely to u n m e men‘s sense
o f responsibility as husbands and providers. <’The Case Agamst Farmiv Endowments’, The Woman ‘s Leader 30
January 1925 pp 3 4 Elizabeth Roberts Suggests m Women’s Work 1840-1940 that the idea of ‘separate spheres’ was extended to
workrng-class women the 20% and that the “full flowenng” of Victonan domesuc ideology occurred m the
m t m a r years. <Robats 198&
3’
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necessa riIy introduced in ways which women’s groups wanted, and modify a persistent
view of welfare provision for mothers and children as wholly benign for all concerned. But
while maternalism was certainly informed by class-based, racist and anti-feminist
arguments which sought to confine women in the home and made it harder for them to
make other choices, it is not the whole story. Infant, child and their own welfare in and
following childbirth was a very urgent concern for many women <LlewellynDavies 1915,
Palmer 1916> and sections of the women’s movement campaigned to improve the

circumstances of women with children with some success in the longer if not in the shortterm. The part played in this discussion by voluntary child welfare workers, of whom
Margaret McMillan in Bradford is among the best-known <Steadman 1990>, and of the
rapidly-growing group of women professionals in health and welfare, including the muchmaligned health visitors, deserves further attention, as does the work and ideas of the
early women doctors who provided dispensaries and other services for poor women and
children: Elsie Inglis and Sophia Jex-Blake are examples. Their initiatives had a greater
role in developing services, especially health care for pregnant and nursing mothers,
nurseries and school medical provision and, eventually, birth control information, than
they have been credited with and since these were all called for by feminist and women’s
groups in the early years of the century there is no reason not to include such measures
as feminist reformsm3’Most of these demands would continue to be made by women’s
organisations in the interwar period, and the feminist writer Winifred Holtby includes the
Infant Welfare movement, the National Association for the Prevention of Infant Mortality
and the Nursery School movement in her list of post-war feminist campaigns.cHoltby 1934
p196> The Maternal and Child Welfare Act of 1918 is a case in point. The extension of the
maternity and child welfare services after the war, of which this was the main implement,
undoubtedly was given impetus by the war but its conception owed a great deal to prewar and women’s movement arguments. The A c t permitted local government to introduce
and fund a range of services including hospital provision for children under five, maternity
hospitals, ‘home helps’ (after childbirth), meals for expectant and nursing mothers and
children under five, and creches and nurseries. Women in the Labour Party directed much
of their effort in the interwar years to pressing for full implementation of this legislation
<Thane 1991 p 106> as did the Women Citizens’ Associations. <See chapter six>

Atkinson’s argument for maternal and child welfare in 1916 (now writing under her
married name as Mabel Palmer) follows from her Fabian socialism and local government
interests, her determination that “advanced women‘’ have a valid view on these matters,
and the social and maternalist focus of the period as well as the intense concern over
infant mortality generated, perversely, by the loss of life in the war. The report was for
the Infant Welfare Propaganda Committee, a subsidiary of the National League for
Physical Education and Improvement which worked closely with The Association of Infant
Welfare and Maternity Centres, the National Association for the Prevention of Infant
39

For e?arq.de. Pugh does not include h s in hls list of f&st

reforms of ttzls p o d < 1992 pp 108-9>
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Mortality and the National Society of Day Nurseries.

Her argument is further evidence of

the strong feminist case made for increasing provision to mothers and children, and also
presents the solution to these problems and social reform generally as a women’s task.
Not only were women campaigners able t o use the space created by imperialist
arguments and war deaths to advance the interests of women as mothers, but the
maternalist arguments of the late-Victorian women’s movement meant that the idea of
maternal citizenship contributed to this discourse. Equal guardianship of children, equal
divorce and maintenance after separation, and the right to refuse sex within marriage,
and safer labour and opportunity to rest in pregnancy and afterwards were also
citizenship rights to be fought for.

Rather than contributing to “mystification and rhetoric about motherhood” or insisting on
middle-class methods of childrearing, Atkinson in this report takes a very practical
approach to the social, economic and environmental circumstances of urban workingclass mothers and the dangers for mothers and babies. She refers to the argument that
mothers’ ignorance and loss of maternal instinct is a factor in infant mortality and argues
that it is an unfair accusation; knowledge of how to care for babies which was built up in
very different conditions than those which industrial cities now provide is of little use, and
she blames not lack of care by mothers but lack of care of mothers and children. The lack
of knowledge of “modern hygiene and science” must be tackled but Atkinson shows that
there are many problems beyond the mother’s control: filthy and crowded
neighbourhoods, poor and insanitary housing, impure milk, and poverty. She insists that
there is no straightforward connection between a mother working and infant mortality (as
alleged) and suggests that the money earned by the mother may be crucial to her
children‘s well-being. <Palmer 1916 pp 7-1 1> Atkinson uses the national interest as her
justification for a state role in maternal and child welfare: “the wealth of a nation is in its
citizens” and the high number of newborns dying needlessly is equated to the toll of war.
The decline of the birth rate is also an impetus for concern, particularly so since the
babies unborn would have been members of “what we consider - and with reason - to be
the finest race in the world”. But in careful phraseology which suggests she is
contradicting the dominant tenor of this discussion, suggests that a smaller number of
children who are well-fed and educated may be preferable. <Palmer 1916 p 3> Most of the
measures she argues for were also argued for by the WCG and other labour women’s
organisations and are contained in the 1918 Act (which however permitted rather than
required local authorities to act). They include food for pregnant and nursing mothers, a
clean milk supply, home helps, and skilled care during confinement. Her
recommendations also extend to the neglected group of toddlers (an argument close to
Euphemia Somerville’s in Edinburgh in the 1920s) and she argues for creches, nursery
schools and inner-city children’s playgrounds.
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The campaignfor Fantiiv Endowments

T h e campaign for family endowments is mainly associated with Eleanor Rathbone, and
rightly, for if s h e did not originate the idea s h e was persistent in pursuing it, a s an
economist and social investigator, a s president o f NUSEC and the principle spokeswoman
for new feminism in the 1920s, and a s an MP.40S h e proposed institutionalising state
payments for family care in 1917 a s a result o f seeing the effect o f separation allowances
in wartime on poor women and children: the allowances were “the largest experiment in
the State endowment o f maternity the world has ever seen”. CRathbone 1917 p101> F o r the
first t i m e family income was related to the number o f children in the family and put into

the mothers’ hands directly. I n its originai articulation this is more an argument for
putting the relationship between production, reproduction and the state on a wholly
different basis than for any specific scheme of s o doing and it is framed in t e r m s of the
problems of post-war reconstruction and an analysis o f male/femaie pay differentials. At
the heart of Rathbone’s argument is the perception that the remuneration of all women’s
services - private and public - m u s t be considered together i f their position was to be
improved.

This was not a new i s s u e for Rathbone. A s an undergraduate a t Oxford (which she left in
1896) s h e had been thinking about “the economics o f motherhood” <Stocks 1949 p 76> and

in 1912 saw the economic dependence o f mothers at the heart of the unequal status o f a l l
women and a s bolstering male power: “like priests and parsons” mothers have to live but

“in their case economic and social forces have worked out a solution satisfactory alike to
masculine sentiment and to masculine love of power” by making society’s payment of

maternity not to the mother but to every adult male worker “as a hypothetical husband”.
CRathbone Common Cause 1912 p 675, cited by Pedersen 1993 p 143. my id>Separation allowances

were “the final stage o f h e r argument. Here was the experiment whose result was to
provide the empirical case for family allowances: the working experiment”. <Stocks 1949 p
?6>41 Rathbone’s solution to a knot o f problems faced by women at home and at work

was to cut the link between wages and family responsibilities; her analysis o f women’s
weak position both in the labour market and in the family connected two i s s u e s which
concerned feminists, women’s position a s mothers and low/unequal pay, and put forward
a single solution in family endowments. <Land 1990 pp 1 1 3 3 > How far that analysis is
a The

Farmly Endowment Committee was formed in 1917 in response to rnterest aroused by Rahbone‘s articles.
The caxnygn had several phases and drew support from a variety o f sources, not a l l o f them in accord wth the
f h s t aims. Also advanced were arguments that famdv endowment would address chdd poverty generally and
in large fandies, reverse popdabon d e c h e (especially among the provident), and main- d e work
incentives at the same tune as avoiding possibly mflationary wage increases. <Land 1990 pp 104-5> From the
outset famdv endowments and the farmly wage were opposed. Thls meant union opposition because t h s
challenged the basis ofbargaining strateges, and manv women rn the labour movement were also ambivalent,
fearing the e E i t on overall wage levels. <Land 1980 pp 55-77; Thane 1991 pp109-112>
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original to Rathbone is open to question, but she both extended it and gave it greater
prominence. Rathbone was passionately concerned with the oppressed and undervalued
position of the working-class mothers s h e first worked with in Liverpool after 1897; she
was impressed by working-class women’s capacity to care for their children in appalling
circumstances but also saw the toll on them and the misery and lowered standards large
families brought. H e r argument presents a wage-based s y s t e m of family maintenance a s
illogical, inefficient and with dreadful consequences for women and children and hence
society. S h e further develops a feminist analysis of the family in society: women are
expected by the nation to do the work of bringing up future generations, but need
economic independence both a s a right and as an “essential tool” for that task, and as a
recognition of their citizenship a s mothers. <Stocks 1949 p 76> I t i s an approach which
assumes a sexual division of labour. Land emphasises that her view of the family
remained “very traditional” <Land 1990 p 119>, a s does Lewis, who argues that that the
feminist campaign for family endowments was radical in transcending the equality and
difference dichotomy (in that it sought to make a claim based on motherhood that would
also help to secure equal pay for women in the labour market) but limited in that it did
not challenge the gendered division of work, both paid and unpaid. <Lewis 1991 p 74> Like
Atkinson and many labour movement women who wrote on these issues, Rathbone
accepted married women’s responsibility for home and family a s necessary; its
association with economic dependence and female poverty, domestic violence, the male
desire for power and domination (what Rathbone called “the Turk complex” < 1924 p 26&)
and female subservience, i s not. “Human renewal” requires a high proportion of adult
women to give their lives to childbearing and rearing and education. <Rathbonr 1917 p 112>
This is not questioned, the “indirect and extraordinarily clumsy” means of paying for it is.

T h e challenge (for Rathbone and for Atkinson) is not to women’s primary responsibilities
but to relationships of power in the family. Although demographic change would mean
that in most families those responsibilities would rapidly become l e s s onerous, they saw
the burden of domestic work and child-rearing for working-class women a s intolerably
heavy. I t is nonetheless a view of society which recognises that equality in the private
sphere and in the public are, for the majority of women, closely linked. T h e acceptance of
a division of labour within the family should not blind us to the challenge to normative

assumptions and masculine privilege entailed .42

Economic independence, not only a s an alternative to marriage and motherhood but a s
the precondition for equal and moral marriage and motherhood, and a practical
recognition of the difficult circumstances in which most women were bringing up children,
Separation allowances were widely seen at thu tune as etidence o f the need o f families for regdar state
support and ofthe capacity of the state to supply it, but also o f the disciplinary controls that might accompany it.
<Thane 1991 p 109>
+2 The onlv reference to a less-gendered &vision o f labour in the farmly I have read w i h h s &scussion comes
tiom Gollancz’s conclusion to the Oxford Essqs when he suggests that, with socialism and the endowment o f
motherhood, men “released h m absolute absorpuon in breadwinning could take ther share in domesuc
interests”. < Ollancz 1917 p 17%41
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are central to the idea o f maternal endowment a s a feminist proposal. Rathbone’s 1917
article foregrounds the economic logic but the earlier history o f the idea demonstrates
more clearly that it is a proposal which is based on the social value of motherhood a s a
claim to citizenship. Rathbone’s argument is, equally importantly, about the post-war
problem for women in industry. T h e gender segregation o f work which decades of
women’s movement effort had failed to shift had been broken down by war, and it was a s
unlikely that women would meekly return to pre-war circumstances a s that they would
give up separation allowances without a fight, she believed. But there was a danger that
female labour would be used by employers to cut wage levels generally. Although not a
socialist Rathbone found economic arguments compelling: “the economic soundness o f
state endowment of maternity has always appealed t o me even more strongly i f possible
than its humanitarian and eugenic advantages” <Common Cause 1917, cited by Land 1990 p 123>,
and in common with Atkinson and others s h e saw maternal endowments a s a means of
achieving equal pay because it would s t r i k e at one of the main objections to equal pay,
that that a man requires a family wage but a woman only an individual subsistence wage.
T h u s the dependence o f mothers, unjust in itself, made women’s equality at work

impossible because it supported arguments for a higher male wage. This was an essential
connection a s these ideas were developed, however emphases within the argument
varied, and Rathbone also felt the argument for equal pay was problematic: it could lead
to the exclusion of women workers altogether (one reason, s h e suspected, some male
trade union leaders supported it) and achievement of equal pay would do little for the
women most in need. <Land 1990 p 113>43 I n seeking a better and l e s s haphazard means
for society t o pay for i t s own renewal Rathbone also u s e s the role the state has taken on
in education a s a model, and the “minor provisions” of its role in regulating midwifery and

through child welfare clinics. T h a t the financial responsibility for a family lies with the
father is seen by most people a s a fundamental part of the social structure but, she
argues, i t ignores how essential the services o f wives and mothers are to the state and
leads to male exploitation o f women and to “premature old age, the chronic anaemia and
ailments of the women, the malnutrition and physical and mental degeneracy of the
children”. CRathbone 1917 p 123> S h e believed the determination o f “the leaders of working
men... to cling to the ideal of a uniform family wage” w a s “influenced by a secret
reluctance to see their wives and children recognised as separate personalities” <Rathbone
1924 p 155> What for Atkinson is a problem primarily in t e r m s of limiting the development

of women, especially middle-class women, for Rathbone is primarily a problem because o f
the male power it entrenches within working-class families.

I have found no account o f any direct pre-war connection between Rathbone and the
FWG. H e r politics were independent but by background liberal with a strong
interventionist and social welfare bent; the Rathbone’s were a family o f “energetic
hthbone also thought the vagueness of *‘equalpav for equal work“ m the absence o f a means o f measuring
work of equal value separated from gendered assumphons of value created a -’palpabletrap” It is a trap whch
subsequent and ever more complex legislation has failed to spnng.
43
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reforming zeal”. <Stocks 1949 p 10> However she worked with the closely-allied WIC in

1913 and her first public argument for family endowments was published both in the
Oxford &says in 1917,edited by the Fabian Victor Gollancz, and in the ,Economic Journal
of the same year. Some sharing of ideas is very likely, and although the FWG was firmly

state socialist in its beliefs its aims had a great deal in common with those of the new
feminist wing of NUSEC in the 1920s.The shift t o seeing the economic basis of women’s
oppression as underlying everything is in common: for Rathbone legal equality was “but a
fleshless bone“ if a woman “has no income of her own and is prevented by the burden of
family cares or the jealousy of male competitors from earning one”. <Ebthbone 1934 cited by
Land 1990 p 104>

Although labour movement and civil service opposition has received most attention in
explanations for the failure of the feminist campaign < Land 1990: Pedersen 1993: Macnicol
1980>, ambivalence and disagreement within sections of the women’s movement is also

likely to have played a role. There were also fears that it would lead to dissension and a
weakening of responsibility within the family and overpopulation by the ‘wrong’ groups
(fears which Rathbone addressed in The Disinherited Family); Liberals feared it would “act
as a discouragement to thrift”, as did Conservatives, and neither liked what was “in
effect, a proposal to socialise family dependency”. <Stocks 1949 p 95> I n 1930 the feminist
proposal succumbed to opposition from the Treasury and the TUC.When the idea of
endowment of motherhood, transmuted into family endowment, was eventually
introduced as the family allowance in 1945 it had been shorn of its feminist purposes of
providing an independent income for women bringing up children and, as an alternative to
the family wage, making possible equal pay (which is not to say that i t did not have
benefits for women with children). The reasons why i t was not successful in feminist form
are revelatory of how the social insurance and welfare system was “constructed around a
man’s right to maintain” <Pedersen 1993 p 173>, but failed to fit the form and economics of
many families with dependent children because of that.

“theplain davlight of our modern world”
The development of a role for state welfare in relation to the family, a development
informed by social, socialist and maternal feminist as well as imperialist and eugenic
arguments, created a space in which feminist demands for a radical rethinking of the
economic basis of the care and upbringing of children which recognised the value of this
work to the state was conceivable and credible. These arguments drew on notions of
“human capital” which emphasised the importance to the state of women’s work in the
private sphere and sought not t o end women’s responsibilities for caring but to value and
suppottit and disconnect it from abuses of male power and from poverty; rather than
ending the gendered division of labour in the family, they envisaged ending the unequal
division of power. Maternal endowment was the most thorough-going of the proposals
which emerged from this discussion, and as such the most developed locus of a feminist
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politics of the family this century and the most radical expression of a way of thinking that
brought questions of family welfare and women's equality together. Other demands for
maternal and child welfare were part of the same discourse however. Many of these were,
a t least to some extent, met and were therefore more successful than maternal
endowment. No other of the reforms however presented as direct a challenge to male
economic superiority in the family.
Although the period between 1900-1914 was one in which a reconstruction of
motherhood as wholly domestic and as state-service was, particularly in entrenching
across class the family norm of male-breadwinner and female-homemaker, antithetical to
women's other interests, it was also a period when the interests of women as mothers,
particularly those of poorer women, were recognised as an issue for the state (and local
government particularly), leading to the delivery or partially delivery of a number of
services which the new women professionals and feminist groups had argued for. Their
arguments were strikingly similar whether framed within Fabian socialist feminism,
pragmatic labour movement politics, new feminism or social-liberalism. The division of
benefits into the wage-based system of insurance plus secondary provision for the
uninsured has remained problematic since and has helped to ensure and perpetuate a
dominant model of the family through its assumption of that model. 44 Women's
organisations, as I have said, had, argued against the assumptions of national insurance
on this model at its inception and continued to campaign for the inclusion of women at
home in the national insurance system, at least until 1939. Not doing so meant that
married women's earnings were entrenched as secondary and that women except when
they were pregnant and nursing had no access to free or cheap health care through the
state until 1948. The health problems of working-class women documented in the 1930s

is one consequence. Margery Spring Rice's 1939 account of the poor health and welfare of
working-class married women is an edited version of evidence collected by the Women's
Health Enquiry Committee, chaired by the veteran campaigner Gertrude Tuckwell. It drew
a picture of poverty and deprivation, excessive child-bearing, inadequate diet, incessant
domestic toil and lack of health care (because of the cost) which echoes the accounts of
WCG members writing more than twenty years previously. <Spring h c e 1939.1981 >

This creates particular problems for single-mother headed families, Lvho do not fit the welfare paradigm and
therefore are presented as an anornalv w i b it. Ths failure i s apparent in Rathbone's position also. She was at
different tunes opposed to and ambivalent about whether f m l y endowments should be p d to single mothers.
The FEC supported endowments to smgle mothers m 1918 but Rathbone later opposed thrs on grounds whch
have become familiar again in the welfare debates of the 1980s and 1990s: that &us would encourage women to
have chldren in a fmlv structure whch, she believed. was not good for those chldren. <Rathbone 1924 pp
369-370: Alberti p 75; Lewis 1995 pp 5-15> Femimst proposals for the endowment of motherhood would have
avoided t h ~ problem
s
in treating the all mothers m the same wav, as at least some versions wanted. rather than
dependmg on farmly form. There was considerable concern that smgle mothers' babies had a hgher risk of
mortality. < Macaslull 1993> Scomsh figures show that single mothers had a hgher risk of maternal mortality.
<AR 1922 and 1930>
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Nevertheless, it was not at the outset apparent whether family maintenance in relation to
new welfare policies would depend on a wage-centred logic (the more privatised model o f
the self-supporting two-parent family aided only when men’s earnings failed and primarily
through a contributory system) or whether a more needs-based and comprehensive
entitlement for mothers, children and others unable to earn would be developed (with
entitlements such as school meals, non-contributory old age pensions and endowment o f
motherhood, all of which emphasise a redistribution within and across families), an
approach which by 1913 school meals and medical inspection had made a start to and
separation allowances would take further. I f these two main approaches to social welfare
policy can be distinguished in terms of a view of the relationship between the family and
the state, in their inception and also in practice they have not always seemed so distinct.
Recent recognition of the relationship of women’s movement campaigning on and view of
maternity to the growth of a welfare role for the state eBocK and Thane 1991: Bock 1994>
raises a number of questions on the differing views within that discussion and the
influence of feminist thinking. The role of women professionals and feminist groups in
arguing for health and welfare provision for women as mothers and for children cannot be
disregarded as supporting only a restrictive maternal definition of women. Land questions
how much maternalist politics in Britain actually achieved for women, how far i t was
successful in influencing state politics, and how much i t was about opening up a new
arena for middle-class women’s work: all are questions which need more attention. <Land
1992 p 284> The circumstances of many women’s motherhood were at variance with

sentimental views o f maternity, as Atkinson argued <Palmer 1916 p2>, and women’s
position in the labour market and the family alike was shaped by the personal costs of
socially-unsupported motherhood. Harnessing national anxieties, women’s organisations
and women professionals sought to ameliorate those costs and circumstances. For
women who were malnourished, exhausted and prematurely aged, and left with
untreated conditions through repeated childbirth, the task o f bringing up children in city
slums and the physical and emotional cost of infant mortality <Llewell>n D a l e s 191 5: Atkmson
1916: Rathbone 1917 p 124. 1918 p 33>, there could be little idea of emancipation that was

meaningful beyond their daily life, at least until the odds were tilted more in their favour.
(Then, Rathbone envisaged, they would join Women Citizens Associations and, using their
womanly expertise, become a power in their cities and the land. <see chapter five>)
If the debate about marriage and motherhood within pre-war feminism was not

successful in leading t o a fundamental challenge to women’s dependent position in the
family, a “tentative coalition” informed by these ideas continued to pursue them in the
interwar period. ( I t included egalitarian socialists and feminists associated with the Fabian
Society, the NUWSS, the WCG and the ILP. <Pedersen 1993 p J 6 > ) The role o f liberal-leaning
women’s groups <chaptersix> and women in the Labour Party < b e 1993> needs to be
added to this process of building consensus. Increasing state intervention in family life,
the focus on the “living wealth” of the community and its reproduction, and a new phase
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in the women’s movement bringing to the fore a critique of the division of women’s

choices in life between marriage and maternity or independence, work and public life and
in which socialist and economic arguments were much more important, converged in a

productive discourse which was to provide much of the basis for women’s increased role
in public life after 1918 and a conception of women’s citizenship. This was arguably most
successful in insisting on provision for women and children in the family and in extending
women’s voice in state welfare through professional caring work and training and through
the local state particularly. Atkinson, in her conclusion to Local Government in Scotland

<1904> writes of a new phase in the work of social reform: in “the plain daylight of our
modern world” it is time for reform, for the unromantic task of “slowly and painfully
erecting fresh institutions” within which industrial society can function well for all its
citizens. She affirms her belief “that well-made laws and good administration will in time
and gradually raise the nation from step to step”. <Atl;mson 1904 p 400> This was the task
to which many women‘s groups turned after the vote was won. The work of women
thinkers, women’s groups and women professionals, and their practical and political
concern with the position of women in the family deserves to be re-assessed in terms of
their influence on the changing role of the state in the early 20thc, and on a new view of
women’s lives and possibilities even when they were married and mothers which in turn
made it possible for (especially working-class) married women to improve their position
within the family and to extend their lives beyond it.

~

45

~

l h s IS also related to lowered fertility whch, particuiarlv because ofthe unprovements m miant and (less
Immediately) chld mortalitv and the rapid fall m working-class family slze benvtm the turn o f the cmtur), and
1930, contnbuted sigmficantlv to and is llkelv to have been shaped by women‘s changmg possibilitics However
as Maclunnon argues, changng relabons benveen the sexes has been scarcely acknowledged as a factor m
studies o f the demographc transition whch is presented almost as a natural phenomenon < Mackmnon 1995 pp
222-227>: women’s changmg self-perception is even less tangble but no less relevant. <See also Nom Fedenci
et a1 eds 1993. J Gillis et a1 eds 1992. Sunon Sztreter 1996>
4j

CHAPTER FOUR: Old and new: feminism after 1918

In thls chapter I begm by discussing the attempt by Scomsh writer Willa Muir to have, and
theorise herself as having, both love and work. Her essay Women: An Inquity is a not wholly
successful attempt to resolve the contradxtions of her situation as writer, wife and mother and
illustrates how 'Merence' arguments could be a way of responding to conflicting choices for
educated women. Her concern is marnly with women-s intellectual work and writing and she
brings psychoanalytic explanations to understanding male dominance and female
conventionality and to suggest a way of revalueing gender Qfference. I then look at the
accounts of women's political hstory in the period after 19 18, emphasising that thls was
uncharted political ground for women and that the women's movement now had to regroup and
learn how to use the vote. T h ~ included
s
a dlscussion of feminist aims whch led to the
hstmcuon between 'old' or equality feminism and 'new' or social feminism. I gwe an account
of that dwergence to provide a political contex? for the analysis of the Edmburgh Women
Cituens' Association in the following chapters. I also look at how it was a hvergence in
relation to the prionty given to issues associated with women-s posinon in the farmly and as
such a division marked by the sociaily-created alternatives of love and work. I argue that
feminist hstory of the period is marked by a view of thls divergence whch depends on a view
of motherhood and equahty as opposed. Social feminism in seekmg to include women as
mothers w i b a feminist programme is seen as accepting a traditional farmlv role for women
and 151s overlooks the critique of the family whch was enmled by social feminism's demands.
Women-s role as mothers was seen as not socially valued as a source of poverty. personal
rniserv and ill-health. and as underlying male abuse of power: however the answers to these
problems were seen in ameliorating those ills through health and welfare provision for women
and chldren (includmg birth control), family endowments. and an improved legal position in
relation to chldren rather than in overturning the gendered division of labour in the family.
These political developments include a view of women's and family problems as solved

through state intervention whch strongly endorses an other than pnvate interest in individual
families. I conclude with a short overview of the changes in women-s employment and in
farmlies during the 1920s. arguing that although the period saw much smaller farmlies and an
increased standard of living as well as falling &ant mortality and f a l h g mortality in most
categories. the questions of chdd and maternal health and welfare whch concerned many
women's orgamsations before and during the war conhnued to be of urgent concern.

A genius for womanhood
Women: An Inquiry is a short essay published as part of the Hogarth Essays series in
1925. I t is a problematic text, but interesting as an attempt to develop feminist theory,
particularly ideas of gender difference in relation to psychoanalytic thinking. The 1920s
were, as discussed below, a pivotal time for British feminism. Part of a very small
selection of published non-fiction by Willa Muir e 1890-1970>,whose main published work
is fiction and translation, the essay is an example of the way ideas of gender difference
formed a significant dimension of the attempt to find new directions appropriate to the
new political and social circumstances of the time. Muir concludes that a “restatement of
women’s aims is necessary”, a task she has only begun t o outline (but did not continue).
Muir’s concern is mainly with women’s intellectual work and writing, though she attempts
to draw fundamental principles from her examination of this. She poses the question ‘is
the creative work of women different from that of men?’, and concludes that it is, an
argument developed in terms of the relationship between the conscious and unconscious
and the connection of this t o maternity. She looks a t what this might mean for a r t and for
public life. The lack of balance between male and female caused by male dominance and
the exclusion of “women’s values” has a damaging effect on all of society, creating “our
present one-sided civilisation”. <M~i.r1925 p 8> Sexual difference particularly in modes of
thin king/perceivi ng, which is ac know Iedged without enta iIing fe ma Ie inferiority , and the
need for complementarity, are her central themes, and a continuing preoccupation for
Muir: in an article ’Moving in Circles’ in 1938 she explored the difference between circular

and linear thinking, presenting the former as more common in women and as socially
valuable, making a link to a kind of maternal feminism <The Lisrener. 22 September 1938>’;an
unpublished essay written in 1960-61 is entitled ‘This Lop-Sided World’. The relationship
between Muir’s work and life is also particularly interesting. I n her marriage t o the poet
Edwin Muir, which she entered with optimism as a self-consciously new and equal
relationship, she found problems in combining her aspirations as wife, mother and writer;
questions of love and work are worked through in Muir’s writing and her life as she
reflects on it, most fully in her memoir of Edwin Muir, Belonging. < M u r 1968> Muir’s work,
including Women: An Inquiry, has been out of print until recently and some remains
unpublished.

Muir was born Wilhelmina Anderson in Montrose in 1890; her parents had come from
Shetland and although she never lived there this was part of her identity; the family
~

1 “’4

circular-mmded woman can expand her cmie far beyond her farmlv, beyond her dstnct, bevond her
country, if she wll, until she mcludes the whole ofhummty It IS possible that humamty w11 never be at peace
ut11 the mothers of the world do just that.” There IS a parallel wth how women‘s contnbutlon as citlzens was
seen as progressmg from home to neighbourhood to city, country and mternationallv Butter comments that the
imear/cmulardstmctlon came tiom her own educaQonal experience: she had been taught to ’‘thmk s m g h t m
order to get on, to clmb the educational ladder” but came to feel that h s was a dxtortion of her natural, people-

spoke in Shetland dialect. In Belonging she gives a short account of growing up angry at
second-class treatment and domestic assumptions and in early unpublished fiction
explores the dilemma of a clever girl who is not supposed to be. In her youth she had
resented The bland assumption all around me that men were superior to women in all
ways especially where intelligence was needed”. 4 9 6 8 p 38> At 12 she gained a bursary
to Montrose Academy and she left home for St Andrews University in 1907. As an
undergraduate she was a very vocal advocate of women’s rights and a founder member
of the Women Students Suffrage Society. <Men 19% p vi> After graduating with a first in
classics she taught until her marriage in 1919; by then she was a lecturer in Psychology
and Vice-Principal of Gipsy Hill teacher training college in London. She lost her job on
marriage although it is unclear whether this was because of a formal mamage ban or
because Muir was known to be an atheist. 4 9 6 8 pp 25-27> In a choice between love and
work, she chose love while hoping and intending to also continue writing; she continued
to link economic independence and self-respect. 4 9 6 8 p 91 > However her writing career
did not develop beyond a promising beginning and as a translator it ended in 1939;
between the mid-1930s and Edwin’s death she published nothing except a few small
pieces of translation. Belonging is (among other things and reading partly between the
lines) an account of how an ambitious, intellectual woman holds together two
contradictory messages, the importance of her own views and work and the need to be
subservient to others’ needs in the family, in this case as collaborator, muse and therapist
as well as wife and mother. Butter comments: “[Hler greatest work, I think she would
gladly agree, was to make possible the production o f his poetry“. 4 9 8 7 p 59> Muir
repeatedly said she did agree with this assessment; readers of Belonging may question
this <caird 1992-3 p 12>, not least because, as Elphinstone comments, it is autobiography
as subtext, explicitly a memoir of Edwin but “one could argue that the main character is
the first person narrator, Willa”. <Elphinstone 1997 pp 400-1 > Approach it as autobiography
and Willa remains elusive, yet her voice insists on the relevance of her story too.2

Women: An Inquiry is insufficiently thought-through and at times inconsistent; it shows
every sign o f having been written h ~ r r i e d l yBut
. ~ it is insightful and particularly interesting
~~~

~~

minded approach: “her mindranged round the curriculum rather than keeping finnly w i t h it. At h
t she
thought of this circular-mindedness as a disability, but later she came to see it as positive”. <Butter 1987 p 64>
2 Wamock 4 9 8 B defines autobiography as “the story of a life”, emphasising the construction of a story with a
central character, a plot, begmnin& middle and end. In BeZonging the story is of Edwin’s life and Willa and
Edwin’s relationship and she writes on the assumption that the reader has first read Muir’s autobiography The
Story and the Fable <1 940>; Belonging was Written when his Critical reputation was at its highest. It opens with
thewords‘?~metEdwinMuirinaGlasgowflatsometimed\mngSeptember
1918”andendswithhisdeath.
In The Story and the Fable in contrast Muir devotes only one paragraph to the marriage, which is conspicuous for
its emotional restraint. He concludes it by saying ‘ ‘ M y &age was the most fortunate event in my life” but in
a detailed 8ccount of his inner life and the sources of his poetry his failure to say anythmg more is a stnkmg
silence. 4 940 pp 153-1 54> Stephen Spender describes the autobiographeras tehg the story of two lives, their
life as it appears to them and their life “as it appears from outside, in the eyes of other% a view which tends to .
become part of his own view of himself”.<1950> Belonging is Written by someone who has learnt that others see
her only as Edwin’s wife, but has never quite believed her own views do not matter.
Muir briefly refm to it in Belonging, noting that in July 1924 when they were staying in Montrose EbJvin Muir
was ‘’tackling the literary essays which appeared later as Tmnsition, and I was tlmkmg out the implications of
my inability to detach m y s e l f h my emotions, which I suspected mtght not be only a part~cularityof mine but

*

in terms of an inchoate radicalism (of which she is aware: in conclusion Muir writes that

her argument has more radical potential than she has had time t o explore); in its use of
psychoanalytic ideas; and its attempt to develop a theory of complementarity applicable
to all of life through an examination of gender differences in creativity and ~ o g n i t i o n . ~
Cynthia Cockburn describes the inception of radical feminism in the 1970s as based in an
argument that “to limit women’s struggle t o the demand for inclusion in what is
essentially men‘s social contract or for engagement in work on identical terms with those
of men, ignoring the reality of women’s lives, is to seek t o make women surrogate men in
a world that is still a man’s world”. <Cockburn 1991 p 24> This is the problem Muir
addresses. Like Atkinson and the new feminists of the Oxford €ssays Muir positions her
argument as an alternative to the “blind alleys” into which women “rushed in their first
efforts a t self-assertion ... but are gradually deserting” and which led women to “waste
themselves in trying to be like men”, but she takes a highly theoretical and almost
experimental approach, using psychoanalytic ideas where Atkinson talks of empiricallyobserved economic realities. Both however reject aligning women’s lives to ‘male values’
and give maternity a central emphasis
which other late

- in Muir’s case arguing for a social maternalism

. ~ well as these
and early 20thcentury feminists would r e ~ o g n i s eAs

contemporary parallels, Muir‘s ideas look forward to aspects of second-wave difference
feminism: for example Griffin <1984>, Daly c1984>, and her subject is one Gilligan <1982>
and Ruddick <1989> take further. There is also a parallel to the anti-nuclear arguments of
Easlea in Fathering the Unthinkable. <Easlea 1983>
Of contemporary writers Muir has most in common with Dora Russell, especially Hypatia,
also published in 1925, not least in her exploratory vein and the importance she gives t o
maternity, sexuality and morality. (Russell went on to develop her ideas in the peace
movement.) Russell saw women‘s consciousness as excluded from current ways of
a characteristic of most women’’, whch became the basis of the essay. <1968 pp 114-115> There is no reference
to its publication in Britam or, the following year, in the USA, despite its significance as her first published work
whxh would be included in an essay series alongside Robert Graves, TS Eliot and Virgnua WooK Tlus silence
suggests the hfficulties she faced with her theoretical work and also her ambivalent attitude to her own works
accounts of the response to Edwin’s work at the time are much more fulsome. She was also translating two
works from German at the time and during the summer of 1924 had a miscarriage. <Butter 1966 p 11O>
4 The ‘woman question’ was of great interest to psychoanalysis dunng the 1920s; Freud only in 1925 specifically
addressed the subject of female psychology <Bell and Of€en 1983 p329> in ‘Some Psychologxal Consequences
of the Anatomical Distmction Between the Sexes‘. <1925, Complete Works ofsigmund Freud Vol XIX,James
Strachey ed 1964> The idea of penis envy was criticised by Karen Homey who asserted instead the centrality of
motherhood to the female psyche. Her dlscussion of male repression of their fhininity and of the “masculine
character of OUT civilisation” suggests that she may have been an influence on Muir, whose contacts with Gennan
writmg predate her travels in Germany and Austna. <Homey ‘The Flight from Womanhood: The Masculinity
Complex in woman as viewed by men and women’, Inremtional Joumal of Psychoanalysis 1926, excerpted in
Bell and Offen 1983 pp 334-8>
5 It is possible that German feminist ideas were an mfluence. Compare for example Helm m e ‘ s critique (in
192 1) of JS Mdl’ s idea of equality: “Equality should not be demanded because of the s d a r i t y but because of
the d~fferenceof genders, so that a one-sidedly masculine culture can be completed by a feminine culture.. .
Under male dominance, the world has been a motherless family”. <Lange Lebsensen’nnerungen B e r h 1930 pp
11 1- 1 12, cited in Tavlor Allen 1991 p 1> The Norwegm feminist Ellen Key was “enormously mfluential” and
saw a gendered division of labour as the basis of a radical view of biological and social motherhood. <Bell and
Offen 1983 p l 1 U See Key h e and Mum’uge 191 1; Cheryi Register ‘Motherhood at the Center: Ellen Key’s
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thinking about the world. <Spender 1982 p 672> She argued that "the sex problem is as
fundamental in politics as the class war" < 1925 p 4> and wrote of women's need for
knowledge consonant with their own experience. Like Atkinson and Muir she thought that
although it was an unsurprising consequence of the "sense of inferiority bred in women"
that women's aim was "to prove that in all respects they were just as good as men" this
was a mistake. "Each class and sex has to give t o the common stock o f achievement,
knowledge, thought, which it alone can give and robs itself and the community by inferior
imitation". <Russell 1925 p 21 > Feminists had been pushed into denying their sexual needs
and capacity to give birth in order to prove they had intellectual needs but it was
dangerous to deny women's capacity as "life-giver" and "nurturer", this was a philosophy
based on the male abstraction from life which would lead to destruction. c l 9 2 5 p J > I n an
interview she said that feminists had emphasised individuality and the need for economic
independence and this had been necessary, but now "we need some emphasis on the
instinctive side of life, sex and motherhood... Life isn't all earning your living.
Unfortunately we fall in love and Feminism must take that into consideration." <Eastman
1978 pl18> (Like Atkinson, Meikle and others Russell found it necessary to position her call

for difference against a caricature of "feminist spinster school-teachers" < 1925 p 2 2 > ,
something Muir does not do: she had been one.)

I n arguing that women's gift is for the intuitive and individual, men's for abstraction and
social organisation, and that male domination has distorted both because it denies their
necessary complementarity <Muir 1925 p 25> Muir draws on a very Victorian separation
and is seen as problematically essentialist as a result. Statements such as "[Clreative
love is the fundamental attribute of womanhood, as perhaps creative thought is of
manhood" 4 9 2 5 p 33> and "it is a woman's destiny to create human beings" 4 9 2 5 p 21>
are an anathema for many readers in the 199Os, but must be read in a context of a
continuing tradition of difference feminism and as an attempt to forge new arguments
and explanations, as Muir sees herself as doing, drawing on the most intellectually
exciting ideas of her time. F o r Elphinstone i t is an "uncomfortable" text because of the
assertion that women are different in spirit from men, which implies, she believes, that
women should stay in the private sphere, yet Muir's objections to the inferior status o f
women in a male world seem to contradict this. <Elphmstone 1997p401> Ithink this is a
misreading. Mudge presents Muir's feminism as a matter of personality and says i t was
not a primary concern for her and that her opinions "were too inconsistent to be taken
seriously". <M&e

1992-3 p3> While Women: An Inquiry is more to be praised for insight

than logic, Mudge's dismissive argument depends on two unpublished short stories which
end with the heroine pathetically dependent on her husband's support. The admission

in her rather condensed conclusion she makes reference to the questlon whether women's education. especially
therr heer educabon should be designed so as "to secure the development of an enlightened womanhood as
distlnct from manhood" <p 40>, an issue of heated dxussion and dmgreement w h the Victonan fernrust
campaign for extended and hrgher education for women.
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that gender differences may be significant, or that women can be weak and may even
need men, is only a denial of feminism if that is understood on a narrow egalitarian
model. Both arguments depend on a view of equality as sameness. Nor is there a
necessary contradiction in presenting gender difference as a consequence of male
domination and as in some ways essential; discussion of embodiment in recent feminist
theory, for example, explores the way socially-constructed gender difference survives
changes in the social factors which apparently form it, and seeks to address that problem
without assuming such differences are immutable. While Allen's view of Muir is more
sympathetic, again she sees Muir's argument as "in the light of modern feminist thinking...
sadly dated and misguided" <Alien 1996 p vi> which is to overlook the radical feminist
discussion of difference in second-wave feminism. However Allen sees Muir's commitment
to feminism as exerting "a particularly profound influence upon her writing", in particular
the novels Imagined Corners (1931) and Mrs Ritchie (1933).
Muir develops her idea of difference in an argument for complementarity. The danger for

a male mode of thinking is that detachment unless balanced by the concrete creativity of
women spirals into a complete abstraction which substitutes for "the fluctuations of life a
stable and systematic perfection of theory which is rigidly imposed upon individual
members of society. Religion becomes a creed, morality a code of law, government a
party machine..." The financial system is the best example of "masculine activity pushed
to extremes: it has been successfully detached from human values so that it exists for the
production of money and not for the production of goods and services to humanity".
Domination by either sex (a reference to theories of matriarchy ') is no longer necessary;
"the modern world needs the creative work of both". < p 2 8 > This calls for new values and
ideals of womanhood and of morality, religion, sex and education. < p 4 0 > A genderdifferentiated relationship to the unconscious is at the centre of her thesis: "man's energy
is diverted more into conscious life, woman's energy is diverted more into unconscious
life, and one is not more important than the other". <pp 13-14> The essay exhibits a
struggle to find a way to express the all-encompassing nature of patriarchal thinking, its
influence in identity and self-perception as well as social structures. Muir talks of
"masculine civilisation", "a masculine State" and "the theology of the masculine world"
<pp 11-12>, expressing ideas close to the later feminist concept of patriarchy. She also

reiterates a Victorian and suffrage argument that there is a need for women in public life
because of (rather than despite) their differences from men and gives a description of
their role in public life which is strikingly apt for the Scottish W a s .
The connection between the formative dilemma of her life and work, the tension between
her learnt view of a woman's role especially in marriage (and a Scottish woman's at that -

- Muu makes refmence to The Dominant Sex: -4Stu&

the Sociology of Sex Diflerennaaon bv Mathdde and
M a h a s Vaertlng wl-uch posited an on@
matnarchal society overthrown bv male dormnance. It \viis translated
tiom the German and published m London rn 1923
in
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Scottish womanhood is seen as particularly repressed and hence repressive in Mrs Ritchie
and ME Grundy in Scotland c1936>), and her own ambitions as an intellectual and writer.

I n part An Inquiry is an attempt t o square that circle, to provide a theoretical basis for a
view of women‘s role and work which brings together creative effort with a specifically
female viewpoint. Dale Spender comments c 1982 p 6> that, growing up, a woman
confronts a value system in which male experience is privileged. I f that view of the world
does not match her experience of herself and others then she must question it and may
“make i t a matter of priority t o develop a philosophy which helps to explain what she has
got wrong: is i t herself and her own experience that is at fault, or is there something
wrong with what society believes?” This is a good description of what Muir is attempting.
Spender also comments (specifically of Rebecca West) on the necessity for women to
define and develop their own intellectual area, fostering their values and reflecting their
priorities .e 1982 p W>; this is close to Muir’s conclusion. An Inquiry must also be read in
relation to a time o f political and theoretical turmoil for feminism: women’s change in
status, marked most of all by the achievement o f a partial franchise, called for new
political strategies and organisation, as discussed below, but also new accounts of the
relative position and social contributions o f women and men. The perceived inadequacies
of equality feminism’s “blind alleys” were a focus for debate driven and underpinned by a
loss of certainties; a new gender settlement was in the making.

8

Muir positions her discussion as seeking out essential sexual difference, which would be

spiritual as well as physical; gender differences in social behaviour are a consequence of
social dominance and subordination and not what interest her. A difference in creativity, if
established, would establish an essential, spiritual difference. It would also allow us to
assess and value women’s creative work by different criteria. “In a masculine civilisation
the creative work of women may be belittled, misinterpreted or denied ...” cp 8> A
weakness in the opening section of her argument is that although she presents the
possibility o f formulating an essential gender difference as a question she almost
immediately slips into writing as if she has demonstrated such a difference. Throughout
the essay she also writes o f such differences as opposed and wholly-gendered; she
qualifies this by stating that the differences between the sexes she describes “do not form
a hard-and-fast dividing line. Men are not all intellect and consciousness, nor are women
all intuition and unconsciousness”. cp 37> But she writes in a way which ignores this
qualification. She also often has three or four arguments running at once and rarely
pauses to disentangle them.
Muir sees motherhood and female sexuality as forms of power and hence oppression. Men

have tried to belittle motherhood and female sexuality, branding Eve as the first cause of
evil, associating motherhood and original sin; and regarding women as “passive receptive

If in its expioraaon o f difference An Inquzn, is situated w i b the diaiectlc o f dlfference and equality whch
was current as exponents o f new feminism began to make their voices heard, M u does not however make
8

reference to contemporary or Victorian femirust discussion o f these questions.

bodies which created nothing". Now motherhood is seen as "the sole justifiable function of
women"; because of that childless women are seen as failures in life, and the unmarried
woman as "a ridiculous nuisance". <pp 11-12> She castigates the view that "the sexually
good woman must be not only good but ignorant". The marriage contract and associated
moral and religious sanctions are a means of ensuring female servitude: "[Wlomen are
treated exactly as an inferior class with a definite function, that of child-bearing". <p 17>
These arguments come close to the ideas of 'parasitism'

. She sees control of women as a

consequence of men's fear of them, and women's authentic moral power is feared most of
all: "[Mlen are more concerned to prevent women from having untrammelled judgement
and action in affairs of morality than from having access to the possession of wealth ...
women are hindered not only from external power, but from the inward power o f creating
independent moral and religious values'kp 19>, an argument interestingly close to
W o IIsto necra ft's i n the Vindication.

Muir distinguishes between the conventionally good woman who accepts domestic

subordination and the free or creative woman. I n comparison to more social
constructionist arguments she introduces a strongly psychological dimension and seeks to
articulate how oppression can be internalised; in Foucauldian terms, she explores the way
a gendered regime of power/knowledge disciplines women. She has described women's
nature as opposed to narrowness and control, so how have women come to accept a
conventional morality? Her answer is in terms of what 1970s feminists would call
'conditioning': "the continuous pressure of conventional values is applied to girls almost
from childhood" in a way only a very few women can resist, those "women with a genius
for womanhood". < p ZO>' The arguments which link motherhood to these views have a
eugenic sub-text, using ideas of "vital energy" and the racial purposes which women's
reserve of energy for maternity serves, but are primarily psychoanaiytically-based. An
important assumption is that the unconscious and non-rational is as important as the
conscious, but (male) society so far has overlooked this, to its extreme detriment.
Doughan ~ 1 9 8 p0 9> and Jeffreys ~ 1 9 8 pp
5 182-185> have shown that Freudian ideas were
used to attack and undermine feminism. Muir's use of these ideas to develop an
explanation of male dominance and female subordination (again as second-wave
feminism would do) and as a basis for a possible revaiueing of gender difference is a
further example of how feminist thinking draws on discourses of gender and culture of its
time rather than functioning always as a counter-discourse.
The crucial nature of the mother's role in early child development is an argument which
more recent feminist theory has found problematic; Muir uses it to assert the importance
of the maternal role which she sees as having been down-graded. cp 16> Biology and

psychology together are destiny: the mother creates not only a human baby but a human
being, her contribution is also in forming the "harmony between the conscious and the
unconscious which is a necessary condition of full human development". (She does not
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consider the father's role in this.) I t is an argument close to theories of child development
which were introduced in this period although not dominant over behaviourism in the
childcare manuals until the 1940s. <Hardynent 1983 pp 165-176> From this vital task all
women's distinctive capacities follow, and if it is "her business to foster growth in her
children, it must be equally her business to foster growth in all the people with whom she

is intimate". I n maternal feminist terms she argues that the "full content of motherhood"
must be recognised "as a special application of the creative power of women", and
presents these as qualities all women have, whether they themselves are mothers or not,
and of great social value. cp 16> For Muir herself becoming a mother was not easy; the
birth of their only child Gavin was long and difficult as a consequence of ill-judged medical
intervention and left her with a damaged vulva; during pregnancy she felt anxious about
her identity. "'But Ia m still me',

I said aloud, more than once, as Istared a t the figure in

the glass". At that time, she says baldly, "I began unwittingly to go wrong ..." and feels
she lost touch with her unconscious impulses. < 1968 p 143>

I n An Inquiry women's strength is seen as lying in the unconscious: she contrasts a series
of binary pairs, associating women with the creative work of motherhood, the concrete,

irrational, impulsive, intuitive; women have an affinity with nature, are immersed in life,
not afraid of emotion. Less positively, women are less articulate, find it more difficult to
achieve a conscious individuality, are relational ("it is their danger that they tend to live in
a state of perpetual reference to other people" ) and hence timid and inclined to
conservatism. She associates men with abstraction, detachment from life; they are sure
o f themselves and their traditions, little influenced by fashion, and articulate. Again she

insists on the necessary complementarity o f these qualities: if women are hindered from
full intellectual detachment, men are hindered from "supreme human understanding".

This different relationship to the conscious/unconscious is also the explanation for male
dominance: "the more organised and objective certainties of men impose themselves
easily upon women. Men can prove their theories even when they are wrong; women
cannot prove their intuitions even when they are right". <p23> We need creative love and
creative thought

I*;

a proper balance means male and female knowledge together

completing a circle. (Her argument might be more clearly put in a comparison between
two value systems associated with gender rather than between men and women as
categories.) The world needs "creative new women" who are unafraid and who will forge
independent moral and religious values and an art which fully reflects her qualities and
understanding. "Creative womanhood" is also needed in the public life of the State; it is
important that they do not pretend to be men both because "women must carry their
womanhood with them into all occupations, otherwise the advantage of their entry into
public affairs will be entirely lost"; and also because "a woman who tries to do a man's
work in a man's way pays too high a price for the effort", expending too much energy in
~

~

I suspect t h ~IS
s how Willa saw herself - at least on the good days.

The maidfemale panty here IS a detemmed complementant): tiom her listmg of male coptive qualities it is
not at ail clear that anythug creative IS mcluded.
10

becoming formal and abstract and killing herself spiritually.

The problem before the

future for Muir is a task for creative new women: “the problem of leavening the organised
systems of society with human values”. < p 35>
That Muir drew on such ideas to explain her own life and conversely on her relationship
with Edwin as a basis for her ideas is illustrated by a reflection on her early marriage: ”I
remember saying t o him, as we came down from the Heath one Saturday: ‘I think I’ve
made thee more human, and thu’s made me more discriminating”. The Muir’s shared a
complex philosophy of ‘Belonging to the Universe’ which drew on ideas of putting trust in
the unconscious similar to those in An Inquiry. Their marriage on Willa’s account was
informed by an ideology of “True Love” (which she always capitalises), which she presents
as consciously modern and with political implications: “I did not assume that Edwin and I
invented... marriage comprising intimate partnership, but I did think we were in the front
line of advance for such marriage, and therefore very much in the front line of advance
for the making of a new unwarlike order of society”. I t was an attempt t o theorise and live
an equal relationship against the grain of a culture; “[H]e refused to boost himself up the
ladder into becoming a dominant male, and

I refused to be pushed down it into female

subserviency. Both of us ignored the ladder as if it were not there”. < 1968 pp 136-141 > A
failure to acknowledge that social structures cannot be simply dismissed is surprising in
someone who elsewhere has analysed their power. A vividly recalled account of an
encounter between different social expectations of male and female behaviour is used to
illustrate the difference between their view of marriage and the conventional. Two literary
friends of Edwin’s who she had not previously met came to call.“ “If I said anything,
Holms fiddled with his moustache and stared fixedly at E... and made no answer. Hugh
gave me a quick sideways glance and made no answer either. Their conversation was
addressed exclusively to E, so I fell silent. Clearly my presence incommoded them.” She
invented a stratagem: “I pushed my chair back, away from their little triangle, got out a
darning basket I had, selected the thickest sock I could find, the largest darning needle,
settled myself on a pouffe where I could catch E’s eye and began with exaggerated
movements to draw my formidable poker to and fro through the sock”. Edwin found this
amusing; as for his friends “my manoeuvre instead of amusing and embarrassing them
soothed them wonderfully. I had now become what I should have been all along, an
undemanding bit of background, a proper wife darning a sock”. < 1968 pp 37-38>13 Willa’s
failure t o be an undemanding wife in the background led t o persistent comment on the
~~

~

~

sees women trylng to be substitute men as
wrong because it would “deform the women who acheve such a goal” and would “exclude the majonty of
women from the project”. <Cockbum I99 I p 23>
l2 John Holms and Hugh Eclngmdl Lunn
13 Dora Russell wrote similarlv of how visitors spoke only to Beme not to her - “I had to live m the shadow of
hls reputation” - and t!!t ‘Tor a woman. mamage presents not onlv practical problems, but she finds herself
emotlonallv puiled all w a y and tends bv tradtion and impuise to put the needs o f others before her own.” < 1977
pp162-4, cited in Spender 1982 p 665> Ellen Wilbclnson explores the tension between work and love m her
autobiographcal novel Clash < 1929, 1989> Vera Brittain in tius penod was also s
e
e
m to resolve the
&lemmas o f combimng marriage and chldren with work and intellectual and personal independence. < B e V and
Bostndge 1995>
:: Cockburn’s description o f radical femimsm, quoted above, also
w

Scottish literary scene. I n an account of meeting the Muirs in the early 1940s Catriona
Soukup comments that Willa Muir‘s “openness and her refusal to be ignored did not
endear her to conventional and ‘proper’ Edinburgh society, where women were expected
to take a back seat, to be visible and decorative but silent in mixed company so that the
men could hold the floor”. <Soukup 1992-3 p 2 2 > I 4
For every writer there are practical and psychological barriers: finding a voice, finding the

time and financial backing, finding a publisher. There are questions about energy and
space and self-esteem, a preoccupation which can be called selfishness. Muir’s analysis in
An Inquiry of how systems of value posited on a male tradition means women’s creative

work is not valued in the same way and of how women‘s natural or habitual relatedness
inhibits extended work proved prophetic for her own work; her struggle to write gives a
rare window on the tension between being a wife and a creative woman. Writing

Belonging, Willa is keen that her contribution t o Edwin’s work be put on record but
appears to have come to terms with any bitterness. She was 28 when they met and her’s
was the more established professional position; she had had a brilliant academic career
and was ambitious to contribute to changes underway in teacher education. She
described herself then as “an independent woman with a career ahead of me” 4 9 6 8 p 15>
and as undomestic: “I had not one single apron in my suitcase”. < 1968 p 31 > Butter
describes her as “a person of great courage and gaiety” and as very self-confident. .e 1966
p 52> The requirement to be secondary to her husband was a continuing battle; she

wanted to give him the support he badly needed and needed to see herself relationally,
but also to do independent work. Her need to write and for recognition and achievement
in her own right - which she is partly ashamed of

- is a complex dialogue with herself

which continued for most of her life. A self-analysis in her 1953 diary is entitled “Why I
am t o be described as a mess”. I t is about how a conversation with Edwin occasioned by
his revision of his autobiography “brought up in me a surprising rush of angry feeling” that

“I had no general self-confidence - in writing literature a t least”, how Edwin had been

dismissive of some of her writing and had been given the greater credit for translations
published as joint work but which she had mainly done. Yet she doubts her right even t o
mind. “I am ashamed of the fact that I feel it as a grievance. I t shouldn‘t bother me,
Reputation is a passing value, after all. Yet ... I seem to have nothing to build on, except
that I am Edwin’s wife and he still loves me.”In a 1955 notebook entry she wrote of a
Others were less kmd: a Wv dlsgulsed account of the Muirs m Wyndham Lewis‘s The .Apes ofGod
describes how a “very earnest, rather melancholv freckled little being fell in with that massive, elderly Scottish
lady next to h m - that is hs wife. She opened her jaws and swallowed h m comtortably.” <Butter pp 108-9> A
malicious d r a w of the Muirs was published by MacDiarrmd in the first issue of 17ze Voice of Scorland
< 1 93@, showing Willa as a monstrous h p e in a b a h g suit strokmg the ear of a tiny lamb m the llkeness of
Edwin. In a letter replyng to criticisms ofthe cartoon MacDmmid wrote that “the real grievance agarnst the
cartoon is precisely the devastatmg and unanswerable truth of the essential point it makes - Willa’s
overpowenng presence whch has always been a nuisance to h e n & of Edwin‘s.” <Bold 1988 p 42- Soukup
savs however that “Edwin was perfectly content to let Willa come between humelf and any a d v w ” and
quotes Willa in a letter ( 1964) s a y g “Edwin was a soft-shell crab and I was hs carapace.” George Mackav
Brown in a short memoir o f Edwin Muir at Newbattle ( 1975) in whxh hs gentleness, sereruty and saintliness
fixture strongly, observes: “He was not a brilliant conversationalist. fis wife Willa was that. She was a
marvellous taker. bnmming w t h wt and gaety.“ He also describes her as a “marvellous host” and that E d w
would say little on social occasions.
l4

decision in 1940 after a serious illness to renounce her ambition in favour of her role in
the family: “I had the conviction that I had come back to life only to devote myself to E,
and in a lesser way to G,lS and that I must kill my vanity, my ambition to write”. Fifteen
years later she decided she had been wrong and this had contributed to the persistent
illnesses she suffered: “I began to glow with positive happiness as I decided that ... I must
let my ‘vanity’ flourish. All the Willas, the passionate little girl, the ambitious and vital
student, the positive, hopeful and happy new wife, came back together and fused, as it
were, in a glow of possible achievement.” <cited in Butter 1978 p 69> The excerpts show how
the writer sees herself functions to erode the right t o write, and how that in turn is
shaped by how others see her. Butter says that “Willa Muir believed in Edwin before her
believed in himself“ <1966 p 6 6 > ; with hindsight we can ask, who believed in Willa? Caird
describes Muir’s work as notable for “potentialities unfilled” and the novel Imagined
Corners aptly as “a cake not turned”. “One has the impression she had to struggle hard t o
find time and space for such work as she achieved” <Calrd 1992-3 p12>; but it was a
struggle with herself as well as with social expectations. Muir compared their work rooms
in Hampstead (in the 1930s), his on the top floor and away from everything, “only a
table, a chair, an ink-pot and a fine view over roofs and tree-tops”, her’s on the ground
floor with a basket for laundry, Gavin‘s toys and books, a small sofa for visitors. “Here I
was intruded upon a t all hours by household sta ff... any casual caller ready for gossip and
Gavin whenever he came home from school... Ienvied Edwin’s power of sitting down
immediately after breakfast to concentrate in solitude on what he wanted to do”. Muir
created the possibility of unbroken concentration for Edwin but did not do so for herself.
Despite Woolfs stricture, the writer needs more than a room of her own, she needs
permission to shut the door of it.
Questions of women’s aims

Muir‘s exploration o f gender difference adds a psychoanalytic dimension t o and takes
further a discussion which was current among feminists in the pre-war period and during
the war and which intensified after 1918. I t is one of many strands within post-suffrage
feminism and is a thoroughgoing example of the way explorations o f gender difference
wwere a significant part of the attempt to find new feminist directions which was
undenvay a t this time. Although the women’s movement had never been confined only to
the suffrage struggle, even when that struggle was a t its height, it had been increasingly
dominated by it during the years of militant action. The war had been a very significant
watershed for women, as for British society more generally, but perhaps more so for
women in changing how they were seen and how they saw themselves. Rathbone argued
this strongly in Common Cause, 30 June 1916, and, alongside the achievement of a

partial franchise and the right to stand for Parliament, this called for new analyses, new
organisations and new alliances. All were forthcoming, although political history has been
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slow to recognise that this was the case. Until recently the assumption has been made
that after winning the vote in 191816 suffrage activists packed up their pamphlets and
went home. F o r example, B a n k s writes of "the feminists ... who seem to vanish from the
stage once the vote has been won" <Banks 1981 p6>; Jeffreys claims that feminism "lost its
vital spark". c 1985 p 150> Recent research on the English movement has shown that this
was not the case <Lewis 1975, Doughan 1980, A l h 1989, Pugh 1992>, but that the period was
both an interesting and a difficult one a s women's organisations sought to refocus. Banks'
later research revised her earlier view, recognising that the suffrage "began a new era for
the women's movement in which it had to face quite different challenges". <Banks 1993 p
2> This change is characteristic o f a growing realisation that the 1920s were an important

period for British feminism. S h e and others see that loss of momentum a s only
postponed however and a steep decline from the late 1920s. <Banks 1993 pp 17-19, Pugh 1992
pp 235-256, Smith 1990 pp 56-60 >

Renewed attention to the English movement in the period has shown both optimism and
re-organisation and a consciousness o f new challenges. T h e campaign for the vote had
been a central focus for the women's movement which now had t o regroup and learn how
to use that vote. This was uncharted political ground for women. Following the
achievement of the partial franchise some suffrage organisations changed their remit and
names: the largest, N U W S S became NUSEC, symbolising its intention o f working on a
wider programme than the franchise, though i t also continued to p r e s s for the vote on
equal t e r m s to men (which was achieved in 1928). Other organisations, for example the
Women's Freedom League, had no need of a name change, but did hold discussions on a
change o f role. I n addition, new organisations were formed including the S i x Point Group
and the Women Citizens' Associations. Most of the Scottish suffrage societies disbanded
in 1918 but the Edinburgh National Society for Women's Suffrage became the Edinburgh

Society for Equal Citizenship; "many members of disbanded suffrage societies joined the
newly created Women Citizens Associations". <Leneman 1995 pp 215-6>. T h e l o s s o f direction
within feminism in the post-suffrage period is more apparent with the benefit of

hindsight; a t the time the women's movement was characterised by dissension and
debate but also confidence.
I f the period after 1918 was difficult for feminism it is hardly surprising. F o r many women

the war had been a time not only o f personal and family disruption and tragedy but also
o f unprecedented opportunities. Strachey has written of what it meant for women both in
The Representanon ofthe People Acr, 6 February 1918, granted mversal manhood sutEage (removmg the
previous 12 months residency requrrement) and the vote to women who were over 30 and householders or wives
of householders (though leavlng 5 out o f 1 lm adult women unenfranchsed, <Kent 1 9 8 D )
l 7 Came comments that the mportance o f f m s t developments m the mtexwar penod have only recently come
to be recognised and the fact that t h s p o d ofthe very recent past should have reqwed such comprehensive
rediscovery is itself sigxufkant; that femmst activihes and debates should have disappeared so completelv shows
how tenuous a hold women's orgmsmg has on both hstory and on popular tradlhons However the tenor o f
mtexwar f m s m , she suggests, contnbuted to its hstoncal neglect smce it was cautious, constitutional and not
-5
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terms of the work they had taken on during the war and the requirement t o give it,
income and independence up afterwards. < 1928 pp 370-73> There was intense pressure on
women t o return to the domestic sphere and a rapid “ideological backlash”: war heroines
became post-war blacklegs. <Kent 1988 p 223> “The peace in our time for which we all
crave will mean a reaction, more or less strong, against the independence of women”, the
playwright and suffragette Cicely Hamilton wrote in 1927 <Time & Tide Augt~st12 192- The
war unleashed a “powerful current of cultural conservatism” Smith argues < 1990 p 47>,
and Scott <1987> and Kent <1988> both argue that after the wartime disruption of order,
the return to peace and normality was symbolised by a return to a gender order
emphasising separation. Doughan refers to “the sheer rude vigour of anti-feminist forces
in this period”, including traditionalists and Fascists but also, more subtly, Freudians and
sexologists, and ‘‘the refusal by the press, the broadcasting media and the public a t large
to take feminism seriously”. < 1980 p 9> Bolt suggests that the women’s movement was
not prepared for the impact of the social changes and reactionary pressures that shaped
the post-war world (though you might wonder how any organisation could be so
prepared), and the consequences of winning the battle for the vote. < 1995 p 236>
Much recent scholarship on the women’s movement in this period emphasises its
fragmentation and the political sobriety of the times, both associated with a loss of

momentum. Possession of the vote was a “brilliant strategic position”, a suffragist wrote
in the Woman’s Leader in 1920. It was “a finer weapon than we have ever possessed;

even before we actually held it in our hands we were made to feel its power, and at the
moment our consciousness of that power is almost overwhelming”. However she also
recognised the potential pitfalls of the transition from fighting for the vote to using it. “It
compelled us to concentrate all our force, all our hope, all our enthusiasm, upon a single,
narrow tenet. I t immensely simplified the women‘s movement. And for those of us who
grew up under the stimulus of that intense concentration, the ideals of the woman’s
movement seemed to be summed up in the three words of our battle cry, ‘Votes for
Women‘. < ltbmun ’S Leader 12 March 1920. quoted by Albem. 1989 p 2 > “Unenfranchised we had

our common grievance of exclusion, whereon, whatever our views or interests, i t was
easy to concentrate and hammer” Cicely Hamilton argued, “enfranchised, we must needs
be class and sectional, divided by our varying interests.” <Trme & Tide 8 September 1922. cited
~n Came

1997 p 176 > Doughan describes a transition from romantic rebellion to necessary

drudgery, from a battle which, if hard had also been exhilarating, to duller and trickier
constitutional matters and methods; feminists in the 1920s, if not actually trying to live
down the suffragette image, were concerned to seem “sober and respectable”. < 1980 p 5 >
He suggests there was a strong sense of anticlimax and some disillusionment, and a loss
of unity which was inevitable: that by the eariy 1900s women working for a very wide
variety of aims and from an equally wide variety of backgrounds and beliefs had come to
believe that they could not achieve those aims without the vote, but once the suffrage
newsworthv in the wav the mlitant suffrage c a m p g n and also mid-Victonan femmisrn had been. <Caine 1997

p~ 173-174>
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was granted these groups tended to become distinct again and to go about their own
separate ends. < 1980 pp 3 4 > A loss of unity and direction is emphasised by Banks: that
without any great cause comparable to the fight for the vote to unite assorted groups as

a single movement, organisations differed in their priorities and, more fundamentally, in
terms of their definition of feminism itself. <Banks 1993 p 19> If Banks emphasises
philosophical disunity, Bolt c 1995 p237> sees a structural problem: that without the
discipline imposed by the suffrage campaign the women’s movements both in Britain and
the USA suffered from anti-climax and disunity and became “more specialist, less overtly
woman-centred, and harder to characterise”. Pedersen similarly describes the post-war
period as one of “disarray”, with the NUWSS much smaller after the 1915 split, the WSPU
non-existent and problems of agreeing what feminist aims were. While there is a
consensus about the problem of fragmentation facing the organised women’s movement
from 1918, this argument may exaggerate the unity of the suffrage campaign,
overlooking the 1915 split in NUWSS (almost half NUWSS’s members left over its stance

on the war to found the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom), and the
tensions and disagreements within the suffrage campaign over militancy, while the brief
attempt by Emmeline and Christabel Pankhurst to found a woman‘s party (“principally
devoted to the causes of patriotism and Christabel’s own self-glorification”

< ~ W 1975
S
p

I>) can hardly have helped things. I t was not that new purposes were hard t o find, but
they were more diverse than ‘votes for women’. All the aims of NUSEC, for example, were
important but none formed a central focus for campaigning or, as the suffrage had
promised, seemed a means of achieving all the others. This is seen as ultimately
damaging by several writers. Doughan argues that feminism became “organisationally
enfeebled, theoretically confused and disastrously fragmented” < 1980 p9>; Banks, while
suggesting that his account of fragmentation is exaggerated because there was a
considerable degree of co-operation between the different groups, nevertheless thinks
that fundamental areas of disagreement served in time to create “dissension of a
damaging kind”. <Banks 1993 p14>
Nevertheless there was reason for optimism. Banks comments that after winning the vote
“the mood of feminism changed... it produced, in a whole generation, the belief that the
tide had at last turned in favour of women”. <Banks 1986 p 135> Spender writes of the
confidence of the period and that “[Rlather than seeking permission t o enter the male
domains, quite a few women assumed they had a perfect right to go in... and have a look
round, and decide whether or not they wanted to join.” <Spender 1982 p 605> I n contrast
with the ‘packed up their pamphlets‘ view, many women in the period saw their work as
now really beginning. Suffrage, even if only partial, was a much improved “strategic
position”. Women had fought hard and long for the vote not just as a symbol of
citizenship - although it was that

- but in order to achieve further aims;

it was reasonable

to suppose they would now go on to do so. Millicent Fawcett, writing in 1926 of the
lobbies and Committee Rooms of the House of Commons said: “We were no longer there

on sufferance, but by right..."

<Fawcett 1926 p 1 cited bv Pugh 1992 p107> Most o f the national

pre-war women's organisations had survived the war, and new groups were formed. I n
the early 1920s it m u s t have seemed a s though the pace of reform was, by comparison
with previous decades, increasing, and that it made sense to suppose that with women

now able to vote 'women's issues' would surely become practical politics a t last. <P@

1992

p 44 and p 111> Parliamentary response t o the new voters seemed to confirm this: in 1919

Fawcett could claim six pieces o f legislation directly affecting women a s the immediate
r e s u l t s of women's new voting powers. <Fawcett 1920, cited by Lews 1975 p4 19> By 1925 three
out o f the six points of NUSEC's 1919 programme had been achieved: opening the legal

profession to women in 1918; increased guardianship rights in 1925 (though they were
not fully equal until 1973); and widows' pensions (1925). <Lews 1975 p 4>io

Organised women: NUSEC and other groups
Accounts o f the diverging directions o f feminism between the wars have focussed on
NUSEC. I t was, B a n k s claims, the m o s t important women's group in the 1920s. <Banks
1993 p 12> T h e change o f name in 1919 also saw a change o f leadership, from Millicent

Fawcett to Eieanor Rathbone (President until 1929). Despite its war-time difficulties
N U S E C inherited much o f the reputation and organisation o f N U W S S and the 200 societies
formerly affiliated to it, and under the leadership o f Rathbone and Eva Hubback as
parliamentary secretary N U S E C was central to post-war feminist lobbying and sponsored
The considerable comment generated in Mav 1997 on the visible difference made by the larger number o f
women MPs elected otTers a perspective on the impact the first women M P s t a k q then sats must have had.
Nancy Astor was the first to win and take up a seat in Bntam, in 1919: the Duchess of Atholl was the f i t m
Scotland m 1923, bv whch year there were eight women MPs.
:9 The six pieces o f legislauon Fawcett was r e f m g to were: Pie Eligzbility oj- Women .Act. 1918 (enabling
women to be MF's), the .@liarion Orders flncrease Maximum Payment) .4ct. 1918 (amending the Bastadv .Act
o f 1872 )>the .ididwives Amending .4ct 19 18, the Sex Disqualification Removal .4ct; 1 9 1 8: the Intestate Moveable
Succession /Scotland)Act. 1 9 19 and the :\'urses Regsrmrion .Act- 1 9 19.
23 There are divergent views on the sigmficance oftkts legslation (as well as what to mclude as a -feminist
reform'): Fawcett is prepared to mclude an!.thmg that afTects women m a way that later commentators are not).
Smith argues that femimsts overstate thelr responsibility for h s legislatlon and also that several measures were
m fact conservative substitutes for the reforms the women's movement wanted. so that the view that women's
status was substantlailv unproved in the years after 1918 is -'msleadmg". Rather. "whatxems most stnlung
about ttus burst o f legislative activiE i s the extent to whch non-femmst forces ,ouided the pressure for reform
into channels whch preserved women's tradtional place in society''. For example. the 19 19 Sex Disqualification
Act was meffecuve, and the government proposals on guardanship ofrered substantially less than the ongmal
NUSEC bill. Loolclng at the issues politicians declined to tackle relntorces hs argument: they included equal
pay, mamage bars. women police, adrmssion of peeresses to the House of Lords. natlonalic o f mamed women.
and brth control rnformation and f m l v endowments. <Smith 1990 pp 52-3- f i s aregumem however identlties
femuust gods w t h egalitanan demands and also as a demand for -everythmg or nothmg', overlookmg the more
strateglc question whether legslauon whch improves the situauon i s worth having and can be counted as an
achevement even if it falls short o f expressed goals. (The dispute m NUSEC over the watered down
,pardimhip bill wluch Smth adduces was of thls kmd.) Banks sees the p o d immediately after 19 18 as a
concentration on women's issues whch was not to be repeated unul the late 1960s. <Banks 1993 p l3l> Pugh
also sees the legslative programme as a femirust achevement, %e record of leglslauon does seem a fomidable
one for a single decade, and it is &Ecult to escape the conclusion that it is attnbutable to the e&ct of women's
d a n c h s e m e n t in altering the pnonties ofthe politicians", although he sees political response to the new
women voters as falling off quite rapidlv. <Pugh 1992 p 1 10 > However, llke Smith, he emphasises the ekTent to
wluch legslation addressed women as mothers and wives: "[qlus was undoubtedlv the perspective through
18

much of the Parliamentary legislation on women’s issues in the first half of the 1920s. I t
had close links with a number of women MPs, especially with Nancy Astor. <Banks 1993 p
12> NUSEC redefined its role as to “obtain all other reforms, economic, legislative and

social as are necessary to secure a real equality of liberties, status and opportunities
between men and women”. <Stocks 1949 p 105> The objective is an interesting attempt to
include what would come t o be called a ‘new’ feminist perspective within a familiar equal
rights framework, with the phrase “real equality” taken from Rathbone’s paper at the

1917 NUWSS discussion of its future. In the early 1920s‘ Pugh says, NUSEC “appeared to
be firmly within the equal rights tradition” and there was continuity with the Edwardian
suffragist pattern of parliamentary methods, co-operation with male political allies and a
non-party position. chgh 1992 pjl>*’ I n 1931 NUSEC re-formed itself as separate
educational and political organisations, the former the Townswomen’s Guild, the latter
the National Council for Equal Citizenship which was to continue its lobbying role, which it
did until 1945, although with declining membership and influence. <Banks 1993 pp 15-16> I n
1933 the Woman’s Leader ceased publication. Pugh describes the Townswomen‘s Guilds
along with the Women’s Institutes and Mother’s Union as non-feminist organisations.
chgh 1992 p 6& Recent attention to women’s organisations in the period has called into

question this distinction: Beaumont‘s analysis and Andrews’ argument suggest that the
differentiation into feminist and non-feminist organisations is by no means
straightforward. <Beaumont 1996; Andrews 1997 ?rii-xiii>
Discussion about the direction and nature of feminism in this period is summarised in the
distinction between ‘old’ or equality and ’new’ feminism, a distinction which was made a t
the time (though Stocks says not until 1925 <Stocks 1949 p 117>). A further division,
between those women who thought it best to work in autonomous women’s organisations
and those who worked in and through the political parties and the labour movement has
been given less attention. Banks however stresses the importance o f labour movement
feminism in the period and its difficult relationship with the Labour Party over birth control
and family endowments. < 1993 chapter 3 > ) The old/new distinction corresponds to equality
and difference,a dichotomy which, as Ihave argued, continues to play a major role in
feminist discourse and the formulation and critique of equality policies and in which
pregnancy, childbirth and women’s role in the family have been central to how difference
has been seen, differences which, as Pateman has argued, are closely linked to
conceptions of citizenship. One of the many interesting aspects of women’s movement
politics in this period is the insight it gives to the equality and difference dilemma.

whch most polihcians prefmed to n e w women“ c h g h 1992 p I 14> The unplicit opposihon overlooks how
far thx was also the perspective through whch manv women saw women.
1
‘ NLJSEC’s goals were equal franchse, qual pav, the openulg ofthe professions and cinl m
c
e to women, the
n$t ofmarned women to employment and separate taxahon, and a n equal moral standard m dlvorce,
soilcitation and prostltutlon laws. <Bolt 1995 p 2 7 B Lews lists those but also an mcrease m the number of
women m Parliament. and equal ,wdianshp nghts. < 1 9 7 9 Pug& adds equal treatment m the honours list.
resistance to protecuve legslatlon (though this was to change), support for Ladv Astor‘s bills to control the sale
of alcohol, and proportionai representatlon for Westrmnster < 1992 pS 1>
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As Idiscuss in my introduction, new feminism is also called ‘social’ feminism (on an
American model22)or ’welfare’ feminism. <Banks 1981 pp 176-7> Pedersen refers to “new or
maternalist” feminism ~ 1 9 9 p3 138? the extent t o which it is seen maternalist is significant
to assessments of it (as discussed below), but t o name it as such is to make an equation
which needs to be argued; Isee new feminism as having commonly included maternal
feminist arguments but it cannot be reduced to it. As I have argued in chapter two, not all
feminist attention to maternity and other aspects of embodied difference is usefully
categorised as maternal feminism. However, naming new feminism as social or welfare
feminism is useful in that it draws attention to how far its concerns were with social or
welfare reform, which a more abstracted focus on difference to some extent elides. The
“the conditions and economics of motherhood” <Stocks 1949 p 116> were undoubtedly
among the most urgent areas for social reforms seen as needed. New feminism in Britain
is identified with Eleanor Rathbone as its main and most influential exponent. The new
feminist philosophy was first fully articulated in the Oxford €ssays in 1917 but shows
significant continuities with FWG arguments, as discussed in the previous chapter. I t s
organisational origins lie in discussions in 1917 held by NUWSS as to its future direction;
papers were put forward for the meeting’s consideration by Ray and Oliver Strachey and
by Rathbone, who argued for “real equality” for women, meaning the taking account of
their special needs “as an alternative to the concept of literal and absolute equality to
men accepted by traditional feminists”. <NUWSS Executlve C o w t t e e m u t e s 22 November 1917,
cited bv Lews 1975 p 4. Strachey 192811978 pp 369-70> Rathbone’s 1925 presidential address in

which she argued against ‘men’s standards” and for “what women need t o fulfil the
potentialities of their own natures and to adjust themselves to the circumstances of their
own lives” has been seen by several writers as defining new feminism.23 Rathbone argued
that the legal barriers to equality were now abolished although there was still “some
debris”1eft which had to be cleared away, and it was necessary to find other ways to go
forward. <<Rathbone 1929 p 28;

’‘ Stocks 1949 p 116> The reference to what women need to fulfil

the potentialities of their own natures is a clear statement of gender difference, but not
one which would have been seen as exceptional or problematic at the time (for example,
Winifred Holtby, the feminist writer and journalist who argued strongly for equality
against difference, refers quite straightforwardly to women’s “biological tendency to
preserve rather than destroy” <Holtby 1934 p 50>); i t has been paid more attention than
has the second half of the sentence “and to adjust themselves to the circumstances o f
In the USA the development equivalent to new fermrusm and also leadmg to splits at th~stune is generally
known as social fermusm. though as I discuss earlier th~snarmng and dismction is not uncontested.<Boit 1995
p 330>
3 A smlarlv-worded argument is made bv Rathbone m a n article m The Woman ’s Leader 13 March 1925 p 52
atltled ‘The Old and the New F e m s m ’ She gves f m l v endowment, buth control and housmg as the m u
ObjeCtlVeS o f the new f m s m and calls for -‘the dangerous m
c
e o f matmty,the delicate and shlled task o f
r w m g chldren” to be revalued, alongside the female slulls of mdvvlfery, nursmg and housekeepmg.
24 Compare Vera Bnttrun ( 1953). “‘thechef error ofthe older fermrusts was to use men as vardst~cks.What
matters to the modern woman IS not how men have tackled problems IIIthe past, but how she herself is gomg to
tackle them m the future” On thls evidence Bnttam cannot be co-opted as an -old’f m s t , as Banks seeks to
<Banks 1993 p 15> I would see her arguments as b w m g tiom both ‘old’ and ‘new’ ideas. <see examples m
B q and Bishop 1985>
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their own lives". Whether a view of essential gender differences is espoused or not, and

however you explain it, in 1925 most women and most men's life circumstances and
experience were different. New feminism can be seen as recognising and responding to
the ways women's lives differ from men's, a difference which is about unequal pay and
opportunity as well as their role as mothers. Stocks observes: "[Vhroughout history the
conditions and economics of motherhood had been neglected. It was the business of
enfranchised women t o redress that situation". <Stocks 1949 p 116>
Class is also a t issue in this divergence and Rathbone was conscious of the hostility of
women trade unionists to the middle-class leadership of the constitutional suffrage
societies. <Women's Leader 17 July 1925 p 195> Although, as Ihave argued, the personal
dilemmas faced by educated women of Atkinson's generation led to a renewed discussion
of the conflict between family responsibilities and work and other achievement, i t was
mainly the influence of working-class women on feminism through the WCG and the
labour movement which brought to the fore questions about how to manage employment
and political activism and family responsibilities which would be central in the twentieth
century. <Came 1997 p 133> NUSEC under Rathbone's leadership began to emphasise social
reforms of most value t o women as working-class mothers. Rathbone listed as the "new
issues" family endowment, birth control, social insurance and international peace.
<Rathbone 1929 p 33> There is also a focus on education for citizenship associated with new

feminism. Stocks reports that when the NUWSS met to discuss the society's future role
two new objectives were adopted, the 'real equality' objective discussed above, and "to
assist women to realise their responsibility as voters", an aim which "was intended to
associate the NUWSS with the activities of the WCAs which were multiplying up and down
the country". The former, she comments, covered far too many reforms to constitute a
workable programme for NUWSS. <Stocks 1949 pp 105-6> I t was to develop education for
citizenship that the Scottish WCAs were set up, although they interpreted this remit very
widely.
I t was not until 1925 that family endowment and birth control information became NUSEC

policy, after difficult d i s c ~ s s i o n s But
. ~ ~ i t was protective legislation in employment which
split the organisation on old/new lines, in 1927, a split which Bolt characterises as about
"protection and the meaning of equality" <Bolt 1995 p274: mv ml> and Holtby, writing soon
afterwards, described as opening up "a deep division between 'protectionists' and
equalitarians'". <1934 p 79> Arguments from labour women and trade unionists are
credited with swinging NUSEC in favour of protective legislation. <Banks 1993 p 1%- The
measure in question was a compromise, committing NUSEC only to consider each case of
~

~~~~

Family endowment had been d.~scussedby NUSEC since 1919 but remained a contenuous issue: the annual
council in 19 19 resolved "to work for the endowment of maternity and chldhood by the State" but that no
scheme should be adopted untrl d~scussedagam bv the Council. In 1920 it appointed a committee to &scuss the
question. In 1922 it voted to support family endowment, a vote n h c h was challenged and declared invalid the
followmg year. The vote in favour in 1925 was however large: 11 1 to 42 <Pedersen 1993 p 149>Ihs decision
led Mdlicent Fawcett to resign from the board o f the Woman 's Leader.< Stocks 1949 p 1 16-1 D
zz
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protective legislation individually and t o support those favoured by, and clearly benefiting,
the workers concerned. However it brought to an end NUSEC’s outright opposition to
protective legislation. The majority in favour of this limited support for protective
legislation was small and 11 members of the NUSEC executive resigned; the Open Door
Council was formed soon afterwards; a number of disaffected NUSEC activists joined it.
I f new feminism raised questions about what women needed as mothers, equality
feminists replied that these were social not feminist issues (an argument which for some
included birth control). To emphasise differences between men and women, they feared,
was to put in jeopardy their demands for equal citizenship for women ~Letvis1975 p 13>, and
it was also to read their position too narrowly. <Elizabeth Abbott n e Woman’s Leader 17 July 1925,
cited by Lewis 1975 p 16> Later arguments feared the emphasis on gender difference which

was associated with fascism in Germany and Italy and part o f Mosley’s rhetoric. <Holtby
1934 pi61 and pp 192-3> The extent to which equality is or is not predicated on sameness or

assimilation, and if so based, threatened by arguments from difference, is an issue which
runs through this divergence. Equality feminism is identified, though not exclusively, with
an adherence to liberal principles; a typical concern is protective legislation in
employment, seen as damaging to women’s interests; central equality causes were the
right o f women to work in the professions, equal opportunity and equal pay. Not all

equality feminist groups were a continuation of Edwardian groups: they include the Open
Door Council, formed in 1926 to fight restrictions on women’s employment, and, though
less unequivocally, the Six Point Group, formed in 1921.
The Six Point Group deserves much more research. I t was innovative, radical and is
generally seen as a leading ‘equality’ feminist organisation, although the ‘six points’ or
demands around which i t was formed include issues which can equally well be described
as social reform

- a reminder o f the permeability of this distinction. The six points were:

the position of the unmarried mother and her child; the position of the widow with
children; the law on child assault; unequal rights of guardianship of married parents;
unequal pay in teaching; and inequality of pay and opportunity for women and men in the
civil service. <Pugh 1992 p 4 9 > The group remained small and London-centred but as it was
founded by (among others) Lady Rhondda, the publisher o f Time & Tide (launched in

1920), and included in its membership the writers Rebecca West, Winifred Holtby and
Vera Brittain, all of whom wrote for Time & Tide and a range of other publications, its
ideas and programme were influential beyond those circles. The Edinburgh Women
Citizens’ Association was informally associated with the Group and shared its aims,
particularly the concern with the ineffective law on child assault. Lady Rhondda was one
of the speakers at the inaugural public meeting of the Scottish Child Outrage Protest
Committee in October 1920. Founded in response to the political problem of feminism’s
breadth and varied objectives after 1918, the Group presented itself as “a definite
practical body with definite simple aims” which would be effected through women‘s new
political power. <Time & Tide 2.5 February 1921, cited bv Caine 1997 p 184> By the mid-I920s, as
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‘new’ feminism became stronger, the group focussed increasingly on equal pay, the
marriage bar, and training women in business and professional skills, in contrast to
NUSEC’s increasing emphasis on women‘s welfare in the family. <Caine 1997p 185> I t

adopted the slogan ‘Equality first‘ in the autumn of 1926, taking it from Holtby’s defense
of ‘old’ feminism in Time & Tide in the August.
The English feminist writer Winifred Holtby (1898-1935) also deserves more attention
than she has been given. While firmly declaring herself an ’old’ feminist if that meant
recognising that many of feminism’s most straightforward aims for equality of status and
opportunity had yet to be met <Time & Tide, 6 August 1926> and, on the measure of support
for or opposition to protective legislation, a firm proponent of equality arguments, her
views on the history and future of feminism and its relationship to sexuality, maternity
and women’s family role are by no means confined to the “narrow egalitarianism” equality
feminism has been accused of. I n Women in a Changing Civilisation < 1934> Holtby
provides a valuable and wide-ranging summary of post-1918 feminism and an analysis of
the growing backlash against feminism, part of a “pendulum swinging backwards” also
against democracy, liberty, reason, international co-operation and political tolerance.
< 1934 p 151 > She identified a public mood which was putting women on the defensive <pp
6-7> caused by the economic slump and a “slump in idealism” which went with it

,a

“closing-in alike of ideas and opportunities” <p 161>, and by the “revolt against reason”
led by Freudianism but also expressed in totalitarianism and nationalism, in Italy and
Germany but echoed at home by Mosley. <p 114> An emphasis on sexual difference, as
opposed to the “shared experience of all those vast areas of life unaffected by sexual
distinction” is, she believes, dangerously part of this mood and “characteristic of a creed
which places instinct above reason”. c p 161> Holtby emphasises that there are still groups
committed to equality, made up of older women who had been part of the suffrage
struggle and “young women who grew up into post-war optimism” but they “are now in a
minority and they know it”. <p 115>

Her argument is in principle strongly opposed to that of Muir or other ’difference‘ feminists
and she distrusts psychological arguments, yet there are interesting parallels: Holtby also
sees lop-sided political values as having been a consequence of male dominance,
expressed most conspicuously in the social neglect of children’s needs and the
predominance of military culture <pp 1 3 5 4 > , and assumes women’s greater investment in
peace and political interests in children’s welfare and social reform. Both Muir and Holtby
were at different times members of the I.L.P.
Although she expressed her worries in her journalism about the direction in which NUSEC
under Rathbone’s leadership took, there were significant shared areas between their
thinking, and both emphasised the importance of local government and women’s
contribution to it. Holtby saw local government as performing a daily, quiet revolution and
women’s local political participation as leading to better welfare provision and to greater

respect and resources for state education - with the latter benefiting from the energy and
leadership of far-from-frustrated spinsters. Holtby’s best-known and most successful
novel South Riding; An €ng/ish Landscape < 1936> centres on local government politics,
seen as a battleground between vested interest and progress and crucial to the possibility
of equality in education and life chances in terms of class as well as gender. South Riding
was published a year after her death, aged 37; it was inspired and informed by her
mother’s work as an Alderman on East Riding County Council and was intended to show
“how local government, with its apparently impersonal decisions, affects the human
histories of men and women in every community”. <Brittarn 1940 p 4 1 4 >
Holtby sees a tension between love and work underlying contemporary problems: the lack
of social support for “willing and successful maternity” and the contentious issue of
married women working which was exacerbated by “the traditional gulf between the
celibate woman engaged in non-domestic work, and the married woman employed solely
in the home”. < 1934 p 60> She emphasises how important to the women’s movement
attempts to change morality (sexual but also in all personal relations) have been: this
“was more subtle, difficult and painful than any other challenge made as part of the
women’s movement. The real battle was fought privately in a thousand homes,
unchronicled and obscure”. < p 61 > Contrary to some ‘old’ feminist arguments, Holtby
insists contraception is one of the most important issues for women’s emancipation: i t is
“impossible to over-estimate” its importance in changing women’s view of themselves and
their lives. <pp67-69> And, as discussed earlier, she sees improvements in welfare
provision for maternity and children as very much a feminist achievement. The vote has
led to a “change of emphasis in social and political action” and “increased amenities for
public health, educational opportunity and domestic welfare’’ are due to women’s direct
political influence; the list of examples she gives includes nursery schools, clinics and
maternity benefit, slum clearance and improved housing and the protection of children
from assault and cruelty. Drawing on this argument, she sees feminism as having
enhanced women’s ability to be good mothers (rather than hindering it as its detractors
would have it) because i t has supported both better public provision for maternity and
women’s increased sense of their own worth, and this is progress which can only be
further enhanced by smaller families, equality between mothers and fathers, and girls’
education. She is scathing however about how a sentimental “cult of the cradle” is used
against women. “Maternity is considered so honourable that in its name... women are
underpaid, the education of many girls is crippled, women are denied the right of entry to
posts... or are forced to resign from work.” < p 143> Like Atkinson twenty years previously
she deplores the way that social and economic conditions and cultural assumptions about
maternity effectively preclude many women from making that choice. “We do all we can
to discourage intelligent and energetic young women from early marriage and from

having children. We dismiss them from their work; we intimidate them about their duty;
we throw upon them the whole burden of domestic responsibility by teaching boys to
think household occupations unmanly... we neglect maternity services ...” She argues
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strongly for the right to choose when and whether to have children offered by personal
and economic independence and by available birth control cpp 136-7> and, although
expressed more tentatively, legal abortion. cpp 137-141 > She emphasises that confining
women’s interests t o motherhood “defeats its own ends”. cp 169>
Holtby’s own resolution of the dilemma of love or work was t o live with her friend and
colleague Vera Brittain and Brittain’s children from her much-chronicled “semi-detached”
marriage to George Catlin. I f Brittain was t o declare that “[Olne happily married wife and
mother is worth more to feminism ... than a dozen gifted and eloquent spinsters” < 8 March
1929. cited in Pugh 993 p 262>, her freedom to pursue a writing and campaigning career

depended in no small measure on the support of a very gifted and eloquent spinster.
Testament o f friendship cBnttain 1940> , written after Holtby‘s early death, acknowledges

that debt and the importance of their relationship. One of Holtby‘s most robust arguments

in Women in a Changing Civilisation is against the idea that t o be a spinster is to be
frustrated

- the idea “is

one of the most formidable social influences of the modern

world ...” but rests on a narrowly sexual view of frustration and, conversely, fulfilment. She
accepts that a choice between love (if that means becoming a wife and having no life or
personality of one’s own) and work may be necessary: many professional women and
artists “may deliberately choose to remain unmarried in order not to be hampered in their
work”. That does not mean they are frustrated and may offer an unusually high level of
personal satisfaction in their contribution and creative achievement. c 1934 pp 125-133>
Holtby suggests nevertheless that for both single and married women, unless “highly
egotistical or highly fortunate”, the “struggle to obtain freedom from domestic
preoccupation exhausts a major part of her energy before it ever finds its way near her
work”, and analyses how women‘s qualities of sensitivity and imaginative insight into the
needs of others, rather than being turned to value in art or administrative work “merely
impose on her personal obligations” which hinder her other efforts. She goes on to argue
that significant achievement demands self-belief, putting yourself first, and a degree of
ruthlessness which women are discouraged from. Women are afraid of causing upset o r
of inconveniencing their families and in consequence “their work suffers”. cpp 103-j> I t
could be a commentary on Willa Muir’s unresolved dilemma as wife and writer.

Rights versus mothers in accounts of new feminism
Several recent accounts of old versus new feminism in this period are marked by a strong
attraction to one or other ’side’. New feminism is presented both as a forerunner of
radical feminism <kws 1975>, and as a possible solution to the equality and difference
dilemma cSan.asv 1992 p 329>, and also as conservative <Kent 1988,1990, Banks 1993, Smth
199W and opposed

to the independent woman. <Jefievs 1985> The division still rouses

strong feelings. Pedersen comments that the tone of much of this research is harshly
critical of new feminists who are seen as betraying the cause of equality to accept a
restricted and biologically defined ’place‘. c 1993 p138> Sheila Jeffreys is not even prepared
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to allow the new ideas the name feminism, scathingly referring to “an ideal of
motherhood which masqueraded as a ‘new’ feminism”. < 1985 p 146>. New feminism is also
roundly attacked by Kent <1988,1990> and Banks d 9 9 3 p3> comments that she takes “a
more hostile approach” to new feminism than Pugh does. The arguments against new
feminist ideas and the assumptions behind the accusations of ‘anti-feminism’ and
‘betrayal’ highlight how problematic feminist views of motherhood and the family can be.
l a n e Lewis’s 1975 account of the post-suffrage period has been influential. <Bolt 1993
p271> Lewis presents class as the most important factor in Rathbone‘s conviction that a

new approach is needed and also argues that the NUSEC aims not addressed by 1925, an
equal moral standard and equal pay and opportunity, were those which were harder to
remedy and could not readily be presented as a bill and implemented constitutionally,
which was what NUSEC knew how to do <Lews 1975 p 8>: they -.defied a narrow equalitarian
solution”. c 1975 p J > Lewis emphasises that the new feminists were asking fundamental
questions about the position of women in the family but concludes that their programme
was aimed at ameliorating rather than fundamentally changing women’s position in
society. c1975 p 8 > I f a Women’s Liberation and ‘domestic labour debate’ perspective
influences Lewis’s assessment, it points nevertheless to a continuity from the questions
Atkinson posed, first to new feminism and in the late 1960s to Women’s Liberation. New
feminism, on this understanding, takes further the demand for both love and work,
turning its focus on love and the work which relationships brought in their train, for most

women.
The main tenor of discussion o f this period is strongly critical of the ‘turn’ to new
feminism. Kent and Banks both see i t as leading to the decline of feminism by the end of
the decade. Banks sees the decline of NUSEC as a result of the old/new split leaving it
and the women’s movement generally without strong leadership or focus, although she
sees the decline as also reflecting changing priorities more generally as during the 1930s
unemployment, child poverty and the threat of war were the focus of many activists’
attention. <1993 p 131 and p 17> Her account of new feminism places at the centre of the
old/new disagreement Rathbone’s view that “the equal rights battle was virtually won”
and that ‘[I]t was Rathbone’s contention that the majority of women were destined t o be
mothers, and that it was their needs as mothers with which NUSEC should be concerned”.

< 1993 pp 14-15, mv italic> Banks also says that Rathbone “believed that the claim for equal
pay should wait until an adequate system of family endowment had been achieved”,
which I see as a misreading of Rathbone’s position. As discussed earlier, Rathbone saw
the two as integrally connected, although i t is fair to say that family endowments were
more important to her. Labour women were closer to new feminism Banks says, and like
them “they believed that most women would make marriage and motherhood their main
preoccupation throughout their lives“. <1993 p 29 mv itab Kent presents differing views of

the origin and meaning of gender difference as central t o the new/old division. Feminist
understandings of masculinity and femininity became transformed during the war and in

the immediate post-war period “until they were virtually indistinguishable from those of
anti-feminists”, with a view of gender which was more essentialist, leading to a “a fatal
abandonment” of earlier ideology. < 1988 pp 232-3- This view depends on a characterisation
of pre-war feminism (based on her 1987 account) as presenting gender as socially
constructed and not immutable. She attributes the conservatism of new feminism to the
fear of renewed conflict that women competing with men in public and private arenas
seemed t o suggest: peace and order in the public sphere seemed t o demand peace and
order in the private. < 1990 p 71 > New feminism saw women’s interests as primarily in “the
occupation of motherhood - in which most women are at some time or another engaged,
and which no man... is capable of performing”. This quotation is from an article ‘What is
Feminism?’ in the Women’s Leader <July 17 1925 p195>, and Kent sees it as equivalent to
lgthc anti-feminist arguments. < 1988 pp 240-2> Further, “[Wlhen The Women‘s Leader
hailed Rathbone‘s book.. . The Disinherited Family as ‘perhaps the most important
contribution to the literature of feminism since the publication, in 1869, of JS Mill’s The
Subjection of Women’ and referred t o women’s ‘peculiar and primary function of

motherhood’, then the distance between feminism and anti-feminism had been effectively
traversed”. < 1988 pp 240-2. cimg the Women ’S Leader March 28 1924 p 72> “Not the rights of
women but the needs of women as mothers backed feminist appeals now”; this “smacked
of separate spheres”. < 1988 pp 24041> So by the end of the 1920s “new feminists found
themselves in a conceptual bind that trapped women in ‘traditional’ domestic and
maternal roles, and limited their ability to advocate equality and justice for women” 4 9 9 0
p 66>; it therefore could not sustain itself as a distinct political, social, and economic

movement “and soon became swallowed up and disappeared, along with many of the
gains women had won.” < 1988 p 245> Both Banks’ and Kent‘s arguments rest on an
opposition between “the rights of women” and “the needs of women as mothers”. I t is a
reminder that equality versus difference, in Scott‘s phrase, structures an impossible
choice. Both lgthc and new feminism, I would argue, took a more ambivalent view of
gender differences than Kent says and her claim that gender roles had been seriously
deconstructed before the war is questionable. Nor did equality feminists eschew a view of
maternity as entailing distinctive attitudes and responsibilities or of militarism as
expressing distinctively male values, as Holtby’s 1934 argument shows.
Smith’s account of the period is framed as an explanation of the change between 1920
and 1930 when “feminism seemed much less of a threat to traditional structures”. This he
explains also in terms of the cultural conservatism created by war and perceived wartime
changes in gender roles and also public concern over the declining rate of population
growth; but especially by the old/new split within feminism. Like Kent, Smith sees the
fundamental distinction between new and equality feminisms not in their programmes as
much as the assumptions underlying them: while new feminists accused equality
feminists of adopting male values and priorities, equality feminists warned that they in
turn placed “a dangerous insistence on women’s natures” which made i t harder for

women to escape traditional roles. The focus on maternity is opposed to a focus on “the
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common humanity of men and women”. <Smith 1990 pp 56-60> Smith usefully emphasises
that social concern generally over marriage and motherhood is likely to have ensured a
more receptive audience for new feminism and its reforms, as well the resistance to ‘old’
demands. <1990 pp 53-54>26 What he does not explain is why the major new demands for
family endowment and birth control information were not met either (except for a very
limited availability in birth control information in 1930). Like Banks he misrepresents how
Rathbone saw the relationship of family endowment and equal pay. His analysis rests on a
definition of radical as participation in non-maternal roles and conservative as a family
role and he also presents these as in opposition.
The opposition posed by Kent between ‘women’ and ‘mothers’ is apparent also in Jeffreys’
analysis of the attack on spinsters; she puts forward a view of new feminism which is
close to that of a strict equality feminist of the interwar period, but from the standpoint of
a second-wave radical lesbian. She sees new feminism as strongly influenced by women
in the labour movement who are themselves seeking to accommodate the views of the
men in that movement and so adopted “welfare goals in the place of feminism”which
they represented as feminism. Some socialist women, she says, “saw themselves as
feminists simply because they were women operating with a new and unaccustomed
independence in the field of social work”. They did not see feminism as necessarily
challenging to men’s behaviour or privileges because a view of men’s and women’s
interests as conflicting was hard to sustain in mixed political organisations. < 1985 p 151>
Rathbone she claims “betrayed the cause of spinsterhood and the independent woman”
and submerged “all the interests of all women into the glorification of reproduction”. <1985
pp 152-3>The account which Jeffreys gives of an attack on celibacy and spinsterhood based

in views of heterosexual desire in women which were current in the women’s movement

(if generated by sexology) is supported by the way Atkinson and others oppose their
generation’s sexual possibilities to the perceived rejection of femininity of an earlier
generation of “manly” feminists. Jeffreys reverses the argument to caricature a focus on
maternity backed by an argument that it was socially and racially important as “the
glorification of reproduction” and a betrayal o f those who do not choose it. A new
generation of feminists “began to promote the importance of motherhood, of relationships
with men and the joy and necessity o f sexual intercourse” she argues and therefore
turned away from the feminist causes of child sexual abuse, prostitution and sexual
coercion in marriage. But this is to overlook how motherhood’s value was seen as
enhanced when it was freely chosen, and that sexual relationships with men were seen as
desirable when they were equal and not a form of legalised prostitution, as well as
continuing feminist concern with child sexual abuse, prostitution (for example by the Six
Bolt also emphasises the political climate in whch “[A]ctivists found that they made most headwav on social
welfare issues and in local government” suggestmg that pragmatism as well as changng ideas of women‘s needs
and dunes supported a turn to social f m m . In both B n m and Amenca feminists made the greatest garns by
workmg with rather than against the political _gab not burpnsqlv. Since by the mid-l920s, in the face o f
economc recession and revlved prejuQce about mamed women workmg, NUSEC had acheved no progress on
its 19 19 goal of equal pav, it was Irkely to seem tune for new directions. <I 995 pp 2734>
16
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Point Group and Scottish WCAs). The imposition of a male-privileging view of
heterosexual sex, Jefkeys claims, amounted t o a determined and effective silencing of
the feminist critique and a “new kind of feminism acceptable to their socialist brothers”.

< 1985 pp 190-191> On this view both Atkinson and Muir’s very different explorations of ideas
about difference become forms of bad faith, against their ultimate interests.
Within an account of feminism’s failure in this period, new feminism’s focus on social
questions and maternal well-being is equated to a damaging conservatism. The tension
between equality and difference and how women‘s family role is seen means that
historical accounts of the division are marked by some of the assumptions of that division.
Closer attention needs to be paid to whether new feminists saw the majority of women as
“destined to be mothers”as Banks puts it or, a reading which I argue is as valid, drew
attention t o the needs and difficult circumstances of those women who were mothers
(with a not unreasonable assumption to many would continue to be so), if in language
which (like Victorian maternal feminism) was often more rhetorical and sentimental than
to current tastes. There is an important difference of emphasis, which is lost in much
analysis of this period, between asserting maternity as destiny and recognising that most
women are, a t some time in their lives, mothers and seeking to address their social
position as mothers. Banks argues that although there were weaknesses in the equal
rights position which new feminism exposed, in turning to motherhood “they failed to
realise the dangers inherent in such a position” which is that “to define women in terms of
their motherhood is... to open the way to a consideration of the needs of women primarily,
if not only, as mothers” and to a doctrine of separate spheres. c 1993 p 1 3 0 This raises
the question, firstly, whether new feminism is accurately characterised as defining women
as mothers, or, as I suggest, recognising that most women are at some time in their lives
mothers and as such face problems which demand a social and political response. I n the
accounts by Banks, Kent and Smith ‘are’ is taken to mean ‘they believe all women ought
to be’. But statements quoted to show that new feminism saw maternity as destiny can
equally be read as stating that women who are mothers are subject to specific
disadvantage not reached by the ‘equality’ gains made by feminism so far. This is a
position which may include a view of motherhood as women’s destiny, but does not have
to include such a view. So, for example, the statement which Kent sees as equivalent to
anti-feminism, that the occupation of motherhood is one “in which most women are at
some time or another engaged, and which no man... is capable of performing”can be read
as a statement of what is the case and indeed seems rather hard t o deny, whatever your
views on how babies should be born and cared for.
Social feminism is criticised for a focus on women’s natures which is seen as a
problematic essentialism; and for some i t was an assertion of gender difference that was
both embodied and spiritual. But it is at least arguable that it was as much based in
thinking about what women need “to adjust themselves t o the circumstances of their own
lives”, and that it need not depend on seeing the causes of those circumstances in an

essential gender difference. Even Muir’s attempt to revalue gender difference retains an
ambivalence about whether such differences are fixed and natural or a sociallyconstructed continuum. Whatever conclusions are drawn about how interwar feminists
saw male/female difference, male and female life experience remained very different for
most. New feminism can be seen as drawing on an assessment of those material and
cultural differences and is associated with a continuing emphasis on inquiry into “the facts
of women’s economic conditions” <FWG 191U1988 p156> and social research.
Banks goes on t o argue that new feminism’s acceptance of women’s family roles was the
main reason for feminism’s lack of progress between gaining the vote and its secondwave resurgence. She describes the environment in the period 1918 to 1970 as hostile to
the women‘s movement because both the main political parties subscribed to an antifeminist ideology “seeing women’s role not only as essentially domestic and maternal but
also essentially dependent, both economically and in terms of their position within the
authority structure of the family”. This ideology was so persuasive Banks says that “it
invaded even feminism itself...”. 4 9 9 3 pp 134-135> While I would not disagree that to
present women as essentially domestic, maternal and dependent is anti-feminist, I think
we need to examine the argument. The disaggregation of maternal and dependent was
exactly what campaigners for family endowments saw as necessary, and they argued that
the authority structure of the family was held in place by women‘s economic and personal
vulnerability which should therefore be ended. Banks argues that new feminists failed to
realise the dangers inherent in a position which could be co-opted by a culturally
dominant view of maternity. We need however to be wary as historians of assuming that
new feminists understood motherhood only in terms of the culturally dominant view. New
feminist ideas of maternity are as likely to have been shaped by their own attempts to
think anew about motherhood’s constraints and possibilities as by any other
contemporary discourse, even if other and more recent discourses cloud our perception.
Their views need to be given closer attention. Implicit in Smith, Kent and Banks is a view
of motherhood as only a ’traditional role’ which feminists should help women ‘escape’.*’
As Scott has commented, the equality/difference opposition is one we should refuse; in

recognising this we need a t least to raise the question whether some feminist activists
and thinkers at the time refused it, and seek to read their discussions of the issue in the
light of that possibility. Smith’s account of feminism’s ”dangerous insistence on women’s
natures” is one in which gender-neutrality, which as several writers have argued is a
neutrality strangely coincident with typically male life experience, is the implicit standard.
We need to pay renewed attention to how these dangerously womanly qualities were
actually seen before we can accept that this made it harder for women to escape
~

~~~

~~

T h ~ opposition
s
also underlies the cfispute between Offm and Con over the m m g of femmsm referred to 111
my mtroduction. Offm emphasises that a -&Kerence‘ f m s m and a beliefm gender complementanty could COe w t wth a n e w of a mhcally restructured unpatnarchal f m l v <1988 p 145> Cott argues that tius was very
much a rmnonty re-appropnatlon of a hegemomc new of the gender& f m l v < 1989b p 204> and closer to the
“standard, conservative, status quo” than anv kmd of femuusm; that it shared evervtlung wth the tradit~onal
z7
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traditional roles. Atkinson did not see it so and Rathbone was, as Ihave argued, critical of
existing family relationships and married women's lack of power within the family even
though she accepted a gendered division of labour; Muir struggled to articulate a view of
womanliness as a greater freedom. To equate an argument that women's circumstances
as mothers and in the family was not socially valued and underlay male abuse of power,
or attempts to revalue qualities ascribed to women, with an endorsement of 'separate
spheres' and a Victorian view of the family is wrong. The answers to these problems were
seen by social feminism in ameliorating those ills through economic, health and welfare
provision for women and children, in other social reform especially of housing and public
sanitation, and an improved legal position in relation to children (equal guardianship,
equal grounds for divorce and requiring fathers to pay maintenance towards illegitimate
children) rather than in some revolutionary reassessment of the institution of the family
itself - a reassessment which is not part of 'equality' programmes either. This should not
blind us to the critique of the family contained within social feminist demands or to the
significance of the view of the state as the source of solutions to these problems.'8
Pedersen summarises Maude Royden's 1917 essay as presenting the task of feminism as
"not only to win for women the rights and opportunities previously monopolised by men,
but also to give mothers the economic and civic recognition they deserved". < 1993 p 1 4 3 ~
The small phrase but also is important. My understanding of new feminism was that it
was seeking to go beyond ''rights and opportunities" to do both. I n most discussion,
because of the polarising role o f equality versus difference and a failure to draw
distinctions in ideas of the family it becomes either-or and not and also.

I do not wish to argue that there was no loss of momentum in the organised women's
movement at this time. Many women activists' focus was elsewhere, in the peace
movement, against fascism, against poverty especially child poverty; and some
momentum was inevitably lost once the more widely acceptable measures of feminist
reform were settled (or appeared t o be). This contributed to a cultural and political
climate in which feminist arguments came to seem old-fashioned and not needed, and
were presented as such in the media: Brittain writes of a media message that "feminism
is merely hysterical since it is now quite unnecessary". <Bntt.am 1927 in B e y and Blshop 1985 p

view excepr that it refused "arbitrq male domination". I would underline Offen's further comment that
contestmg male supremacy cannot be over-estmated. < 1989 p2OB
'9 In a discussion ofthe equality and dfference division in h s same p o d in the USA Sarvasy argues that the
focus on t h s dispute has obscured the extent to whch in the inter-war penod women's orgmsations m the USA
were pursumg "the interdependent aims o f women's complete citizenship and the creation of a f m s t welfare
state". <my id>A thrd group of women who have been overlooked. she argues. were social f e d s t s who drew
on both traditions in seekmg to build a f&st
conception of welfare. In doing so they assumed a conceptlon o f
gender equality that combined in new ways equal treatment and difierence and tned to get to "a theoretical and
practical synthesis o f equality and &tTerence as the basis for women's citizenshp and as the d e f u g
characteristlc of public policies". They &d not achieve t h ~ s"because women did not receive half the power along
wth the vote" and in consequence -'feminists' attempts to institutionalise a new conception of gender equalin.
w h a hostile political climate hctured the women's movement".<Sarvasy 1992 p 329-330> Since Sarvasy's
argument is based on analysis o f the US women's movement its relevance to Bntain would have to be argued. but
it suggests a new wav to view the p o d whch i s p a l l y supported by the priorities ofthe Scottish WCAs, as
discussed in chapter six.
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97> Holtby saw a new generation taking for granted freedoms so recently won and seeing

the ideas of pre-war feminism as “incomprehensible”. 4 9 3 4 pp 5-6> But this was only part
of the story. The activities of feminists in a range of autonomous organisations, many of
which have been paid very little scholarly attention, and in civic associations and political
parties, may have had more of a continuing role than the arguments above allow for. This
is especially the case if welfare goals are seen as within a definition of feminist purposes.
The view of the declining role and influence of feminism and the boundaries which are
conventionally drawn between what is and what is not considered to be feminism are
challenged by closer attention to other women’s organisations in the interwar period, a
task to which I turn in the following chapters. Questions of how we assess feminism’s
continuing influence after 1918 have been closed prematurely by the assertion of a nearterminal decline in this period. I f social feminism is fully accepted as a legitimate
development within a feminist tradition, if welfare goals are part of feminism, then the
role of the women‘s movement between the wars might be assessed differently. The
question o f definition is as relevant to our assessment of the period as i t was to the
dispute which historians have seen as central to it.

Family formation; women ’s emplo-vment
Before going on to look in detail at one interwar Scottish women‘s organisation i t is
necessary to give a brief overview of the changes in women’s employment and in family
formation in this period. These form the context for women’s politics as much as feminist
debate and Parliamentary politics do. Married women’s employment in this period and
attitudes to i t raises a number of interesting research questions.29The interwar period is
also particularly interesting for a distinctive pattern of family formation, as the end-point
of the ‘demographic transition’ and a period of historically unusual relative stability and
uniformity in family form. (This has, ironically, created a norm against which change is
now commonly measured.) This period saw the consolidation of a trend, beginning earlier
and but becoming widespread through almost all sections of society after the First World
War which continues, if not in marital stability, in the small, intensely private family of the
late 2 0 ~ ’ c e n t u r y . ~ ~
Although some commentators have seen social feminism as defining women through
maternity and colluding with social encouragement of women to have children, as
discussed above, women in this period had fewer, not more children. The birth-rate was
at historically low levels and was a subject of social anxiety. With increased life
expectancy marriages lasted longer and formal divorce was rare. Marriage at this time
enjoyed a stability without precedence in history, though stability as measured by
longevity and the absence of dissolution through death or divorce does not tell us very
z9 Among them is why there was not more fermnist opposition to marriage bans: m
e
r research would be
illuminatmg.
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much more than that this was the case. <Damdoff 1990 p99> Illegitimacy rates were the
lowest since recording began and much lower than they have been since, as was the rate
of pregnancies conceived before marriage. Anderson estimates that in 1938 (and 1950)
less than one quarter of first births were extra-maritally conceived, and has commented
that the reasons for this and the high incidence of ”at least outwardly stable conventional
Christian family morality” in the interwar period merit more attention than they have so
far received. <Anderson 1990 p 36> Family and community control of girls’ premarital
chastity was arguably a t its strongest at this time. By the Second World War, large
families and large households, the experience of a child’s death and loss of parents in
middle-age, as well as bachelors and spinsters, had all become much less usual, though
in the case of bachelors and spinsters, not as unusual as they would become after the
war. The pattern of a shorter period of child-bearing early in marriage, low rates of
marital dissolution, low rates of illegitimacy, and (at the end of the period) high rates of
marriage, which emerged in the interwar years continued to be significant until the steep
rise in divorce and in the numbers of unmarried mothers and the (slightly later) fall in
marriage rates of the late 1960s and early 1970s.
The family of male breadwinner and female homemaker and their children, the creation of
middle-class Victorian ideals, was at this time for working-class people in most regions
probably more common than before or since. Although the family wage was not a reality
in many sectors, this was something the labour movement continued to fight for and

rising real incomes for a majority of the population and smaller family size contributed to
the possibility of a gendered division of labour in the family, although unemployment in
many areas and trades meant that this was not a uniform trend. The record of married
women’s employment a t this time is contradictory in some aspects. An absence of
research <Hatton 1986. McIvor 1992> and the ‘smokescreen’ of domestic ideology make the
situation hard to assess. Rates of employment among married women are never easy to
establish accurately because much married women’s work was casual, seasonal and/or
homework and is not enumerated. However i t is likely that the real rate of married
women’s employment fell from the mid-to-late lgthcto a low during the interwar period;
Gittins argues that against a norm of most women involved in the economy through the
labour market or other production the period 1900-1939 was unusual for the very low
proportion of married women who were active in the labour market. <Gittm 1982 p34> The
levels of women’s employment and homework in the period before the First World War
recorded in Fabian and WIG research and women’s increased employment during the war
suggests that this was more the case between 1918-1939 than 1900-1918.
Nevertheless, and contrary to ideology and formal3’ and informal attempts t o keep
Maciilnnon argues that the demographc transiaon ”mav weil be the most unportant social change for women
m the last century and a half” m Western countries. <I995 p 222>
The extent to whch mamage bars had an unpact on overall levels ofmarned women‘s employment is &f€icult
to assess, particularly because dunng the p o d when most were znu-oduced it rose, at least as formallv recorded.
Adams has shown that m Scotland large numbers of women teachers faced wth the mamage ban remamed
sinele
- <Adams 1990> The 1930s saw an mtensified attack on marned women w o r h g , mcludmg the argument
30

married women out of employment, married women’s employment as measured by the
Census fell in 1921 and then rose slightly: from 9.6% in 1911 to 8.7% in 1921 and lO0/o in
1931. (It was 21.7% in 1951). I n Scotland recorded rates are markedly lower than for
Britain overall but again show an upward trend: 5.3% in 1911, 6.3% in 1921 and 8.5% in
1931. I n contrast, women’s employment rates overall remained fairly constant between
1911 and 1951 in both Scotland and Britain overall. <McIvor 1992 p 142, HalseV 1988 p 91>
There was wide variation in married women’s participation rates regionally, reflecting
different industrial traditions, and across class, with married middle-class women’s
employment uncommon in this period, although middle-class daughters’ employment was
now well established.
Hatton describes women’s relatively low levels o f participation in the labour force a t this
time as an “enigma”: the puzzle is why women’s labour force participation in the interwar
period remained much lower despite demographic trends and increasing wages and
employment opportunities (for example in retail and clerical work) which might have
suggested otherwise. Although social and institutional constraints were important, and
variations in age, marital status and dependency affected women’s participation, Hatton
argues that employment opportunities for women generally and industrial traditions were
the dominant factors determining married women’s work. <Hatton 1986> Gittins also
concludes that job opportunities and a tradition of high levels of women’s employment
were the key factors, but also the husband‘s employment or unemployment. CGittms
ppi23-1>

.32

Hatton concludes that insofar as there were widening employment

opportunities for women in the interwar period, it was largely younger and unmarried
women who benefited from them. McIvor presents the typical pattern in Scotland as fulltime work for younger women with most women leaving the formal economy on marriage,
but suggests that continuing part-time and casual employment was more important than
has been recognised. 33 Despite some widening of job opportunities for women and a
general improvement in real wages in the 1920s and 1930s, women’s work was generally
of low status, their skills undervalued and choice o f employment constrained into sexstereotyped occupations. Strong evidence of discrimination against married and older
women in the labour market in the interwar period is contained in Scottish TUC records.
that all m a m d women workers should be dismssed. <Holtby 1934 p 152: Pugh 1992 p 90> The Open Door
Council in The ,l.iam.edWoman: Is She U Person? argued agamst a feared refusal of work to all married women.
(The pamphlet is not dated but t e r n 1 references suggest between 1933-35.) The NWCA repeatedlv objected to
bans on marned women‘s employment in the early and mid-1930s.
32 Hatton‘s analysis of women’s labour market participation in Bntain between 1 9 1 1- 1981 is particularly
interestmg: whle all ages show a slight nse in the 1920s and then a steep upward trend G-om the 1950s, an age
breakdown shows a s t d m g long-term pattern in the diffaent onset of a sustamed rise 111 participation, w t h the
20-24 age group showing a sipficant rise over the First World War, whxh is extended to the 2544 age group
between 1921 and 1931. The nse in participation bv the 45-63 age group only occurs after the Second World
War. Ths cohort eiTect also suggests that an erosion of social consmts was a factor (though Hatton does not
see it as sigmficant). Although married women have markedly lower average rates of participation until 1961 the
pattern ofa successive nse over dfferent age groups is the same but b e p m n g later. Changes in thelr overall
participation rate were relatively small before the Second World War and show a steep upward trend from 1951.
No distmctlon is made m thls analysis between married women and married women with dependent children.

cMcIvor 1992 p 150-151 and p 143> The differential between male and female earnings

changed very little between 1900-1939 and in the 1900s women in Scotland earned on
average 45% of average male earnings. <McIvor 1996 p 200>
A greater proportion of families were large than after the Second World War but the small
family was becoming a cross-class norm. Major variations in living standards were
associated with family size. For Britain as a whole in the interwar period the one t o three
child family had become usual across the middle-class, where it had been established
rather earlier, and in the new salariat of teachers, clerks and shop assistants, and, a little
later, the skilled working-class. <Anderson 1992 p 36, Da\<dotT 1990 p 103 > There was public
concern about the low birth-rate as there had been before the war which intensified in the

1930s when the even lower birth-rates were described as “the twilight of parenthood” and
“race suicide”. Although there was vocal opposition to birth control and family planning
information when introduced was permitted in state-sponsored clinics only within very
narrow guidelines (and remained restricted until 1967), by the 1930s the idea that family
size should be controlled was coming to be accepted across the social spectrum, and was
encouraged by social and economic pressures. Fertility remained slightly higher in
Scotland than elsewhere in Britain. If the fall in fertility and the shortened period of
childbearing had a very great impact on women’s lives, it was also associated with new
consumption and leisure patterns, new residential patterns and an increasingly home and
family-centred society. <Ginens 1982 pp 42-52>. Anderson cautions that the benefits to
families of falling family sizes can be exaggerated, particularly in view of the continued
risks of childhood mortality which was especially marked for poorer families;
“[ Nlevertheless it remains the case that the standards of living, accommodation, travel

and education which developed in the interwar and especially in the post Second World
war periods would have been much more difficult if not impossible to attain with an
average of even an extra two children per family.” < 1990 pp 3940> The lessened number
of pregnancies was significant for women’s health and well-being but the difference made
by smaller families to the demands on women of family work needs to be set against an
increased focus on children‘s physical and psychological well-being <Hard>ment 1983 chapter
4>,and a lengthening period of children‘s dependence as they were less likely to be in

employment and more likely to stay on a t school. (Although the school-leaving age was
not raised to 15 until 1939, in practice 1945, fewer exceptions were allowed and
secondary education was becoming more widely available.) Housing improvements had
advantages and a down side, as autobiographies and personal accounts suggest. They
meant kitchens, bathrooms, piped water and electricity but problems of isolation and lack
of childcare support and also more housework and a greater possibility of being ‘houseproud‘. The introduction of labour-saving domestic technology which, for most families,
began. in this period had a major effect on domestic work but saving time on specific
tasks has been associated with an increase in the frequency and number of tasks to be

Elizabeth Roberts estlmates that m North-west England where there was a m n g trahhon o f women‘s
employment, 40% o f marned women worked part-me m thrs p o d . <Ro&rts 1988 p 49>
33
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performed, a raising of domestic standards and the responsibility for a higher proportion
of the domestic work falling on the wife, rather than being shared by other family
As suburban estates were developed
members. <Thomas andZmroczek 1985, Cowan 1 9 7 4 ~
both for sale and by councils and housing associations and cheap transport meant people
could live further From their work, working-class married women’s lives became physically
separated from workplaces and public spaces in the way middle-class married women’s
lives had been in the mid- and late-lgth century. House allocation which favoured families
with young children also meant separation from other family members, and Gittens

argues that because o f this and increased economic dependence married women in this
period saw their traditional social and kin networks weakened and their dependence on
their husbands become stronger. < 1982 pp 2 4 - 2 5 d 4 For middle-class women new
technology, domestic ideology and fewer women going into service meant their share of
domestic work rose, although the numbers of women in domestic service remained high
in Scotland in the interwar period.

I n terms of who care was for, although the number of children and their proportion of the
total population was rapidly decreasing, children remained the large majority of the
dependent population in this period and the elderly a small p r ~ p o r t i o n . ~
The
’ elderly were
now able to be more economically independent because of the old age pension, and
although Gittens has argued that parents were now less able to call on adult children’s
support, they may also have needed it less. I n common with most of Europe the birthrate in Scotland had begun a pronounced and sustained decline from the 1870s <Anderson
and Morx 1990 pp 3210> and, aRer a post-war ‘baby boom’ in both legitimate and

illegitimate births fell even more steeply between 1921 and 1931 than it had between
1900-1918. It was at its highest point in Scotland in 1876 (35.62) and in 1930 was 45%
lower. That it fell more steeply among the middle-classes and skilled working-class was a
subject of public anxiety. Although the birth-rate remained higher in Scotland than it did
in England and Wales, the return to high rates of emigration after the interruption of the
war meant that there was an actual decline in the Scottish population during the 1920s.
Emigration continued at a high level in Scotland in the 1920s but after 1930 was much
diminished. The fall in the birth-rate was primarily due to limitation of births within
marriage and again although the marital fertility rate in Scotland fell from the 1870s it fell
most steeply in the decade to 1930. The fall in the fertility rate was also most marked
among older women, with the effect of concentrating child-bearing in the earlier years of
marriage. The illegitimate birth-rate also fell, though there were still significant
i 4 Gittms has argued that, culrmnamg in h s p o d , the trend since the 1850s was for a growing importance to
be gven to the marital relationshp compared to km relationshps - that for women since the 1850s greater
primacy has been gven to the needs o f husbands and chddren and less to the parental farmlv. Associated wth
thls has been a dununition in parents‘ access to chlldren’s labour power (both dependent chldren and adult sons
and daughters, especially those who have married) wide the duties and responsibilities of parents to dependent
chldren has been strengthened. < 1 986 p 25 1>
35 those under 14 were 29.5% ofthe Scottish population in 1921 as against 64.5% ofworkmg age and 6.% over
65. The equivalent figures for 1931 were 26.9%, 65.8% and 7.%+ Thls trend would contlnue and intensifir., and
the chddeideriv rabo reverse. <Coleman 1988 table 2.32 p 106>
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rural/urban variations, and in some country areas it remained high.36Although there had
been a decline since the 1850s, illegitimate births were particularly low in the interwar
period, apart from the short post-war increase, and in most years were between 6-8% of
all live births. <Anderson 1992 p 3P3’
The Registrar General for Scotland commented in 1930 on a slight recovery in the birth3’
and marriage rates but this was not to continue, at least immediately: the marriage rate
did not rise again just before the second world war and the birth-rate after it. He also
commented on one of the lowest infantile mortality rates on record, which continued to
fall. Despite the high marriage rates in the early years of the decade, less than half of the
total number of women o f child-bearing age (15-45)in Scotland in 1922 were married
and a similarly just under half of women of child-bearing age in 1930 were married and
just over half widowed or unmarried. <AR 1922-1930> Looking at women in the main
marriage and childbearing years (25-40), using Census figures for Scotland, shows that
the proportions in these age groups of the married and unmarried do not change very
much between 1901-1931, apart from a rise in the proportion of young widows in 1921,
but that there is a great change in the likelihood of being married by 1951.39Although
this period has been described as a time in which marriage became very popular, in
Scotland this was only true of the very beginning and end of the period, w i t h a high
proportion of women especially as compared with the post-war period, remaining single.
(Scotland has always had a higher rates proportion of spinsters associated with the very
IOW rates of marriage in some rural and Highland areas and with the high numbers of men

emigrating. <Anderson 1990 p 29>) Rates of marriage, as well as average age a t marriage,
remained stable until the mid-to-late 1930s with the exception of a much higher than
average rate immediately after the war.

40

Women’s average age a t first marriage rose

from 1861 to 1921, when it fell again, but the differences were not great.41 At this time
h 1922 the illegitimate blrth-rate !vas hghest m the countq disrncts - an average of 8%. but \ntha range o f
20.4% to 3.2% - and lowest m the larger burghs, w t h Edinburgh lower than the c i e average.
j 7 The vanability of unmarried motherhood in Scotland has been the subject o f considerable merest and manv
attempted but lnconclusive explanauons - in the 1860s as well as more recentlv. The discussion m Flinn
36

concludes that although we may not understand why, by the 1930s %ere had been a substantial change m
human behawour m respect to beanng chldren out of wdlock’.
< 1977 pp 349-369>
j8 In 1922 the blrth-rate was 23.5 (per 1000 population j and m 1930 19.51, slightly hgher than ~ I
1929
I
but the
actual number o f blrths was one ofthe lowest on record. The illegitimate bmh-rate in 1922 was 6.85% - a rate
lower than in all vears smce 1856, wth the exception o f 1915-1918. In 1930 it was slightly hgher, at 7.35%.
The blrth-rate as a proportion o f women o f chld-bearing age ( 1545j was 96.4% in 1922 and in 1930 it had
fallen to 80.2%.
39 Women between 25-29 were slightly more llkely to be smgle than mamed i
n 1911 (502 per thousand smgle.
49 1 mamed) and that had reversed in 1921, although the numbers were still close; m 1931 the proportions were
almost equal. By 1951 women in this age group were more than three tunes more ldcelv to be mamed than
unmamed. In the 30-34 age group they were around hwce as llkely to be married than s@e in 1901, 1911,
1921 and 1931: by 1951 they were almost four tunes more likely to be married. In the 4 0 4 age group women
were three times as likely to be marned than single in 1901 1911. 1921 and 1931 but by 1951 four tunes as
llkelv. In t h s age group hnce the propornon were widowed than at 35-39 in 1901 but the proportion o f wdows
drops slightly in 191I and contuzues to fall.
40 The marriage rate in Scotland was 7.01 per 1000 pop m 1922 (34J94 marriagesj, less than the past ten years
overall and lower than the previous year but between 19 19-2 1 rates m Scotland were the hghest smce the
begumkg of regsh-ation. In 1930 it was 6.88 <33,343>, a slight mcrease on the pre\<ousyear.
41 In 1861 it was 23.8, in 1901 24.3, 1921 24.5 and 1931 24.J.4*< F l m 1977 p 531. Table 5.2.D
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women’s average age at marriage was slightly lower in Scotland than in England and
Wales but men’s average age was the same. Apart from war widowhood, the
improvement in adult mortality meant that there was a marked reduction in the ending of
marriage through death. <Anderson 1990 pp 29-30> Divorce rose in Britain overall from
around 1912 but remained at low numbers until after the Second World war.42
Remarriage was also less common in this period than it had been in the lgthc and would
be after World War Two: in the early 1930s 7.3% of men and 4.6% of women marrying
had been widowed, a figure that continued to fall. <Anderson 1992 pp 33-34>
Although the period saw falling infant mortality and a rapid lessening o f the toll from the
major infectious illnesses, the questions of child and maternal health and welfare which
concerned many women’s organisations before and during the war continued to be of
urgent concern. Maternal mortality in both Scotland and England was higher in the 1920s
than it had been in the previous decade (with the exception in Scotland of the year
1918); although infant mortality was falling there was little reason for complacency,

particularly with fluctuating yearly tolls, while mortality of children under five remained
high. The fall in infant mortality is a sensitive measure of improved public health and

social conditions, and has an undoubted, if harder to measure, impact on family formation
and for women as mothers. Infant mortality was never as high in Scotland as i t was in
England in the worst years, but it did not decline as rapidly in Scotland. It reached its
highest point (since the beginning of civil registration) in the 1 8 9 0 and
~ ~ the
~ decline was
slow relative to England and Wales; by the late 1930s the Scottish rate was 25.9% above
the English rate. A wide range of rates was concealed by the national average and show
that i t was associated with urbanisation and with poor and one-room housing. ~ F l i n n1977
pp 386-387; Crowther 1990 p 282; Cage 1994; Kemmer 1997> Diseases associated with poverty and

contaminated food and water supplies were still very significant, as was prematurity and
poor maternal nutrition.44 <Flinn p346> Child mortality rates showed a much less dramatic
improvement and although between 1920-30 each other age group showed an
improvement, this was with the exception of 5-9 years, while the mortality rate of
children between one and four was scarcely better in 1930 than it had been in 1920-21.
Measles, whooping cough and diptheria claimed almost all their fatalities in the under
fives.

Q

In Scotland it was recorded bv the Registrar General only kom 1920, when there were 394 dxvorces and

annulled manages (a tmv propornon); in 192 1 there were 500, and in 1922 382. In 1930 there were 464,fifty
fewer than in 1929, but the trend since registration began had been upwards.
43 I t was 129.4 in 1896-1900 compared to 112.3 in 1906-1910 and 85.5 in 1926-1930 CAR 1930>
In 1922 the d a n t mortality worsened agam to 101.4, an increase (of 11.1%) on 1921 and lugher than the
mean ofthe five preceding years though it was still lower than in all years between 1855 and 1916. The nse was
steepest m the cities. It was explained by the measles and iniluenza epidemics that year, the listed causes o f
mfant deaths show premature blrth as the largest slngle cause at 18.7% followed by pneumonia at 16% (possiblv
linked to inlluenza) and measles as 5.9%. Diarrhoea is still a cause of death for 6.3%. In 1930 the rate was
markedly lower at 83.0 and the number o f i d m t deaths 7852, compared with 11,664 in 1922. Rates in
Edinburgh (ofpart~cularconcern to some members o f the EWCA) were consistently better than the average for
the large burghs o f 114.2 UI 1922 and 93.9 in 1930 at 91 m 1922 and 90.5 in 1930, although the Canongate and
other city centre slums gave continued cause for concern.
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Measles and influenza epidemics were implicated in the increased general mortality rate
in 1922 but this was against a trend which had seen an almost consistent improvement in
life expectancy since 1855; a matter of some congratulatory comment in 1930 when the
general rate of mortality was the third lowest on record (1923 and 1926 had been lower).

In that year the Registrar General reported that typhus, smallpox and, to a lesser extent,
enteric fever, had been virtually eliminated as causes of death over the decade and that
there had been a rapid decline in mortality from scarlet fever, diptheria and diarrhoea1
diseases. Maternal mortality, on the other hand, was 6.6 (per 1000 births) in 1922 and
6.9 in 1930: “a rate which had shown no favourable change for many years past” the

Registrar General commented in 1930.I t was highest in the large burghs, with
Edinburgh’s rate intermediate. Although there was a significant excess female mortality
which was especially notable in the first years of the century until the war and which is
not all explained by pregnancy and childbirth, in the interwar period maternal mortality is
the main single cause, and in this period rates in Scotland were consistently higher than

in England and Wales. Maternal mortality is discussed in more detail in chapter six.
I t is the main exception to a record of improved life expectancy among the population

generally, including women who, if maternal mortality is excluded, show a more rapidly
improving rate of mortality than men, except among the poorest section of the population
where women‘s health relative to men‘s remained very poor. <Spring fice 1939/1981;
Anderson 1992 p 41 > This, and the virtual departure of the fearful

19% killers of typhus,

scarlet fever, dysentery and diarrhoea, despite recurrent economic crisis and continuing
overcrowding and poor and insanitary living conditions in parts of most Scottish cities, is
an impressive measure of the success of the struggle for public health and welfare
measures associated with the growth of an interventionist role for government, especially
local government. However the problems of infant and maternal mortality continued to be
cause for concern in this period, especially maternal mortality which came into increased
focus as a problem because its rise was in sharp contrast to health and mortality
improvements generally. A focus on feminism as equality for women in public life
obscures the extent to which in the interwar period, just as prior to 1914,women’s health
and support for their maternal role were issues of concern to feminist organisations. A
woman‘s organisation which turned its back on these questions - the strict equality
position

- was turning its back on a source of ‘real

inequality’ as significant as unequal pay

and the absence of equal opportunities at work. Ihave argued that social feminist ideas
played more of a part in the argument for state intervention in family welfare up until
1918 than has been recognised. Social feminist arguments and campaigning continued to

play a part after 1918 and their contribution deserves more detailed research. These
arguments were also influential in the Scottish Women Citizens’ Associations which I
discuss in the following two chapters.
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CHAPTER FNE: A Scottish organisation: a narrative o f citizenship

In th~schapter I argue that attention to the detailed activities of the Edinburgh Women
Citizens’ Association brings a new dimension to knowledge o f the women’s movement in the

inter-war p o d . In the previous chapter I looked at ‘old’ versus ‘new’or equality versus
difference as a means o f analysis of, and a political conflict for, feminism in the inter-war
period, and how social feminism has been seen as a problematic direction because o f its
acceptance o f a gendered division of labour in the fhrmly and as leading to the decline o f the
women’s movement in this period. In the absence o f research on the women’s movement in
Scotland in this period or on the Women Citizens’ Associations,attention to the nature o f the
EWCA as an organisation is necessary in order to situate it before going onto think about their

w e h e and social feminist interests. This account of the organisation also highlights
‘citizenship’ as an important idea in this period in relation to both the local and national state.
Rathbone’s argument for why such an association was needed was that orgamsed feminism
should seize the opportunity o f women begmmg to see themselves as citizens for the firsttime,
and form Women Citizens’ Associations to harness this new-found consciousness into “a

permanent spring o f action” which would lead to better social conditions in the towns. The
EWCA, while not articulating its purposes in these terms, in practice fitted this intention,

claiming a role for “organised women” in the new political settlement o f the period and in
doing so bringmg new priorities to the fore, especially in relation to local government. The
development of a new form o f women’s organisation with its specific practices and role in
relation to the stae is a formative moment in women‘s political hstory and marks a new stage
in women‘s entry into public life.
(EWCA minutes of meetings are given by date only, EWCA Annual Reports are noted as AR followed by the

date. Some resolutions of the EWCA are also listed in a partial index included in the archve; there is no record
o f when it was made.)
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As Ihave suggested, much more detailed attention to the nature, diversity, role and

influence of women's movement organisations between the wars is necessary to begin to
adequately address the questions raised by research so far. I f research on the women's
movement in England has only drawn the outline of women's movement politics in this
period, the role and nature of Scottish women's organisations remains almost wholly
obscure. There is a relative paucity o f research on women's politics between 1918-1939 in
general <Beddoe 1989 p 132; David Doughan, P.c.>,and studies so far available are both limited
and partial. <Banks 1993 p 2 > There is no recent account of the Women Citizens'
Associations. Scottish women's history (for this period and others) suffers from a double
deficit, less visible because women everywhere have, in Rowbotham's phrase, been
hidden from history, and less visible because Scottish history has also been "hidden".
<Breitenbach and Godon 1992, introduction; Breitenbach 1993 p 59; Stephenson 1993 p 149> There is a

third layer of deficit for women's political history, since so much of the work of
autonomous women's organisations does not come within conventional definitions of the
'political', and what work there is has focussed on the suffrage campaign and the political
parties. Furthermore, although still limited, there are more records available for the
suffrage and labour movements and for women's involvement in party politics than for
other aspects of women's political organisation and consciousness and such research a s
has been conducted in the period in Scotland has s o far concentrated, understandably, on
these important areas <King 1978,1992,1993; h e m a n 1991/1995; Gordon 1991; Burness 1991, 1992.>
However this can mean, a s Dyhouse has commented, that since it is easier to find out
about women's organised campaign for the suffrage than it is to explore wider areas of
feminist activity and thought during the period, historians have slipped into assuming an
equation between suffragism and feminism. <whouse 1989 p 6> Definitions of the political
which go no wider than a focus on parliamentary politics and state government intensify
this deficit in Scotland; a problem which worsens after 1918, when the British state

became more interventionist and pro-active from the centre in domestic policy <Paterson
1994>, at the same time a s the suffrage campaign, a focus which traditional

historiography understands, i s coming to an end. An analysis of the EWCA records must
be tentative therefore, a s we have so little information on the context in which their work
must be assessed. I n particular, the assumption of significant commonalties with the
English movement which lies behind my use of research on England a s a context (in the
previous chapter) can only be an assumption, although the extensive contacts the EWCA
had with NUSEC confirms they had aims and approaches in common.

I n this chapter Isuggest that attention to the detailed activities of the EWCA will
illuminate and bring a new aspect to our understanding of the women's movement in the
inter-war period. I n the previous chapter Ilooked at the English women's movement in
the period and a t equality and difference as a means of analysis of and a political conflict
for feminism in the 1920s, noting that the old/new dispute is equality versus difference
'in action', and that difference feminism in the form of social feminism has been seen by

some as leading to the decline of the women's movement in this period. The suggestion
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that the equality and difference distinction, while useful in highlighting incompatible
trends within feminist discourse in the period, tends towards oversimplifying and overdichotomising the position is reinforced by an examination of the EWCA, many of whose
concerns cannot be readily categorised as either equality or difference. O f particular
importance,

I argue, are the ideas of citizenship which inform their work, and the

relationship they developed with local government and with social and welfare reform
through the voluntary sector, which will be discussed more fully in the following chapter.
The EWCA papers (and those of the SCWCA, to a lesser extent ’) tell us about the role,
self-definition and activities of a women‘s autonomous organisation and its conception of
citizenship and of a role fbr women in public life. They are a record of extensive
campaigning and educational work by a large women’s organisation in this period and
give a strong sense of what citizenship meant to newly enfranchised women and the
purposes to which they wished to put their new rights. The papers also show the
importance of local government to the organisation. The emphasis on ”education for
citizenship”, as well as identifying a necessary task also to some extent expresses a
discomfort with party politics and a sense that many women’s issues were above politics.
Unlike the ‘non-feminist‘ women’s organisations studied by Beaumont they were however
happy to describe themselves as politically-active, just not p a w political.
Formal committee minutes of the kind which form the basis of the EWCA archive are, with
work and attention, a richer source of illumination of the political thinking of ‘organised
women’ in the period than at first might seem the case. Nevertheless there are limitations
on their use as a source. Committee minutes are working documents with a primary
purpose of recording the activity and decisions of the Association, although they also
serve the important purpose (discussed below) of legitimising the Association through a
demonstration that its officers know how to properiy conduct the business of a voluntary
association. They are written up in ways which are necessarily brief and indude
abbreviations and frequently very summarised accounts of the business a t hand. As such
they were sufficient information for a reader who, as a member of the Association or an
associated organisation, had knowledge of the question at issue, but can be frustrating
for the historian. This is especially the case in the absence of any other work on women‘s
organisations in Scotland in this period (apart from Cree‘s work on the vigilance
movement C r e e 1993 and 1995>) which could corroborate references in the minutes and
clarify their meaning. Additionally the minutes are, with some few exceptions which are
typed, hand-written by several authors and their comprehensiveness and clarity varies
according to author .

The second main source of information on the EWCA is its annual reports. These are (as
discussed below) written to be read by the public and by members of organisations the
Association worked with or wished to influence; again they serve a formal purpose and
~

~

Because they are much less detailed.
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also seek to give a good and business-like impression of the organisation. In such
documents there is a general tendency to avoid areas of controversy and disagreement.
The considerable difficulties and controversy associated with the EWCA’s support for the
Liberal candidate Mrs Buchanan Alderton in the 1922 Parliamentary election (discussed
below), for example, is not recorded in the AR for that year and the resignation of the
officers of the South Division branch over this issue is only apparent in the ARs in that the
branch is not listed for several years. Careful comparison o f committee minutes and the
ARs has been useful. But in the nature of such elisions, there may be other controversial
questions and disagreements which have been so successfully excluded that they are now
invisible to the historian.
There can be several explanations for absences and silences: that the issue is not known
about; that it is not a priority; that it is seen as important but is considered to be the
business of another organisation; or that it is discussed but those discussions are not
recorded because of fears of impropriety. Nineteenth century feminist campaigning on
prostitution and sexual abuse breached a wall of silence on such issues

- the degree o f

personal attack and physical danger occasioned by that campaign, and Butler’s vocal
determination that as a married, middle-class Christian women she should know of
abuses from which her status protected her, are all evidence of how strong the barriers o f
silence had been. Such taboos on knowledge and speech had been to some extent
dissipated by the ‘new woman‘ novelists of the turn of the century, by a refusal of the
equation between ignorance and purity which is voiced by a number of feminist writers in
the early 19OOs, and by feminist and other campaigning on sexually-transmitted disease,
but further work would be necessary to clarify how far sexual questions were excluded
from public speech, especially for women, in the post-war period.

I n the following chapter I suggest that the question whether child sexual abuse was seen

by the Association as a problem occurring in families of every class or whether it was seen
as one of the many problems of the slums and the unrespectable poor is one which
cannot be answered on the available evidence, and this has parallels in other issues o f
sexual abuse and male violence. The active membership on the EWCA committee of
women medical doctors and two policewomen and its connections with the city hospitals
and the developing professions of health visiting and social work suggest that it was in a
position to have access to information on sexual abuse and violence in a number of
settings beyond any personal knowledge, but such evidence would not be recorded in the
documents of the association as to do so could be to breach confidentiality as well as,
possibly, ‘unwritten rules’ of propriety. Again, it is in the nature of both formal committee
minutes and papers for publication to exclude or limit discussion of questions on which
there is ambivalence and possibly dissent, except when dissent leads to a split which has
organisational consequences. Although it ‘surfaces‘ in the minutes in relation to organised
campaigning on child abuse and the demand for legal changes in the treatment of
prostitutes, for example, it is reasonable to suppose that sexual abuse and exploitation is

likely to have been the subject of knowledge by committee members which only is
recorded when associated with a campaign or other form of action, but is otherwise lost
to historical view. Private papers, such as dairies and letters of active association
members could possibly give additional insight on such questions but none are known of;
again this is an area which needs further research.

The lack of overt attention to questions o f domestic and sexual violence against adult
women is a particularly significant silence, which again can be explained either by their
being unaware of it as a problem, which I think is unlikely, or because of not recording
discussion of such questions in formal and working documents. As I have said, in general
an issue is mentioned only when it is the subject of a public meeting or study circle
(although a decision to include an issue as such means i t is likely to have been the
subject of prior discussion which is not otherwise recorded) or of some form o f action, for
example efforts to achieve legal change. Although rape and domestic violence had been
feminist concerns since the 1860s in Britain, apart from attempts to change the law on
divorce, separation and maintenance to give greater protection to its victims, it was not
problematised as political within the women's movement in Britain until the rape crisis
and refuge movements o f the early 1970s, and there is evidence that an attitude that
domestic violence was a matter between husband and wife and not for public intervention
was very common.<Dobash 1992>

A further absence from the archive of ideological documentation again means a source of

possible illumination is not available. The Association appears to have given much greater
priority to campaigning and public discussion than to wntten elucidation and justification
of its purposes, at least beyond the recruitment leaflet and anniversary publication which

I cite below. A parallel may serve to clarify my point: the Association was persistent in
campaigning for legalised child adoption over several years and their support for this is
stated in the minutes repeatedly in relation to organised attempts by several associations
working together to get a Scottish bill on this into the Parliamentary programme and on
lobbying agendas; it is because of this that we know of the Association's interest. Other
sources indicate that the absence of legalised child adoption allowed abuses <EGng 1993 p
144>, although it could also facilitate informal arrangements for illegitimate children and

where families were very large within extended families. The EWCA's reasons for
supporting legal adoption are not however given anywhere in its papers. This is a parallel
which - frustratingly - extends to almost all areas o f their interest. However, since the
Scottish WCAs were, until this work, almost wholly 'hidden from history' along with the
extensive network o f women's movement and associated organisations in Scotland in the
post-suffrage period which this archive reveals but which remains only indicated rather
than established in any detail,

I hope that further and future

organisations will throw light on these questions.

work on this and other

Another interesting question which is raised but not answered by this archive and which,
if it is to be explored further, calls for work on other records of this period, is the link

between liberal feminist organisations of this kind and women in the labour movement.
That such links existed is suggested by a study circle and public meetings on industrial
questions generally and on women in trade unions (in 1925-26 for example); in that the
EWCA was active at the end of the 1920s and in the early 1930s in campaigning against
exploitation of female labour in catering and shop work, both areas of low wages, poor
conditions and mainly female staff; and because equal pay was a persistent demand by
the EWCA which it shared with some trade unions. The first reference to women and
trade unions is in October 1919 when the Women’s Freedom League invited a member of
the EWCA committee to a meeting to discuss the Pre-war Practices Act - of considerable
concern as women who had taken on work formerly done by men during the war were
dismissed from those jobs after the war, which could lead to hardship. On 20thOctober
1919 it is reported that the Secretary had attended this meeting and that a sub-

committee had been formed “of Trade Unionists to gather more information about Trade
Unions and their attitude to Woman both as co-worker, and co-trade unionists”. (Trade
Unions were by no means encouraging o f women’s employment in non-traditional areas
at this time nor, with limited exceptions, during the inter-war period as a whole.) There is
no further reference to this committee. The Association also had a link in the early 1920s

t o the Edinburgh Trades Council but it is not clear what its nature was.

That a labour movement viewpoint was not however influential is suggested by their
conclusion on the vexed issue of protective legislation which is closer t o the ‘equality
feminist’ position (discussed below); though not all labour movement women
unequivocally supported protective legislation which singled out women workers either.
The absence of employment and trade union issues, other than equal pay and
opportunity, on the programmes or questionnaires which are a useful guide t o their
lobbying priorities suggests that this route to political influence and participation was not
high on their agenda for change. The division at this period between those women who
favoured working in mixed-sex political organisations and those who persisted in the
suffrage campaign tradition of non-party women’s organisations was one which was
widening. The EWCA was firmly a non-party women’s organisation but a t the same time
evidently valued and took opportunities t o work with a wide variety of other organisations

in a way which is consistent w i t h the liberal ethos of informed and active citizenship. The
determination of the EWCA t o present itself as non-party political serves however (with
some few exceptions) to occlude questions of political sympathies and connections in its
active membership.
The questions

I pose situate the EWCA primarily in terms of the history of the women’s

movement and its relationship to developments in welfare, especially family welfare. The
organisation needs also to be understood as part of the history o f civil society and of the
“rich associational culture” in Britain developing from the 1820s and for women an
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important means of access to public life, and of articulating and asserting interests and
identity. <Moms 1997 pp 1-2 and p13> Voluntary organisation was a way of learning skills and

in so doing asserting a claim to citizenship; it provided an “alternative public”.2 Voluntary
association was an important strategy for excluded groups:

‘[Tlhe middle classes,

women

and the working people of the labour movement all used voluntary societies, at different
times and in different ways, to formulate new identities and values, t o experiment with
new forms of social action and relationships and to provide support and help for each
other. They all went on t o make and sustain a claim for a share in that legitimate power
that goes with recognition and status within a dominant ideology”. <Morris 1990 p 436> The
EWCA does exactly this: exploring and articulating a role for “organised women” in the

new political settlement of the period and in doing so bringing new interests and priorities
to the fore and claiming a place for its members and its interests in the public life of the
city and nation. It uses the fora of its own “alternative public” to develop its ideas and the
skills of presenting them, and to spread and propagandise those ideas. It also seeks to
have an impact on and share in political power through organising women voters, shaping
public opinion and making authoritative interventions in political processes, and through
entry t o the ‘policy community’ as a source of expertise, as well as by putting forward its
members for elected and other offices.
Wal kowitz has described women in late 1gthcEngland as capitalising on politicaI/cultural
circumstances to gain access to a redefined public sphere. The main example she gives is
how feminist campaigns on prostitution and the sexual double-standard facilitated middle
class women’s entry into public life “where they claimed themselves as part of a public
that made sense of itself through public discourse”. 4 9 9 2 p 7> This model holds true for a
number of key moments in first-wave feminism, using different opportunity structures
and a range of discursive strategies. The development of a new form of women’s
organisation with its specific practices and role in relation to the state is one such
formative moment. I t marks a new stage in women’s entry into public/political life, as a
threshold of their existence as ’legitimate players’. Women were now formally admitted to
the public world, they are legally included, albeit that their acceptance was highly
qualified. They were welcomed by many leaders of public life; the participation of MPs and
the Lord Provost in early EWCA events is one token of that welcome. (Edinburgh Town
Council had a long record of support for women’s franchise.) They saw themselves as
included and with an important role to play; the symbolism of the vote as admitting
women t o full citizenship cannot be overstated in this respect, and in the difference it
made to women’s sense of themselves as political actors. As a new stage in women’s
political participation i t both called for and was created within a discourse appropriate to
and making sense of the new situation and practices. This discourse was carried to a
large part in ideas and ideals of what women’s citizenship meant and could deliver. I n this
~~

~~

Thls phrase is Fraser‘s.Although her argument is m relation to the present-day women‘s movement, her
account o f how excluded groups artledate and affirm their mp.rnents and posiuon and develop new forms of
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there was a central role for women‘s interests which were, in the main, unproblematically
defined, although the role of differences of class and marital status in creating fractures
such as those around equality and difference and the divergence between autonomous
women‘s organisations and women in party politics would make this increasingly difficult.
The “women citizens“ (as they repeatedly referred to themselves) of Edinburgh used a
narrative of citizenship to make sense of their role as political actors and to shape a new
form of women’s politics. But this was a new political discourse mainly in terms o f the
kinds of organisations created to develop a broad programme of work and the fora in
which they could now directly present their arguments, in the power of vote (more limited
than they at first believed) and in the role o f women as elected representatives (again
more limited and ambiguous than they wished or at first believed). I t was founded in and
drew on significant continuities: particularly the experience of suffrage campaigning, in its
methods, determination to remain non-party, and (for some) belief in women‘s political
purity; the experience, methods, cluster of concerns and ideology o f campaigns on

questions of sexual morality and inequality and maternal and child welfare; and on
traditions o f women’s involvement - feminist and philanthropic

- in social welfare,

including both the women‘s voluntary/philanthropic tradition and the socialist-feminist
arguments articulated in the early 20th century. Drawing on such continuities, as well as
expressing knowledge, ideals and interests of leaders o f the women’s movement of the
period who had been involved in the pre-war women’s movement, was also important in
permitting not only women to make sense of their role and its possibilities, but others also
to do so. Thus, this discourse both allowed ”organised women’’ themselves to understand,
articulate and feel comfortable in their new role but also others to understand and accept
them. As a claim to power in previously wholly male fora, i t was embedded within the
discursive strengths and limitations of women’s traditional arenas of power/knowledge,
family and morality.
The Edinburgh Women Citizens’ Association
The Edinburgh Women citizens’ Association was inaugurated in Edinburgh City Chambers
on 9 May 1918, and, according to the minutes of the occasion: “The Lord Provost
presided, and the hall was filled to overflowing with women, who showed keen interest

movement.” <my ]tal> My focus is on the period to 1930
because of the availability o f committee papers for much of this period although I draw on

and great enthusiasm in the new

some later material. At this time their objectives were to educate and encourage women
to use their vote, to get more women into elected office, and to build a role in relation to
the local and national state. The EWCA continued in existence from May 1918 to March
1988. The Scottish Council of WCAs which was formed in 1919 ceased meeting annually

politxd language before k k m g those arguments mto wider public arenas is h@ds relevant. <Fraser 1989,
1992>
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in 1990,3 but the Dundee WCA (also formed in 1918) is still isted n the Dundee phone
book and holds occasional meetings. <Henderson 1995 P.c.>
Women Citizens’ Associations were formed throughout Britain, the first founded by
Eleanor Rathbone in Liverpool in 1913 as a means to involve and increase the level of
political awareness among women who had not been part o f the suffrage campaign so far.
The Associations were conceived of by her as a forward-looking step in a time of limited
feminist activity, both as “a machinery which will be invaluable to the Women’s Suffrage
Movement when the time comes to take the next great forward step”and - possibly and
in the event more importantly

- as a means to harness women’s

new-found sense o f

citizenship and love of country as “a permanent spring of action” which would lead to
better social conditions in the towns.‘ Rathbone’s argument for why such an association
was needed was put in Common Cause, 30 June 1916. It was vital, she believed, to seize
the opportunity when, because o f war and women’s war work which was “everywhere
extolled”, women were conscious of their citizenship and the public was ready to
acknowledge it. “What we have to consider is how this newly aroused consciousness may
be so captured and fostered and directed that i t will issue not only in the doing of a
certain amount of immediately useful work, but will become a permanent source of
strength to the feminist movement.” Women “who have discovered themselves to be
citizens for the first-time during the war” must be organised so that their enthusiasm did
not drain away in a period o f reaction and apathy after the war. Rathbone proposes as a
model the Liverpool Association of Women Citizens and goes into detail about its
organisation. WCAs were numerous in England and, as in Scotland, continued into the

1930s and post-war period; a London-based central association was formed in 1918 but i t
seems that the Scottish associations remained independent from it. Nor does it seem the
case that Rathbone continued in any formal relationship with the WCAs.‘ Rathbone’s
~~

~

~

I t is not

~~~

~~

~~

~~

~~

~

clear whether it met between 193945.
The summary of what Rathbone sees orgarused women citizens as achevmg as ’better social condtlons m the
t o w s ’ is Alberti’s ~ 1 9 9 p24>.
6
It captures Rathbone‘s meamng, but m the article she t a k less succrnctly of
uomen coming to see the city‘s ms~tutionsand enwonment nith the pnde and responsibility they gve to the
net curtam 111 theu: kont window and por of mangolds m the backyard. Alert to the potential of ”her own place
3s citizen” women will become. on an analog- with house-proud. “toi%n-proud“and a “new force whch has to be
reckoned with”. The Women Citizens‘ Associations are so under-researched that even in a political biography of
as well-known a figure as Rathbone they get no more attention than h s . Of the three recent ‘over-view‘ hstones
of the (in practice, English) women’s movement between the wars, by Pugh,Banks and Bolt, only Pugh includes
them, again bneflv.
5
- The London-based National Women Citrzens‘ Association and the local associations whch were its members
appear to have had s d a r interests to the Scomsh WCAs, although I have no detailed rnformauon on them for
the penod I have studied for the EWCA. It is possible that they were more conservative in theu interests and
their published statements suggest a more stnctlv quality approach. Theu structure was different with the
national committee formed in 1918 (also m M a y ) and then encouragmg local branches to form. (However some
associations in Endand, notably in Liverpool. predated h s . ) The MUOIU~ comrmttee appears to have had a
greater role in relation to local groups than the Scottish Council o f WCAs had. The 25 branches in England and
Wales still in existence in 1968 had been formed between 1913 and 1930 d y , although some had been
formed in the 1 9 4 0 one
~ ~ in the 1950s and two in the early 1960s. The hgburth Branch in Liverpool whch was
the fxst and started by Rathbone reported that it met monthlv and with 50 members.
There is no record in the EWCA papers of anv association benveen Scottish WCAs and the London-based
NWCA except for a decision not to affiliate w~ththem because the NUSEC dlilauon was under consideration.
The minute on 6 Jan 1920 suggests that the request to do so came from the NWCA. The NWCA gave an account
j
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article suggests a three-fold role for the Associations: to build up a women's organisation
which will be valuable when the fight for the vote begins again after the war; to involve a
new group of women - i t is clear that she had politically inexperienced and mainly working
class women in mind: she describes the organisation as designed so that organisationally
inexperienced and less-well-educated women can carry out most of its business, and as
appealing t o "married working women" who are "shy of offering themselves as workers to
organisations controlled mainly by the well-to-do"; and to create a 'new force" organised
"on non-party lines for political ends" mainly in relation to local government. This latter
focus she presents as an introduction to politics, a way of demonstrating to "the average
working woman ... the bearing of politics upon her own problems". These women she
envisages as writing to the Medical Officer of Health about the state of the ashbins and
organising deputations to the Parks and Gardens Committee to obtain playgrounds for
their children. The Liverpool Association's 'objects' also include securing the return of
women members to local government. Rathbone - elected to Liverpool City Council in

1909 - may also have wanted to build up the sort of organised and active women's
movement which could work alongside women councillors, and a means of communication
to the constituency of women who she saw herself as representing (beyond and as well as
the constituents of her own ward).6
of its hstory between 19 18-1968, on ther fiheth m v q in 1968. CFawcett Lib->
Llke the EWCA theu
mtial purpose was "to educate and instruct women to use what has been gained" < 1968 p 6>: also l k e the
EWCA thev see theu hstory as beognnmg wth the Women's Sut'fiage Movement "and the mterest that educated
women began to take 111polibcs, m the last quarter ofthe meteenth centuq" u.hen women were w o r h g not
oniv for the vote but "to mprove the legal status of women and to secure entry into professions htherto r e w e d
for men". Thev credit Rathbone as "inventor" of a new sort of women's organisabon and refer to how war work
had broadened women's outlook. < 1968 p 3> The unpetus to set up the national association m e however
tiom the NCW whch called a meeting in London ofwomen's orgmsations to pool energes "in deveiopmg
ducatwe work on women's cituenshp, and on the methods oiusrng the new voung power gven to women".
An orgmsmg comrmttee was set up under the NCW but then changed its name to the NWCA in March 1918
wth the meetmg to maugurate it in London on Mav 3 1 1918 (chmed by the Mavor of London j. Llke the EWCA
they declared themselves to be stnctlv non-party polibcal and were keen to encourage and support women gong
mto poiibcs irrespective o f p e , "before party politics atyected local government" they worked for women
candidates at local elections w t h "great success'' they say. <p 4. L k e the EWCA thev drew up questions to be
addressed to canddates at local and national elecnons "Mnorder to secure adequate consideranon for women's
views in local and national affairs" <NCWCA 1918> Theu local government work also mciuded cont'erences for
women councillors rn the mterwar penod: after 1946 these were held annually \\ith benveen 200-300 delegates,
and they note proudly, a great manv women mavors. <pp 4213>
A leatlet 'Women Citizens' Associations and what they are' CNCWCA 1918> gives the objects of local
associations as: "To bnng together on n o n - p w , non-sectanan, and democratic lines, women's societies and
indimdual women m order to foster a sense of citizenshp in women. to encourage the study o f political, social
and economc questions and to secure the adequate representation of women m local adnurustration, and in the
&€airs o f the nation and of the Empire". They have no policy, they say "except that o f upholdmg the p u r ? , if
public life, and the promotion of sincere effort for the public good". They state that: "Thev do not constitute a
l
In 1946 the Nanonal Council
Women's Party but help women to qualifiv.themselves to take part m ~ t l o n alife".
for Equal Citaenshp (NUSEC's successor) became incorporated w t h the NWCA and in 1949 Women for
Westrmnster did so. In the 193945 war the branches were involved m local nar effort but manv closed dunng
the war and never re-opened.
Beaumont has analvsed the following main recurring themes for the NWCA between 1927-33: local and M ~ O M
representation of women: nver and air poilutlon pacifim? women police: chldren's workmg hours; the
nauonality of manied women: film censorsh~p;rasing the school leavlng age to 16; the right of mamed women
to work equal pay independent mcome taxation for mamed women: legislation m relation to chldren, and
ammal welfare < 1997 p.c.>
Rathbone was elected as an as an Independent her secretary, electlon agent. canvassers and workers were all
women. In her 1910 election address she said -'she represents the men of the Ward as well as the women of the
City". <quoted HoIlis p 431> Hollis gives examples ofwomen's local groups ofthe NLMrw and Women's

~
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Of these purposes, the first had become less pressing as an issue when the Edinburgh
WCA was founded, although it and other women’s organisations continued to press for

the extension of the franchise to women on the same terms as men; as to the second,
the organisation was controlled “mainly by the well-to-do”; but the third, as a focus for
action in local politics which would lead to better social conditions in the towns, is as good
a description of the EWCA’s role in the 1920s as is possible for an organisation which was
fairly disparate in its activities. Like the Liverpool ‘model’ WCA the Edinburgh WCA held
ward-based meetings and its committee was made up of women who had been
suffragists and suffragettes and who became members o f the Town and Parish Councils.
Pugh describes the WCA‘s as having a “largely middle-class and non-party character” and

as not very different in membership from NUSEC. < 1992. pp 50-51 > This is true of the
Edinburgh WCA. Its’ working relationship with NUSEC, which included regular

correspondence, sending delegates to the annual council, and active membership of a
joint committee of Scottish women’s organisations set up by NUSEC to develop
parliamentary legislation, suggests much in common. Locally, the distinction between the
EWCA, the Edinburgh Society for Equal Citizenship and also the local branch of the
National Council of Women in terms of aims and approaches is not easy to draw; there
was some overlap in membership, as there was with the Women’s Co-operative Guiid. All
can be characterised as ‘post-suffrage’ organisations

’ in the sense that they show a

continuity from the constitutional suffrage struggle in approaches and personnel. How far
it is true that this meant a failure to extend the range of the movement to encompass, as
Rathbone had intended, women not previously activist as Pugh alleges is not easy to
assess. The first EWCA committee, most of whom continue to be actively involved
throughout the decade, includes women who have been active in the suffrage movement,
including the WSPU, one member of the WEU, and some members of the NCW and the
WFL, as well as women who have been involved in other aspects of the women’s
movement, including the campaign for higher education. The EWCA’s membership
increased each year from 1918 to 1930, suggesting some success in attracting ‘new‘
women.
The EWCA was a formal, liberal feminist, and middle-class led organisation. The members
o f its committees include professional women - doctors, a member of the Women’s

Auxiliary Service and university graduates, plus the daughter of a recent Lord Provost of
the city, wives of businessmen, professors and senior journalists, and a smattering of
titles. I n one case where prospective committee members addresses are given they are
‘good’ Edinburgh addresses. That they were well-connected and seen as having influence

Labour League suppomg women members and m w p g alongside them for amemtm such as lavatones for
women and adrmssion to swunrmng baths.
- ESEC and EWCA are stra.~ghtfOrwardlyso, the fomer the re-formed ESWS, the latter new and explicitlv about
women usmg thelr vote; the NCW was formed for &fferent reasons but seems to have changed ~ t ontmtatlon
s
to
some extent m the light o f the franchse.
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is suggested by the people they invite t o speak at and chair public and other meetings
(which include briefings) and to social events like the Parliamentary Reception. From 1925

the President of the EWCA is always the Lady Provost of Edinburgh, emphasising both
their connections and their interest in local government.’ The records include a number
of ‘firsts’: Edinburgh’s first woman town councillor in 1919 (ME Ella Morison Millar); on 27
December 1923 they held a public luncheon to congratulate the (Unionist ) Duchess of
Atholl as the first woman MP returned in Scotland; the same year they sent their
congratulations to Margaret Bondfield on her appointment (in the Labour government) as
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Labour, the first woman minister; and in 1924
celebrated the election of Councillor Miilar to the Magistrates’ Bench as Edinburgh’s first
woman Baillie.’

The Association’s purposes, as formally stated in their Objects in the 1918 Constitution,
were citizenship education: “The organisation of women on non-party and democratic
lines in order to foster a sense of citizenship in women, and to encourage the study of
civic, economic, industrial, and social questions, including national and international
politics”; and women’s representation: “To secure an adequate representation of women
in local administration, and in the affairs of the nation and of the Empire”. (This is close to
the NWCA’s objects.) I n 1923 a third object was added: “all other reforms, economic,
legislative and social as are necessary to secure a real equality of liberties, status and
opportunities between men and women”. This is the same as the objective NUSEC
adopted in 1918 when i t changed its name from NUWSS, and contains the reference to
‘real equality‘ introduced by Rathbone. The third object was added as a condition of
affiliation to NUSEC in 1920 and there was some disagreement about this at the time.
However the introduction to the AR of 1928-29 describes the extension of the franchise in
that year as the first opportunity of obtaining through the ballot box that “real equality of
liberties, status and opportunities... which has long been one of the objects ofthe

Association”<mv ltab, suggesting i t was an articulation of their aims which had become
meaningful. The ‘objects’ are referred to fairly often in minuted discussions, suggesting
that these stated aims formed a point of reference which was important to the
Association. I n the Association’s second year, 1919-20 (the first for which an annual
report is available in the archive), the Annual Report is introduced with a summary which,
as well as announcing that the year under review “has been a period of great and
increasing activity”, begins to flesh out the ‘objects’: “It has availed itself of opportunities

In every case the Lady Provost is the wife of the Lord Provost rather than the Provost in her own nght: the first
Lord Provost ofEdmburgh - the title she took - who was a woman was Eleanor Mc Laughiln in 1988.
9 Cllr Morison Wllar is also described as a Judge of Police, and there is a reference to her as Judge Morison
Wllar. (AR 1928-29) Th~sdoes not mean that the statement that there have been no female judges m Scotland
untll 1997 is inaccurate, but that Mrs Morison Mrllar was a Judge in the Borough Court whch was the lowest
rung 111 the Scomsh Court system (now abolished), usuallv presided over by an appointed councillor called a
Baillie who would not normally hold a legal qualification, tryq otTences such as prost~tution,drunk and
Qsorderlv and breach of the peace, and Borough legslation. To describe her as a Judge is perhaps to exaggerate
her status.
8
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of asserting itself in municipal and parliamentary elections; it has assisted in promoting a
number of causes of social importance; it has continued and developed its work in the
education of women voters, and has made considerable progress in the direction of its
organisation.” <AR 1919-20 p 5>
An analysis of the content of their activity and the ways they approached their aims gives
a deeper and slightly different picture of the purposes of the Association than the
statement of objectives does. Any organisation will set out as intending certain things but
may ‘settle’ in other ways, according to: the interests of members; political opportunity
structures; what seems practicable; and what is and is not reinforced by success. The
increased emphasis on lobbying and more pro-active work on legislation and in relation to
government committees of inquiry on reforms they wanted to see, rather than on getting
women elected to work for the reforms, is an example. A more specific example is the
scheme for Home Helps argued for by the EWCA Maternity sub-committee: although the
sub-committee wants to see a National Maternity Service, the Home Helps plan is one
which can be lobbied for in the Town Council and with the city MOH and could be put into
place quite quickly.
The 1919-1920 Annual Report suggests a very active organisation already confidently
setting out to achieve its objects, and there is no apparent let-up in activity and sense of
purpose by the end of the decade: in 1930 they were still reporting “growth and
expansion”, and this was apparently true of Scottish WCAs more generally: the
“expansion and growth of the Women Citizenship Movement throughout Scotland” is
referred to in 1930 in relation to a possible SCWCA and Scottish SEC amalgamation.
<Index: 13 Mav 1 9 3 0 ~By June 1924 there were five sub-committees meeting regularly:

Parliamentary, Finance, Local Government, Housing and Social Activities; in that year
there were seven public meetings, two study circles (on ‘Property and Industry’, which
included discussion of a minimum wage, the Co-operative movement, ‘Industry in the
Socialistic State’ and ‘Is Industry a Civilising Power?’); and they sent speakers to 70
meetings of other organisations. They were part of an equally purposeful network of
voluntary educational and social service associations; as well as the women’s
organisations I’ve mentioned there is continual correspondence and some joint work with
a number of other associations. Those which stand out as particularly active working
relations are with local branches of the League of Nations and the Workers Educational
Association (with whom they co-operated in a class on ‘Citizenship’ in 1922), and the
School o f Social Study and Training, Edinburgh University, the Edinburgh Juvenile
Organisations Committee, from 1925 the Howard League and in 1927 the Smoke
Abatement League, both of which they were instrumental in forming local branches of. I n
the 1921-22 AR they begin listing the EWCA representatives on other committees: these
are the Child Assault Protest Committee (two members), the Council of Social Service,
the Edinburgh Branch of the WEA, the Women’s Sub-Committee of the Edinburgh and
District Employment Committee, and the Ratepayers’ Central Organisation of Scotland.
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This pattern o f representation continues to 1930, with the addition in 1924 o f two
representatives on the Local Advisory Council of the Edinburgh Education Authority, in
1926 three on the NCW Edinburgh Branch, one on the ECSS Mental Welfare committee
and one on the committee of the Edinburgh Home for Mothers and Infants. I n 1928 they
were part of an ECSS sub-committee t o organise a commemoration of the centenary of
Josephine Butler and also had a representative on the Women’s Peace Crusade. The
Association clearly formed a recruiting ground for ’committee women’. Similarly, the
correspondence at most executive committee meetings usually includes invitations to the
Association to send representatives to meetings or conferences.
The programme of six or seven public meetings in a year and two longer-term ‘study
circles’ meeting over a period of two to three months continues to 1930. They also had
regular business or general meetings o f members, occasional drawing room meetings
(often with an eminent guest), regular local branch meetings and branch public meetings
(on similar topics to the main public meetings and quite often repeating a lecture or
debate), and monthly executive and sub-committee meetings. The social aspect of their
work was significant and had its own organising sub-committee, and activities like the
biennial fete and dance, ’At Homes’ and an annual Parliamentary reception for local MPs
and other senior figures (which seems always also to have featured humorous amateur
theatricals), were social and ’networking’ as well as fund-raising gatherings. However in
the early years any social aspects are firmly subordinated to the political and educational
purposes, a t least in the account they give of themselves. It was as a busy, effective
organisation that Agnes Macdonald, the EWCA’s first and longest serving secretary
remembered the Association when she was interviewed in the Scotsman on March 3 1
1962: ’‘Inhere was such efficiency and drive! Deputations to Government Departments
and town councils! Meetings all over the country, constant efforts to get things done. And
we did get things done.”
The EWCA had an office in the city ( a t five addresses over its lifetime, the first a t 2 1
Castle Street), staffed by volunteers and a paid secretary”. I n February 1920 they say
< 9 Feb 1920>: “the idea of combining an office and club should be kept in mind”, an aim

which their premises at 27 Rutland Street, which they moved into in 1925 or 1926 which
were big enough to hold General Meetings in and had an East Room suitable for a
handicrafts circle to meet in and for which they bought a piano, seems to have gone some
way towards meeting. Membership was over 400 a t the end of the first month, and 1065
at the end of the first year and continued to slowly build up throughout the following
decade: in May 1924 there were 1239 members and in May 1930, 1647. Membership
subscriptions were 1/- a year, an amount which was not increased until 1938 when i t was
doubled to 2/- <Index>. It was evidently important to keep the cost of membership at this
level and to fund activities by other means; in May 1921 the ‘‘minimum subscription” was

AR 1919-20 has a reference to clmcal work done by volunteers includmg addressrng near& 14,000 envelopes
and post cards rn the vear.
l0
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retained at 1/-but members were to be persuaded t o subscribe more if possible 4 3 Mav
1 9 2 1 ~again in June 1929 the Finance Committee report that organisational costs a t an

average lO/- per member are not covered by membership fees but again there was no
increase in the annual subscription and they hoped that members would voluntarily opt
for a larger fee c A R 2 8 - 2 9 ~This suggests a policy of better-off members, on a selfassessing basis, subsidising those who were unable t o pay more than the minimum
membership fee (a policy not dissimilar t o that of many women’s movement organisations
today). Membership was on an individual basis: there was no arrangement for outside
bodies to affiliate to the EWCA. Effort was put into retaining members. By 9 Feb 1920
there were 235 lapsed members, and i t was decided to call on them personally. A Visiting
sub-committee was set up to do this.
Annual Income/Expenditure in 1919-1920 was f383.15.4 and in 1920-1921 was
f 1009.6.10. Over the decade it fluctuated, in some cases in relation to the degree of

fund-raising activity for associated activities. I n 1923-24 CAR>, when it was f619.16.6,
there is concern that they have “not yet satisfactorily solved the money problem which is
common to every voluntary organisation for education” (some things never change...). I n

1926-27 it rose to f1075.7.5 and in 1929-30 it was f911.6.10. Their income came roughly equally - from membership subscriptions and fund-raising events: jumble sales,
bridge parties, ‘at homes’, a ‘flannel dance‘, the annual Parliamentary reception and,
every second year, a major fete followed by a dance (the fete in 1920 raised f863). Nor
should we overlook “the Member who supplies tablet for sale” (thanked in 1928-29 A R ) .
These fund-raising skills were occasionally exercised on behalf of other organisations, for
the Edinburgh Infirmary in 1920 and a flag day on behalf of the Simpson and EIsie Inglis
Maternity Hospitals to develop ante-natal work (which i t was EWCA policy to promote) in

1927, which raised f 1 5 6 4 . 0 . 2 4 . They also devoted substantial fund-raising efforts on
behalf of organisations which the EWCA had a major role in bringing into being: notably
the ‘Industrial and Farm Colony for the Permanent Care of the Feeble-Minded’ which the
EWCA began promoting and fund-raising for in 1924 <see below>, and in 1927, having
extended the appeal t o all members of the SCWCA, handed over f12,OOO in total.
Similarly the Edinburgh Welfare Housing Trust was initiated by the EWCA Housing subcommittee in 1928 as a ‘free-standing’ organisation to finance and provide reduced rent
housing for “selected families with young children” and the EWCA raised money for it as
well as vigorously promoting it.
As well as the sub-committees dealing with specific aspects of work there were local
branches organised in the electoral wards on the model Rathbone had suggested; a
model which could have built up a formidably influential organisation in relation to local
government, although this was not achieved. The original formation of sub-committees
and branches <6Nov 1918> makes clear their intention of making their influence felt

through the electoral process.“ Policy was also developed in a methodical way through
the Study Circles which fed into the organisation’s lobbying and electoral work by building
a knowledge base, passing resolutions (usually a study group concluded with a set of
resolutions which were put to the executive committee and general meetings) and/or
holding a general meeting for members to discuss its conclusions. (The subjects of Study
Circles are discussed in the following chapter.)
Their style and ways of working show a continuity from the constitutional suffrage
campaigns and, apart from the creation of a city-wide ward-based structure, broadly
follows the methods developed by the constitutional suffrage societies: including
petitions, letters to the press, deputations, large public meetings and memorials from
local notables to MPs. They also worked with sympathetic MPs through Parliamentary
Questions and to promote Private Member’s Bills, and assiduously passed resolutions
which are sent to appropriate authorities or, later, are channelled via the Scottish Council

of WCAs or NUSEC. This again is very like NUSEC which Lewis describes as using contacts
in the House of Commons to promote Private Member’s Bills and publicising their activities
through deputations, memorials, meetings, and letters to The Times<Lews 1975 pa 2> j
Very much in common with suffrage campaigning is their firmly non-party stance.
although members were free to work individually for any party, and some did < 18 Feb
1921> The emphasis on study and education reflects the return to a wider remit o f a

women’s organisation alter 1918; if they were to be authoritative and effective there was
a great deal to take on board across a broad spectrum o f issues. The influence of Alexia
Jack, Agnes Macdonald and Lilias Mitchell as ex-WSPU activists and organisers does not
seem to have led to an inheritance of more militant methods, but it is likely that they
were not seen as needed, and as Doughan has suggested, the need for respectability was
strong.
Vera Brittain in 1929 observed an exchange between a feminist leader from before the
war and a young woman. The former remarked ”I like my committee meetings to go on
all day ... You really feel then that you’ve got something done”. The younger woman (who
reflects Brittain‘s own views) replied “All day! But when do you do your work?” and the
older feminist responded “I think committees are work!” Brittain uses this exchange to
‘1 The M u c i p a l and Parliamentan s u b c o m t t e e s were to consist of five convenors, one for each &vision of
the c i h each o f whom would be responsible for 3 divisional sub-comrmttee composed of voters m the division
(though it is not clear that ths was ever acheved) A South Divlsion Branch with representauves for the
Merchstoa M o m g s i d e and Newmgton wards of the city was the hst to be formed CAR 1919-20>, bv 192 1
Central. West and North branches have been added, and a branch m the East Divlsion was formed bv 1926 All
five branches were still functiorung at the end o f the decade. although there was a p o d when the South
Divlsion Branch ceased. The local government sub-comttee also auned to ‘cover’ the city. m 1927-28 it had
representatives from 21 wards ofthe city, it announced In that year thev report with some satisfaction that before
each immcipal) electlon well-attended meetlngs were held to orgmse the work of canvassing and of putting
questions at meetrngs etc, so “work was therefore cam& through m each Divlsion and Ward m a much more
methdcal and eEcient manner” <AR 1927-2& Burness. commenting on the considerable barners to women
participatmg m politics says that it was “a tune when women rarelv asked questions at political meermgs, let
alone addressed them. .’, whch emphasises the sipficance of the WCA’s work and thex emphasis on
orgmsmg hustlngs and opportuIllties for women to ask questions CBurness 1992>
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discuss the differences between pre and post-war feminism, presenting the latter as
“economic”, meaning that women’s need t o work and be self-supporting, whether married
or not, is now the primary aim and only if there’s time after that, the political work of
committees and speeches. <quoted in P Berry A Bishop 1985 pp 105-6- I n this sense the EWCA
has more in common with pre-war feminism (although many of its active members were
employed), and if the “platform woman” was a creature of the 1890s,the early century
and well into the 1920s was the time of the “committee woman”, as organisational and
political skills were honed by those who had time and opportunity.
That the Association‘s membership was women only is nowhere stated, but I suggest that
this was because this was too obvious to be stated. I n a gendered political culture which
had only begun to be broken down, an organisation for women was not contested; what
was less usual was the kind of work it claimed as its own though that, as Iwill argue
below, also showed significant continuities. There are no men listed as office holders or
committee members; however men (often eminent and/or ministers of the church)
commonly chair and speak a t public meetings and a few men were ‘panel speakers’ on
behalf of the EWCA, although they are listed separately. The description of business
meetings as “open to all women” and a reminder in the minutes to add”men and women
invited” to advertising material for certain meetings indicates that this may not be
standard.
Their formality is characteristic of voluntary organisations in the period, in the sense o f
having a constitution and operational procedures which are adhered to with some care - a
sense of, and need to be seen as, ‘doing things properly’. Almost all decisions are voted
on, although the occasions when there is unanimous agreement far outnumber those
when the vote is close. The Executive Committee is elected by a ballot of members a t the
AGM. An Emergency Committee, made up of the convenors of the sub-committees and

the chairman of the Executive Committee, is empowered to take decisions if necessary
between the (usually monthly) meetings of the Executive Committee. Resolutions and
proposals of the sub-committees are first put t o the Executive Committee and thence to
general meetings, and the sub-committees give reports of their work to the Executive
Committee regularly, as do EWCA representatives on campaigning groups the Association

is closely involved with. While all major decisions have to be taken by a Business or
General Meeting and thus voted on a t least in principle by all members, the Executive
Committee sets the agenda for those meetings and manages them fairly tightly. The
sense of adhering t o proper procedures and need to be seen as following the rules was a
characteristic of groups using voluntary associations as an ‘alternative public’. During the
19th century the middle-class male population learnt how to conduct meetings like this;
one of the ways in which women and working class people made a claim on taking part in
public life was that they demonstrated they knew how to follow such procedures and
hence claimed a legitimacy from such practices. <Morris 1990> Women’s groups had also
developed a considerable tradition in managing committees and organisations through
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philanthropic work and this carried over into women’s political organisations. I f they did
things properly this should not however be equated with douceness. Business meetings
were noisy, at least in the view of another society meeting downstairs. According to its
minute of 19 Dec 1923 the Executive committee decided t o do nothing in response t o a
complaint from the Edinburgh & District Radio Society that the noise of applause at the
EWCA meetings made it impossible for them t o do ... well, whatever a Radio Society did

do (a perhaps unsympathetic response given that this was likely to include listening). The
minute of the following meeting however, 22 Jan 1924, indicates that the Radio Society
has followed this with a more specific complaint, objecting to “the noise made by the
striking of umbrellas <sic> on the floor of the Arts Hall”. The Executive agree to ask that
this method of applause be discontinued.
A comparison of the second Annual Report (for 1919-20) and the twelfth, a decade later
in 1929-30, shows that the main structure of the organisation has remained as it was set
up, although now with nine sub-committees and five divisions, plus two additions, both in
different ways new departures, a Dramatic and Musical Section and a Junior Section for
“young people who are soon to exercise the power of the vote”. The annual programme
continues on the same pattern as earlier in the decade with, in the year 1929-30 six
public meetings, a conference and two study circles. The comparison also emphasises the
local government and university connections of the Association, and a degree of status
among the committee members, which has increased over the decade with the
attainment of qualifications and/or civic roles and honours by some of the women who
were also committee members in 1919-20, including two who are now councillors, a high
proportion of JPs, and a higher proportion of graduates. The comparison also shows a
continuity in senior membership, and this continuity as well as the detailed account in the
minutes suggests commitment and time-consuming activity by many senior members.
Most of the Vice-Presidents also feature strongly in the minutes of the executive
committee, regularly attending and contributing to meetings, running sub-committees,
and acting as the Association‘s representatives a t the SCWCA, conferences etc. I t is
possible that the continuing leadership role of some members could have had the effect o f
making the organisation rigid and not allowing new members into senior roles. There is
rising membership throughout the Association’s first decade but most early committee
members seem t o have continued to be active in the organisation. However of the 20
members o f the Executive Committee in 1929-30 only one is the same as in 1919-20, Dr
Garden Blaikie, although many of the vice-presidents in 1930 had been committee
members in 1919. The route seems an orderly hierarchy, via a role in a divisional branch

or sub-committee onto the executive committee, and hence to vice-presidency after due
time, effort and eminence.

12

In 1930 Agnes Macdonald was secretary, a pad position she held continuously fkom the Associatlon’s
forrnaaon; Miss A.B. Jack was the Hon. Secretary wth Mss A McGregor as Treasurer,also positlons they held
tiom the outset. Of the eleven Vice-Presidents m 1930 onlv three are not oflice holders m 1919-20: thev are Mrs
GnfEth Thomas,OBE, Lady Wallace MBE, and Lady Sleigh JP.Lady Sleigh had no positlon 111 19 19-20 but was
President o f the EWCA Gom 1925-27 and Lady Wallace was a member o f the frst executive comrmttee of the
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Apart from ME Kennedy-Fraser who was a musicologist, the interests o f these influential
members cluster in education, social work, medicine and public health, and local
government. D r Chalmers Watson was the first medical graduate of Edinburgh University
and Dr Garden Blaikie was also an early medical graduate. M r s Ella Morison Millar was the
first woman councillor elected to Edinburgh T o w n Council, and M r s Euphemia Somerville

the second. Another founding member, Lady Leslie Mackenzie, had been a member o f the
Edinburgh School Board. More detail on committee members of the Association and their
interests i s given in the next chapter.

Networking and joint-working with other organisations
Although the EWCA functioned a s part of a network of active Edinburgh voluntary
associations, mainly with a social reform/public health perspective, its main working
relationships were with other women's organisations, including other Scottish WCAs and

SECS. I n December 1919 several o f the Scottish WCAs came together in Glasgow to
establish the Scottish Council of Women Citizens' AssociationsL3, which continued to meet
annually (it i s not clear whether it did so 1939-1945) until it was disbanded in May 1990.
I t appears to have been wholly separate from the English W a s . T h e Edinburgh WCA was

an active member of the SCWCA, with, in later years, its office functioning a s an office

also for the SCWCA. At the first annual conference (in Greenock, 22/23 April 1921) there
were 15 member associations who sent representatives and in 1934 the SCWCA had 2 1
member associations. cEWCA'Quarterly Lxtter' 1934> When i t was disbanded in 1990 it had
~~~

~~

~~

~

~

EWCA. formed in 1918. The other Vice-Presidents are: Mrs Kmedy-Fraser, now CBE, Mus D,and a somewhat pisuner - committee member in 1919-1920: MISSAB Jack FEIS; Miss Lees JP (also a Vice-President
and Convenor ofthe West Division in 1919-1 920); Lads Carlaw h4artm, also now a JP (a comrmttee member m
1919-1 920); Lady Leslie Mackenue, now FEIS (proposer of the motion to found the WCA in 1918 and c h of
the pro\<sionai committee whlch set it up, a comrmttee member in 1919-1920. and a past-President ofthe
SCWCA); Cllr h4rs Somerville JP (a committee member ~ I19
I 19-20, and also then a councillor though not a JP),
Cllr Mrs Monson Mllar. MBE JP (also a councdlor and comrmttee member in 1919-20), and Dr Chalmers
who \vas c h a m a n m 1919-20. Of these Vice-Presidents, Lady Lesiie Mackenue. DT
Watson CBE.
Chimers Watson, Ladv Wallace. Ladv Carlaw Mart% &MrsKmedv-Fraser, Mrs SomeMlle and MISSLees
were all members of the fist elected comrmttee of the Association, and onlv Ella Morison Wllar among the
1929 Vice-Presidents was not a founcfing member. Also members of the fist committee were MISS CS Amsiie.
MISSHelen Mclachlan. Elizabeth and Sarah Munro and Mrs Cockburn (ofthe Women's Co-operabve Guld).
The fist President was Mrs W h ~ z (sister
h
of the then Lord Provostl and there were SIX Vice-presidents.
These were Ladv Findlav (who became the next President), Mrs Wauchope, Ladv Ewng and Lady Gibson and
two women who emphasise the Association's connection to the main campaigns of the Scottish women's
movement in the past. for higher educauon and suffrage, Dame Louisa Lumsden ( a member ofthe fist course o f
umversity lectures for women at Edinburgh in 1868 and one of the founders o f University College in St Andrews.
and active in the constItutIonal suifrage movement from 1908 as president of the Aberdeen society and a member
of the committee of the Scottish Fderauon of Socieues for Women's SutEagej and Sarah Eluabeth Siddons
Mm, one of the most central figures in E b b w @ as President since 1865 (when she was 19) of the Lades'
Edinburgh Debatmg Society, a founder (at age 22) of the Edmburgh Association for the University Education o f
Women, and from 1907 president of the Edmburgh National Society for Women's S u f h g e and subsequentlv of
the Scottish Federation. Of the foundmg members and office-holders, eight have a recorded membershp of either
constitutional or militant s u t h g e organisations.
13 The Council consisted of two reps tiom each WCA in Scotland. Its role was to co-ordmate the work of the
Scottish WCAs and undertake joint action when necessary, & to arrange panels of speakers and an annual
conference. <AR 20-2 1> The 15 were Glasgow, Edinburgh, Dundee, St Andrews, N a n , Aberdeen. Inverness.
Greenock, Leven, Bothwell, Coatbndge, Dumbarton. Seilurk, Krrkcudbnght and Newton Stewart.

''
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nine member associations. WCA members contributed to the Scottish activities for
International Women’s Year in 1975 and to the processes setting up the Scottish
Convention of Women in the late 1970s. <Davies 1997 p . 0 I n the later years new members
do not seem to have been recruited and the remaining associations in this period seem to
have been mainly social groups, with coach outings, talks on floral decoration,
rheumatism and arthritis, and Bridge evenings. However they raised funds for the
Pankhurst Centre in Manchester, and wrote to congratulate Margaret Thatcher on
becoming the first woman Prime Minister of Britain. < 1988. 1989 and 1990 SCWCA m u t e s >
Two resolutions were passed at the first SCWCA conference in 1921 (one firmly ‘equality’,
the other undoubtedly ‘welfare’): against discrimination in taxation for single women and
widows (who were unfairly treated in comparison to married men without family), and on
controlled milk (a health issue, in relation to infant welfare and TB). Papers were read on
changing the law on the protection of children against abuse (a major issue for the
Association which is discussed below). At the second SCWCA conference (in Dundee in
1922) the two main subjects discussed were ‘Child Adoption’ (an issue which both the
SCWCA and the EWCA were concerned with throughout this period) and ‘Mental
Deficiency’ (again an issue which both the SCWCA and the EWCA were concerned with
throughout this period, see below) and they published a pamphlet on the latter.
Conference subjects and resolutions put to conference were forwarded from the
constituent associations. I n general the interests of the SCWCA were broadly coextensive with those of the EWCA.
Co-operation with other organisations was an important part of their way of working.
Although, as I‘ve suggested above, there was an apparent proliferation of fairly similar
women’s organisations, these groups campaigned together on a regular basis, as the
EWCA minutes with their week-by-week account of activities show. This ranged from one
organisation sending on to others a resolution for which they were seeking support, to
joint deputations to local MPs, the Scottish Office or the Lord Advocate, and jointly
organised conferences and public meetings on specific issues, plus long-term cooperation on joint committees and campaigns, of which the most outstanding are the
Local Elections Committee, the campaign against Child Outrage, the mental deficiency
campaign and the NUSEC instigated joint committee on Scottish legislation, which was
formed in 1925 to draft and promote bills “specially affecting the interests of Scottish
women”, as NUSEC did for English and UK legislation.

It was a common practice for one

organisation to initiate activity on a particular concern and bring together other interested
organisations to work on it in a joint committee for a period of time. Apart from the other
Scottish WCAs, the EWCA’s main co-operation is with the Edinburgh Society for Equal
Citizenship and the local branch and Scottish Council of the National Council of Women.
This way of working with other organisations continued throughout the decade and into
the 1930s: for example in 1932 the EWCA in co-operation with the NCW (Edinburgh
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Branch) and the Edinburgh Juvenile Organisations Committee planned a conference on
the Children and Young Persons Bill 1932.

Index 5 Feb 1 9 3 D

Their women's movement contacts were also UK-wide, with delegates and resolutions
regularly sent to the NUSEC Annual Council in London, and links to other London-based
organisations including the Six Point Group, the Women's Freedom League, the National
Council for the Unmarried Mother and Child (there was no separate Scottish Council until

19463, and the Women's Peace Crusade. Additionally they had some international contact.
Three members attended the 11th Congress of the International Women's Suffrage
Alliance in Berlin in 1929 and the following year Lady Carlaw Martin gave a report on the
International Council of Women meeting a t Vienna. I n addition the EWCA subscribed t o a
number of publications which suggests they were able to participate in UK and
international women's movement discussions through such fora, which were made
available to members a t the office.

l4

A number of women's organisations were founded in this period, including the N F W I

(during the war), the Mothers' Union and the YWCA, and (later) the National Union of
Townswomen's Guilds. Beaumont distinguishes these groups from feminist organisations
because they saw themselves as not political and because they did not include "traditional
egalitarian reforms" among their principle aims and objectives: "[l]nstead, each
embraced the prevailing ideology of domesticity and acknowledged that women had an
important obligation to care for their husbands and children." < 1996 p 3 my ital>. I n this she
draws on a distinction between equality and women accepting family responsibilities
which I have argued is not historically tenable. However she also argues, as I do, that this
did not mean they saw women in the family only as dependants and like the EWCA these
organisations encouraged women to become involved in local and national affairs. There
is a considerable overlap in the agendas of the EWCA and these mass membership
organisations (especially on issues Iike maternal welfare, housing and education),
although the EWCA clearly saw itself as political, if not party political. Like the mass
membership organisations i t did not apparently question married women's family
responsibilities. I t is unlikely that it would have done so: as I have suggested, a view of
egalitarian feminism in the 1920s as opposing female domestic roles and social feminism
as accepting them reads a later political position into the history of the women's
movement. As there was in Scotland, there was an overlap in membership between the
various English women's organisations in this period as well as in agendas; Beaumont
describes this as a "vibrant female network". Another parailel is in the emphasis in their
rhetoric on women's rights and duties as citizens < 1996 p 6>, and in an emphasis on
l 4 From November 1920 they subscnbed to Time & Tide, the f a s t poiibcal weeklv founded m 1920 by Ladv
Rhondda, whch Dr Chalmers-Watson was also associated wlth, and the lc'oman's Leader, the journal of NUSEC
and successor to Common Cause; they also received a monthly letter from the --National Uruon" They later
added a subscnption to News the paper o f the Internabonal Woman S u l h g e Alhance. On 9 Feb 1920 there is a
reference to 'The ."Lewcihzen ', newspaper ofthe Natlonal WCAs. I have not been able to fmd anv refaence
elsewhere to th~spublicauon.
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education for citizenship. Beaumont comments that "[Nlon-feminist women's societies
may have embraced domesticity, but they were also active in securing citizenship rights

for women". She concludes, as I do, that a broader interpretation o f the history of the
women's movement is needed. < 1996 p 7>

Andrews demonstrates that overlapping networks was characteristic of the N F W I also,
with links through personnel or joint campaigns and discussion of ideas; for example,
speakers from NUSEC and the Six Point Group addressed meetings and contributed to the
NFWI journal and some W I members were also members of NUSEC, the FWG, the Six
Point Group and the Birth Control Council. They also encouraged members to vote and to
stand for local government and parliament. <Andrews 1997 pp 28-29>

An apparent similarity in style and aims raises questions about how the post-suffrage
women's organisations saw their roles and differences. Questions about an overlap in
their work also occurred to them, and there were various proposed amalgamations. These
lengthy and to some extent torturous negotiations suggest that each organisation was
jealous of its autonomy and that there were differences in aims, approach, status and
views. The proposed amalgamation between the EWCA and the Edinburgh Society of
Equal Citizenship was something of a saga and takes up a great deal of space in the
Executive committee minutes for 1920 and 1921.

It is mainly interesting in showing the

Association's concern for its independence, and because it brings them formally into
contact with NUSEC, a contact which continues after the talks break down locally. The
affiliation to NUSEC was a condition suggested by the ESEC when they proposed the
merger <13 Apnl 1920> and was much discussed with letters going back and forward and
some committee members feeling i t smacked of " s ~ b o r d i n a t i o n " . 'Given
~
the initial

Negotiations opened on 29 March 1920 and went on for nearlv ten months. Discussions concluded (for the
meantme) at the Busmess Meeting of 24 Feb 1921 w t h the Executive Comrmttee are recommending no action
"as the scheme was unworkable". However, alter a meetmg w~thESEC on 16* Apnl they had agreed to the plan
m pmciple, wth certiim amendments, but were "unanunous on the advantages o f amalgamation", especially
shanng resources. (ESEC would transfer 300 members. ) The at31iation to NUSEC was however seen as a
problem and alter a further exchange of letters NUSEC requested < 12 Nov 1920> that the comrmttee meet MISS
Rathbone and Miss Macadam (Rathbone was President ofNUSEC and Elizabeth Macadam. a Scottish
settlement worker her lifelong compamon on 19 November "to discuss the future relations of the hvo societies".
This was followed by a letter from Miss Macadam agreeing to the atliliatlon of the EWCA on the terms
suggested by the EWCA at that meeting <3 Dec 1920>. The NUSEC atfiliation now sorted out. local
negotiatlons began, but the ten pomt scheme drawn up by ESEC was eventually rejected bv the EWCA. Soon
afterwards <24 march 1921> the Equal Citizenshp Society is reported to have withdrawn from the Local
Elections C o m t t e e . Other amalgamations were proposed in the 1930s: m the earlv 1930s there was a proposal
that the SCWCA enter lnto negotiations with NUSEC "wth a view to prevention of overlappmg in the work of
the two national bodies whose objects now appear to be identical ..." and to the possibility that SCWCA could
take over the work of the Scottish Federation of Societies for Equal Cibzenshp. <Index: 13 Mav 1930> An
Amaigamatlon of ail Scomsh Women's Sociehes was proposed in 1931 < - Index: General Meeting 2 1 Jan
193I> whch would bmg together WCAs, Townswomen's Guilds and other members of the "Scottish Union". In
13.10.36 it u'ils suggested that co-operaaon be tried for one year with the National Council for Equal Cibzenshp
but "p]ifficulties arose and abandoned" <Index> There was also discussion of amalgamation with the NCW in
1938 < Index: 12 and 24 March 1 9 3 0 whxh also came to n o h g , although the two organisations worked even
more closelv together during the 1930s.
Ifthe merger wth the ESEC was an problem, other less troublesome atlXatlons included atllliatlon to the
Edmburgh WEA <2Oth Sept 1921> and an atfiliatlon to the National NCW but a decision not to do so locally
15

wariness, in practice the connection with NUSEC seems to have been of use to the EWCA.
They worked closely on a number o f issues, especially over legislation, and NUSEC was a
regular source of information. In the years for which minutes are available they regularly
sent delegates to the NUSEC Annual Council and submitted, with due discussion and
consideration, motions t o it. After the division of NUSEC soon afterwards the EWCA chose
to affiliate to the National Council for Equal Citizenship "in view of the value of its political
work" but not to affiliate to the National Union of Guilds for Citizenship, the wing which
became the Townswomen's Guilds < 17 Oct 1932 Index> This suggests both that the EWCA
saw its political work as primary identity
activities not dissimilar to the Guilds'

- it did,

- and that,

after all, have social, arts and craftwork
even although it differed from NUSEC on

key items of the new feminist agenda, it did not share the disaffection from NUSEC which

its new feminism caused in some groups.
The informed citizen: To educate and encourage women to use their vote
This objective was pursued in three main ways, including education of their own members
and of the general public; it makes up a considerable part of the Association's work. This
is both a classic liberal approach to the political and part of a discourse of informed,

participatory citizenship as opposition to fascism which feminists elsewhere also played an
active part in, and which would become more important in the 1930s.I6 The EWCA had an
organised panel of speakers who were sent on request to a range of other organisations:
Churches, Co-operative Guilds, Scottish Mothers' Unions, Rural Institutes, Party
Associations, Girls' Clubs, Men's Clubs, Rotary Clubs, Regimental and Social Clubs
<AR1928-29>. These speakers, they said, "will interest your members and create a feeling
o f individual responsibility for the good government of the city and of the country" cpnnted

letter n.d./l925-27> I n 1925-26 they sent 146 speakers to other organisations, "a record

total" and "[Glratifying evidence of the Association's increasing usefulness.. ." The record
was broken for the three following years, peaking a t 191 in 1928-29. They spoke on
"questions relating to Citizenship" and comment in 1924-25 that "[I]n the formation of a
well-informed public opinion, the only hope for a democratic state, the Women Citizens
Associations may be justified in claiming some share."

19 Dec 1923> The EWCA became corporate member of the League o f Natlons Union, 26 March 1930. At that
tune a League ofNatlons Study Group was meetmg and they sent representatlves to a conkrence on the League.
:: The Association for Education in Citizenshp was founded in 1934 bv Sir Ernest Simon and Eva Hubback.
formerly parliamentary secretary of NUSEC and a f o u n b g comrmttee member of the Townswomen's Guilds.
The view of citizensbp it held was similar to that of EWCA in emphasising public service and the exercise of
rights. See: Educanon in Citizenship Simon and Hubback 1934, cited by Beaumont 1996 p 85. Other
contemporary writings on citzenslup retlect the themes of the value o f voluntary phianthropic work and the
need for an educated public opmion. <Beaumont 1996 p 88>
17 The EWCA svilabus of public meetmgs and study groups was planned annuallv bv a sub-comm~ttee
and agreed
or amended bv the Executive. Suggestions for it were also made by members at the AGM. (In 1920 one woman
proposed fewer meetmgs, another - lovallv - demanded more meetmgs. Meetungs on Internationid Questions were
also requested.) 3,500 copies oftheir programme were printed in September 1920. There were also ad hoc
meetmgs, on urgent issues and responding to request or the availability ofan interestmg speaker. Speakers at
public and other meetmgs were generallv 'e,xpert' with a bgh proporuon of the legally qualified. academcs, and
the generally great and good. The minutes <7.10.19> r e f a to a planned meetmg with Eleanor Rathbone (whch

At the end of the decade there was a SCWCA decision to publish the Scottish Women

Citkens Quarterly, and the EWCA were much involved in this. The first reference is made
to the Quarterly in AR 1928-29, and that the SCWCA would accept limited financial
responsibility for its publication and distribution but the EWCA would appoint an Editorial
Committee. Miss AB Jack may have been the editor. There is also a reference to the first
issue in May 1929, which had articles on the General Election by "leading representatives
of the three parties" plus short reports of work of the Associations. I n the SCWCA AR
<1929-30> it states that the Quarterly has finished its first year of existence and has

balanced its accounts, and that the March issue "is particularly useful and interesting... I t
contains brief and accurate explanations of every phase of the Local Government
(Scotland) Act, 1929, written by experts in every Department of Local Government".
Subscriptions are to be handled by the Edinburgh office and are now 2d per copy (8d
p.a.) However (in a way which has been replicated by later Scottish women's movement
magazines) finance was a continuing problem and the Quarter/y did not survive.

The uctive citizen: To build a role in relation to the local and ndonul state
My summary of their main area of work apart from citizenship education as 'to build a role
in relation to both the local and national state' is not how it would have been phrased by
the Association, nor is there any articulation of aims in the archive which gives an explicit
account of this role. I n the absence of discussion of aims other than that contained in the
statement of 'objects', it is necessary t o infer the EWCA's goals also from what they did or
tried to do, and for them the vote was both a defining condition of citizenship and, in
Rathbone's phrase, -a practical instrument for effecting reforms". cclted by Albertl 1996 p
20 The WCAs were conceived by Rathbone as a means of involving women in improving

social conditions and, as I have suggested, this is a good summary of the EWCA's main,
though not exclusive, area of concern in practice. Their two most active sub-committees
from the outset are the Parliamentary and the Local Government; the sub-committees
they add are Housing in 1923, which has a role both in relation to Local Government and
the voluntary sector, and Maternity in 1927, which examines how far local authorities
have taken up the powers conferred them in maternal and infant welfare and is also
concerned with additional maternity services and benefits to be delivered by the state.

mav not have gone ahead although she &d visit ttnce later); on 27 Oct 1921 there was a proposal for h4r B
Shaw to be invlted to address the Association - not all are keen though the hvitatlon is agreed, but there is no
reference to the outcome: on 2 Nov 1921 there i s a reference to Mrs Stocks as forthcormng h q x a k e r (Maq Stocks
was a leadug 'new' f d s t and a member of the on@
Farmlv Endowment Committee in 1917). Typidlv an
issue enters the EWCA agenda first as a public meetmg, i s then made the subject ofa study group whxh will
conclude by recommendmg to the Association that it take certain actlons. The focus on begnmng by studying an
issue m some depth is similar to the approach taken by the Fabian Women's Group before the war, and rellects
the WCA comment that "a woman can use her vote to better purpose if she has studied public questions".
<SCWCA leatlet n.d> From both these sources the EWCA, sometimes jointly with the SCWCA, published a
number o f leailets". .4rrqmentsfor speakers, either coming to speak at Public Meetings, or requests for
speakers tiom other organisaQonsand h m other WCAs, are a perpetual feature o f early Executive committee
minutes. Later thev are not minuted LU as much detll.
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T h e content o f their lobbying and related work s h o w s that their most active areas o f
interest and influence were in relation t o local government and t o a lesser extent the
Scottish Office (especially in relation t o its Home and Health responsibilities and in
monitoring and contributing to departmental committees o f inquiry). I t should be
emphasised that, far from having a static nature, the state was in the interwar period
undergoing considerable change, including the changing relationship o f the national to the
local state and the [growing role and importance o f local government]. This provided
opportunities for input by voluntary associations like the EWCA and the women’s and
social reform associations with which they worked, but was also influenced by such
associations and a shared discourse o f planned and professionally-led public intervention
and o f welfare provision and public health measures. T h e increase in local authority
responsibilities for health and welfare was especially significant: in t e r m s o f social-liberal
feminist priorities t h i s was m o s t important in relation to infant and maternal health, the
role o f school medical services, and the additional responsibilities after local government
reform 1 9 2 9 , in which EWCA members who were councillors became actively involved. A s

I discuss below, the Local government (Scotland) Act, 1929 which consolidated the work
o f the three local authorities into one and provided for statutory committees, a process
which the Association took an informed interest in, was a mixed blessing in t e r m s o f
women’s political participation in that i t appears to have reduced the opportunities for
women to be elected in their traditional areas o f Parish Council and education authority
work. However EWCA members who were town councillors played key roles on the new
committees, and the increased role o f public health and housing in the council‘s work was
consistent with EWCA priorities. T h e Act also permitted public access to council meetings,
which the Association had lobbied for. Britain has always had a mixed economy o f welfare
and in the early 20thc and until the second world war this was tilted in favour of the
voluntary sector and local government, both o f which offered more space for women‘s
agency than central government welfare state legislation. <Lews 1994 pp 3940> T h e
boundary between voluntary work, voluntary associations and the local state was a
permeable one a t this time and one which, a s I discuss below, ‘organised women’
crossed.
T h e question o f how to a s s e s s the role and influence o f feminist organisations in relation
to the state faces an additional layer o f difficulty in Scotland. (This is still at issue.

CBreitenbach 1997>) F o r a Scottish organisation there is the question o f what is meant by
the state a s Scotland was a “nation without a state” in the sense of not having its own
Parliament. < McCrone 1992> However it had many independent institutions and the period
of the EWCA’s active life saw an increased devolution to the Scottish Office o f specific
functions and responsibilities; <Brown et al 1996> I f it is not straightforward t o decide which
legislation was seen a s the province o f women’s groups <FIX$ 1992 p109-110>, it is
especially difficult to a s s e s s which proposed legislation was seen a s applying to Scotland
and this was and is not always made explicit. How much did their distance from the

lobbies and committee rooms Mrs Fawcett celebrated, and NUSEC successfully inhabited,
matter?This did not prevent the EWCA from holding a view on and commenting on UK
legislation, but, as I have said, the Scottish Office and Lord Advocate appear to have
been the primary targets of their lobbying and more open t o their influence, and local
government was very important to them: the City Chambers offered a closer and perhaps
more congenial set of lobbies and committee rooms.18
Very little in the records throws light on how they saw the Association's Scottish identity.
Evidently they saw a need for an independent nationa Scottish organisation. This is
reinforced by the wariness with which they responded to the possibility of affiliation to
NUSEC which included a fear of loss of independence - not at all at issue in relation to

federation with the other Scottish WCAs. The absence of articulation may suggest either
that it is something taken for granted or, conversely, that i t was unimportant. I suggest
the former. The explicit references to Scottish affairs include their position on the status
of the Secretary of State for Scotland, which they felt strongly about when it was being
discussed in relation to the Secretary for Scotland bill in 1920 and 1921. The next
recorded reference is not until 1933, when they resolved: " m h a t in view of the
prominence of the many discussions on the present methods of administering the affairs
of Scotland and the public expression of varying opinions thereon, the Government hold
an inquiry by Royal Commission ... into the question" <1 Mav 1933, Index>, a resolution
unlikely to be put forward by an Association which saw no need for any change.
Two main areas of political work are prominent in the papers, and continue as a focus for
most of the decade: representation, in the sense of getting more women as
representatives in elected positions and on boards and advisory committees, and
lobbying, often following on from study of an issue, exerting influence on behalf of women

(and with an apparently unproblematic view of women's interests). I n both cases these
activities were carried out in relation to local government and to Westminster, though
work to get women elected was more extensive and more successful in relation to local
government. There is a parallel in their approach to that of NUSEC, as Pugh describes it:
that their post-suffrage programme was to be achieved both by influencing the policy of
the political parties, as the NUWSS had sought to do, but also by promoting the election
of women committed to a feminist programme; the way the EWCA developed this work
has close parallels with the work of Societies for Equal Citizenship throughout Britain.

-

1992 pp 53-61 > Both EWCA's representation and lobbying work range across interests

which can be described as 'equality' and 'welfare', and some which fit neither category at
all neatly - though this is a point more apparent in relation to lobbying. Representation,
while part of a discourse of equality, is for a purpose, which is to work on behalf of women
2nd t o permit women to work on behalf of society, much of which work can be

Since women could vote and stand 111 local government elections

from 1882 it i s mterestmg that
orgmsmg for them to do so (in E b b u r g h at least) does not appear to begm ut11 after the parliamentary
iranchse. Women were however actlve members o f the Ecimbwgh School Board.
111 Scotland
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categorised as ’welfare’. Women’s movement arguments for increased representation in
political fora are characteristically phrased in terms o f representation for, and power to.
<Brown 1996> I n this case representation appears as a power t o achieve goals which are

both equality (for example the promotion of women teachers, an effective Sex Disabilities
Act) and welfare, but predominantly the latter. Representation for sees the vote as a
means of effecting reforms; the approach Rathbone expressed when she described the
vote as “the keystone of the edifice” which the NUWSS sought to build - it holds the arch

in place, the arch cannot exist without it, but it is far from the whole thing.,<Common Cause 5
July 1917 pi63 A l b a p 24 >The non-party position the WCA and SECS took at this time

makes sense only against a background assumption of representation for, that there are
goals and interests which women of all (and no) parties share and will work towards as
women. This was in the short term confirmed by the approach of the first woman to take
a seat in Parliament, Lady Astor, but fairly quickly became problematic.
Increasing women‘s representation is the activity to which the EWCA gave most initial
attention. One of the first actions of the EWCA (prompted by a letter from the NUWSS)

was to send resolutions on women being made eligible to sit in Parliament to the Prime
Minister and Home Secretary. < 3 Oct 191%-I n the first five years of the Association the
municipal and parliamentary sub-committees (covering the Town Council, Parish Council,
Education Authority and Parliamentary politics) are the only ‘issue-based‘ subc o m m i t t e e ~ ’ ~with
,
the exception of the sub-committee on Pure Milk which is listed in the
second AR, but not thereafter. When the “Parliamentary Bills sub-committee” was formed

on la March 1920 its purposes were described as to examine bills and to draw up a
Parliamentary Programme. The first meeting of the separate Local Government subcommittee reported on 3 Dec 1920

- i t would

meet once a month to plan a programme of

visits to Municipal Buildings, and, true to local government concerns everywhere, would
arrange a public meeting on the subject of ‘Disposal of Refuse, and Household Hygiene’.
I n 1919 the WCA took the initiative in forming a Local Elections Committee to do work in
relation to the forthcoming municipal elections, inviting representatives of “the various
women’s organisations” to participate.20The Local Elections Committee consisted,
according to this letter, of ”Representatives from seven Women‘s Societies having
approximately a Membership of over 1800”, b u t does not say which societies these are.
(That the committee included ESEC is apparent from its resignation in March 1921.)

For

a period of time the EWCA’s municipal concerns were carried out under the auspices of
this joint committee, but in 1921, after ESEC’s departure, i t became a sub-committee of
Makmg a hsunctlon between -1ssue-based’ and ‘orgmsatlonal’ I e the Fmance and Syllabus sub-comttee
whch are also listed rn the second AR.and the Social A c t m ~ e ssub-comttee. It was first a Mumcipal and
Parliamentary sub-comrmttee whch became two separate sub-comttees m 1920
20 Meet~ngswere held at the EWCA offices, and a letter dated 4 Oct 1920 on ’Ehburggh Local Electlons
Comrmttee for Women Candidates’ headed paper <333/8/19> gwes EWCA c o m t l e e members Ladv k s h e
Mackenve as charman and Lady Carlaw Martrn as Vice-Chaman, and the comrmttee‘s address as 21 Castle
Street, the EWCA’s address at thls me.
19
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the EWCA; how far it had ever been seriously other than an EWCA committee is a matter
of conjecture. A similar strategy was adopted in Glasgow where several groups, including
the WCA, Women’s Suffrage Society, the NCW and the British Women’s Temperance
Association set up a Women‘s Local Representation Joint Committee in 1919, with the aim
of securing the election of women to local bodies by finding suitable candidates, appealing
for funds and supplying canvassers. Pugh says they “managed to secure the election of
three or four women each year” (he doesn’t say until when), a majority of whom stood for
Labour rather than either for other parties or as independent. <Women’s Local Representation
Joint Committee (Glasgow) minutes 17 Mar 1919,25 Oct 1919, cited bv FLU$ 1992 p 59>

The Local Elections Committee intended t o secure the election of “suitable women
Candidates”. “Suitable” meant that they would accept the programme agreed by the joint
committee which had the following headings; The Enforcement of Existing Laws and the
appointment of Women Police and paid Probation Officers; Housing; Child Welfare; Civic
Recreation; Food; Public Health and Cleaning; Sex Disabilities. Sex Disabilities is what we
now refer to as sex discrimination; the reference to ‘the enforcement of existing laws’ in
the context of women police and probation officers refers t o the law on child abuse, and
possibly sexual offences in general. <AR 1919/20> They supported both party and
independent candidates but the E70 they had raised for financial aid was to be given only
to independent candidates. By “focussing the work o f the various women’s Associations in
the city”, the committee, they reported, was mainly responsible for the return of three
women councillors: Mrs Somerville to the Town Council, and Mrs Inglis Clark and Mrs
Melville to the Parish Council. Mrs Somerville was an executive committee member of the
EWCA at this time. She was elected for the Merchiston ward in 1919 as an Independent
and continued to be very active in many aspects of the EWCA’s work, with a special
interest in Housing and in equal opportunities for corporation staff. Cllr Somerville held
the seat until her death in 1935. Mrs Ella Morison Millar was the first woman councillor
elected to Edinburgh Town Council, standing as an independent for Morningside ward
which she won

- unusually for an Independent candidate - in a three-way

fight in either

November 1918 or January 1919, and then held unopposed for 30 yearsei2 Although there
is no record of this, it is possible that she was backed by the EWCA in her candidature, as
Mrs Somerville was, as she continued to be an active EWCA member. Mrs Melville was
also returned to the Parish Council in the November 1922 election, but of Mrs Inglis
Clark’s career as an elected member there is no further record until 1928 when she was
elected t o the Parish Council and 1929 when she was returned unopposed to Midlothian
County Council (at this time she was also a member of the executive committee).

z1 The AR 1920-21 gves the reason for the ECS wthdrawg its representauves as the decision that for local
government revresentat.ms there should be one programme, and that Societies should not ask separate questions
iis Societies.
The mtemew wth her. Edmburgh Evemg News 9 DW 1945 saw she stood as an Independent m the seat her
father had held smce 1900 una1 he died the previous vear. the report on her retml, E v m g Dqatch 7 Jan
1949, that she split the Liberal-Umomst vote and won bv over 1000 votes, and that smce then she had been
unopposed.
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Parish and LEA elections were rather more successful for EWCA supported candidates
than Town Council elections, particularly after the initial success in 1918 and 1919. Both
are areas with a longer tradition of women's participation (in the case of educational
involvement, going back in Edinburgh to the first School Board in 1872). No other EWCA
candidates were elected t o the Town Council until 1930, and there was an apparent
decline in the number standing. Four of the six EWCA supported candidates in the LEA
elections in April 1921 were successful, and other members were successful later in being
either elected to or co-opted to the Parish Council. After the Local government (Scotland)
Act in 1929 which consolidated the work of the three local authorities into one and
provided for statutory committees, the Association lobbied for the "Co-option of Persons
of Experience, inciuding Women", to them <4 Oct 1929>, and were successful at least in
that in 1930 Miss MG Cowan and Miss Alice Ross were co-opted onto the Education
committee (both had been elected LEA members previously) and Miss SL Munro (jointconvenor of the EWCA Local Government committee) to the Public Assistance committee.
This consolidation effectively reduced the opportunities for women to be elected, insofar
as the Parish Council and education authority had been more conducive to women's
participation.
Because the records for this period are incomplete it is not possible to be certain of a
decline in electoral activity, but i t is strongly suggested: with fewer women being put
forward in local government elections, and no women Parliamentary candidates supported
after 1922.23The Local government committee report in the AR 27-28 gives an
impression of how support and lobbying was organised, and that i t hadn't always worked
well. Before each election meetings were held t o organise the work of canvassing and of
putting questions at meetings and these meetings were well-attended in 1927, so "work
was therefore carried through in each Division and Ward in a much more methodical and
efficient manner". A discussion at the 8 October 1928 General Meeting of candidatures
for Town and Parish Council Elections makes clear that encouraging members to go
forward is seen as part of their role, but also suggests that support had not been as
forthcoming as needed: "Miss Munro made a strong appeal for the support of Miss
In the 1920 ToNn Council elections, only one woman, Mrs Winram, was supported m her candidacy,
presumably as an independent as the Hon S m e w of the EWCA acted as her election agent. < 1920-2 1 AR> No
women canchdates at the Mumcipal Elechons in November 1921 asked for support." MISS AB Jack stood
unsuccessfullv for the Town Council (for the St. Stephen's Ward) m 1923, supported by the Associahon, they
comment "mhough a non-party candidate she polled 1640 votes in a ward very stronglv organised in party
interests." < AR 23-24> The records gve evidence of some persistence in purmt of local elected otfice. MISS
MG Cowan, who was elected to the LEA m 1921, stood agam successfully for it in 1927, and unsuccesshlly
<DCK> for the Town Council in 1929. Another member, Mrs Baud Ross, was elected for the h-3 tune to the
LEA in 1927. In 1928 M i s s A McGregor (the Association's Treasurer j fought but cfid not win 111the Town
Council elections (though it was close j and in the Parish Council elections four membas were retumed
unopposed: Mrs Inglis Clark, Miss Geddes, Mrs Melvllle and Mrs McIntyre whde three more won contested
elections: M i s s Cornwall, Mrs Deas and MISS SL Munro. In 1929 they agam supported MISSA McGregor and
Miss MG Cowan in the Town Council elechons but neither were s u m s s h l . However in the 1930 Municipal
elections they supported the successful canddature o f Mrs Elizabeth Mchtyre (for George Square Ward).
The Index shows that the Associahon supported canddates in the 1930s also, w t h names o f EWCA members'
cancfidatures listed for dates in 1936. 1937 and 1938, as well as the vears mentioned above.
3
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McGregor stating that support meant not only the belief that she was a fit and proper
person but actual work to ensure her return.'' <my id>
After the success of their three members on the LEA in 1927 (Miss MG Cowan, Mrs Alice
Ross, Mrs Baird Ross) the Association notes however that: "[Tlhe number of women on

this body and on the Town Council remains however unaltered" (presumably because new
women members only replaced other women). The Local Government sub-committee
decided to find out the numbers of women serving on Local Boards in Scotland as a
whole. They reported that there was no machinery which would give this information for
Town Councils but that the Scottish Board of Health said that 184 women out of a total
8013 members serve on Parish Councils and the Scottish Education Department informed

them that there were 82 women members out of approximately 1000 on local education
a ~ t h o r i t i e s <AR
. ~ ~ 1927-28>. The following year a Local Government study circle was
formed after the election on 'The Need for Women on Local Boards', and how to achieve
it, which included a discussion of 'How a Non-party Women's Organisation can help a
Woman Party Candidate', suggesting that their policy had not changed in this respect.

CAR 1928-29> I n that year they also (in response to a suggestion from NUSEC and in cooperation with ESEC and the Edinburgh Juvenile Organisations committee) undertook a
survey of local government under the headings: status of women; housing; sanitation;
maternity and child welfare; and recreational facilities. This survey was published under
the title 'Civic Health and Welfare'. Local government was seen as important, and possibly
as a particularly appropriate place for women's political activity. This was a not
uncommon view at the time, and since. <Hollis 1987 pp 478-9 > Women who were
housewives were also eligible to stand, along with the self-employed, leading to an
argument that this created a middle-class female advantage. However their numbers in
office were not large. The topic of a EWCA meeting in 1922, 'The City, the Larger Home',
suggests an approach to local government not dissimilar t o Rathbone's curtains and
marigolds ideas or that of the NFWI. The Association comments in the conclusion to the
1929-30 AR on the importance of local government and that the trend of legislation is
towards placing greater powers with the Local Authorities, but also cautions that the
wider aspects of citizenship cannot be ignored and "earnest study and consideration"
must be given to "economic, industrial, and social questions, including national and
inte rnatio na I po 1itics " .
Following what seemed an excellent start in the municipal elections in Edinburgh in 1919
CAR 1919-20> the Local Elections Committee decided to extend its field of operations to

Parliamentary elections, by approaching political organisations to secure the adoption of
women candidates and by preparing for work to be undertaken by members at an
election The minute of the executive committee 1.3.20 suggest that the former was in fact
z4 13 Dec 1927: a social and musical evening at which the c h e f guests would be "The women publiclv elected to
Local Government B d e s in E b b w & - number 18."
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the main priority, but no further reference is made in reports of the LEC’s work to this
initiative, suggesting (though there is no internal confirmation) that they met with a less
than enthusiastic response. The lack of women adopted as candidates would also confirm
this. I n Edinburgh, as elsewhere, support for all women candidates could be problematic,
and could mean campaigning against male candidates who in other contexts they might
see as supporting women’s interests. For the General Election in 1922 they modified their
approach slightly, saying they would support a woman candidate of any party, or
independent provided she supports the Association’s programme and was not standing
against other candidates who have “rendered good service in furthering the reforms for
which the Association stands”. (This latter clause was removed on 4 October 1929 <Index>)
They also issued a Questionnaire to men candidates and published the answers in the
press. <~R22/23>There seems to have been no question of their endorsing male
candidates. There was however controversy about how far they could, as a non-party
organisation, support party candidates, or whether they should put forward their own.
This argument focussed on the Edinburgh South ward where the EWCA endorsed the
Liberal candidate Mrs Buchanan Alderton, the office-bearers and committee of the South
Division branch resigned in protest, and the Scotsman declared that supporting women
because they were women and opposing the (Unionist) candidate because he was a man
was tantamount to creating a Women’s Party. < 13 NOV1922. quoted in Buness 1992 p 160>The
minutes of a special meeting called in November 1922 say that support for Mrs Buchanan
Alderton was controversial because she was opposing “a sitting member who had
rendered good service”. The controversy doesn‘t seem to have helped Mrs Alderton < p
i6i>, who lost, with a lower share o f the vote than the previous Liberal candidate. Not all

women candidates, perhaps for this reason, wanted their support. Nor did they support
all women; ESEC approached them and other women’s societies to seek support for Mrs
Hamilton More-Nisbett (an EWCA executive committee member in 1919) as an
independent candidate for an (unspecified) Edinburgh constituency but after she
addressed a meeting of members they decided against backing her. After the election
there was a move to reconsider their parliamentary policy, but as there was not the twothirds majority required for such action no change was made. < 1922-23 AR> There is no
record of work for any candidates in the 1924 election and in that year the work of the
Parliamentary committee was almost wholly diverted to raising funds for the “Industrial
Colony Scheme” which was championed by Lady Mackenzie (discussed in the following
chapter).
NUSEC ran into related difficulties in its attempts to promote women candidates. When
they gave public support to a woman candidate they were sometimes assumed to be
backing her party too; thus the feminist Labour candidate at Stroud found that the local
SEC had cancelled its meeting for her because of opposition by women members who
supported other parties. A number o f women, including Jennie Lee, firmly evaded NUSEC
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support. I n Glasgow the SEC abstained from electoral work in the 1924 election because
their members were all working for their respective parties. CPU@ 1992 pp 54 -56>
Whether because of internal disagreement and adverse criticism, or because of the lack
of success in getting independent women candidates into Parliament, there are no further
reports of any Association work on behalf of Parliamentary candidates. A flurry of
discussion in 1928 suggests an attempt to revive the policy in relation to the muchenlarged female franchise. This indicates that a key problem is that members o f the
Association have differing political views, and also that membership does not involve any
“pledge” - members are not signing up to do anything very specific, and so, presumably,
do not do many of the things the most active members wish they would. The practical
question of how much work the office can do for candidates is also a t issue. Posing the
question of what actual organised help a candidate could expect if given the support of
the WCA suggests that support has in practice been deemed inadequate, and insofar as
they are reiterating earlier intentions, that i t has not been very workable. I n the event
there is no record of their promoting any candidate for the election. Their public
comments on the equal franchise emphasise the need for more education in citizenship
rather than more work to get women into Parliament and stress its importance as “the
first opportunity of obtaining through the ballot box” a real equality of liberties, status
and opportunities. < AR 26-27>25
A t the heart of the problem was a focus on gender as a unity alongside an insistence on

the Association’s non-party status.26 I t was not straightforward for women with party
allegiances to work for all women, nor did all women wish to be seen as standing with
women’s support, particularly if this also led to divisive and derisive press comment. The
non-party stance is, as well as sometimes expressing a view that women could be ‘above
politics’, a consequence o f the disillusion with patty politics in the suffrage struggle. < h g h
1992 p 58> But insofar as independence often masked a closet Liberalism, it could be

Though they had some success at local level, neither the EWCA nor anyone else was very successful in gettmg
women m Scotland to tx selected for or elected to Parliament: behveen 1918 and 1945 only 8 inditidual women
were returned as Mps for Scottish seats, \t.hle 33 stood as candidates. <refBumess>
25 Lady Leslie Mackenve reported to the executive comrmttee <minutes: 7.10.19> that the Edinburgh Local
Elections comrmttee had decided to support ail women candidates oRering themselves at the November elections
irrespective of party and rhus remain non-pax-& <mv ital>,
“Charactenstically the ‘firstwomen’, as beneficiaries of the women’s suiffage movement, were seen as
representauves of women at large as well as bemg accountable to their own electorates. The first women M p s
embraced these dual accountabilities.. . The first women M p s were less enthusiastic about accountability to
political parties. They lnherited the w e l l e m e d dstrust of the women’ssuiEage movement for politxal parues
and viewed p m politics wth suspicion. even when they were endorsed partl; candidates. The): saw the social
reform issues whch mouvated them, such as temperance and chld welfare, as bemg properly above party
politics. . . .
M Sawer, Echtorial International Review of Women and Leadership, Vol. 2 , No. 1, Julv 1996;
and that the ‘non-party idea’ took on organisational forms m all Australian States in the post-suifiage era;
also that: “[Edith] Cowan’s attitudes were moulded by late nineteenth-cenhq liberalism and the privileupng of
mdependent conscience as well as bv s u t h g s t dstrust of part)‘ machmes. Her mdependence of rmnd helped
fortie her in expressing unpopular views in defence of unmarried mothers or III favour of sex education in
schools. ‘‘ also 3
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resented by other parties. CHollis 1987 p 407-8> I n clinging t o independence women were
swimming against a tide which saw party machinery strengthened, and women standing
as independent candidates for Westminster was a short-lived strategy. Five Independent
women candidates stood in 1918, one in Glasgow (for Bridgeton); there was also one
Woman’s Party candidate (Christabel Pankhurst); four Labour, and four Liberal women
(most in hopeless constituencies). After 1918 Independent women candidates were rarely
promoted, with the notable exception of Rathbone, who stood in east Toxteth in 1922
supported by the WCA but who was eventually elected in 1929 for the Combined English
Universities (which used a system of PR); Rathbone was the only Independent to sit in
Parliament. Independence and/or a Women’s Party faced feminists with a difficult
strategic choice. There were financial as well as political reasons for supporting women
fighting under party auspices, but not all feminists were keen to accept a party label and
none of the parties was keen to nominate women. I n local government i t was more
possible to stand and be elected as an independent, though still d i f f i ~ u l t . ~ ’
The other major aspect of their political work was lobbying at elections and on specific
issues and work on legislation, either in process or that they wished to see proposed.
Lobbying also took the form of studying and commentary etc on legislation and on
national and local government actions and potential actions, and after the initial effort to
get women elected had faded, this is the main activity of the Association. The content and
methods of this work is discussed further in the following chapter.

Citizenship, confidence and inclusion
The period following 1918 was a formative moment in women’s entry into public/political
life. Consequent on this was the perceived need for a new form of women’s organisation
with a role in relation to the state, and as a vehicle for women‘s new status as ‘legitimate
players’ - as opposed to disruptive, oppositional, excluded, often violently so. As well as
the WCA and (slightly later) the Six Point Group, the re-formation of NUSEC and the WFL
are a response to this need. Women were now formally admitted to the public world but
their distinct needs and the potential power of their vote were recognised by those who
sought to build organisations of women in this period, and to articulate a discourse of
women’s citizenship. Pateman has argued that there is a sense in which this is a
contradiction in terms: that citizenship is so defined as to exclude women from full
participation; that it is conceived across the public and private division in such a way that
a hidden sexual contract continues to support male dominance in arenas of public power.
That many men in public power regarded citizenship as an exclusive attribute of their
The idea that women would introduce a new, punfylng element mto politxs through non-partisan comrmtment
to moral and social reform was found throughout the English-speakmg democracies.
2’ Hollis savs of England however that ‘‘withbarely an excephon, women councillors s t a n h g as
Independents only won when the Progressives stood aside and eff‘ectivelv endorsed them” and that thev could not
w l ~m
l a threecorner fight. <p 409> Cllr Monson Millar’s fmt elecnon defeatmg the Liberal and Uruorust
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gender was evident from the persistence of opposition to women’s franchise and women
campaigners had experience of the strength of that opposition, in endless argument,
ridicule, violence and every filibustering trick the parliamentary rule book. This opposition
and its arguments was unlikely t o have been forgotten now that the battle was won and
will have affected how women saw themselves as citizens and how they acted. The
emphasis on the status of citizenship is best read against this background.

Citizenship was a core concept within the suffrage movement and for the Fabian Women‘s
Group. I n their discussion of ‘Furthering the Citizenship of Women’ <Three Years Work, 19081911, c 1 9 1 b there are parallels to the later work of the EWCA. This work included, as

well as joining the fight for the Parliamentary vote, an “equality in citizenship’‘ programme
in relation to local government not dissimilar to the EWCA programme in informing

women of their vote and encouraging them to use it, and encouraging women to stand for
election and working in their support. Rathbone’s Common Cause article in which she sets
out the idea of a Women Citizens’ Association emphasises women‘s new consciousness of

their citizenship; for the women she sought to include in a new form of citizenship she
presents i t as a move out from the private into the city: becoming not just house-proud
but ‘town-proud’ in their own interests and those o f their children. “Education for
citizenship” was a way of evading the explicitly ‘political‘ and is linked to the emphasis on
being a non-party organisation which, as Ihave said, reflected a distrust of political
parties from the suffrage campaign. Not enough research has been done on this
conception of intervention in the state, but i t was one which was common in a number of
countries in the post-suffrage period.28
The educational work of the EWCA tells us a great deal about not only what they felt they
needed to know in order to be effective citizens but also how they wanted to be seen as
citizens. This is as serious, influential and with a wide agenda, including but not limited to
traditional women’s issues. The second part of their educational work, sending ‘panel
speakers’ to other organisations, shows what they saw as their area of expertise in
relation to other groups, but also what they wanted other women to include in their sense
of themselves as citizens. When in 1919 they set up a panel of speakers the subjects
offered, included ’The Making of a Citizen’ and ‘Civic Responsibility’, ‘Housing’, ‘Art in the
Home’, ’The Need for Policewomen’, ‘Child Welfare’, ‘The Temperance (Scotland) Act

1913’, ‘The Mental Deficiency Act’ and ‘The Aims and Objectives of the Labour Party’.
Apart from Art in the Home and the Labour Party, it is a list of almost all the issues which
candidates by a good margm is such an excepuon - but is exqhned by her standing in the seat whch her father
had held for manv years until hs recent death.
48 Manan Sawer &scusses it m Australia where ‘non-party idea’ took on orgaxnsational forms in all States in the
post-suhge era m a d y through the Women’s Sexvice Guild. ”The non-party idea was to meet the need for
‘education for citiznishp’ ;o that women could fulfil the obligations o f citizenshp and realise their potentlal for
political good.. . It encompassedthe need for women to stand together, regardless o f ciass or party, to acheve
equal cibzenshp and to protect the merests of women, chldren and the home.” The platiorm ofthe women’s
non-party organisations in Austraiia which Sawer describes is very close to the EWCA programme: generally

will concern the EWCA a s a lobbying organisation in the years ahead. I n future years they
always offer several speakers on general topics o f citizenship but specific i s s u e s in relation
to campaigning, social reform and/or legislation continue to be offered in a similar range
to those above. I n 1920 they added ‘The Work of a Town Councillor’. ‘The Employment of
Children’, ‘The League o f Nations’ and ‘Widows Pensions’. T h e focus on citizenship is also
occasionally more clearly gendered: in 1 9 2 1 for example three speakers offered ‘Women’s
Responsibility in Public Affairs’ and one speaker offered ‘Woman; her duty to the
community in which s h e dwells’.
T h e public meetings and the study circles had a dual function, both introducing to the
public agenda i s s u e s that the EWCA felt should be given greater consideration, and
informing their members s o a s to better act in relation to those i s s u e s . T h e general topics
of ‘Citizenship - Rights and Duties’ and ‘The Power of the Voter’ appear in 1 9 2 0 and 1 9 2 1
(though they continue to be topics for ‘panel speakers’ throughout the decade) but later
topics are more specific. An analysis of the content of the public meetings held by the
Association over its first decade shows the very wide range of subjects public meetings
were held on: the only categories which are significantly larger than the others are local
government responsibilities (itself a wide remit) and ‘international’ (again, partly by i t s
nature), which mainly focuses on the League of Nations, with, from 1 9 2 5 , an additional
focus on disarmament. Under the first heading there were meetings on local government
finance, housing, town planning and public libraries. A study circle on ‘Laws Administered
by the local authority’ was held in 1923-24; in 1 9 2 5 - 2 6 a study circle was held on public
health and poor law services in response to proposals to transfer these to other public
bodies (it attracted 50 members); and in 1 9 2 9 - 3 0 there was a study circle on the Local
Government (Scotland) Act 1 9 2 9 , with, they reported, “crowded attendance a t lectures”.
Also in 1 9 2 5 - 2 6 there was a study circle on ‘The Woman a s Worker’, including legislative
proposals. Public health i s s u e s addressed included pure milk, whether the future of
hospitals was voluntary o r state-aided, VD, mental deficiency, household hygiene and
‘Towards Race Vigour’ (in 1920-21). A public meeting on ‘Maternal and Infantile Mortality
and Morbidity’ in 1925-26 was followed by a study circle on ’The Problem o f Maternal
Morbidity’ in 1 9 2 6 - 2 7 , and in 1 9 2 9 - 3 0 a public meeting examined Maternity Services in
Scotland and elsewhere, following examination of this by a sub-committee. Penal reform
was a much-discussed i s s u e in the EWCA in the early 1 9 2 0 s , a s was adoption; though
neither feature in the syllabus of meetings after 1 9 2 3 adoption continued to be an area of
campaigning in relation to legislation. There was a flurry of interest in education in the
mid-1920s. Social insurance was the subject o f a meeting in 1920, a study circle in 1 9 2 7 2 8 (at which 3 0 people discussed problems with and gaps in the 1911, 1922 and 1925
acts, and better provision for maternity and for unemployment insurance), and a public

meeting on ’Social Insurance and the Protection of Motherhood’ the same year.
Economics and citizenship, and trade unionism in relation to women at work, were also
mcludmg “qual nghts issues such as equal dvorce laws and guardianshp rights, the nght o f m m e d women to
retan theu M ~ I O M ~ ~equal
,
pay and qual ~ p p ~ m h ”
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each the subject of public meetings. Unemployment was a subject in 1923, 1924 and

1930. Some public meetings discussed aspects of the arts, often in relation to citizenship,
and there were two meetings on journalism: one with Lady Rhondda of Time & Tide in
1924, and Winifred Holtby spoke at a general meeting on ‘Woman’s Place and the Press’
in October 1927.
Ihave suggested that a narrative of citizenship formed an important part of the

Association’s self-perception and public presentation. The audience they had in mind is
four-fold: i t includes themselves, in terms of their self-perception as political actors on a
new stage. It is also other women’s organisations: at this time as I’ve said a number of
organisations existed and were working together and in doing so they were building a
(post-suffrage) women’s movement. I t is also ‘unorganised women’, the women they
wanted to educate and encourage to see themselves as citizens, but also claimed to act
on behalf of (insofar as there is a general appeal to women’s interests). Finally, this is a
claim on the public of policy development and government. The minutes of the Executive
committee are basic, working documents written for reasons of legality and proper
organisation. The other main source of much of my initial description of the early years of
the EWCA is a public document, their annual reports. These are written for their members
and potential members, but also for readers in organisations whom they want to impress
and influence, such as the Town Council, the Scottish Office and other voluntary
organisations. Again the ARs tell us how the organisation wants to be seen as serious,
effective, with influence. The ARs are a record of achievements, although they also
contain information on set-backs, and of an smooth-running voluntary organisation
engaged in (in the later words of Agnes Macdonald) “constant efforts to get things done”,
with the support of prominent Edinburgh citizens, links to a number of like-minded
organisations and wide interests and influence. The ‘key words’ are service, responsibility,
citizenship.
There is, in their accounts of their work, an expectation of inclusion and influence. An
emerging theme is that you read first their having achieved something, then a later
Annual Report or minute suggests that it has not gone through as they had expected and
further lobbying etc is necessary: the Sex Disqualification (Removal) Act and women
doctors in police and court work are examples. This was one of the things they had to
learn over the decade, and it is perhaps characteristic of feminist campaigning after the
vote and other major legal reforms had been achieved to find that there were more
difficulties in acting on those rights than had been apparent during the fight for them.
They were playing by the rules, only to discover that the rules favour those who hold
power. However in the first decade of the EWCA such disillusion should not be overstated. What is striking about their papers is a feeling of confidence

- an expectation of

progress and success, the kind of progress which attends proper organisation and hard
work perhaps, but progress nevertheless. Some of that confidence is about class, at a
time when a smaller middle class had an expectation of influence and a voice in the
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affairs of society. Many of these women are married to men with position and influence
and they expect to be able to wield i t too; or, if they are university educated, this also
leads t o an expectation of influence. Although it was not only a middle-class struggle a
significant dimension of the suffrage campaign was the inclusion of middle-class women in
an area of right. Some of that confidence is about clarity of purpose. It is because
citizenship is meaningful, about responsibility and participation. This is what the vote was
for, what

- in principle - it enabled.

It was an achievement and a beginning. A recent

major victory has been won: the first thing the EWCA does is celebrate that a t a great
public occasion, entitled ’An Historic Meeting of Women Citizens’. <Usher Hall, 25 October
191& It was won by women organising and working together, and using political

influence, and not giving up, all points emphasised in the account of the women’s
movement given by the EWCA in a Souvenir publication in 1939. Many of the WCA
founding members also knew about the difficulty and brutalities of that struggle and
perhaps this gave occasion for the sort of cynicism unlikely to be expressed ‘on the
record’. I n public however and, perhaps more importantly, in their daily and weekly effort
and activities they express a confidence in an appropriate and necessary relationship
between a non-party feminist organisation and the state.
Their view of their role as historic is expressed in the 1939 Souvenir publication for the
Association’s twenty-first year. I n this citizenship as exemplified in the WCA is presented
as the next step in a women’s movement which began with the exclusion of women from
the franchise in 1832. The account emphasises both the length of time the suffrage
struggle took, names a number of prominent people who advanced it - “highly educated
women and public-spirited men’’ - and highlights the effort o f the constitutional struggle
which nevertheless was disappointed. It then gives an account of the militant campaign
which presents its as both necessary and as inspiring. Women’s war work is also
mentioned. “In 1918 the ‘Partiamentary Vote’ was granted to women. Training for
Citizenship was the next step.’’<SouveW p 3 my tal> Citizenship and the EWCA‘s work is
shown to be part of the historic advance of the women’s movement, as the third in three
stages: the constitutional suffrage campaign, the militant movement, and then the
organising of women citizens. The importance of the achievement of the vote and of
women’s new status lay behind the creation of an organisation like the WCA and the way
i t conducted its business. Citizenship was a prize worth the fight; the vote must be used.
This meant that women must be organised and educated in their own interests. They
must be informed of their right t o vote (the EWCA‘s first publication was a leaflet on this)
and encouraged to vote: the “discouraged” or the “apathetic” voter was t o be chivvied
and educated into better practices. Citizenship meant having a voice, locally and
nationally, and women must learn to raise that voice. Having a voice entails an
assumption of being listened to. Citizenship required knowledge, of your rights and of the
world in which you would exercise them: women must learn about local, national and
international politics. Women must learn how to act as citizens, learn what it meant for
them and take full advantage of it; implicitly they must not act in ways which (as anti-
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suff-rage campaigners had predicted) showed they were unfitted for citizenship. Women
as citizens had an important role in achieving ends of benefit to women and to society in
general, ends that had much in common with earlier public work by women’s
organisations but which they had successfully argued they could best achieve as full,
enfranchised members of society. Thus citizenship is understood in terms of developing a
distinct role for women as legitimate political actors in relation to the state; i t is
conceptualised as gendered and within a feminist tradition. I discuss this further in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX: Women and weifare: "The gospel and pracbce of inter-relabonshps":

In ths chapter I look more closely at the policies the EWCA pursued between 19 18- 1930 and
at the lives and interests of some of the most d u e n u a l members. Their policy included

interests whch can be described as 'dfference': others whch can be described as 'equality'
and others whch do not r e l y fit as either. I &scuss the equality/&fference dstmction as a
tool of analysis and why it &d not appear to present the EWCA with the sorts of problems with
whch it presented NUSEC. An analysis of questionnares/programmes and m u activiues of
the Association tells us about what mattered to the Association, and suggests that the EWCA

was an organisation pnmanly oriented towards the state, but also towards other lundred
organisations - r d l y identifiable as. and described as. a "woman's movement". Their work
was primarily in relation to local government and increasingly preoccupied nlth 'weifare'
concerns whxh show continuity from late 19% and pre-war areas of feminist activie but are
campaigned on by the EWCA consciously in relaoon to the new circumstances of the suffrage
and a view of the purposes of the vote. and the growing state and professional intervention in
weifare issues, pa.rt~cularlythose concerning chldren and maternity. I conclude that their
welfare interests drew on contemporary social feminist ideas but are as much part of a tradtion
of women-s welfare role and interests ivhch they renewed w v i h a social liberal conception of
citizenshp. As a clam to participation in previously ivholly male fora it was embedded widun
the discursive strengths and limitat~onsof women's traditlond arenas of power/knowledge,
fimily and morality.

The papers of the EWCA are important in giving insight into themes of citizenship,
discussed in the previous chapter, and the development of social or welfare feminism,
discussed in chapters three and four, but adding to our knowledge both of Scotland and

of a social-liberat contribution to this. The old/new differentiation is a useful approach to
the analysis of the period, but the papers of the EWCA show that it can be a more difficult
distinction to make in practice than may at first seem the case. As discussed in chapter
four, the distinction between 'old' and 'new' feminisms and the corresponding distinction
between 'equality' and 'difference' is central to analysis of feminism in the 1920s, as is
the question where 'welfare' or 'social' feminism fits into that (and whether i t was, on
Jeffreys influential account, even to be considered feminism at all). This has contributed
to a view of feminism's decline which depends on a definition of feminism which privileges
'equality' against social or welfare feminism. Examining an organisation like the EWCA
suggests the question needs to be reconsidered.
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The tension between equality and difference does not appear to have been significant for
the EWCA; nevertheless the kind of feminism exemplified by the EWCA is ‘difference’, but
a difference feminism which draws on 19thc and pre-war feminist discourse as much as it
draws from the current ‘new’ feminism. Attention to the nature and context of the EWCA’s
view of welfare suggests a discourse of overlapping women’s, family and welfare interests
which is, as a form of difference feminism, not opposed to the aim of full citizenship but
integral to a citizenship construed in social liberal terms of service to the community and
equality of rights. Paying greater attention to social feminism not simply in opposition to
‘equality’ arguments but in its specificity and diversity suggests also that a review of
feminism‘s role in relation to the development of the welfare state and in supporting the
greater legitimacy of state intervention in the family between the wars is overdue, and
that further research is likely to show that the welfare lobbying and work of feminist
organisations may have been far more important to the development o f the British
welfare state than has been credited.

Lobbving; and work on legislation: a ‘Women’sAgenda’
Most of the areas of concern of the EWCA can be identified through the programmes and
questionnaires which both the Parliamentary and Local Government sub-committees
produced for use in elections. Programmes were a statement of association policy which
women candidates were invited to endorse, and questionnaires were put to other
candidates with the intention of influencing the political parties, and as a means o f
gaining and publicising information which they believed women needed in order t o vote.
They are effectively a ‘Women‘s Agenda’ for government. The executive committee
minutes suggest that programmes or questionnaires were drawn up for most or all
municipal and general elections, and that attendance and questioning at ward meetings
was highly organised. The use of questionnaires at elections was also a tactic NUSEC
pursued. < h g h 1992 p 54> Typically they include a range o f proposals across ‘equality‘ and
‘welfare’ concerns although with more of the latter, and include housing issues, the need
for policewomen, and child welfare and child protection. For example one programme <no
date> calls for Council advisory committees with equal numbers of men and women

on

Housing, Public Health, Food, and Transport; the abolition of all one-roomed houses, or
their reconstruction with sanitation for each household; infant welfare centres; more
facilities for outdoor games and municipal entertainments; and public lavatories for
women. The minutes suggest that a great deal of consideration went into which questions
to include and their phrasing, and examples of draft questionnaires show they were
subject to careful amendment. At the outset the Scottish WCAs planned a joint
Parliamentary questionnaire <5 D x 191D which, after discussion a t a joint conference,
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would pose questions on housing, public morals, VD, a husband's administration rights
over his wife's property; and equal rights in succession and inheritance.'
The first example of a dated programme in the archive is a draft Municipal Programme
dated February 1919 which has eleven headings: Housing, Transit (i.e. transport),
Recreation, Cleaning, Lighting, Milk, Communal Kitchens, Women on Public Health
Committees, Policewomen, Hostels for Women, and Watch Committee. The draft has a
large number of hand-written emendations which have been made following discussion a t
a meeting. Although the Association's main activities in housing development do not occur
until later (from 1924) this programme suggests a detailed interest in social housing, with
proposals including that a larger number of three-roomed family houses should be built;
that in new buildings every house should have its own lavatory and new flats should have
central heating, hot water and (added in pen) bathrooms. "Express disapproval of one
room houses" is also added. They wish to see an advisory council of women with whom
the Town Council Housing committee "could confer on the domestic side, etc." Hollis
comments that women commonly saw themselves as having an expertise in house design
in terms of the housewife's needs and the health of children which male-dominated
committees lacked. <Hollis 1987 p 446> Later the EWCA commented on fireplaces and
larders planned for the Lochend estate but in the wrong places. Lodging houses for single
women (who were otherwise at considerable risk) was another familiar demand made by
women of Town Councils. c Hohs 1987 pi154> The EWCA also wanted to see a "[Clheap
efficient service of trains, trams, motor bus, steamboats"2; playgrounds in old areas (a
scheme which Patrick Geddes pursued, and there was some correspondence with him in
1921); allotments; Winter Gardens ("Cheap refreshments - No licence'?; Swimming - Salt
water; and empty halls to be available for dancing, amateur theatricals etc. Under
"Cleaning" are improved methods of disposal of refuse and detailed recommendations on
washing stairs and closes, which at this time could be very insanitary. The enforcement of
the Dairies Act 1914 and a supply of Grade A Milk for infants under two is called for. Safe
milk was a major campaigning issue for a number of women's groups throughout Britain
in relation to the high rates of infant mortality. Fresh milk was often contaminated and

costly and tinned milk quickly contaminated and was often unsuitable. Doctors and
women's groups called for milk depots in every town selling clean fresh milk from
inspected dairies. EWCA founding member Dr Chalmers Watson led campaigning on this
issue and later took matters into her own hands and started a model dairy at Fenton
Barns in East Lothian. They also wanted the Town Council to take up its power under the
Child Welfare legislation to co-opt women members to the Public Health Committee. The
appointment of policewomen was something which was already being called for by the
Edinburgh branch of the National Vigilance Association and became a continuing
I

There is a reference to h s proposal m the minutes but no in&cauon \vhrther the conikrence took place or
questionnaire was drawn up.
A provision the city still awaits. Public transport is still a local authony women's issue with women of all
ages more llkelv to use it and less llkelv to have cars. ~ E l l e nKelly 'Local Government, the Scottish Parliament
and Women's Interests', Gender and Scomsh Sociey seminar, Univmv of Edmburgh 3 1October 1997.>
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campaigning issue for the EWCA and SCWCA mainly as a child welfare issue; in this
programme they include an equality dimension, stating that policewomen should have the
status, pay and powers of policemen and be part of the regular police force. They also
want to see trained women probation officers appointed to Juvenile Courts, again a
continuing demand. As well as the printed headings listed above, there is the scribbled
addition of “State of Streets” and “Houses of ill-fame”.

A programme for the Town Council “for women candidates run by the Edinburgh Local
Elections Committee on Non-Patty Lines” and dated therefore between 1919-1921 has
eight headings with a number of the same issues, but with the addition “ [ T h a t all Laws
affecting the moral conditions of the city be more strictly enforced” and that steps be
taken to ensure that the Children A c t 1908 and Temperance (Scotland) Act 1913 are
enforced. (The following year they took a firmly fence-sitting position on temperance, and
in 1923 also resolved to take an interest but “no side in the matter”.) I n this programme
they also propose Council advisory committees of equal numbers of men and women on
Housing, Public Health, Food and Transit. With the exception of transport, these continue
to be major areas of EWCA interest. There is an additional category of Child Welfare in
this programme, with a demand for a larger number of infant welfare centres, more open
spaces and playgrounds, and safe milk. Under the heading ‘Food’ is a demand for more
national kitchens, and a more humane method o f slaughtering animals (which became a
particularly pressing issue in 1924). The same issues (in less detail) of disposal o f refuse
and cleaning of streets and lavatories for women also occur, however under the heading

of “Public Health and Cleaning”. As Hollis has observed, housekeepers and sanitary
authorities noticed things like the source of dust and germs, and realised that private
health depended on public health. Under another new heading “Sex Disabilities” there is a
demand for all sex disabilities with regard to municipal employees to be removed.

From 1924 to 1930 there were municipal questionnaires every year featuring a shortened
version of this agenda. I n 1926 Toddlers’ Playgrounds, a scheme pioneered by Cllr Mrs
Somerville, is added and in 1927 a proposal for rent rebates is introduced. The EWCA also
lobbied for admission of the press and public to Council meetings and when they i t was
introduced (in the 1929 Act), set up a rota of members to attend. The draft
questionnaires for the Municipal Elections in November 1928

and for the Education

Authority Elections in March 1928 show a continuing focus on these same concerns, and
an informed grasp of the issues and possible steps the appropriate authority might take.
Both list questions which are to be put verbally a t ward meetings and include detailed
notes on the issues for the information of the members asking the questions. Only two
headings are included in the municipal questionnaire: Housing, calling for special housing
or hostels with supervision for aged persons, and for qualified women to be employed as
rent collectors in the Corporation housing schemes, and Equal Pay and Opportunities for
Men and Women in the service of the town council. The note on the former indicates that

housing with food and nursing care a s an alternative to t h e Poor House should now be
possible because with t h e Old Age pension it could be self-supporting. The note on
women rent collectors refers to t h e introduction of women property managers in Glasgow
and some English cities who can, with tenants rehoused from slum clearance areas, "by
timely advice prevent destruction and misuse of property". Questions for t h e Education
Authority Elections concern equality in training, salary and promotion between men and
women teachers. The note appended refers to t h e sex differentiated regulations on
teacher training which t h e Association had protested against when first introduced. They
also call for t h e reduction in t h e hours of employment of school Children aged 12-13 to 22
/
'2 per w e e k (which was within the LEA'S powers and with t h e exception of Glasgow,
Edinburgh hours, the note says, are a t 2s1/2 hours a w e e k t h e longest in Britain);
specialist sewing teachers retained in t h e elementary schools; and future appointments to
the Attendance Staff to incluae women. There is also a detailed recommendation in
relation to a section of t h e Scottish Office Departmental Report on Offences against
Caildren ( t h e report of a committee t h e EWCA had earlier lobbied for - see below.) They also
want more nursery schools and t h e school leaving age to b e raised to 15, a s t h e 1918 Act
had promised but not fixed a date for.
In the same year a proposed questionnaire for Parliamentary Candidates (under
discussion on 2 1 November 1928) referred to the Scottish Office Report on Offences
against Children and called for legislation to amend t h e Criminal Law Amendment A c t s
(1885-1922) to raise the age of consent from 13 to 16 ( t h e committee had recommended
14) and to give power to libel t h e communication of V D a s an aggravation of offences
committed under these A c t s ; and to amend t h e Children A c t 1908 to permit t h e removal
from their homes "children who have been t h e victim o f sexual offences and cannot b e
properly cared for in their own homes, and t h e daughters and young female relatives of a
man who has been convicted of incest with his daughter". They also called for fathers to
have a means-tested duty o f alimenting illegitimate cniidren, and that this should b e
collected througn t h e courts, and for a bill for Scotland on t h e lines of t h e Adoption o f
Children Act, 1926 (something t h e Association had been campaigning for since 1921 and

which was introduced in 1930); and a Trade Board to improve conditions in shops and
catering (as major areas of low paid and poorly treatea female work these had been the
Subject of extensive investigation and lobbying by the EWCA kom the mid-decade <Mcivor
1992 pp 147-8>); t h e establishment of a National Board of Fiim Censors; t h e extension of

t h e school leaving age; a bill for Scotland on the lines of t h e Public Health (Smoke

Abatement) A c t 1926; modification of t h e Scottish succession laws to abolish t h e law of
pnmogeniture and the law of preference of males to females; the ratification of t h e Eight
Hours' Day Washington Convention; and t h e limitation of armaments according to t h e
Kellogg Treaty.Arms limitation is a focus in the late 1920s and 1930s, with support and
some delegates involved in t h e Women's Peace Crusade, b u t it first emerges a s an issue
for t h e EWC.4 in 1921 w h e n they are involved in a memonal on arms reduction to the
3

quesuonaaue 3ppem-s to be mcompiete.
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Prime Minister. They also call for legislation on the compulsory continuation of treatment
o f persons suffering from VD who have commenced but left treatment; this was one of

two cases in which a dissenting motion was moved during discussion of these proposals
but it was defeated. Compulsory treatment was a contentious issue within the women's
and vigilance movements and even the limited support the EWCA gave to i t may be
unusual, as I discuss below. They also call for support for the 'Marned Women
Employment Bill', introduced by Sir Robert Newman in 1927 to amend the Sex Disabilities
A c t to be effective against marriage dismissals, which again was contentious, though

much less so.
Lobbying and work on legislation, after the initial effort to get women elected had faded,
was the main activity of the Association. Lady Leslie Mackenzie's description o f legislation
as a "a great instrument of civilisation'' in a speech in 1933 gives some perspective on
how such work may have been seen. Acts of Parliament were not dry and uninteresting,
she said:"[W]hen you were in dead earnest to get some forward movement in what had
hitherto been merely a little voluntary effort, a thorough-going Act of Partiament was a
godsend". <Scotsman June 30 1 9 3 P Lobbying and work on legislation was c a r t e d out
through their own sub-committees

4,

through NUSEC and SCWCA, througn memDership

of a committee of Scottish women's organisations affiliated to NUSEC which was set up in

1924 to draft and comment on women's legislation in Scotland. in which EWCA members
appear to have played leading parts, and through a (possibly short-lived) S C d G
Parliamentary committee, set up in January 1926 which seemed t o have a similar role.

This work included passing endless resolutions sent to appropnate local government
bodies, the Pnme Minister, Home Secretary, etc o r channelled via NUSEC or SCWCA
annual counc~is;deputaQons, memonals to local MPs; demonstrations (by which they
meant large public meetings which would demonstrate public opinion on an issue) and
other means t o exert influence and marshal public opinion; conferences and PUDliC
lectures and debates; and letters to the press and other use of publicity.

' I t IS about

' -The EWCA Pxhamentary sub-comrmctee met monthiv, and someumes more kqurnrlv. h 1920-2 1they
tbcusxd on rhe rfuam'iansnip ot'lnrirnrs ' Bill and the Bishop of London s Cnmznai LAW .henamenr Bill: ut
! 92 1-22 they commented that the Guardiansnip. .lfainrenance ana Cusrociv ot-Ir!tunrs Bill and the Cnmznai LAW
.irnencimenr Bill h i e d to reach the Starute Book and that such brils have !ink chance ot' success uniess they are
xiopteti ;IS government measures. in 1923-23 the biils they srudmi and supported were nze Eauai Gziam'ianshzp
2ill. a Bill for equal h c h s e . the Lsginmaqv Bill. Summan, Junsciicnon Bill cC's>. and a chld adoption biil.
The Cnmznai Lcnv h e n d m e n r .4cr o f 1922 macie some unprovements to the legai situauon of v i c t m o i s e m i
ssauit. The 1925 Guardianship 0iInia.n~~
Act - whch wvas passed as a government biil much more iirmted in
promion b n the onginai NUSEC-dntted bill - increased but &d not equa.hsemothers' rights. The qual
t n n c h s e was mnoduced m 1928 and le@ c h l d adopuon m Scotland in i 930. Others o f those concerns - notablv
equai nghts o i -guardianshp for mothers and legtlmacy for chlidren or' smgie mothers had to wait until the 1970s
and 1980s respecnveiv. Detaried work on bills in Pariiament IS less of an evldent feature in later vears,probablv
because ttus work was carned forward m the AWSECScottish comrmrtee set up m 1923.
j In at least one ;:ear press work was formalised and extensive. In 1922 .Miss Maud Mom was appomted Hon.
hopaganda S m e q , and, drawing on lniomauon h m Time & Tide and. the Pomen 's Leader, she made
contnbuuons to the Edinburgh Evening :Vews on 'the Unmarried Mother', -The AProrecuono f Chldren',
-Materrut)l Insurance', 'Jane Addams' and the -Nationality oZh4amed Women' and to the Evening Disparch on
the 'Mother's Rlghts over her Chddren'. CAR 22-23> Jane Addam \vas an Amencan acunst u1s u h g e and
tmpmmce reform who, lntluenced bv the Bnush settlement movemat formed Hull H o w 111 C h a g o m 1889.
wmch m t u n d u e n c e d the Bnush women's movement, She was an mponant duence 111N.Amencan sociai
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making women’s voices heard as voters and as organised women, a phrase they often
use to describe themselves. I n some cases their involvement moves beyond lobbying and
exerting pressure to active initiatives. There were occasions when the Town Council
consulted them, although these do not appear to have been very frequent. There was
however a close working relationship with their two members who were town councillors,
Cllr Millar and Cllr Somerville, and presumably also a working relationship with their
members who were Parish councillors and on the LEA, although this is not as apparent
from the papers. Following a committee visit to slum housing two public meetings on
’Housing’ were organised and the Housing sub-committee of the Association was set up
the following year, in 1924. Under the energetic leadership of Euphemia Somerville the
committee later launched the Edinburgh Welfare Housing Trust. Although the Trust was
formally overseen by a separate (and male-dominated) committee, Cllr Somerville was
its’ prime mover and it was initiated after a question in an EWCA municipal questionnaire
on housing for the low paid wage earner with a large family was not satisfactorily
answered. This led to “a strong committee” to finance and provide reduced rent housing
for “selected families with young children”, using “cheap money” loaned privately a t low
interest rates according to a scheme recently developed in Birmingham. The EWCA
Housing sub-committee was involved in propaganda and fund-raising for the scheme,
which was inaugurated a t a public meeting in the City Chambers on 20‘” April 1928. CAR
27-28> By the following year they reported that building was underway a t the Factor’s Park

site of 18 houses; and the following year that the first houses were opened by the
Secretary of State for Scotland on 9 May 1930. <AR 28-29; 29-39>
Later the EWCA and Cllr Somerville played a key role and commissioning and distributing
a privately-funded survey of the housing conditions of 443 families with young children in
the St Andrew’s Ward in Edinburgh, close to the East End of Princes Street. It was carried
out by two women chartered surveyors who they employed in June 1931. Cllr Somerville
wrote in the forward to the report that their intention was “to bring out in strong relief the
environment of the child in overcrowded insanitary areas ...” ~ P e x and
q Barclay 1931 p 5> The
ward was one of two with the highest rate of infant mortality in the city: 108 per 1000
compared to a city average of 82 per 1000 and a rate in Morningside Ward of 13 per
1000. (The other was the Canongate.) The survey found poverty, overcrowding (more
than half the families were living with four or more people to a room), the problem of subdivided flats, only open fireplaces for cooking, infestation and no way of disposing of
refuse. <Perry and Barclay 1931 p 12-14> The report highlighted that this “squalor and misery”
was just behind Princes Street.

ferrrrmsm and believed m comblned rmddleciass and workmgclass acuon for social reform and the use of
mvestigative methods o f social science. She also presided over the women’s peace codaence m The Hague III
1915.

Child Outrage
Some i s s u e s stand out a s the subject of major and persistent campaigns. T h e first, a s
one o f the earliest to command attention and one on which there is activity throughout
the decade (although it is more marked up until 1927), i s Child Sexual Assault

o r ‘Child

Outrage’. (‘Child Outrage’ is the t e r m used within the Vigilance movement from the 1890s
<Cree 1995 p 13>.) T h e i s s u e emerges in the

EWCA in the proposals for a Watch Committee

in the 1919 Municipal Programme, an idea which shows a strong influence o f vigilance
tactics but does not appear to have been further developed. T h e Child Outrage campaign
was jointly inaugurated by a number o f women’s organisations in 1920 and developed a s
the Child Outrage Protest Committee (which changed i t s name to the Child Assault
Protest Committee in 1921).’ T h e committee mobilised other women’s societies for
deputations etc, and also sought support from the churches. T h e EWCA had at least two
representatives on the committee, part-funded i t s work, and in the EWCA papers the
committee is treated with the same attention a s an EWCA sub-committee. T h e campaign
aims were primarily in relation to the justice s y s t e m and prevention, and was particularly
concerned with the support of children in medical examination and in court. T h e aims
were (as listed in the A R 1920-21): more appropriate sentencing for persons convicted o f
child outrage; stricter administration of the laws dealing with these cases; women doctors
to conduct medical examination in cases of child assault; j u r i e s dealing with such cases to
be composed equally of men and women; and for women police to be appointed to
safeguard children.’ T h e campaign’s stated aims were to promote these resolutions and
“to arouse public opinion”. T h e y saw children a s a t risk in their own homes and in parks

and cinemas, both from male family members and of ‘stranger danger’. I t i s not clear
whether i t was seen only a s a problem of the poor and unruly, o r i f there was a
recognition of child abuse a s occurring also in middle class homes. T h e focus by the EWCA
on overcrowding and one room houses, which were seen a s conducive to incest, and the
link to prostitution might suggest the former, but there is nothing in the records which

would confirm this with certainty. T h e focus was on assault by fathers and other family
members and in public places rather than on child prostitution, although there i s an
attempt t o prevent children’s residence in brothels. At the centre of their concern i s that
t h i s is a crime which i s not treated a s seriously a s i t should be in the criminal justice
That sexual assault is the pnmaq concern is evident from the mmures they wished to see combat it although
the Chld Outrage Protest Committee was also concerned with other aspects of cruelty to chldren: it is also
indexed under -Semal Assault’ in the Index.
The CAPC ongmated in hvo comrmttees separately set up III 1920 alter a trial for chld assault m January 1920
in Edinburgh. <CK press re> Both were convened in March 1920, one privately, one by the Society for Equal
Cituenshp. It is probable that the fmt was set up by Dr Chalmers Watson-. Thxs pnvate comrmttee esarmned
details of the case and arranged deputations to M p s and approached the Lord Advocate. The second comrmttee
was much larger. it organised the h b l i c Protcst Meetmg 11i the Usher Hall and the deputation.The EWCA
delegates to t h ~ cs o m t t e e were Mrs More Nisbett and Miss Helm McLacNan, who continue as thelr
representativeson the permanent committee. Mer the public meemg the two committees came together to form
the COPC.
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system, and that there is preventive and child-support work which is not being carried
forward because women police and women doctors, who are best-placed t o act in this,
are not employed to do so.
The campaign was publicly launched on October 15th1920 a t an Usher Hall meeting
where speakers included Lady Rhondda (publisher of Time & Tide and founder o f the Six
Point Group, which included child assault in its 'six points' for action), Lady Nott Bower,
Sub-Inspector More-Nisbett (a member of the Women's Auxiliary Service and an active
member of the EWCA particularly in relation to child assault and women police) and M r
Graham, MP for Central Edinburgh. The meeting "was crowded and enthusiastic". A
deputation of 29 women's organisationsg took their resolutions to the Lord Advocate the
day before the Usher Hall meeting; he was, they reported, sympathetic to their
arguments and as a result the Procurators Fiscal were advised to employ women medical
officers wherever possible. cAR20-21> However there is a later reference to the Duchess
of Atholl MP raising questions in the house in order to lead to the adoption of this
recommendation as i t had not been acted on. < AR 1923-24> The campaign's main
recorded achievements were this qualified agreement and the setting up, in 1925, of a
Scottish Office Departmental Committee on this issue, and much of the evidence put
before the committee was obtained by the CAPC. After completion the Report was studied
by the EWCA with a view to future action.'' Additionally a sub-committee was formed to
study sections of the report in co-operation with the Scottish branch of the Howard
League for Penal reform (which the EWCA had been instrumental in setting up in 1921) as
a first step towards holding a Joint Conference on the Report. <AR 1925-26 p 9>
Three further aims of the CAPC are included in a second unpublished version of the aims
agreed at the Usher Hall meeting: transmission of VD to be an aggravation of crime in
cases of assault; additional facilities for the treatment of Mental Defectives to be
provided; and full lighting of the city t o be restored." The reference to the treatment of
mental defectives here and in a printed pamphlet suggests a possible link between this

8 Thev compare interesmgly with the demands of the Zero Tofemnce campaign 111 Edmburgh. parucularly its
thud phase from 1997 on prevention and justice.
There is no avadabie dormauon on whch women's orgmsations, although they w l l have lncluard ESEC.
10 The suggestion that the Secretary of State should set up a committee 'To mvestigate extent of Chld Assault 111
Scotland and consider preventlon o f ' was made by the Child Assault Protest Comrmttee m 1924. < 1 Oct 192-b
"The appomtment of the Government comrmttee on Sexual Offences agamst Young Persons. was largely due to
representations made to the Duchess of Atholl by the CAPC ...", the EWCA reported in 1926.
" A first version of these a m was given to the Executive comrmttee m Mav 1920 as: "1 : IIlllllIIlum sentences: 2:
no tnals in Shenff Court wthout jury; 3: half ofjury to be women." <19.5.20> Another version ofthe m s also
exists in note form on a typed separate sheet headed 'Resolutions of the Usher Hall meeting'. <333/8/16> These
are: 1. protestmg agamst the light sentences for Chld Outrage; 2: msmg of age of consenc transmssion of VD
to be an aggavation of m e m cases of assault: additional facilities for the treatment of Mental Defectives to be
provided: a woman doctor as assistant to the Crown Med~calOfficer to conduct medical e;uarmnatlons m cases of
Child Assault;junes d e a h g with h s class of case should be composed quallv ol' men and w o m a full lightmg
ofthe city to be restored. women police should be appointed to sat'eguard chldren in the streets and prepare and
attend to cases of Child Outrage throughout. The fist resoiution only is to be sent to e v q Church Presbytep m
Scotland. The version o f the aims in the AR 1920-2 1 leaves out references to transrmssion of VD,the treatment
of mental del'ectives, and the restoration of full lighting of the civ.
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campaign and the campaign on care of the feeble-minded which was also part of the
EWCA's work in this period. One of the four resolutions submitted to the Scottish Office

committee by the EWCA was that men found guilty of indecent assaults upon children be
obliged to undergo medical examination, both physical and mental, and, if necessary,
treatment. It was commonly believed that mentally retarded people were a danger t o
children and a problem more generally in terms of inappropriate sexual expression. This
link was made in the debate on offences against children and young people in the House
of Commons, July 12 1923, when "[Alttention was drawn to the inadequate penalties

sometimes inflicted for these offences, and to the general belief that those who
committed them were often mentally abnormal". <Home Office Report 1929- This link is not
made in discussions of the campaign on care of the feeble-minded however.
The first action of the CAPC was to print a leaflet, in response to request for information
received from the Church Presbyteries.<Jan 19. 1921> The main points of the leaflet were
that cases of Child Outrage were increasing and that sentences passed by the lower
courts "were for the most part entirely inadequate to the offence". Recent examples of
this are given, but with no names or identifying details. They also said that drunkenness
or being "weak-minded" wrongly served to mitigate the punishment. They wanted judges
and magistrates to understand that "they would have the support o f all right thinking
members of the community" if they use to the full their present powers in sentencing
"serious crimes which have such terrible after effects on the little victims". <333/8/14 ad.>
The following year the EWCA submitted a resolution to the annual council of NUSEC (in
March 1921): "That efforts be made to deal with the Laws so that children may be more
adequately protected from assault" <24 Jan 1921>. which was passed unanimously. CAR 192021>They also introduced this issue at the SCWCA, and at the first conference on 22/23
April 1921 papers on changes in the law and procedure in child protection were read by
four EWCA members, Dr Chalmers Watson, Dr Garden Blaikie, Miss Rosaline Masson and
Miss Tancred. Miss Tancred was Director of the Scottish Training School for Policewomen
and Patrols; she had addressed a public meeting on 17thNovember 1919 on 'The Existing
Law dealing with Offences against Women

and Girls'. The following year they asked the

Scottish Council to take up the question of government bills to be introduced dealing with
the Protection of Children from Assault, and Women Police. I n March 1921 the Association
discussed a Sheriff asking two members of the W.P.S to leave the Court when a case o f
assault against children was being tried, which they protested. <.March
I
1921> I t is a
reminder that the context in which women's organisations were discussing child assault
was one in which some men in authority still believed that these were subjects which
women (at least of their own class) should not know about. I n 1923 they added a demand
for "the appointment of an experienced woman to attend the courts whenever cases are
tried involving evidence from women and children" CAR 23-24>, and the following year they
Thls IS the onlv reference I have found wtuch implies a concern wth assaults on adult women; it is othennse a
sigmficant absence.
12
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were successful in gaining agreement that "if the mother is not available, an experienced
woman should accompany children in Court". < AR 24-25>
The CAPC was most active between 1920 and 1925 when the Scottish Office committee
on Sexual Offences against Young Persons was appointed. The committee of seven
included Mrs William Fyfe of the Glasgow WCA and Mrs AC Duncan (though Mrs Duncan
did not sign the final report). MK More Nesbitt was among those who were witnesses as
was Miss Edith Tancred (for the NCW) and Miss Isabel Venters; a number of Glasgow
policewomen were also witnesses and "Four mothers of assaulted children". l3 The EWCA's
continued concern with this issue after 1925 is manifested in questions to Parliamentary
and Council candidates as part of their election work, reiteration of proposals to increase
both the minimum age of sexual relations and of marriage, for sex education (though this
is usually expressed euphemistically - again it's a demand with a feminist provenance,
though one which, as Cree observes of the vigilance movement, may mean primarily
giving information on sexual dangers), and proposals on amendments to the law in
relation to child assault up until 1935. A public meeting was held in 1927-28 to discuss
the League of Nations report on the traffic in women and children, which was a focus for
international feminist campaigning. Following the report of the Scottish Office
departmental committee and the Howard League Conference on offences against Children
and Young People (both of which were discussed at the EWCA General Meeting on 2 1
February 1927), they approved recommendations including that the age of consent for
carnal or attempted carnal knowledge of girls be raised from 13 to 14 (also a
recommendation of the departmental committee) and that "[Plrovision should be made
that a girl who consents to repeated offences should be liable to be sent to a suitable
institution". This is the first reference to the problematic issue of 'consent'. They again
called for the communication of VD to be an aggravation of offence and they added that
the anonymity of child witnesses should be ensured. They also called for provision of
special treatment for victims of assault who have been infected with VD and again
reiterated the need for women police and women doctors to be involved. A motion on
"Sex Instruction" was not approved but they called for Cinema Films to be more strictly
censored (also an issue in 1919 but not in the intervening discussions) and a minimum
standard of lighting in Picture Houses. (Again picture houses were seen an issue in 1919.
Were women and girls a t risk of assault and harassment in picture houses or was this is
an example of exaggerated middle-class alarm a t the new leisure habits of the workingclass in the way that, for example, ice cream shops were seen as dangerous places?)
Recommendations on this issue continue to be put forward: for example in the
Parliamentary Questionnaire < I NOV192% they included a proposed amendment to the

Children's Act 1908 on "children in grave moral danger" and raising the "age of protection
for girls from sexual interference" is called for, this time from 13 to 16. I n the LEA
Report ofthe Departmental Comrmttee on Sexual Offences agamt Chddren and Young Persons m Scotland,
1926. Cmd 2592. There was also a Home OtEce l
n
q
w and report: Report ofthe Departmental C o m t t e e on
Sexual OtTences a g w t Young Persons, 1925 <Cmd 256 I>
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questionnaire that same year they called for the recommendation of the Departmental
Committee on closer co-operation between the police, the education authority and the
Parish Council for the purpose of safeguarding the welfare of victims to be adopted and in
a detailed analysis of the division of responsibilities on this issue say that one authority
should have overall responsibility, and that should be the education authority. The note
also refers to the need for long-term supervision until children had fully recovered from
the effects o f assault. In 1931 the EWCA again raised this issue at the NUSEC Annual
Council, proposing a resolution protesting “the unsuitability of the sentences frequently
passed in proved cases of cruelty t o and sexual assault of children” and calling for “mental
and medical examination and i f necessary treatment of the offender”, indicating that the
campaign had led to no change in these two central issues. <27 Feb 1 9 3 b
Closely allied to this campaign was a campaign for more women police {a UK-wide
campaign) and a concern with prostitution, the solicitation laws and VD.I4 This is a cluster
of concerns around sexual danger which has a precedence in late 1gthc feminist
campaigning on prostitution, VD, the sexual double-standard and against child sexual
abuse, of which the best-known aspects are the successful campaign against the
Contagious Diseases Acts and Stead‘s series of newspaper articles on ‘The Maiden Tribute
to Modern Babylon’ . Women police are seen as the best possible measure in the
campaign against child assault, and VD is frequentfy mentioned by the EWCA in
connection with child assault. The campaign for more women police in some years was
the main focus of the CAPC. Before it was formed, a deputation of representatives o f the
EWCA and other societies lobbied the Lord Provost’s committee on this issue “with the

result that the appointment of two Women Police has been authorised”. CAR 1919-20>
Later they returned to the Council pointing out that two was not nearly enough, and that
women police should be uniformed and able to patrol. A petition t o the Town Council was
launched in early 1922 on the need for uniformed women police to protect children in
parks and cinemas which collected 3000 signatures -4.R 23-23> but the following year the
CAPC reported a lack of success in efforts to obtain the appointment in Edinburgn of

uniformed policewomen for patrol and Court duties.
The problem of VD was high on the agenda of Scottish health administrators and, to a
lesser extent, local authorities from 1916 and by the early 1920s there was a great deal

of public and professional opinion in Scotland in favour of more stringent controls.
<Davidson 1993 pp 2133>. I t first appears as an issue in the EWCA papers on 5 Dec 1918 in

connection with a joint conference of WCAs to discuss subjects for a questionnaire to
parliamentary candidates. It does not appear as an issue on later questionnaires except in

Connecctlons to solicitactlon are not made as commoniv by the EWCA- however rn 1922 the CAPC called for an
amendment to the Police Acts whch brought dl these issues together. *.( 1) men and women are tned under one
law for loitenng and mporturzmg, (2) women rnechcai officers for e;uarmnatlon of women and chldren (3)
brothels to come under the same law as shebeens and g m g ~ O U S ~ S ”c. 14 Feb 1922 >
l4

I
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relation to child a s s a ~ 1 t . Roger
l~
Davidson has suggested, in relation to the EWCA’s later
qualified support for the Edinburgh Corporation bill on VD that there was a relative lack of
anti-regulationist sentiment in Scotland because the Contagious Diseases Acts had not
applied here (although Scottish branches of the Ladies National committee were formed
in the 1870s). <1993 p222> ‘Solicitation and the Social Evil’ was the subject of a EWCA
Study Circle in 1922-23, the same year as a Scottish local government conference was
held on the issue. Six lectures were attended by 64 members with lecturers including Mrs
Hunter, secretary of the National Vigilance Association, Glasgow16, and EWCA members
Dr Chalmers Watson and Dr Garden Blaikie. Resolutions were passed to tighten up the
law on brothels, and that medical practitioners be empowered to give warning to persons
in danger of infection from VD. Compulsory treatment was discussed but a resolution in
favour of this was not approved by the EWCA, e7 May 1923> and they sent “a strong
protest” against a proposed 1923 Town Council measure enforcing examination on
prostitutes, arguing that there were “already unjustly severe penalties directed against
prostitutes”. CAR 22-23> Dr Garden Blaikie was prominent among those who argued against
compulsory treatment. This became a controversial issue again in relation to the
Edinburgh Corporation (Venereal Disease) Bill of 1928, a private bill in Parliament which
included strong provisions for the compu!sory treatment of VD. Davidson notes that the

EWCA, local Co-operative Women’s Guild and NCW branches were prepared to give it
conditional support, sharing the view of the public health department that greater powers
were necessary to reduce the spread of VD and protect women and children .<1993 p221>
However the issue was one on which EWCA members disagreed. It was discussed in
executive and business meetings in 1928 and 1929 and three special meetings were held,
including with opponents o f the Bill and a meeting a t the invitation of the Public Health
committee with the Town Clerk, the MOH and the city VD Officer. The executive decided
to support the Bill with specified amendments; however at the general meeting this
recommendation passed by only 34 votes to 31, w i t h opposition from some members who
saw i t as creating “a law for the rich and a law for the poor” and who argued for voluntary
methods of control as preferable.
I n their discussion of the “moral conditions of the city” there is a significant overlap with
the concerns and work of the vigilance movement, but a difference in emphasis and
approach. As I have said, there is little record of formai contact. Although criminal justice
issues and the need for women police and doctors were also demands made by the

In February 1921 the c o m t t e e have been m correspondence wth NUSEC on the question of paalismg the
transmssion of VD to chldren and in marriage: the Parliamentan. secretary of NUSEC replied that in pnncipie
they agreed that it should be penalised in those cases, but that her society thought it was mpossible to ao;uard
15

against the mfection in the case ofprormscuous mtercourse by penalising either p a p .
16 This is the onlv record ofa public llnk between the EWCA and the Vigilance Association whch is qmte
surprising in view o f the activity o f the NVA branch in East Scotland . The onlv other reference is 111 the m u t e s
of the execuuve c o m t t e e meetmg of 16 Dec 19 19, to a letter kom Mss Stagg, secretary of the National
Viglance Associatlon (Eastern cfivlsion) re a meeting on March 25* with Mrs Dixon from the Assoc for Moral
and Social Hvgene on the Regulation o f Prostitution. They decided to -‘investigate” Mrs k . o n before
proceeding - did so, and eventuallv decided to take no action. There is no known overlap in membershp between
the EWCA and the NVA in Edinburgh <Vivienne Cree, personal cornmucation.>
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vigilance associations, apart from the first EWCA suggestion of a Watch committee there
is no other reference to the characteristic vigilance strategy of prevention and restriction
through a strong public presence at docks, railway stations and public parks. Instead of
this voluntarist approach the CAPC emphasised state intervention through improvements
to existing legal and police means. The National Vigilance Association was set up following
the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act of 1885 to ensure the new legislation was enforced
and to press for further legislation, but was controversial among some feminists
(including Josephine Butler). The focus on child sexual assault is within a tradition of
feminist and non-feminist social purity work which, following the success of the campaign
against the CD Acts continued t o call for change in sexual relations between men and
women more generally, encompassing an equal moral standard, rape in marriage, incest,
child prostitution and the sexual vulnerability of women and children generally. There was
an active East of Scotland branch of the NVA in Edinburgh from 1911, which later became
The Guild of Service and continues as Family Care, and which was active in the inter-war
period. Cree‘s history of the organisation shows that even within it there was no easy
consensus and that feminist arguments were rehearsed on all sides of the disputes, with
major differences between those who saw women and children as victims of male sexual
exploitation only, and the rather more problematic notion of active female participation in
prostitution. cCree 1995, chapters 2 and 6> Vigilance and purity campaigners wanted to raise
men‘s sexual and moral behaviour to that of women‘s and t o protect women and children
from unwanted sexual attention. That they should be, in Elizabeth Wolstenholme-Elmy’s
words, “free from all uninvited touch of man’‘”

was, as Cree says “a very positive,

liberating message for women and children ... At the same time, it was a discourse which
placed women on a pedestal of moral superiority, and which could define women and
children as passive, helpless creatures who required rescuing and protection”. c 1995 p
117> Also problematic was a middle-class imposition on working-class morality. “The

vigilance discourse was, in essence, deeply conservative, aimed at imposing middle-class
standards of child rearing and ‘decency’ on working-class families. Real structural,
economic issues to do with poverty and deprivation were viewed as personal failings, to
be solved through individualised methods.” <Cree 1995 p 118> Cree implies a contradiction
in going on t o observe that nevertheless many of the vigilance protagonists were
feminists, fighting for women‘s rights to education and the vote. The president of the NVA
(Eastern Division) was Lady Frances Balfour, a leading suffragist and executive committee
member of the NUWSS (in London) (who had a connection with the EWCA); leading
activists included pioneering women doctors Elsie Inglis and Isabel Venters and a number
of women teachers and educationalists.) The main vigilance concerns, as listed by Cree,
were: prostitution, the white slave trade, the age of sexual consent, obscenity and
pornography and the sexual abuse of children. Of these only the age of sexual consent
and the sexual abuse of children emerge as major concerns of the CAPC, although there
was some concern with prostitution and with children’s residence in brothels. Cree also
lists as subsidiary concerns o f the NVA in Edinburgh as the campaign for policewomen,
Elizabeth Wolstenholme-Elmv ( w r i t q as E Ethelmer), 1893 Woman Free. WEU Congleton p 20.

provision of public toilets, better lighting in parks and streets, and the appointment of
women doctors to the Courts, all of which the EWCA and CAPC took up.
Among possible explanations for the divergence between the vigilance approach and that

of the EWCA (through the CAPC) are questions of membership, priorities and style; that it
may not have shared the more prohibitive and regulatory view of sexual behaviour of the
vigilance movement; or that the continuing view that the intervention in and even
knowledge of such matters for ‘respectable’ middle-class women was inappropriate made
the organisation reticent. While no strong conclusion can be drawn, I believe that the
EWCA was aware of the complexities and contradictions of this discourse and may have

sought to avoid them as divisive, and that while individual members had strong feelings in
relation to these questions they were seen as problematic as major campaigning issues.
However child assault would have been subject to far more ready consensus than other
aspects of the vigilance agenda, as well as being consistent with EWCA interests in child
welfare more generally.
A more critical view of middle-class women’s organisations engagement with such issues
is taken by Linda Mahood, writing about rescue work with prostitutes and child-welfare

institutions, mainly in 1gthc Scotland. <Mahood 1992 and 1 9 9 5 ~She sees such concerns as
part of a middle-class attempt to police working-class morality and as such playing a key
role in the emergence of the disciplinary society; middle-class women are characterised
as “lady child-savers”, taking the term from Platt. c 1969> Middle-class intervention could
rest on stereotypes of working-class neglect of their children, and reform regimes based
on a class and gender ideology meant the moral regulation of young working-class
women. <Mahood 1995 p 19> Although Mahood recognises that middle-class women’s
position was ambivalent, privileged in terms of class, subsewient in terms of gender, she
sees them as leaving home and a domestic role in order to insist on a domestic role for
working-class women. She also however suggests that rescue work and child-saving gave
middle-class women reformers “first-hand knowledge of the struggles of working-class
women and girls and some sensitivity to the dangers that poverty and life on the streets
posed for unprotected women.” < 1992 p69> Mahood‘s focus on institutions means that her
critique does not directly engage with the CAPC emphasis on prevention and the justice
system rather than rescue and reform of the children themselves. Undoubtedly their work
was informed by the class and gender perspectives of their time and a view of what was
appropriate and possible for middle-class and working-class women and children.
However to only or primarily present middle-class women’s intervention as ‘lady childsaving’ is to fail to recognise the complexity of the discourse around sexual danger and
liberation, which drew on diverse antecedents and which contained and managed a
number of ambiguities.
The equality and difference distinction is not useful in understanding the EWCA‘s concern
with child assault. The subject and their approach cannot be associated with either
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‘branch’ of 1920s feminism in terms of ideology or links to known concerns of other
organisations, with the exception of The Six Point Group (which is generally categorised
as an ‘equality’ organisation). Sexual difference is emphasised in that girls are the main
victims of this crime” and in that it is one which male sheriffs and juries have not taken
seriously but women on juries and as professionals are expected to see differently.
The feminist tradition of campaigning around sexual danger is undoubtedly a factor in the
EWCA/CAPC campaign, not least in their identifying and giving priority to this issue.
Feminist campaigning emphasised the connection between inequality, especially poverty
and low female wages, and women and girls’ vulnerability to exploitation; it also made a
connection t o sexual exploitation of women in marriage. The EWCA argument that
compulsory treatment for VD could add to discrimination against prostitutes is a link to
that feminist tradition, as is their role in marking Josephine Butler’s centenary. The
double-standard of sexual morality was however seen as a central problem in late 1gth
and early 20thcentury discussion of sexuality; it does not appear to be an issue the EWCA
discussed even in ’drawing room’ meetings. The lack of overt attention to questions of
domestic and sexual violence against adult women is, as I have commented, a significant
silence. Their approach may also have been t o some extent aligned with the more classbound and regulatory approaches that Mahood identifies, although mediated by a view
that this is a male crime which a male-dominated legal system has not fully recognised or
dealt with at all adequately. Dealing with offenders and supporting children in giving
evidence and during trials are the solutions which are seen as most necessary by them;
their focus is on prevention and justice rather than regulation of the victims. Their
approach is one which sees intervention in the family as necessary however and includes
a demand that men convicted of child abuse be barred from the family home (a provision
which was not included in child protection law until the Children Act (Scotland) 1995, and
was controversial during its passage). The departmental committee report suggests that
this is a crime which is now being ’invented’ in the sense that it was not previously
recognised as a distinct category of assault. This is evident from the difficulty in gathering
statistical evidence and the stated need for research on prevalence. This, with other
aspects of the report, indicates a changing view of families, childhood and sexual
relations. The proper recognition of child abuse as a crime is one of the CAPC’s overriding aims and i t has as a basis premise that the family’s privacy and the father-right i t
protects is less important than the protection of children; this is a view which continues to
be contested on a variety of grounds (see for example Mount 1982) and repeatedly
insisted on within feminist social work.
While the CAPC’s campaign drew on both feminist and regulatory discourses it is perhaps
best understood within the development of professional child protection and social work
and is a reminder that this also drew on feminist and regulatory d i s c ~ u r s e s It
.~~
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In the EWCA records only grrls are included in discussion: the Departmental Committee also included male

assault on boy.
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Chnstian and chnstian m i d s t ideas of servlce were also very important.

underlines the connection in the early and mid 20thc between social work and feminism
which Cree makes. <Cree 1993 chapter eight> Mahood's comment that middle-class women
learnt about the moral dangers of poverty through their 'child-saving' is also relevant; a
number of EWCA activists took knowledge gained through charitable, feminist or semiprofessional intervention in child and maternal welfare into political and professional work.
For the EWCA, campaigning against child abuse is aligned as much with their interests in
child welfare more generally as with a feminist tradition, and as such is in keeping with
their more pragmatic and policy-focussed style and interest in measures which can be
developed through local state provision and legal change. It is associated with ideas of
social work and service which were to lead t o professional social work and child protection
and which significantly overlapped with the women's movement in Scotland in both
personnel and ideology in this period. Again i t is an important part of a renewed discourse
of the state in relation to the family and child welfare.

The Permanent Care of the Feeble-Minded
The distinction between equality and difference is not useful either in elucidating the
involvement of the EWCA with a scheme to establish in Scotland "an Industrial and Farm
Colony for the Permanent Care of the Feeble-Minded", a major issue of concern for them
in the 1920s, as measured by the effort devoted to i t and the f12,000 raised for it, but
one which is puzzling in relation to their other main interests and stated aims. Ideas of
the disciplinary society and the women's movement role the development of public
welfare are again relevant. This concern enters EWCA discussions in 1921 and was taken
further after a public meeting on the subject (given by Dr RD Clarkson, Medical
Superintendent of the Royal Scottish Institute, Larbert) in 1922/23 a t which a resolution
was passed and sent to the Prime Minister and the Secretary of State for Scotland urging
the provision of homes for the permanent care of the feeble-minded in Scotland. I n that
year they also published a pamphlet on 'Mental Deficiency and Racial Decay' which
suggests a eugenic dimension t o their interest, an aspect also suggested by a public
meeting 'Towards Race Vigour' in 1920/2l. (At this time eugenic concerns directed
attention more generally to questions of mental handicap.) As discussed in chapter three,
eugenic ideas were widely influential in the period between the Boer and First World War
and continued to be so during and after the war. The Colony scheme was the
Association's major activity in the year 1924-25; the final fund-raising and public meeting
for i t is in 1926-27, which is described as the culmination of a five year effort. Although
always described as a national campaign and headed by the SCWCA, the campaign was
led by Lady Leslie Mackenzie, a founding and influential member of the EWCA who also
chaired the SCWCA during part of this period. She later became a Board member of the
Colony when i t was set up in association with the Larbert Institute, along with Mrs William
Fyfe from Glasgow WCA. < ~ R 2 5 - 2 6 >Churches and the Women's Co-operative Guild were
also involved in this campaign. Lady Leslie Mackenzie's personal championing of this
cause, along with her husband, Sir Leslie Mackenzie, who was a notable pioneer in public
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health, appears to have a great deal t o do with the adoption of this campaign by the
WCAs. The Colony was established under the auspices of the Royal Scottish Institute at
Larbert on land specially purchased for it, and the WCA involvement then ended except
for its representation on the Board. At no point in the record of this campaign, which in
1924-25 eclipsed all other work of the EWCA, is there any question that this comes within
the ‘Objects’ of the Association, although such work does not obviously fall within them.
(This would also be true of Child Assault.) The concern with mental deficiency was
presented as a “fundamental social problem which has hitherto, so far as Scotland is
concerned, been rather neglected” CAR 25-26>, and in terms of both ‘care‘ and ‘control’.
Maternal heallh

A further area of outstanding concern in terms of the Association‘s effort was (from 1926
onwards) maternal mortality and other issues associated with childbirth and maternal
health. Birth control and abortion are included in this discussion, but to a lesser extent
and birth control information only becomes an issue of policy at the end of the decade,
when abortion is also discussed (with no evident conclusion). The climate within which
such discussion took place is suggested by the Scottish Board of Health reports on
maternal mortality in 1924 and 1928, which make clear that medical ignorance and
mismanagement and (although they argue otherwise) poor housing conditions and
poverty led to death and suffering much of which, given the will and the resources, could
have been alleviated. Provision was still influenced by a chilling view “that maternal death
is in some degree a tax which the woman as an individual and the community in general
must bear as a condition of fitness for survival” <Scottish Board ofHealth 1924>, a eugenic
version of the biblical injunction that suffering in childbirth is natural which the report
deals briskly with as no longer appropriate, but the widespread lack of provision and very
patchy medical training is testimony to a degree of fatalism or complaisance. Although
the dependence on statistical correlation and the narrowly medical approach of the
inquiry is resistant to social arguments, the 1924 report nevertheless gives a vivid picture

of the ills attendant on maternity in the period: poor housing, overcrowding and no water
or sanitation and in some cases no artificial light during deliveries, pelvic deformities
caused by rickets, underfed and malnourished mothers especially in “industrial areas“, VD
and over-frequent childbearing. Illegitimacy is associated with a higher rate o f maternal
death. It also observes that artificially-induced abortion is ”fairly widespread” and for
married women attributed largely t o economic reasons, and that this is “exceptionally
dangerous’’ particularly when lead or other drugs are used. The 1928 report draws
attention not only to continuing high levels of maternal mortality but the high levels of
suffering and disability which are “the invariable concomitants of a high maternal deathrate”, and makes reference t;, high levels of ill-health among married women more
generally. All of this suggests that the descriptions given by WCG members of maternity
in the immediatety pre-war years <LlewellynDavles 1915> hold good for large numbers of
Scottish women in the post-war period. The committee however states that the effect of
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bad housing, overcrowding and uncleanliness “are not of much weight statistically, at
least in cases of normal delivery”,

2o

and refused to endorse a connection between

underfeeding and maternal mortality; with dubious logic they argued that malnutrition is
not without effect on the general health ”but is certainly not a factor of importance within
our limited field of enquiry”, a view which would have played a role in refuting calls from
women’s groups for dinners for mothers to be available a t Infant and Maternal welfare
centres and for improved social insurance. They also insist they cannot confirm a
connection between mortality and multiparity as “[NI0 clear evidence has been submitted
to show the influence of excessive childbearing as a factor in puerperal morbidity and
mortality”. <Scomsh Board OfHealth 1924> This robbed birth control campaigners of a strong
argument to counter the argument that birth control was anti-eugenic. The committee
sidestepped the question of birth control in 1924: “prlhe economic considerations that
may make limitation of the family desired and the ethical questions involved do not come
within the scope of our remit.” The 1928 report avoided the issue entirely.
Maternal mortality rates in Scotland in the 1920s were worse than in the preceding
decade (with the exception of one year, 1918) and overall there was an upward trend in
the twenty years to 1930. This was a subject of widespread concern in official quarters
(and the reason the Scottish Board of Health reports in 1924 and 1928) and women’s
groups, especially from the mid-decade onwards. The rate in Scotland was higher in this
period than in England and Wales (where i t also rose a t this time) and remained high for
slightly longer, and maternal mortality was the major cause of death for young women in
the inter-war periods2’ Maternal mortality rates showed a slight reduction from 1931 but
~

~

~~

~~~

~~~

~~

The statisacs for areas of poor housing are llkely to be affected by the greater use ofrmduives by poorer
women and the lessened nsk therefore of puerperal fever.
I: Maternal deaths m Scotland remamed at a rate o f over 5.5 per 1000 live blrths kom 1 9 11 untd 1936, and were
hgher throughout the 1920s than in the precedmg decade. apart kom a peak m 1918. The worst
were 191 8
and 1928 with 6.98, and 1929 and 1930 were also very hgh, at 6.87 and 6.95. In some years death tiom abomon
i s particularly hgh and it is the mam reason for the peak m 1918 of 103 deaths (comparedto 62 m 1919 and
between 30 and 40 for most other years to 1930). This is explarned as related to the flu epidmucs of those years
but since a steep short-term increase m both legtunate and illegiumate brths followed the end ofthe war
suggesting increased semal activity, an mcreased number of i n d u d abortions may also have been a reason.
<Regstrar General for Scotland Annual Report 1945, Appendn X Table 1 p 86> The 1924 Scottish Board o f
Health Departmental Comrmttee report suggests that the levels of maternal mortality under discussion may in
fact have been an under-representation as there was a tendency for medical practitioners where at a l l possible to
avoid classeing deaths followng conhement as due to that as h s suggested rnedlcai culpabiliv. The
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . mmam
t t e erecommendations
’s
are for antenatal care and c l k c s provlded bv the public health authorities.
for public supervlsion ofpnvate matemty homes, for health educauon to encourage women to attend antenatal
c l k c s , and for matermty benefit to be made concfitional on the woman engagmg qualified m d c a l attendance.
The 1924 report also makes clear the &lemma of sepsis associated wth m&cal mtervenuon: &Ecult blrths
required intervention and sometimes hospitalisation, both meant a much greater nsk ofa fatal mfeection. Despite
its clear bias m favour o f doctors and its suspicion of some r m d w f y practices and condemnaaon ofthe
persistent role of“handywomen” (whch certification and tramng ofmidwves had been intended to end), the
report i s also evidence of medical inexpenence, ignorance and excessive -’instrumental interference”. m d y m
the use of forceps. The comrmttee recommends the introduction of compulsory trarnrng in obstetncs and
antenatal care m medical schools. The 1928 report is more explicit in its condemnaaon of poor medlcal practice.
early and unnecessary mterventlon and the use of forceps. Its discussion ofpuc=rperal sepsis associated w t h the
(ivelcomed) growth in m a t m t y homes in the 1928 report suggests that h s was a problem uithout any clear
solution, though lack o f knowledge, poor training and nursing practices are Implicated. The mam contribution of
h s second repon is to state clearly that mtervention by a doctor who has been attendrng other patients is a cause
of infection, and it is therefore much more favourable to rmdwves: the belief that attendance on labour by a
-0
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no significant improvement until the introduction of the early antibiotics in 1936, when a
steep and continuous fall began. Although this reflects radically improved treatment of
puerperal sepsis,22 the single main cause of death in childbirth, the improved
management and increase in hospital and ante-natal provision which women’s groups
campaigned for is also a reason for the improvement.

EWCA campaigning on this issue began in 1926 and by 1930 i t had come to be a
dominant issue for the Association. I n 1930 i t began lobbying for a National Maternity
Service for Scotland.23Questions of maternity and maternal health first arise,
characteristically, through a public meeting on ‘The Problem of our High Maternal and
Infantile Mortality and Morbidity’ addressed by BP Watson, Professor of Midwifery,

Edinburgh University, followed by a Study Circle in 1926-27 on ‘The Problem of Maternal
Morbidity’ which looked a t the importance of ante-natal work, VD in relation to maternity,
puerperal fever and concluded with a session on ‘maternity as it should be’. Following the
study circle the EWCA asked the Town Council to investigate the causes of maternal
death in the city and to provide additional ante-natal clinics; and lobbied for better
regulation of nursing homes; refresher courses for midwives; and they suggested t o the
Scottish Board of Health that maternity benefit ”should be devoted directly to the
securing of adequate medical and nursing attendance”, a resolution that suggests no
great confidence in women’s own decision-making. All of these resolutions reflect the
recommendations of the 1924 Board of Health committee and the EWCA appear to have
stayed firmly within the medical model of its approach. The following year c N o v e m k
1928> a Maternity sub-committee was formed with Dr Joan Rose, senior obstetric surgeon

at the EIsie Inglis Hospital as Hon Secretary. Cllr Millar and Lady Leslie Mackenzie were
also involved. Its intentions were to argue for a better maternity service and to gather
information on how far local authorities employed the powers they possessed under the

doctor rather than a midLvlfe mdmtes hgher social standmg must be overcome it savs, and m d c a l intervention
should be restncted. except where unavoidable, and natural labour m the care ofrmdwives be preferred. In a
somewhat oblique manner the report also reiterates the belief that thls hgh rate o f maternal death is preventable
were the problems to be addressed wth adequate resources and d e t m a t i o n .
The 1928 report makes clear that n o h g has been done Lhch would signrficantlv alter the underlying causes of
the hi@ rate m the m t e r v m g p o d , commentmg, somewhat despamngly, that .’mt IS stnlung and si-gnificant
that the puerperal mortality rate is as hgh m the cities and large towns where shlled help ought to be readily
available as m the sparsely populated parts... ; as hgh m wealthy residenual distncts where. one would thmk.
atlluence could secure the best attendance, as among the pooq and apparentlv no hgher in duty and squalid
houses than in those that are clean and well-kept.” Th~sreport mdicates that whle there has been an mcrease m
ante-natal promsion, it remams very patchv, especiallv in rural areas, and that the standard o f supemsion and
advice vanes, as does the accommodation of clinics - village halls, it suggests, are less than ideal. It recommends
improved and compulsory m d c a l trauung.
Rates o f maternal mortality in Scotland and in England and Wales are not directly comparable because o f
differences m recordrng pract~ces<Scothsh Board o f Health 1924>, but the Board of Health believed they were
hgher <Scottish Board of Health 192&. Maternal mortality also rose at thrs time m England, kom 1921-25 to a
peak in 1933, after wluch it deched, to 3.25 in 1939.
< Scothsh Board ofHealth 1924, 1928; ‘Maternal Mortality in Scotland1911-1945’, PL M c W a v 1945;
Anderson 1990 and 199D
2 In the first five years o f the 1940s the death-rate from puerperal sepsis was one thud of what it was between
1931-5.
There are records of theu lobbying for th~sin 1930, 1933 and 1935 and in 1937 thev suggest amendments to
the bill whch became the Maternin, Services (Scotland)Acr 1937.

Maternal and Child Welfare Acts.
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I n 1928-29, on the motion of EWCA, a new sub-

committee o f the SCWCA was set up to develop a simiiar inquiry into maternity services
throughout Scotland. Ways in which social insurance could be extended to improve the
circumstances of mothers were discussed by the Association a t this time.
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The following

year a questionnaire was sent t o all MoHs in Scotland to ascertain how far local
authonties had gone in providing for an adequate midwifery service. Rural lack of antenatal clinics was a particular problem and a general lack o f adequate hospital provision for
maternity. A further study circle on maternity was held in 1933, focussing on the need for
a nation-wide maternity service.26

In this penod the EWCA also discussion on how hospital provision overall should be
funded, as part of the voluntary sector or "State-Aided and Rate-Aided". That this was a
contested question is suggested in that their puDlic meeting (in 1923/24) on this ISbiiled

as a debate rather than a lecture. The EWCA Study Circle in 1927/28 concluded that Poor
Law hospitals should be transferred to the public health authority. The sub-committee
also looked at the workings of a Home Helps scheme which had been introduced in
Glasgow for cases o f maternity and sickness, and concluded that such a scheme was
needed in Edinburgh. A resolution to the Town Council duly followed, which was
successful insofar as the city MOH had, by 1930 drafted a scheme for a panel of Home
Helm in such circumstances. Issues of infant welfare and maternity were also discussed
a t general meetings, including scrutiny of the Annual Report o f the Maternity section o f
the Scottish Board o f Health, and o f the Edinburgh MOH. Their detailed comment on
proposals is another example of the Association's thoroughness when they took up an
issue.
There is no mention of abortion in the papers until Feoruary 1931 when the Maternity
sub-committee began to look at "the legal aspects" o f maternity, including studying the
laws on Insurance, Abortion and Sterilisation. Birth control is first mentioned on 29 Nov

1921 but only with a reference to correspondence from the Birth Control Society. A
The Act zmwwerec l
m
i authonties to provide mterrzlty seniccs m thelr a r e a lnciude m t d and ciuid
iveifare ciirucs. .?latenun. hospitals. fret:or cheap food for pregnant md nursmg mothers and &v nursenes and
home heips: none o ! these measures were a requlrement however. The tbllowng >'ear the suixomrmnee reponed
that they w t x gammng miormauon on the levei ofprovision and aiso on acuon d e n to gse e r k r to the
mommenciations o f the 1924 Scottisn Departmental c o m t t e e on ?uiMortaiitlJ and Morbidip. There is
aiso an unspec~ficreference to campapmg throughout the c o u m to -'stundate public mterest, and to o b t u an
adequate smce:'.
25 That the topic 'SocialLnsurance and the Protection of Motherhood' inciuded o d v b~rth-reiatedbenerits rather
than a more extensive scheme such as Famiiv Endowments is suzzested bv a shon summary ofthe address on the
topic gven at the generai meeting of 2 1 Mav 1928 bv M s s M Rtson o f the Scomsh Board of Hdth. who
"rewewed the deveiopmenr o f Matmy benefit under the Nauonai Insurance Acts and e q i m e d the powers of
Local Authonues under the Notificauon o f Blrths Act 1915. She aiso deait With the texms ofthe Wasiungton
Convenuon and the Repon ofthe Nauonai Heaith Insurance C o m s s i o n " . The Wasiungton Convenuon was
3 q e t x l bv the ILO in 19 19 and called for m a t m t y leave for six weeks before and after b m h on full wages (paid
bv 2 government p i n t ) plus ffee medical smces.
'-5 i
n E@and in 1927 an unofiaal Maternai Mortality comrmnee was i o m d bv Mav TznnaDt ( w f e ofthe
Liberal ,W and a sociai wveifare campagnerj and the leadmg trade uniorust G m d e Tuckwell in order to iobbv
Parliament on the issue. Tlere were five mmstry o f health mvestigauons mto maternal mortality and morbidity
in England and Wales benveen 1924 and 1937. <Beaumont 1 9 9 D
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debate at a general meeting: 'That Birth Control is in the interests of the individual and of
the Nation' was held in 1925 with one of the prominent medical members, Dr Garden
Blaikie speaking for the motion and the Rev Claude O'Flaherty against. (Dr Garden
Blaikie, who was one of the first women medical graduates of Edinburgh University, was
also a strong supporter of a National Maternity Service for Scotland.) Since the minutes
are missing for the years when it became a controversial issue within NUSEC and the
Labour Party, it is possible that other discussions took place, but none which led to an
outcome of sufficient importance to be included in the Annual Reports. The Association
passed a resolution that information on birth controi should be available to married
women at Maternity and Child Welfare Centres on 13 May 1931, a period of strengthened
campaigning on this issue which met with qualified success. In 1931 the SCWCA also
passed a resolution on this, though the motions on Birth Control and Sex Hygiene were
circulated by SCWCA before being voted on a t a Council meeting so that members could
discuss "these controversial subjects". A public meeting on Birth Control was held in 1930
or 1931 with Mary Stocks and EWCA member Alice Ross

pea king.^'

Maternal mortality and morbidity are unavoidably questions of 'difference'; about the
welfare of women in relation to their role in childbearing and in the family, and as such
paradigmatically a cause which is not that of the spinster, the independent woman who
Jeffreys sees as betrayed by feminism's 'turn to welfare' in this period. This is also true o f
birth control, and egalitarian arguments that i t was not a feminist issue rest on a
distinction between feminism and welfare reform. However this again brings into question
the problematic dichotomising o f equality and difference: although the extent to which
maternal mortality was a cross-cfass problem is a complicating factor, nevertheless
maternal mortality and morbidity are consequences of inequality both of cfass and
gender, in their association with poverty, ovenvork and poor nutrition, and illegitimacy.
Such high levels of maternal mortality were, as both Board of Health reports make very
clear, preventable through medical and public action, and in that sense a h i i u r e to give
sufficient pnonty to maternal health in terms of social importance, medical research and
resources is culpable and it is a very fundamental expression o f inequality. A women's
organisation which saw maternal health and mortality as outwith its concerns was turning
its back on a question of great urgency for women. Idealisation of mothernood and a call
-

-- In t h e ~ m m gthe EWCX retlect some ambivaience over blrch conuoi: Stopes published 'Mameci Love' m
~

~~

~~

-'

19 18 and in 1921 founded the Society for Construcuve Blrth Connoi and Racial Progress. wtucn opened its t'irst
ciimc that year. m 1920 Margmet Sanger spoke to thousands on Glasgow Green and in 1922 Giasgow anarchsrs
Guy Aldreci and Rose Witcop published the S q e r pamphlet Famii,v Limitanon, for whch Aldred \vas
prosecuted. <King 1993 p 144> The WCG was the h t women's group to rake up the issue publiciv, passmg a
resoiuuon that mormauon be avaiiable through chld and m a t d weifare ciimcs m 1923, and speakers toured
the Gulds gvmg blrth conuol advlce. <Kuq 1993 p 145> NUSEC adopted blrrh control as part of its
programme m 1925, the Same year as it adopted f m l v endowments as policv. The Labour and Liberal P m
women's associauons also czllleci for b m h conuoi h m 1924 and 1927 respecuveiy, and the NCW nationailv did
so from 1929. wtuie m 1930 the Niiuonal Birth Conml Council (later the E T A ) was formed. It was not however
until 1949 that there was 01Ecial sanction oi bmh control ourside senous h d t h nsk, m the Royal Comrmssion
on Popuiauon m 1949 h c h noted both that the bmh-rate was ciimbrng and that an increase m m m i
women's iabour force participation was neecied. <Lzws 1980 p 214> I t was not u n ~ the
l National H d t h Srnlce

for women to do their duty by the nation was accompanied by neglect of the risks of
maternity and its social and personal costs. This contradiction is not uncommon in
attitudes t o maternity, which was also subject to a strong conservative strand of thought,
if sometimes expressed, as above, in the newer guise of social Darwinism. Both women's

groups' demands and progressive medical opinion counter this traditionalism with a
significant new emphasis on antenatal care and state intervention, directly in terms of
services including training and payment of midwives, and through regulation of private
and voluntary provision. The view that intervention by the public health authority in these
ways and later through a comprehensive national maternity service, combines a belief in
the importance of social welfare generally with a perception of the ills of maternity as
socially important and amenable to alleviation. This is a view which in a very practical way
asserts women's right t o health care and consideration of her special needs and is as
much a part of women's refusal of second-class status as is the right to vote and to stand
for election

Equality issues

More straightforwardly equality issues were also an important part of their work, though
in no case do they appear to have been given the amount of attention that was given to
child assault, the Larbert Colony and maternal health. The equal franchise" was pursued
with motions, memorandums to MPs etc in 1920 and again in 1926 and 1927, and in the
autumn of 1928 they took the lead in organising an Usher Hall "Mass Demonstration... to
celebrate the complete political enfranchisement of women" and "to rouse the interests of
the new voters in citizenship". The franchise and social circumstances of women in India
became a concern at the end of the decade, as i t was for other women's movement
organisations. Sex discrimination was a t issue mainly at the beginning of the decade. in
terms of first the passage through Parliament of the Sex Disqualification Removal Act,
<1919> and then the realisation that i t was a measure which would have little impact.

The EWCA lobbied for the Act in association with others, participating in a meeting held in
Glasgow in 1919 by the National Federation of Societies for Equal Citizenship which
discussed a list of amendments to the Bill then before Parliament. The limitations of the
Act were apparent almost immediately. I n March 1920 the EWCA supported, in slightly
amended form, a resolution sent them by ESEC on the introduction of legislation "to open
all branches of industry, trade and commerce to women on equal terms with men as
regards training, opportunity and remuneration", noting that this was not covered by the
Act.29 On 26 October 1922 the Scottish Council was asked to take up the amendment of
the Act so as to carry out the Act in the spirit in which it was drafted. (And also for good
measure "Government Bills to be introduced dealing with the Unmarried Mother, the
(Farmlv Plannmg) act of 1967 that pemussive powers to give bmh control advice wthout regard to mantal status
and on social as well as medical grounds were conferred on local health authonhes
XIRepresentation of the People (Equal Fmnchise) .-let. 1928 whch mends the 19 18 Act 1z1 order to assuruiate
the li-anchse for men and women.
13 The EWCA changed the resolution by addmg -'equal remunerauonfor work of equal value ".
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Widowed Mother, Equal Guardianship, the Protection of Children from Assault, Women
Police and Equal pay for men and women teachers.) There was however no further
legislation on sex disqualification until 1975.
The limitation of the Act was mainly apparent in relation to marriage bars: it covered
appointment, but not dismissal. Marriage bars were introduced in a number of professions

in this period, including the civil service and, of greatest concern numerically, teaching.
For many middle-class women this posed in stark terms the choice between love and
work which Atkinson had articulated as “the question before the future” in 1914.30I n
1921 the Association passed a resolution opposing marriage bars in all paid occupations
as against the spirit of the law as expressed in the Act, and in classic liberal feminist
terms: “[Ilt is an unwarrantable interference with the liberty of the individual”. <16 Dec
1 9 2 D In 1922 Glasgow Corporation dismissed a number of married women employees and

the EWCA decided to seek legal advice over this and also to find out whether women’s
organisations would support a test case “financially and morally” €24 Jan 1922>; they then
found that the that proprietors o f Time & Tide intended to seek legal advice on this case,
and agreed to work with them on i t

14 Feb 1922>. Lady Carlaw Martin reported to the

committee on a meeting in Glasgow of women’s organisations to discuss a possible Test
Case but that the legal position was not strong. I n 1927 they supported the Married

Women €mployment Bill introduced by (the appropriately named) Sir Robert Newman
<April 192%; the Bill aimed to rectify the anomaly in the

SD Act but was not successful.

However the following year a degree of dissension in the EWCA on married women
working is suggested as they held a public debate on the issue ‘Should Marriage
disqualify a Woman for Paid Employment?’ with Lady Carlaw Martin arguing that i t should
and another senior member, Mrs Gordon Thomson, that it should not. This debate was re-

run in the West and East Division branches in following years, suggesting that i t was a
question of some interest to members. Their support for Sir Robert Newman’s bill was
contentious during executive committee discussion in November 1928 of their Parliament
programme, but was approved .with one dissentient. During discussion of the
questionnaire for the Education Authority elections in March 1928 a motion supporting the
rights of married women teachers was suggested but (after a close vote) i t was lost.
Adams shows that married women working was contentious among women teachers
themselves and that the bar set single and married women teachers in opposition. A
position supporting equality at work for single women but perceiving married women’s
needs very differently was not inconsistent with feminism in this period.
The third main equality concern was equal pay and equal treatment, which was discussed
mainly in connection with women employees o f Edinburgh corporation (again Cllr
Somerville was especially active here) and teachers. Cllr Somerville campaigned for equal
pay and promotion for women council employees between 1920 and 1925. One detail of
30 For an mteresmg chscussion o f r n a m ~ bars
e 111t e a c h g 111 Scotland and how tius led many women to decide
agamst mamage rather than, as mtended. to leave the profession, see Adams 1990.

their inequality mentioned is that on promotion male clerical staff received double the
increment of female staff. Equal pay for women clerical and technical assistants working
for the Corporation is called for in the Municipal questionnaire in October1928 and again

in 1929, when the previous rather brief reference was expanded to equal pay for work of
equal value, equal increments and equal opportunities for promotion between men and
women in the service of the Corporation. The low level of the salaries paid to Municipal
Health Visitors, sanitary Inspectors and TB nurses was the subject of a protest by the
Association to the Town Council in 1922-23; Cllr Millar “took the matter up” and salaries
were raised.

I n teaching equal pay was a particularly pertinent issue as in principle it had been
introduced with the National Minimum Scale in 1919, but was overturned as one of
several measures to attract men to the profession which included a wages differential
between men and women teachers which lasted until equal pay was introduced in 1962. A
concern with the dearth of male teachers led to a professionalisation created through
considerable advantages for men in pay, status and promotion. <Fewell 1990 pp 109-131 >
This was also an issue the EWCA took up, in 1924 deprecating “the sex differentiation
which is contained in the Regulations proposed by the Scottish Education Dept. for the
Training of Teachers” < I April 1 9 2 0 The regulations introduced, as the EWCA put it, “for
the first time in that connection an element of sex differentiation” cAR23-24>, that all men
teachers must be University graduates but that women could still qualify after two years
training. This led to two divergent career paths, with most women training in Colleges of
Education and teaching in Primary Schools, while men and women graduates taught in
Secondary schools, a distinction which is still conspicuous within the p r o f e ~ s i o nThe
~~.
EWCA commented that in theory there was no bar to the promotion of women but in
practice there was no promotion for women even in the Primary Schools, where the great
bulk of the teachers were women, with the exception of Infant Teachers and in Catholic
schools. <Education Authonty Queshonnalre 192D At the Education Authority elections in March
1928 they called for equality between men and women teachers in pay, training and
promotion, including a quota of 10% of ‘First Assistant’ posts to be granted to women.
(Among Scottish Office proposals to attract male teachers was a quota of promoted posts
reserved for men.) I n the Municipal Questionnaire in 1930 they expressed opposition to a
proposal to increase the salaries of qualified men teachers without a corresponding
relative increase to women teachers with similar qualifications.

Another educational issue which the EWCA put considerable effort into was the
representation of women on the Scottish Universities Entrance Board, an area of concern
from 1919 and one which is unsurprising given the number of early women graduates in
their membership. The Board oversaw entrance to the Scottish universities and was all
male. The headmistresses of girls’ schools in Scotland initiated a campaign to change this.
women are now three-quarters o f head teachers in Pnmary Schools and 93% of ail staiT but stlll less than 5%
o f head teachers in S e c o n d q Schoois, though half of all staK < 1994 f i s , Engender .-ludir 1996 p 5D)

The EWCA planned to get WCAs in other university towns involved and work towards
getting a resolution passed a t SUE6 annual meeting in May 1920, which it was with one
dissentient. It then had to be ratified at each individual university, and was no longer
discussed by the EWCA.32
The ‘glass ceiling’ in the Civil Service was an early concern. At the first EWCA business
meeting they discussed how “in ail Government offices women could rise to a certain
height, but there seemed t o be a conspiracy to keep them out of the highest positions”.
<Dispurch 4 June 1918> Equal pay for women civil servants was also an issue which

concerned them and in 1 9 2 1 they called for women members of the Civil Service
Commission.
Women Ministers of the Church was a further concern. They wrote in February 1926 to
the Edinburgh United Free Presbytery expressing approval of their move in this direction.
They also co-operated with Glasgow WCA in a deputation to the Church o f Scotland
General Assembly in May 1926. (There were no women ministers in the Church of
Scotland until 1968.)
Women on Juries was also a subject which occupied the EWCA in its early years, and is an
example of an issue which was both ‘equality‘ but also ‘welfare’ because women on juries
was seen as ensuring serious treatment of crimes against women and children. I t is also
an example of an issue which demanded persistence. I n 1920 they passed a resolution
expressing disappointment that the legislation required to enable women to act on juries
had not been passed for Scotland although it had been in England and Wales <12.7.20>
and was later that year (the Women Jurors Scotland Act 1920). I n December that year
they decided “to watch carefully when and in what proportion women would be asked t o
serve on Juries”; just because there had been legislation, its enaction was not likely to be
straightforward in their view. There were problems calling for letters to the press and the
Crown Officer; the EWCA was still arguing for measures “to ensure that an adequate
number of women serve on Scottish Juries” in November 1935.

Industrial Questions and other old/new issues
Protective legislation, which was so divisive for the English women’s movement in the
mid-1920s was discussed extensively by the EWCA. Their position remained an
ambivalent one. It was among the subjects of a Study Circle in 1925-26 on ‘The Woman
as Worker’ which included factory legislation, trade unions and women, and The
Disinherited Family, Rathbone’s 1924 book which put forward as an argument for family

endowments t h G t provision for farnilles needed to be separated from wage bargaining.
The Study Circle resolved both that the consolidation of existing factory legislation was

’’The 24 Nov 1919 minute includes a reference to 1040 women students at Edmburgh University,approx 25%

ofthe total.

necessary and that there should be better protection of maternity, the latter the new
feminist and (dominant) labour movement position; the former unclear in its implications.
However later in 1926 they held three special meetings t o discuss the clauses of the
Factories No 2 5i//,1926 relevant to women and young people and concluded with a
compromise motion which called for ‘equalising-up’: that where ‘women” were specified
in the legislation this should be changed to “all persons” and that “the protective
measures made applicable by the Bill to women only, be extended to all workers,
irrespective of sex, and that young persons be dealt with in a separate category”.
Discussion of the bill in February 1927 again emphasised equality and that if working
conditions were not healthy for women, they weren’t healthy for anyone: “men should be
excluded if i t were necessary to exclude women as well”. If apparently a good
compromise on paper it is nevertheless close to the position the Open Door Council
advocated which labour movement women found problematic, and i t was unlikely to lead
to any resolution of the problems in the short-term. However, unlike strict equality

feminists, the EWCA seem always to have supported the principle of maternity leave, and
the practice as laid down in the Washington C ~ n v e n t i o n . ~ ~
Throughout the decade the EWCA was concerned both with women at work, mainly in
shop work and catering, both of which were areas of significant exploitation especially of
younger women workers <McIvor 1992 p 148> and with women’s unemployment. I n 1922
they took part in a scheme with the NCW and the Council of Social Service for retraining
unemployed women as Daily Helps, Home Helps and Tailoresses, a scheme which can be
seen as middle-class women encouraging working-class women to do work useful to
themselves, although if the retraining scheme did not develop skills in demand it was not
likely to improve the women’s employment prospects and Home Help schemes were
intended for poorer women during confinement. The catering trade was subject t o
investigation and campaigning between 1925 and 1930, in which they co-operated with
the Edinburgh Juvenile Organisations committee, the Council of Social Service and the
NCW, and in which the NUSEC Scottish Legislation committee was also involved. The
Town Council also made an investigation into conditions in catering but when information
given by management presented a rosier picture than the EWCA believed was the case, a
young member ‘went underground‘, getting a job in a cafe and bringing back a report;
Agnes Macdonald saw this as an example of the flexibility possible in women’s
organisations. <Evening Dispatch December 12* 1962> A conference was held giving the results
of their inquiries and detailed proposals for improvement in January 1930, and a leaflet
published. Conditions in shop work and catering were a continuing issue for the
Association in the 1930s.
The other key issue in the old/new split, family endowments, features several times in the
EWCA programme as an issue for discussion, as do social insurance questions more
generally, but there is no record of it being adopted as policy. Given the EWCA interest in
33

See tbotnote 25.

child welfare this is surprising. (The minutes are not available for 1926, the year in which
it was finally but controversially adopted as policy by NUSEC, but if it had become a major

plank of EWCA policy it is unlikely that the Annual Report for that or the following years
would not have included it.) Family endowments are first mentioned in the minutes on 6
June 1921 as a suggestion for a debate in the following winter programme, 'Is Equal Pay
for Equal Work practicable without Family Endowment?'. I n the 1921-22 programme Mary
Stocks from the Family Endowment Society introduced a public discussion on this
question. (Discussion was their habitual approach to questions they saw as controversial.)
I n 1925 or 1926 a drawing room meeting was held with Eleanor Rathbone on 'Family

Allowances and the Need for a Living Wage'. No resolutions appear to have resulted from
any of these meetings. I t is possible that family endowments were seen as simply
impractical or as problematic on ideological grounds, but there is no evidence. A refusal to
include the proposal in policy suggests however that on this issue they were more closely
aligned with 'old' feminism; Fawcett, as I have noted, was against the idea on strict
liberal grounds that it would discourage parental (particularly the father's) responsibility.
The EWCA may well have agreed, although they supported state intervention in family life
in terms of goods and services. A significant absence is any public discussion of women's
economic independence, the issue of principle which underlay the feminist (as opposed t o
anti-poverty) case for family endowments. Neither is there any discussion of or support
for the main opposing argument from the labour movement, the need for a family wage.
I t may be that family endowments failed to become policy in feminist form not only

because o f the reasons rehearsed <Ma~lllcol1980, Land 1990, Peder~en1993> but also because
the women's movement was divided, not only between those who supported the trade
union position and those who believed this was not a feminist issue, but also in that lessradical organisations could not be mobilised behind it.
Assessment of the relative importance given to these various areas of work by the
Association is not straightforward. We cannot assume a direct correspondence between
the attention given to an issue

in the minutes, annual reports etc and the priority given it,

particularly because there appears to have been an at least tacit agreement between the
women's societies that they would divide up responsibilities, with one organisation taking
the lead on certain issues and others making up membership of committees and
deputations, sending resolutions etc. Logically, as the successor of the Edinburgh National
Society for Equal Suffrage, the ESEC took the lead on franchise matters (although the
EWCA organised the celebration in 1928). Provision for legal adoption, For example, is of
concern to the Association throughout the decade but it had its 'own' voluntary
organisation which took the lead role. This model suggests that the EWCA was seen as
'taking the lead' on welfare questions and particularly in relation to local government.
(The English WCAs were closely involved in local government also.) But their form of
social feminism does not readily fit patterns identified in the inter-war period in England.
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Feminist politics in the inter-war period are theorised as divided into old or equality and
new or social feminism, as discussed in chapter four. The main political questions posed
are about the incompatibilities between them. However this archive shows that this
organisation repeatedly crosses that division, campaigning for equality issues like, for
example, equal pay in teaching and improvements to the Sex Disqualification legislation,
and for social issues like children’s playgrounds and maternity benefits

- and for things

that do not neatly fit as either. Equal numbers of women on juries, for example, appears
to be an equality issue but was argued for in a context which suggests it was seen as
necessary because all-male juries were not expected to conclude fairly on questions of
sexual abuse and related questions.34Social concerns predominated but with only a
partial overlap with the new feminist agenda: the issues which Rathbone identified as
‘new’, family endowment, birth control, housing, social insurance and international peace
are all discussed by the EWCA and their members participated in the women’s peace
movement, but none is treated as a major plank of policy. They were not ruled ‘out of
order’ therefore and birth control information and some degree of protective legislation
eventually became Association policy, but none are of major concern. The parallels in the
concerns o f the EWCA and NUSEC are considerable and by the 1930s they see their work
as overlapping and their objects as identical, but there is no reflection within the EWCA of
the debate in the 1920s in NUSEC over the meaning of equality and priorities for
feminism.
One possibility why the meaning of feminism was less at issue is historiographic.
Disagreements attract attention and leave records; these issues have been given
prominence because they were at the heart of the ideological split within NUSEC, but may
not have been as important to other women’s organisations or possibly even to most
NUSEC members, at least until they had to vote on them. Further research would
illuminate this. That much of the work and the overall policy of the EWCA does not fit at
all neatly into an old/new distinction supports arguments that the equality and difference
distinction over-dichotomises feminist politics in this (and other) periods. Nevertheless
the distinction is not irrelevant. Posing questions as to the relative strength of equality
and difference within the EWCA highlights the continuing influence of a tradition of
difference feminism. I f new feminist concerns are not strongly in evidence it does not
follow that they were an old or equality organisation. (Millicent Fawcett would have been
alarmed by the breadth of their agenda.) The EWCA as an organisation was comfortable
with difference. Their conception of citizenship was one which drew on ideas of women‘s
distinctive role in public life and saw that difference as no impediment to but a reason for
equality .

Or. for example, how would we categonse women’s movement mterests KIpublic health: as equality,
cfifference or not as a femmst issue? Yet Emmeline Petluck-hiweme saw a new amtude to public health as the
most sigdkant eitrect o f women‘s sulliage. C L ~ VPan in U Changing IVorld Gollancz, 1938 p 167>
3j
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The equality and difference distinction mattered mainly because i t led to major
differences in policy priorities and because of a view that social feminist arguments
dangerously weakened the feminist position, which depended on ‘a fair field and no
favour’ for success. I suggest that the EWCA did not find this a problem for several
reasons. The first is that there was no strong equality or new faction within the group.
The differences between equality and difference feminists in NUSEC were not
symmetrical: with the exception of the eschewal of protective legislation, most equality
issues were supported by ‘difference’ feminists who however wanted to add a raft of new
proposals, whereas new feminist ideas caused greater problems for equality feminists.
Within the EWCA the equality issues gained support quite straightforwardly; the more
contentious of the new issues they did not publicly adopt (until 1931 when birth control
information became policy). Secondly, although the EWCA drew on liberalism it was less
the kind of arguments Mill or Mrs Fawcett would have recognised, than a social liberalism
infused with interventionist values. Thirdly, difference became a problem for the women’s
movement when i t was challenged. There seems t o have been no discomfort within the
EWCA with a view of women’s role as responsible for children and for homes and for
welfare in private and public. Thus, equality was read, or reread in such a way as to
integrate i t with welfare feminism in their conception of citizenship. Service to the
community (of people/of women) was seen as a right in itself, not (as is implicit in some
accounts of new feminism discussed in chapter four) as accepting a definition of
womanhood which sidelined equal rights.
All three forms of feminism which have been discussed, equality and new feminism, and

Victorian difference feminism are all present in the political/educationaI work of the
EWCA. The equality and difference tension was not a problem,

I would argue, because the

EWCA drew most strongly on a version of social feminism which, rather than new to the
period, drew on a 19% tradition within feminism which (as discussed in chapter two)
argued difference and equality in one breath. They also drew on current discourses of
both equality and difference but built these onto a long tradition of both women’s rights
and women’s duties. Within this there was no apparent challenge to the idea that women
had responsibility for the familial, but a determination to allow women public power t o
both bring women’s skills and knowledge to bear in public life and, in part as a result, to
end the ills of women in private life and in the family, particularly but not exclusively
those o f poorer women and girls.35 What

was new was a context in which state

Recent research on social fermrusm in h s p o d in Austraha < S a y e r 1996> and in the USA (Smasv 1992.
as discussed in chapter fourj, Skopcol <1992> and Mchel and Rosen <1992> has considerable parallels with the
social-liberal -sfm
m the EWCA and wth new feminism. Skopcoi, Wchel and Rosen and Sawyer designate
thls as maternal feminism. Skopcol’s d e f i u o n ofmaternal f d s m i s wde: as middle-class women “extending
domestic ideals into public life” and “policies formulated bv women for women” <cited in Lewis 1994 p 120>,
whch describes the EWCA at t h s tune. However I would not desiEcnate them as maternal fkmimst b u s e the
rhetonc of maternal femrnism is not charactenstic ofthe EWCA - if anyhng their rhetonc is -equal rights’ and
the idea of duty and service thev espouse i s not related to a maternal role but a duty ofcihzenshp shared bv all.
Nor did thev adopt as a policv goal familv endowment. the policv whch a
r
w
e
n
t
s o f maternal citxzenshp were
most h l l v developed in support of in the earlv 20%: and although m a t d and chld welfare were important
areas of thelr work other aspects of social reform and equality Lvere equally Important. The ideas o f women’s
35
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intervention in the family was considered legitimate and appropriate in many
circumstances. Thus, lgthc feminist arguments which stressed welfare a s a proper area
for women's social action, alongside a growing role for t h e state a s regulator and
provider, created a context in which liberal feminism both influenced and was influenced
by a discourse of public welfare.36
"clever and capable women"
The interpretation outlined above is reinforced by looking a t members and their interests.

The absorption of a 1gthcview of women's responsibility for familial concerns across

private and public spheres within a renewed discourse of equal citizenship alongside a
growing welfare role for the state is emphasised by the public careers of a number of
founding and prominent members of t h e EWCA. The way their interests bring together
voluntary, local government and professional engagement with public welfare is
significant. The founding members of t h e Association were, a s mentioned in t h e previous
chapter, women active across a range of interests of which local government and social
work, education and public health are outstanding. This mirrors t h e EWCA's main areas of
work and aims in practice, emphasising that t h e EWCA was a liberal feminist organisation
within a voluntary tradition of women's welfare work which by this period had moved
away from its individualistic beginnings, and had been shaped by t h e suffrage struggle.
Possibly it was also influenced by t h e ideas of socialist and co-operative movement
feminism with which t h e EWCA was in contact.
cituenshp whch the EWCA put forward included aspects of maternal f m s m but cannot be fdly
cannot be used as synonyms
charactensed as that. As I have suggested. the terms social and maternal f&sm
and we need to differenuate between forms oidlflrerence femmsm.
36 The degree to whch h s is withm a continuing traditlon of women's welfare responsibilities is supported by
the convergence between the main areas of work ofthe EWCA and those whch Hollis describes the first elected
women members in local government m Endand taiung as thelr responsibility between 1865-1914. They mclude:
education and wxhm education, school cllIllcs and provision for matally and phvsicallv handicapped c h l d r a
public health and sanitabon, and lunacy as a branch of public health: amemties: baths and wash houses. open
space for parks and gardens, street lightmg, libranes, museums, and art gallenes, lavatones for women and
adrmssion to swunrmng baths. Thev also mclude lniant and maternal health wantmg to restnct chld labour and
to raise the school leaving age. andHousing and Town P l m g , especiall!. slum clearance. <<Hollis 1987 pp
423455> Even m such d e a l s as thelr concern over the price and quality of gas, the EWCA share h s agenda.
and smce gas was essential both for street lightmg and for ovens these were both local authority and gendered
concerns. Hollis argues that women's local government work grows out of both phlanthropy and the suffrage
movement, and for most individual women h s \vas thelr route lnto iocal government. She also argues that at
~~
had a more radlcal dimension, \\as less about personal casework and moral
least from the 1 8 9 0 phlanthropy
worth and more about changing the economic and legal frameworks of society, and individual rights and that by
the turn of the century it had become overlad w ~ t hnew consideratlons o f public health and nauonal et'ficiency,
and d o m e d bv new perceptions o f p o v m . This aspect Hollis sees as developed through the settlement
movement and also to some extent the Guilds of Help whch are a forerunner of later voluntar]ll/local government
jomt workmg in public welfare. CHollis 1987 pp 27-8> Women councillors were often also active m women's
and other voluntaxy orgmsabons and drew heavily on philanthropic networks for support. Hollis believes that
for the pre- 19 14 women councillors "'separate spheres' provlded a lan-page whch valued women's domestic
background and showed how it could strengthen ciblc life, and articulated an area of&stmctlve female
expertise." <p 470> Thane sees the expenence of women m phlanthropic organisations ofthe conditions of poor
women's lives creating "an early llnk between the women's movement and welfare". For some women in the 19%
phlanthropy was a radicaiisrng expenence. in the knowledge it gave them o i p o v q , gnls' and women's s e w 1
exploitation and women's oppression as mothers. As such it fed into the settlement movement, the ideas of
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Any account of the committee members is necessarily distorted in that those who have
remained in the public record are likely to be those whose contribution to public and
political life most accords with dominant values of the time, and following period. However
there is a correspondence between the Association’s activities and the areas of interest of
some of its senior members which suggests they were influential in forming the directions
it took. Information from the press, including obituaries, o f their roles and interests needs
to be read through a filter which takes into account an ascription of value according to
dominant ideas of public service and women’s role. I n particular, the way that these
accounts privilege an almost ubiquitous ‘work for women and children’ gives a colouring
to their work which requires care, not least because middle-class women’s welfare work is
subject to strong stereotyping, as patronising and ill-informed, or (in the more scholarly
version) as ‘policing the poor’ (for example Mahood, discussed above, and Donzelot
1980). Lewis argues that insofar as histories of welfare have tended to discuss the efforts

of middle-class women volunteers as ‘lady bountiful’ or as a form of social control, the
newer focus on women’s social action is a timely corrective, although she cautions against
allowing the emphasis t o swing too far in the other direction. <Lewis 1994 p 121 > No doubt
there were ‘interfering do-gooders’, but this stereotype obscures a significant contribution
to social policy and provision. The question to raise is how far their work was empowering
for recipients, or how far their’s was implicitly a politics of equality for us and welfare for
them? Lewis aiso argues that Victorian and Edwardian women welfare workers aimed for

“social participation”, an aim “not so far from the modern idea of ‘empowerment’”, and
many showed understanding and sympathy for poor women. This did not preclude them
from at the same time acting from and imposing middle-class norms, especially of proper
family roles. The EWCA‘s focus included a recognition of the difficulties of motherhood in
poor housing and social conditions and for children who could not learn at school if they
were hungry, tired and unhealthy, both of which were based in experience of voluntary
and professional work by their members. As

I have suggested above, specifically of child

assault, i t will also have reflected class perspectives of the period. Again, as with child
assault, their emphasis (though w i t h some exceptions) on state provision and/or
legislative solutions rather than direct intervention is a significant difference from the
earlier tradition and partially evades the problem. Of particular significance is the way in
which knowledge gained of the circumstances of poor women and children fed into, for
several members and in the association’s policies, political and organisational work.
The elision of their commitment to women’s equality is mostly the case for the more
eminent of members, and is more true of obituaries and accounts in the 1950s than of
earlier press records.

37

I n the one case where an account of her life by the women

maternal femuusm and the tight for the vote. The settlement movement i s a m
e
r lmk between 19% women‘s

orgamsatlon m welfare and the concerns ofthe mtexwar women’smovement. <Rowbotham 1992 pp 122-127>
37 For Cllr Somerville. Lady Carlaw Martm and D
r MOMChaimers Watson who dled 111 the 193Os, thelr
women’smovement actmty is recorded 111 the press notices. as it is for mss Jack m 1948. Dr Garden B l a h e ‘ s
EWCA connection i s not mcluded m her obituary m 1945: 111 1959 Cllr Mllar‘s connection wth the EWCA

“0

herself is reported, Lady Leslie Mackenzie’s speech at a luncheon in her honour after she
received the CBE in 1933, she said the start and inspiration of her work was her
involvement with the Women‘s Emancipation Union and with the suffrage campaign.
< S c o t June
~ ~ 30” 1933> Her obituary does describe her as “a pillar of the Women Citizens’

Association” but with the qualification that she “was always more concerned to stress the
duties and new opportunities of her sex than to assert their rights and privileges”.
Although most of her work was for women’s suffrage and citizenship, in mental handicap
and education, it is headlined ‘Pioneer Work for Mothers and Children’. <Scotsman Sept 26
1945>

Leslie Mackenzie is an example par excellence of a role in education and social reform
mixing voluntary, professional and marital connections. A primary teacher before
marrying Dr (later Sir) Leslie Mackenzie38, they moved to the city when he became MOH

for Leith in 1894 (one of only three in Scotland at the time) and began pioneering work in
child and maternal health. At the School of Social Study at Edinburgh University she
taught health visitors and students of social study as a lecturer on local government. She
was elected to the city’s School Board in 1904 and promoted the introduction of school
medical officers; she also supported adult and continuing education, nursery schools, and
the provision of special schools for mentally handicapped children. She led the campaign
for the permanent care of the feeble-minded which resulted in the Larbert Colony, which
she remained a governor of. She was also President (for 15 years) of the National
Association of Health Visitors, Women Sanitary Inspectors and School Nurses, and a
Director of the College of Domestic Science (a 30 year connection), the latter an
achievement of the late 19thc women’s movement in the city. <Con 1983>j9 <Scotsman June
3u* 1937Evening Bspatch March 4 1944/ Scotsman Sept 26 19-15> Lady Mackenzie first encountered

the women’s movement when she was recruited in 1891 by Mrs Wolstenholm Elmy as
secretary of a branch of the radical suffragist Women’s Emancipation Union being set up
in Galloway (in Newton Stewart), where she lived before moving to Edinburgh. When she
moved t o Edinburgh she was invited to join the suffrage society which “included the
~~

iwhch was long and public ) has dropped off the long list of her areas o f involvement: as it has in the notices at
the tune ot‘Ladv Leslie Mackenzie’s death in 1945. In onlv A g e s Macdonald, Aleua Jack and Dr Chalmers
Watson‘s cases is a sutfiage connecbon included m press coverage. and m MISSMacdonaid’s case it is her mam
claim to fame.
38 Sir W.L. Mackenzie. public health pioneer and member ofthe Scottish Board of Health, hs main areas of
work were TB,the medcal inspection and treatment of schoolchddren and the care and m e d u l and hvgienic
supervision of mothers and young chldren ( h s is however not hadlined in accounts o f h s life). He plaved an
inilutqtial role in the pre-war Scottish Housing C o m s s i o n and sat on numerous public health comrmttees and
mqulries. He plaved a major part m bringmg into operatlon chld welfare and maternity semces and is author of
an mluenbal report Sconzsh Mothers and Children <Carnege Trust 1915> recommendmg such services. He
received a hghthood in 1919. In the 1930s he helped set up the health service for the Hghlands wbch was a
precursor ofthe NHS. <Scornan Fndav March 1 1 9 3 D
33 Helm Con observes that ‘domestic science’ had a vey different meamng for “female pioneers” m the late
1 9 t h ~than it held a hundred years later when its status as a glrls‘ subject was deplored, and that its introduction
into schools was seen as a victory for women and as a n exernon offemale independence and authority withm
education. She emphasises that the ’home rule‘ campaign (as it was commonlv refmed to) was led bv a small
group of female intellectuals who were well4ucated and dlumual and also connected to the campaigns for
women’s hgher education and suihge. Helen Con ‘The school-girls‘ curriculum and the Ideology ofthe Home.
1870-1914, in Uncharted Lives 1983, pp 74-94>

prominent women of Edinburgh of that time’’.40 I n the account she gave of her life and
work she also said how much had changed since the beginning of social service,
commenting that in 1892 the phrase was not widely used. “At that time nobody would
have said that mothers and babies were part of public health”. There had been
“enormous change in the attitude and outlook in matters relating to social organisation”,
for example that medical inspection of school children was now taken for granted and that
“[A] revolution had undoubtedly taken place in our own times in regard to women‘s
interests and importance in public affairs.” <Scotsman June 30* 1933>
Ella Morison Millar was, as I have said, the first woman councillor elected to Edinburgh
Town Council, standing as an Independent for Morningside ward which she held until
1949 when she retired. A well-known and influential figure, she was popularly known as
the “mother of the council”. <Scotsman Nov 6 1936> Even before election she had been
familiar with council work as her father was Sir Robert Inches, Lord Provost between 1912
and 1916, and she accompanied him in his duties. She was also the first woman Baillie in
1923, an occasion of great significance to the EWCA, not least because the idea of a
woman sitting in the Borough or Police Courts met with opposition from mate councillors
who did not believe police court work was suitable for a woman and they at first
prevented it. When they said they couldnZ bear to see her sitting on the bench she
replied “If I can bear it Idon’t see why you can’t’’. <Scotsman Obituary 26 Feb 1959> Her main
areas of council work were libraries, public health and housing; she joined the new
housing committee soon after she joined the Council <Evening Dspatch March 4 19.U>, and
was especially interested in housing for older people and single professional women. At
various times she chaired the Public Health and Public Assistance committees and was
convenor of the Continuation Classes sub-committee of the Education committee and of
the General Purposes sub-committee on education, and of the (apparently more
prestigious) Public Libraries committee, the first woman to hold that post too. <Evening
.YWS Dec 1 1943> Cllr Millar, looking back on her career in 1944, expressed a classic ‘I’m not

a feminist but...’ position - declaring herself “not a feminist” as a preface to saying that
there was scope for a wider use of women’s talents within social administration and on
the Town Council and that more day nurseries would be needed after the war because
“[Wlomen would not be content to be household drudges“. <Evening Dispatch March 4 1 9 4 0

I n 1949 she was keen t o distance herself from any hint of militancy when interviewed on
her pioneering role in the Council; her male colleagues had been friendly

- “mhey

knew

that Iwouldn‘t smash windows!”The most important changes in her term of office, she
said, had been the introduction of women police, and child welfare work such as health
visitors and free milk for school children, and special educational provision for
handicapped children. <Scotsman January 13 1949s.

I t would have been the ENSWS.

Those she named were: Flora Stevenson, Lousa Stevenson, M a y Burton,

W s s Whim ,Mss Guthne-Wright, Miss Lees and Jessie Methven. Theirfield of service... was narrower
than it was now. They were cheflv concerned with Pariiamentixy votes for women, and the hgher education o f
women.” <my ital>
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Euphemia Somerville was elected t o the Town Council for Merchiston ward in 1919 as an
independent, EWCA supported candidate and held the seat until her death in 1935,
remained active in the EWCA until her death and chaired the executive committee for
eight years from 1922. She was, as I have said, an example of the mutually-reinforcing
relationship between an elected member and a women’s society. Her work in housing
illustrates this: by 1926 she was on the Council Housing and Town Planning committee
and had set up a t the same time the EWCA sub-committee on Housing, through which
she launched the Edinburgh Welfare Housing Trust which offered “good houses for the
very poor”. cMaxwe11 1937> 41 The accounts hint that her determination over housing,
particularly slum clearance, bordered on the obsessive. She became the city’s second
woman magistrate (after several tries) in 1932, and as a Magistrate “ [ q h e woman of the
streets was the subject of Mrs Somerville’s special personal attention”. When she was first
elected to the Council she went to live for a month in the Craiglockhart Poorhouse “in
order that she might obtain first-hand information on this side of Social Service”, and then
went on to take a Diploma a t the School of in Social Study a t Edinburgh University, a
conjunction of experience and theory which the settlement movement encouraged. The
Public Health committee‘s responsibilities included (from 1929) administration of
municipal hospitals and the care of the mentally deficient and deranged. Mrs Somerville
was appointed the first convenor of a new Mental Diseases sub-committee which oversaw
the provision for mental illness and handicap, administering two major institutions and
their auxiliary services. She also served on the Education and Public Parks committees of
the Council, and on the latter pursued a successful scheme to create Toddlers’
Playgrounds of which, at her death, there were 19. She was assiduous in the cause of
equality for Council women employees, something which the Association also lobbied on
persistently, and is recorded as working on questions of equal pay and promotion for
women employees from 1920 until a t least 1928, when she was again ”steadily and
persistently” pursuing equal increments of corporation clerical employees. Her first public
work was in Glasgow where she organised voluntary health visitors, under Town Council
auspices, and she was asked to develop a similar scheme in Edinburgh when she moved
there in 1908. <Scotsman Sept 28 193%- Mrs Somerville was widowed in 1907, with three
step-children and three children of her
The record of Cllr Somerville’s work is unusually complete because after her early death
an appreciation was published as a book, called A Child Lover.< 1937> I t suggests that
the motivation for all her work was her experience of child poverty in Glasgow. The role of
middle-class health visitors in relation t o their poor clients has been much discussed with
an emphasis on their problematic construction of working class mothering. Health visiting
Hoilis records that a number ofthe tlirst women town counclllors m England were parbcularly mterested m
housmg and that they used voluntary and chantable networks to develop model schemes h c h were often
mtended as a demonstration of what the Council could do
A colleague on the Council describes her as berng seen as “a party of one - herself’, but that her posiuon as an
mdependent was a drawback in terms o f lirmtrng her lntluence and preferment on the council. < 1 9 3 D
Q

has, since its inception, included both practical help and surveillance; alleviating hardship
but in ways often resented by clients. It was a precursor of other forms of welfare
intervention, bringing voluntary welfare work within the purview of the local state, first as
partnership and then within local government, and later the NHS.43The health visitors
Mrs Somerville organised were all voluntary in 1908 with paid visitors introduced in 1917,
though voluntary visitors continued to work alongside them. They visited fortnightly and
passed on reports to “the proper official quarters”. The scheme included teaching “the
principles and practices of good mothering”: that babies should be clean, and sleep in
separate cots with the windows open; there were sewing and cooking classes and cots
made from banana crates for sale. Miss JE Pagan, who worked as a volunteer visitor,
described the purpose, as Mrs Somerville taught it, as “to make friends of the mothers,
and advise them where they could find help in times of illness or poverty”. Another
contributor however describes how doors were likely to be locked against the visitors. e
1937> The play centres were a direct result of this work as she saw a need for exercise

and care of the toddlers who were often neglected when a new baby came, and who also
had high rates of mortality. Toddlers could be left at the playgrounds for around two
hours a day and two of the play centres later became Nursery Schools.44
Further research on her dual role, in health visiting and then on the Public Health and
Housing committees would possibly reinforce a model of first-hand information as motive
and knowledge-base for an organisational and political career in welfare. Cllr Somerville
was also a member of two committees of the Simpson Memorial Hospital where she was
seen as having an expertise in maternal mortality, birth-rate fluctuations and VD and was
a link between the hospital and the Town Council’s Public Health department. Although
babies and small children were undoubtedly a priority in Mrs Somerville’s work, the
emphasis on her as ‘a child lover’ underplays the extent to which this work was the
creation of welfare and educational provision, mainly through the local state, and in part
obscures her role as a pioneer in social housing, in promoting equal rights for women who
worked for the council, and her mental health work which was considerable.
Most other EWCA active members who have left records fall into two categories, wives o f
prominent men, and professional women, the latter in education and medicine
predominantly. The association‘s connection with local government was strengthened by
the appointment of the city’s Lady Provost as president, from 1925 when that title, which
is honorary but carried with i t duties and considerable status, was introduced. Harriet,
Lady Rndlay, the Association’s first president, was married to Sir John R Findlay,
~~~

~

State assistance at its mcepuon partlcularlv m relahon to farmlies was often -’lmted, con&honal and
111truslve“<Le\.ns 1986 pp 36-7> and health visitors were resented m manv worhg-class cornmumties That the
health nsitor remams a s>mbolo f the mtrusion o f the state lnto farmlv life is illustrated bv Mount, who sees her
powers as “Stalmst” and lllustrative of how the state damagmgly meddles ln the workq-class famdv vlolatlng
its pnvacv and e n c o ~ m dependence.
g
an argument which has been sigmtrcant 111 recent construchons of a
problematic *cultureo f dependence’ <Mount 1982 p I74>
54 Although these accounts present the toddlers piavgrounds as h4n Sommlle‘s own idea. a s m l a r need and
solution is identified m Mabel Palmer‘s wartme pamphlet on maternal and lnfant health.
J3

proprietor of the Scotsman and is described a s a woman of “numerous public services” of
which hospital management is the m o s t notable. I n 1928 s h e was president of the
Scottish Unionist Association, the first woman to hold that office. This is one o f the few
examples to be found of a formal party political connection among the EWCA founding
members (although links to the Liberal and Labour parties are also suggested). Other
prominent and well-connected women active in the association include Lady Carlaw Martin
who was the wife o f Sir Thomas Carlaw Martin, a well-known journalist who became
director of the Royal Scottish Museum. I n 1 9 3 3 h e r death notice records that “[Slhe took

a deep interest in all matters o f social welfare in Edinburgh, and was particularly identified
with the women’s movement”. Prior to coming to Edinburgh she had been a member of

the Dundee School Board. dcorsman Julv 12 1933> Lady Wallace (who seconded the motion
proposing the association) was associated with the Victoria League, and a number of
committees, for District Nursing, War Hospitality and Girls’ Public Schools, and was also
Vice-President o f the Edinburgh branch of the NCW.
T h e EWCA Annual Reports record the death of two of these ‘committee women’: Mrs
Magory Kennedy-Fraser, who died in 1930, o f whom they say: “she was a pioneer in work
for the emancipation of women no l e s s than in the collection of wonderful Celtic melodies
which, but for her, would have been lost to the world”; and Miss Lees, of whom they
wrote that s h e had “devoted many years of a long life to the service of the public and of
the emancipation of women”. Miss Lees was an early and prominent suffragist in
Edinburgh.
Alexia Jack was a teacher whose work and interests were influenced by her experience of
the effects upon children o f underfeeding and bad housing: “Through social work she
helped in these matters...”. S h e was a member of the W S P U and later the secretary o f the
Edinburgh branch of the WFL. H e r obituary in 1948 records her as “a leading worker for
social justice and “women‘s rights”” (the latter apparently requiring quotation marks) and
records that she was one o f the first women to join the Militant Suffrage movement.
dcorsman Dec 3 1 1948> Helen Mclachlan was also active in the suffrage movement and was

“a keen educationist”, a s a member of a j o i n t local authority and teachers committee.
4 W C A 1939> Lilias Mitchell was a WSPU member and was imprisoned several times, first in

Holloway in 1 9 0 9 for taking part in a procession to Downing street. I n 1911 she was
appointed W S P U organiser for Aberdeen, in 1912 she was imprisoned for her part in a
window-smashing campaign in London and subjected to forcible feeding, she was again
imprisoned and forcibly fed during work for the WSPU in Birmingham between 1 9 1 3 - 1 9 1 4 .
After the w a r s h e worked a s a secretary for the YWCA and wrote articles for the

Scotsman. <Leneman

1995 p 266>

Agnes Macdonald’s retirement after 2 1 years a s secretary o f the EWCA was reported in
the

€dinburgh Evening News of July

llth1 9 3 9 . On December l Z t h1 9 6 2 when she was

aged 80, she was interviewed by the

€vening Dispatch under the headline ‘The Gentle Old

Lady Who Once Went to Prison for her Beliefs’, on the occasion of an Sn/ programme on
the suffragettes called ‘The Fanatics’ <sic> which was broadcast on that date. The
interview records that she spent two months in Holloway jail after breaking the window of
a London police station with a hammer but suggests that she had revised her view of the
value of militancy, and she seeks to put suffragette activism in its wider context:
“thousands joined the general movement for the emancipation of women, behind which
was a small militant section of women who decided t o take things into their own hands”
but there were not many militants in Scotland so “I went to London to do my bit o f
damage”. Miss Macdonald was also secretary of the WSPU in Edinburgh for a short period,

I n the interview she suggests increasing militancy eventually broke up the movement.
Particularly interesting is the connection she makes between imprisonment and
knowledge - new to a young woman who had been ”one of the many daughteE...who
stayed at home” - and her future work. “We learned a lot about social conditions,
particularly from the women who cleaned out our cells. It was a tremendous experience,
and later i t helped me after I trained to become a secretary, and took up social work.’’45
Miss Macdonald’s obituary records her part in the militant suffrage movement and that
she was secretary of the EWCA: “[Dluring her long tenure of office, she made it an active
influence in the city, promoting many social reforms.” <Scotsman October 28 1966>
The Association‘s founding members included two of the city’s first women doctors. Dr
Garden Blaikie, by her WCA days the first Lady Warden of Edinburgh University w i t h
responsibility for women students’ welfare, was, according to The Scotsman, as a student
a member with Sophia Jex Blake of the medical class in Surgeon’s Hall from which
attempts were made to exclude them with ridicule and violence in 1870,46She qualified
as a doctor and went to China as a member o f a mission run by the Free Church of
Scotland in Fukien, where she founded a hospital and met and married her theologian and
missionary husband. Widowed soon afterwards she returned to China, to Peking, working
in a mission and later a women’s college. <Scotsman Sept 20 1945> Mona Geddes, later Dr

Mona Chalmers Watson, was the first medical graduate of Edinburgh University (in 1894)
and was a student with Dr Elsie Inglis. The first EWCA President and chairman o f the
executive committee in 1919-20 and a vice-president in 1930 she was, to judge from the
column inches her death was accorded, perhaps the most well-known of the EWCA’s
’prominent women’ though it is an eminence to which they themselves contributed in
planning and fund-raising for a memorial stained glass window to her in St Giles’
~ a t h e d r a l . ~During
’
the war she had played a major part in founding the Women’s Army

There is no record of any other social work” than her twentv years a secretary ofthe EWCA.
J6 At least, the Scotsman c l a m thrs but her m e is not recorded wth the frrst women students associated wth
Jex-Blue, I suspect thc reporter confused the f i t students to attend rmxed em-muralclasses III med~cmeas
part of Jex-Blake’s rndcal school and the fist to be adrmtted to study at Edmburgh Uruversity itself slightly
later. Mssionarv work was a very common destlnatlon for Scornsh women mtxhcal students at h s tune. <add
rei,
47 Ernphasismg the WCA’s weilconnectedness, the appeal for t h ~ s
the EWCA launched m Sept 1938 was headed
by Ladv Aberdeen (a p r u m e n t woman’s movement supporter), the Duchess of Atholl and the Secretary o f State
45

Auxiliary Corps and was its senior officer, for which she was awarded the CBE.48 Her
Scotsman obituary (in 1936) records her “active support” of “the suffragette movement”,

her interest “in the education of women and the progress of the women’s movement”,
and her connection through her mother t o an earlier generation of educational and
medical pioneers. Her mother (Miss Anderson of Aberdeen) had been a member of the
first committee which worked t o get women admitted t o Edinburgh University and a
relative of Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, as well as a member of wider women’s education
and voluntary networks. Dr Chalmers Watson had an Edinburgh practice with her
husband (also Dr Chalmers Watson), and she was president of the Scottish Women’s
Medical Association as well as (just before her death) president of the British Medical
Women’s Federation. She was for a time a staff member of the Bruntsfield Hospital for
Women and Children (set up by Dr Jex Blake) and a manager of the Royal Infirmary, and
on two Scottish Office heath committees. She was also a director of the feminist journal
Time & Tide.49She was also a prime-mover in the campaign for pure milk, eventually
opening a model dairy a t Fenton Barns in East Lothian where she lived. Mrs Chalmers
Watson, the Scotsman comments with a degree of under-statement “had ample scope for
the exercise of her undoubted organising ability”. -Scotsman Aug 8 1936> Safer milk was her
major achievement, according to another obituary, in Scottish Country Life, which says
that “ m r e a d i n g the difficult path of pioneers, she showed that educated women have a
valuable part to play in the development of hospital and nursing facilities, and in the
production of hygienic food and nutritive dietary - departments of communal welfare
which none can classiv as unsuitable for their attention. ” <my id: SM. T-Lfagazineand Scomsh
Coztnrry Life, September 1936> A fellow medical student (not named) writing an appreciation of

her after her death <n.d.> refers to a recent conversation with her in connection with a
function in honour of another woman medical pioneer and quotes her as saying: “for my
own part i t has been honour enough to have lived through such great times for women,
and to know that the generation after us will not have the same fight for liberty.”
The €dinburgh ,Evening News of December 3 1937, recording the publication of A Child
Lover, refers to the city’s “large number of clever and capable women who have devoted,

and are devoting, a great part of their time to helping others. I n health and housing,
maternity services and infant welfare, and in coping with juvenile and adolescent
problems they work hard and continuously for the general improvement of the people”.
Both the rhetoric of service and the list o f concerns reflect a dominant, and increasingly
~~~~~

for Scotland. A memorial plaque was also temporarily erected in the Women‘s Uruted S m c e s Club 111
Edinburgh whch she had helped to found and ofwhch she was president at her death.
In 1917 she was invited to \risit France and ‘‘report on the possibility of utilismg the s c e s of women for the
Army”, for whch she then drew up a scheme whch was also used later as a model for the development ofthe
WRENS and W s , and was put in charge of developmg. “Mrs Watson, as the -or
oilier o f the Corps, was
responsible for manv wise provisions, whch resulted in the successful anplo>ment of women with the troops in
domestic and clencal duties”. <Edinburgh Evening News Jan 26 193- Her portrait by EA Walton is r
i the War
Museum. Bntam was the first ofthe allies to establish a female armv auwliary and it was very controversial,
wth recruits suspected o f immoral andor lesbian behavlour. However the air force and MW followed soon
aftenvards. <Thebaud 1994 pp 33-34> See also Arthur MaMlck Women at War < 191P
49 The 1939 EWCA Souvenir says she was coeditor of Time & Tide wth Lady Rhondda.
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Souvenir) and Agnes Macdonald’s work with the WSPU and EWCA was a life, according to
her obituary, “of service to others”. Mrs Somerville’s life was characterised, Agnes
Macdonald wrote in 1937, by “faith, duty, and service”; that she also had power and
influence is not mentioned. The ideal of service drew on voluntarist and Christian roots
and articulates what has in recent years been called an ‘ethic of care’ <Tronto 1993, Mackav
1996>. I n the short account of its own history which the EWCA gave in this 1939

anniversary publication it situated itself within the history of the women’s movement,
seen mainly as the struggle for the vote. Rather than “welfare goals in the place of
feminism” <Jefievs 1985 p 151>, the equality the EWCA sought and its welfare concerns are
not seen as separate, let alone in opposition, the women’s movement is part of social
reform. Citizenship as service meant that the platforms of post-suffrage women’s
organisations could unproblematically include welfare issues alongside equality demands,
including welfare demands which were not, or not primarily, those closely related to
women’s welfare.
However as women’s welfare role became more respectable and suffrage and equality
activism less so, i t is emphasised. This may also acknowledge that the EWCA had rather
greater success in promoting welfare reform than equality aims, and the identity of the
organisation in later years reflected this. Insofar as the social reform dimension of the
organisation came to dominate, it was drawing however on a tradition of women‘s welfare
work which the fight for emancipation had also drawn on, and which in the early 20thc
developed as both women’s professional employment within the growing voluntary sector
and state welfare services but also women’s political work in campaigning for and
contributing to the development of those services. A discursive strategy may serve
several purposes, and the value of a tradition, albeit one which is now in play in a
different field of action, is not inconsiderable. As

I hope is clear from my discussion of the

idea of discourse in chapter one, to describe something as a discursive strategy is not to
imply that i t was not also a matter of belief. This conception of citizenship as service drew
strongly on a tradition for middle-class women which had used the idea of a special
sphere of women’s interest and responsibility to create and to justify a role for women
outside the family, but in associated areas. For women taking the next step into public
life, drawing on this tradition was not only unsurprising but may also have served to
reassure their several publics - other women who they sought to recruit, and male
inhabitants o f the political institutions they sought to influence and to join. Women could
be seen not as competing for power in a ‘male’ sphere but creating new areas of public
life which were their own; they could take familial responsibilities into a new configuration
of public and private centred on welfare. This approach may have been useful not only in
pre-empting opposition and gaining support but also in dealing with the dissonance which
accompacies pioneering ventures. Women citizens were able to present themselves to
themselves as pursuing womanly ends, not as self-seeking but as serving others.
Mackinnon, with reference to the 1gthc movement for women’s higher education has
described how the idea o f women’s duty was part of a “contradictory amalgamation”
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linking liberty and self-actualisation to duty, allowing women "to develop individuality, not
for self-assertion, but for better service". <Mackmnon 1984 p 50> Sawer comments of
Australian women politicians' use of a similar discourse in this period that depicting
political participation as an extension o f women's social roles rather than an alternative t o
it helped defuse fears that women's political equality would lead to a lessening of

women's commitment to 'home duties'. <Sawer 1996> Similarly, Hollis sees women finding
ways to avoid criticism that they were competing with men in unseemly fashion: "[Alt
their bravest, women were well aware that they were seeking to reshape the priorities of
local government, that they were refusing to accept male definitions of what was central
and what was marginal". 4 9 8 7 pp 471-3> A language of women's duties helped to create
the public space to do so. But if this was an effective discursive strategy in some ways it
also brought pitfalls. If women's political work is normalised within a discourse of welfare
work for women and children it also becomes subsumed under, and can be restricted to,
this area.53
The idea of women working politically for women is not seen as a problem within this view
of active citizenship. They are comfortably 'women for women'; there are women's issues
which only women really understand and that is why women like them must be politically
active. That's what being a woman citizen is.54I t is a narrative of citizenship which is
highly gendered and drew on a difference feminism which has a t least as much in
~~

Con's discussion of how female educational pioneers in Scotland in the late 19"c 'kewed the mtegatlon of
domestic subjects as an a s d o n of female power and authonty NithLn the educational sphere'' and the oilicial
use ofthe term 'domesuc science' as a great victoy i s also pertment. and quallv double-edged. Con records
that Flora Stevenson and Mrs Burton on the Edinburgh School Board repeatedly recommended that bovs as well
as guls should be taught needlework and cookery and that woodwork or handcraft should form part ofa -&l.s
trammg, but ~wthno success. She argues that domestic science was accepted into the school curriculum because
h s did not challenge women's traditional role as wife and mother. and more wdely women's acceptance m
teachmg rested on theu predormnantly workmg wth young chldren rather than challengmg male teachers ln
m u o r roles. The initial opposition to women m teachmg and on school boards faded because women brought "no
fundamental alterabon or threat to the structure oithe educational herarchv or the cumculum. The conclusion to
the domestic ideolog debate was that women scientists tended to be identified as biologists and nutntiomsts
rather than the phvsical sciences" and that rather than revaluelng the domestlc, bv promoting domestlc science as
an acadermc subject for g l s thev relniorced sexual divisions m schools. < 1983 p90->
54 Thls point is perhaps clearer in contrast to more recent views ofwomen's political role. In Elizabeth
Vallance's 1979 discussion of Women in die House whch is based pnmanly on mterviews w t h M P s m the
1974-79 Parliament, she observes that women M p s m a d v did not see themselves as m Parliament for women
or even particularlv as women, though the exception she notes to ths is Lady Astor, who attempted to Oet women
politicians to work together across party and as an MP worked closely w t h NUSEC. Thls has been a dilicult
issue for manv women m public life, and contmues to be.They are commonlv expected to be preoccupied wth
'women's issues' but their real interests, and the areas of interest whch are more hghlv valued and lead to
promotion, mav be elsew-here. Thus Barbara Castle resented a move to co-opt her onto a comrmttee on matmv
and chld welfare on the basis that she was a woman: Jud~thHart felt that it was onlv by tackling the areas
beyond those traditionailv assigned to women that she could establish herself as a credible politician
<Valiance 1979 p85>. Margaret Thatcher insisted that she thought of herself as a politician, not as a woman
politician. It is not only that the values associated w t h 'public life' and government pnvilege interests
traditionallv part of the public rather than the pnvate, but also part of equality feminism that there are no
gendered siulls and interests except those whch are residuallv a result o f sociahsation. Yet, though she dmed
its relevance. Thatcher's gender was alwavs at issue'; thls i s equally true for Castle and Hart m the very need to
develop strategies to combat percepbons of thelr role as women M P s . Vallance comments that thls creates a
*'central ambivalence.. . wth whch it has alwavs been dlficult for them to cope". < 1979 p83> Thls ambivalence
and a view of equairty premised on sameness has been a predominant c b c t e r i s t l c of post-war women
politicians at Westrmnster.
53

~
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common with lgthc feminism as i t has with post-1918 new feminism; a view of women's
roles in the family is taken for granted within it and becomes a basis for public action. I n
education, health and welfare women in the 1gthc women had reproduced and extended
domestic roles in the public sphere. This is as true of these women citizens as for the
earlier period. Like the women working in local government in Hollis's account, they
"addressed women's questions, and stretched the municipal language t o take in sewers
and streets as well". I f this was a language which would be used to restrict women's
public participation, and to devalue the areas labelled 'women's interests', this is not
something newly-enfranchised women, optimistic about the power of women's vote and
women's transformative contribution to public life, can be expected to reflect.
women and weware

As discussed in chapter three, further research is likely to show that the welfare concerns
and lobbying of feminist organisations may have been more important to the
development of the British welfare state than has been credited, though given the current
state of research their influence in relation to that of others is difficult to assess. <Howe
1996 p 14042; Thane 1991 p 114> The example of the EWCA suggests that the role of social-

liberal women's organisations may have been considerable. Although a complex
interaction of influences came together to create the 'welfare state'55and although
welfare questions have in several ways been about women, especially as mothers and
carers, we know very little about the role of women's organisations and conceptions of
'women's interests' in relation to this. <Thane 1991 p 93>56 Thane has discussed this in
relation to women in the labour movement in Britain. < Thane 1991, 1993> The considerable
scholarship on family endowments has recovered an important aspect of feminist
contribution to social policy. Work on "a virtually lost history" of women's leadership in
welfare in the USA has been extensive in recent years <Gordon 1990 p 23 > and discussion
of maternal feminism particularly in the USA and Australia has focussed on its relation to
the growth of welfare provision. cKoven and Mxhel 1993> Welfare states have opened up
new careers for women and this has reinforced a gendered division of labour.
The phrase -welfare state' appears only to have emerged in the late 1930s. long after its build-up had be-gun
56 An unportant feminist argument m relation to present-dav analvsis of welfare issues is that the extent to whch
welfare provlsion is premised on gendered assumptions (that women will care: the male-breadwinner family
model) is not acknowledged in mainstream discussion, and can be hdden by either neglect or a lake genderneutrality. Gender has moved from being an assumed component of quesuons of social welfare to (to a great
extent) its hdden agenda. Thls has been related to other separations, a disaggregation whch has separated
public health from social work, chld welfare ti-om housmg management. chldcare Gom chld protection etc.
Feminist scholarshp has shown the gender blindness and discriminatory character of welfare programmes
particularly as remforcing gendered arrangements ~n domestlc and public life <Gordon 1990 p 10; Land 1978
p275-84> and has developed a Critique of welfare provlsion as regulatmg women's lives <Wilson 197D; the idea
of public or state patnarchv has been seen as a development of pnvatdfamilial patnarchv. <Walbv 1990> Such
arguments have also emphasised the multi-faceted nature of the connecuon between women and public welfare
in that the welfare actions of the state have, to a very large extent. been about women; women have had a hgher
propensity to suffer poverty and deprivation; and welfare provlsion has been adrmrustered by women. < b e
and Bock 1991; Showstack Sassoon 1 9 8 B More recent scholarshp on women who campmgned for and
adrmrustered and delivered welfare provision thus builds on an extensive critlque whch emphasises that welfare
policies have been complex in theu consequences for different groups of women.
55
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Nevertheless, women working in health and welfare together with the broader women's
movement "created innovative welfare approaches ... that prepared the way for future
social policies a t large, for women's role in them and for a new vision of the relationship
between the public and the private sphere". < b e and Bock 1991 p 2> Parallels can be
drawn between the EWCA's welfare interests, the welfare concerns of the "non-feminist"
organisations of the period, and the concerns of women in the Labour Party. Beaumont
concludes that a range of women's organisations in the 1930s played a crucial part in the
fight for social welfare and health services, demanding that the state provide for the
needs o f women not in employment, and they were instrumental in a number of crucial
campaigns "which would do much to improve the quality of women's lives". She argues
that a view of what women needed beginning with more radical groups like the WCG and
the FWG before the war spread to more conservative women's groups in the interwar
period. <Beaumont 1996 p 231 > Reforms such as family allowances, improved maternity
services and free health care were introduced for a variety of reasons and have been
complex in their outcomes but nevertheless, she emphasises, extended t o women at
home some of the rights of citizenship. < :996 p 245> Thane argues that in the period
before 1914 and the inter-war period women in the Labour Party paid special attention to
issues of social and economic policy concerning women and "acted within a coherent set

of ideas which related feminism to an analysis of society, politics and the economy"; she
argues that the role of women in bringing about Labour's commitment to a welfare state
has been under-estimated. <Thane 1991 p 93 and p 113> The social policy concerns of women

in the Labour Party which Thane identifies are close to those of the EWCA: better housing
at affordable rents and the expansion of maternity and child welfare services, including
home helps for mothers, low-cost or free food and milk for pregnant and nursing mothers
and children below school age. < 1991 pp 96-105> While focussing on women's needs as
mothers, Labour Party women also argued that women's work opportunities, conditions
and rewards in the labour market should be equivalent to those of men; female trade
unionism, legislative improvement in women's pay and working conditions, and social
support for working mothers and mothers at home were seen as complementary
strategies. < 1991 p 98>"
The role of social-liberalism and of the voluntary sector has also been paid less attention
in the formation of the welfare state as the major historical focus has been on the
contribution of the labour movement. However Beveridge presents his reforms as a
culmination of pragmatic, piecemeal development in which voluntary initiative was
important, as was the Liberal contribution. <Beveridge 194D Harrison argues that a complex
interaction of influences led to the Beveridge reforms and that although the demands of
empire and of war, and ideas from other countries (especially Germany) were significant
the main impulse to the growth of public welfare was domestic concern and that welfare
5'

I t is possible that women's orgmsations' and acuvists' input mto welfare policy was at a height dunng the

mterwar p o d : srnce women were more achve in the voluntary sector and local government. and poor relief.
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interventionism “advanced pragmatically and unobtrusively” through empirical responses
to practical problems, with pressure from the professional classes, including the Fabians,
important. cHarrison 1996 pp 69-70> The dynamic which eventually led to state intervention
“originated with the volunteer who recognised the existence of a problem” which typically
“he <sic> tackled through voluntary methods”, skirmishing on the welfare state’s frontiers
and “continuously extending them”. Middle-class self-interest as well as altruism played a
role, as did professional perspectives which emphasised that the doctor could not cure
patients until their daily living conditions were bettered, or the teacher teach pupils who
were hungry and tired. <Harnson 1996 pp 7 0 J > The work of the EWCA reinforces this model.
These developments drew on arguments for social science and planning, concern with
public health and eugenics, and Christianity, all of which can be observed in the work of
the EWCA as reinforcing their conception of social feminism and women‘s citizenship.
The social-liberal feminism of the interwar period demonstrates the breadth of feminist
politics in this period and its ambition, and that available categorisations of feminist
politics cannot be sustained. As I have commented, with such a wide interest in welfare
issues the EWCA cannot be considered egalitarian but they do not straightforwardly
support the causes which characterise the new feminist programme: family endowments
were discussed several times but there is no record of formal support; their conclusion on
protective legislation was to call for increased protection for all workers; housing (one of
Rathbone’s identified ‘new’ goals) was very important to them from the outset but their
call for birth control information to be made available in clinics came relatively late. Their
firmly non-party stance is close to the NUWSS and NUSEC tradition and disassociates
them from labour movement women, many of whom saw this as effective opposition to
socialism, although they also worked with labour movement women’s organisations on
specific issues. They cannot be categorised either with the more conservative nonfeminist organisations of the period such as the Mothers’ Union, the YWCA, the National
Council of Women and the National Federation of Women’s Institutes, even though they
have a great deal in common with them as well, as unlike them they saw their task as
primarily political.
Within an ideal of citizenship as service ideas of social reform and women’s equality were

conceptually close as well as organisationally so; feminist ends and social reform were not
necessarily distinguished. The two are inter-related, as already discussed, by a belief that
the best argument for women’s citizenship was that women in public life would develop
social reform and welfare work; this was the purpose of the vote and organising as
women. However the relationship is not only one of an argument for: citizenship was
construed in terms of service to the community and in terms of equality of rights. Social
feminism thus had not only an identity within new feminism but within a liberal feminism
which drew on

a lgfhc tradition and repositioned i t in relation to ideas of public welfare.

schools and public health were a l l locally admmstered, as these issues became more centraiised the iniluenct: of
women’s organisauons mav have a s h e d . <Lewvis 1993 p 1 2 0 ~
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The inter-relationship of new feminism to difference feminism within a 1gthc tradition and
ideas of equality in an organisation such as the EWCA draws on a set of connections
which may trouble second-wave feminists and women politicians today but which was
axiomatic for many women’s movement activists in the early 20% and between the wars.
The weaknesses of social feminism lay in a view o f women’s interests whicf7 was unable to
conceptualise and allow for differences among women, in the limits to the reforming
intervention of middle-class women, and in the unwieldy breadth of its agenda. I t s
strength, as Rowbotham has argued, was its capacity to confront the immediate needs of
women and seek practical reforms, and to challenge market-iiberal approaches to
women’s emancipation that emphasised rights but ignored material needs. <Rowbotham
1992 pp 127-128> Newly-enfranchised women were working within an inherited political

discourse, but also re-shaping it. The women’s movement after 1918 brought the private
and familial into the public sphere: two narratives, o f citizenship and of women’s concern

for family and social welfare, intersect in a conceDtion o f gendered citizenship centring on
state welfare provision. But it was also a public responsibility for women. A woman’s
place may no longer have been a t home, but i t was still in the family.
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CONCLUSION

As I have argued, women's posihon in the farmly and work as mothers raised a number of

questions for the women's movement whch were addressed in a variety of wavs: the
identification of equality with access to public roles defined in opposition to farmly roles has
served to obscure ths hstory. T u m g attention to th~sdunension of women's movement
hstory brings into focus the extent to whch f e h s t concern with women's role in the farmly,
at a time when state solutions to social problems seemed increasingly convincing, led to a view

of a social, pnmanly state, role in relation to the farmly. Thls suggests that orgarused women3
advocacy may have played a greater part in the creation of a political consensus for state
welfare provision than has been recopsed. It also suggests that the interrelationshp between
women's emancipation, the ideas of social feminism, and changes in family formation would
repav further study. It emphasises the extent to whch a perceived need for different standards
or values has always been part of feminist arguments, particularlv in relation to women's role
in the farmly. Equali? has rarely been understood only in terms of "what men have got".

Takmg Wollstonecraft's A Vindzcanon as a starnng pomt we can trace the connecrion of
women's M

y position and how it is seen to the emergmg modern state and to a politics of

sexual hfference. The Victorian legal reforms began with the attack on women-s legal
invisibility in property law and as such situated manied women's position as of legtunate
public interest and not only the private concern of her husband and f m l y . Relnforced by the
discussion of sexual relations in the late-Victorian period ths meant that a conception of rights
associated with citizenshp was extended to women witlun the f m l y and to the private sphere.
although not unproblematically. Ideas of social maternalism and other arguments based in
sexual difference, whch were strongly d u e n c e d by the campaigns on prostitutlon and sexual
abuse. called for reformation of private and public life 111a way whch brought into question the

boundary between them. The 19*c women's movement demanded both equal civil and political
rights and at the same tune that women's dfference from men and specific cmntstances
associated with their farmly role should be acknowledged. However although

arguments

from difference and equality-as-sameness were used in 1 9 * d early ZO'.century

femlrust

campaigns, the conception of citizenshp whch was rewaded with mccess was a politxal
citizenship associated with public values.

Early twentieth century fermnism both drew on and contested ideas of gender and citizenshp
mherited from the Victorian movement. addmg to them 3 much sharper appreciation of the
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economic basis of women's subordmation and its relationshp to her unpad work in the f e l y .
Gendered family roles are not seen as a problem as such. it is the association with
subservience, includmg sexual subservience, economic dependence and a denial of incllviduality
whch is; emancipation therefore must take both public and domestic forms. A critique of the
restnmons on middle-class daughters and wives, the economic dependence entailed by
motherhood. and the double-burden on workmg-class mothers became more important, as &d
the associated idea of greater choices for marned women. that they should neither have to
choose between marriage and a place in the public world of work and achevement nor be
burdened by too much work. A h s o n ' s analysis presents women's posihon as chided by class
and differentially created by industrialisation but as resolved. for both workmg-class and
middle-class women. by a better balance between family duties and paid employment, love and
work. Fabian socialist feminists and others used the space created by imperialist and eugenic
arguments to advance the interests of women as mothers and saw their needs as rights to be
fought for. as much as the suffrage was. The focus on the "living wealth" of the community and

its reproduction. a new phase in the women-s movement bnnging to the fore a critique of the
division of women-s choices between m m a g e and work and of the &visions among women
accordmg to class and maternity, and in whch socialist and economic arguments were much
more important, converged in a dlscourse whch was to provide the basis for arguments for
social reform and a dstinctive conception of women's citizenshp after 19 1 8.

Willa Muir's attempt to bring psychoanalytx e?cphnahons to understandmg male dormnance
and female disadvantage and to suggest a way of revalueing gender dfference illustrates how
feminist dlscourse meshed with other dscourse of its tune. Her hazardous and ambivalent
pursuit in life of both love and work and attempt to thmk through difficulties and
contradctions in her situatlon is an example. albeit a h@y indvidual example. of the n a y
new personal possibilities and ideas of gender dfference were part of attempts to forge new
feminist drechons appropnate to the new political and social circumstances of the 1920s.
Discussion of feminist drections has focussed on NUSEC and its split into 'old' and 'new'
camps has been central to accounts of the women's movement in the 1920s. Many accounts of
the period continue that polarisation (itself a measure of how much equality versus difference
remains a &lemma) and reveal how a perceived opposihon behveen women's family roles and
equality underlies it. Although s i p f i c a n t differences benveen the views and priorities of
dfferent groups of women were at issue. the equanon of accepmg gendered farmly roles with
conservatism whch underlies the critique of social feminism is hard to sustain. Equality
feminists did not usually assert an other than gendered view of the family but. rather, argued
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for women's right to choose other roles than marnage and motherhood. Social feminism, whle
accepting a gendered &vision of labour in the k l y did not accept its deleterious personal or
social consequences, and challenged the idea of equahty as a public value pertinent only outside
the h l y .
However it was a challenge w h c h wide more sigmficant than is often recopsed. had limited
success. A focus on th~sdunension of women's movement hstory shows that attempts to
renegotiate the gender settlement as it affects private and k l y life are a great deal more
difficult to carry through than is creating a greater role for women in the public sphere, hard
though that also may be. Th~sis one reason why arguments from difference are less visible.
The identificatron of 19% feminism with a lirmted form of equality feminism by Atlanson.
Royden and Gollancz, and of prewar feminism equally so by Muir and Russell. and the similar
way in whch early second-wave feminism saw the suffrage struggle (the only feminist hstory
available to it) as a narrow form of f e m s m seekmg only equality with men. is not an accident
but a consequence of the relatrve success of arguments from equality. Rathbone may have oversimplified in describing liberal equality arguments as "me too'' feminism, but in essence it
means women joining existing political structures rather than changmg them (although t h s m a y

include a belief that a greater number of women will also lead to mtitutional and structural
change); arguments from Merence more usually call for a fundamental change to political and
social structures. Thls means that arguments from equality are easier to express and more
readdy understood because they remain w i h the terms of recopsably politrcal cfiscourse.
Arguments from difference on the other hand are not only about women wantmg to join the
debate. but seek at the same tune to change the terms of the debate. to challenge the ideas and
values on whch political and social structures are based and the conceptual boundaries which
underpin them. T h ~ sdoes not make such arguments impossible but it does mean they are harder
to conceptualise, communicate and c a r p through - not least. as I have cfiscussed. because they
are often not even seen as ' p o h c d ' . In her 1925 NUSEC presidentlal address. whch has been
taken as a d e f h n g statement of new f e m s m . Rathbone declared: "At last we have done with
the boring business of measuring everythmg that women want. or that is offered them by men's
standards ... At last we can stop loolung at all our problems through men's eyes ... We can
demand what we want for women, not because it is what men have got, but because it is what
women need to fulfil the potentialitles of their own natures and to adjust themselves to the
circumstances of their own lives". Qathbone

1929>

Fittlng women into a world measured. in

Rathbone-s terms, a c c o r h g to male standards is not straightforward but it has proved more
possible than challengmg and changmg those standards of measurement. For ewnple.
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defimtions of success, shll, work, and appropriate public behaviour all depend m a d y on
access to once all-male arenas and draw on characteristics considered typically male. still, even
when they depend also on saying that such arenas and characterishcs should not be considered
only male. The questions whch dfference feminism continues to raise are about how the

standards or value base creates dfficulties for women in fitting in and whether, even if women
deny their difference as fkr as humanly possible, they will ever really fit in? What Rathbone
called the male standard is embedded as beyond serious quesuon by being presented as 'the
rational view', 'how thmgs are' and depends on a gender neutrality whch elides the extent to
whch theories and assumphons assume experience closer to tpicailv male life patterns.
However it is no longer accurate to characterise a standard of achevement which privileges
public power and position as male. It is also a standard or expression of value whch many
women have accepted. It is more accurate to express thls as measuring by public standards.

I am not arguing that a return to social feminism offers a SohhOn. although I argue that the
dshncuon between what is and what is not considered to be feminism is challenged by closer
attention to the breadth of women's orgasations and their concerns in the interwar period. and
that the salience and mfluence of social feminism. includmg social-liberal feminism. was
greater than has been recogrused. As well as reasserting the clams of 'one side. of the equality
and hfference dispute I also argue, as others do, that feminist p o h d and hstorical analysis
needs to move beyond th~sopposition. Many of the problems social feminism faced were
rightlv idenhfied by equality feminists and the extent to whch the alliances it made led to a
diffusion of its aims and values was a pamcular problem. These can be assessed more fairly
when we reconsider it and see it as somethmg more than a return to conservatism and
domesticity. If equality f e m s m reinforces an opposition behveen equalih/farmly roles. social
feminism's attempts to reconcile them is at the cost of the c l a n 5 and strength of purpose
equality feminism offered. Social feminism as a public role offers women emancipation through
yet more responsibility, l&g

'

to what is now called the -triple burden'. Social feminism

responded to the tension behveen women's fBrmly roles and the independence gained through
work and public life by reassertmg the social value of women's role in the farmly, by seeing it
as a basis for citizenshp and by calling for state seMces to support it. includmg an endowment

whch would end mothers' economic dependence on their husbands. It did not envisage
combining caring work and employment outside the home as a solution for more than a
l i.e. employment, f m l v roles and publidpolitnl work: changmg the world and cookmg the tea. A current
television advertisement for Knorr stock cubes makes thls pornt succmctiy there is word plav on 'a woman's
place is m the house' revealing that the house 111 question IS now the H o w o f Commons. but makmg a speech

minority, a view whch made sense in terms of the nature of partrcularly workmg-class family
formation and domestic work in the early 20% and the h d s of paid work available to most
women. although. ironically, considerable changes to farmly formation and domestic work
whch would make ttus more possible were already undenvay. Although its demands were seen
by some at the time as threatening the gains made by fermnism, they imply two forms of
equality: one for those who choose 'work' and one for those who choose &love.;equal pay and
an end to sex dscximination in employment (established demands) on the one hand, and on the
other newer demands for an end to women's personal subservience w i b the family,
employment provision that takes into account workmg women's needs as mothers, decent
housing, improved and free health care for pregnant women and chldren. greater control over
fertdity and that problems of violence and sexual abuse for women and chldren in the farmly
be taken more seriously. "Real equaliFr-' went beyond formal and legal inclusion to seek change
in economic arrangements to reflect the value of women-s role in the f h l y to the state whch

would lead also to equality in the h l y , understood in terms of each indvidual's rights but not
as endmg the gendered division of labour in the farmly. Llke the equality feminism it critlcised.

however. social femimsm implied that what all. or most. women needed was the same if only by
makmg its demands on behalf of "women". As recent feminist debate has hghiighted. if the
strength and coherence of f e m s t political arguments come from asserting a unitary category
of woman, thls results in a view of women whch excludes or downplays dfferences between
Fvomen and creates a standard a

g whch
~ some women come to be measured as chfferent. It

is an understanding whch has been and is drfficult to put into p o i i h d practice however.
That the question of equality versus merence whch was so troubling for NUSEC after 19 18

was not apparently a problem for the social liberal feminism of the E W C A was in part because
they were formed after women over krty could vote and saw their purposes first of all in
response to the changed political situanon. Thls called for i m m d a t e effort to educate and
organise women to use their votes. The more politically and philosophcall?. complex questions
could be deferred. it seemed. But it is also because problematx questions could be addressed
withm a conception of equalityfor whch saw - indeed &d not question - women's political

citizenshp as gendered. Women using their vote. l m g about the issues of governance. and
standing as representatives was equality in a political process whch would through women's
influence and the introduchon of women's priorihes (both of whch they saw
unproblematically) resolve social problems. problems whch were faced by women in farmlies

there is apparentiv no hmdrance to also senmg her iarmly home cooked meals, it concludes wth a iiuther pun,
-'live a normal life".

and at work. but not confined to them. Intense concern about m a t e d health and mortality in
the 1920s and early 1930s, continuing problems of lnfant and chld mortality and poor health
and poverty associated with unemployment and with large f d i e s , all gave these concerns
great urgency. The resolution of problems such as mamq and overcrowded housing,
contarmnated food and rmlk supplies, environmental polluhon, chld poverty and ill-health,
m a t e d mortality and morbid@ and the lack of access by poorer women to health services
generally, and the introductron of services such as neighbourhood htchens. nursery schools.
school m d c a l services and sheltered housing for the elderly, was not necessarily conceived of
as leadmg to equality m the way that arguments to improve the workmg conditions of shop and

catering workers or equal promotion for teachers and corporation employees could more
reably be. Nevertheless health and welfare measures whch had consequences for women-s
caring responsibilities and for their well-being as mothers contributed to an increase in equality
behveen women and men in Britain.

The priorities of the EWCA presented a less explicit challenge to the accepted view of politics
and "social arrangements" than the FWG or the social feminist wing of NUSEC. but it was a
new view nevertheless. Their concephon of these issues as gendered was not articulated in
terms of rights but in terms of women's duty. Welfiire was gendered as a task and in outcomes:
thls was work women &d with and for women, if not only for women. Thls view of women's

political role. I have argued. drew on Victorian feminist and liberal phlanthropic tmhtions
both of whch presented welfare as important and appropriate work for women in politics.
Victonan ideas of service and women's role in reforming "the city: the larger home" accepted
that women had a special responsibility for social and moral questions and parhcular skdls and
experience to bring in these areas. Social liberalism contributed to an intenlentionist view of
local government and phlanthropy to a view of women's role in it. Social feminist and socialist

femimst ideas emphasised the role of the state in family welfkre. a \iew \vhlch in the post-war
period became more widely-held and not only identdied nith the labour movement. Thus the
ideas inherited from Victorian feminism shaped the task and identified it as a women-s task:
social liberalism and social and socialist feminism idenhfied the solutions as lying in state
action and provision. Pursuing welfare goals and equali5 as complementary created a
bstmctive form of women's citizenshp whch accepted women's gendered responsibilities in
the f m l y and beyond it. It may have been bsmssed later as "housewife politics" but was
based on a new view of what the state could and should do. and as such would lead to a view of
welfare similar to the Scandmavian model in s e e q its role and relevance to both private and
public life. However the acceptance of a continuing "women's mission!' holds the tension
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between farmly/equality in a "functional ambiguity" rather than resolvmg it. <Con 1987 p 20>
When women accept farmly welfire as their responsibility, whether in their own farmlies or
extendmg it to public Me. there is no open conflict of interests. It is when their welfare role and
other work and aspirations, for political power for example or more senior employment. come
into drect competition for time and personal resources. or when they see these responsibilities
not as gendered and therefore unfairly carried only by women. that practical and phlosophc
tensions ensue.

The questions posed by the analysis of equality and Merence as a politically siyficant
dlchtotomy are useful in opening up hstorical evidence to analysis, but drawing a firm
dstmcoon between equality and Merence feminisms insists on an absence of dscursive
complexity and presents as a necessary opposition what may also be a functional ambiguity
rather than dsabling tension, or. at some times and in certam dscourses. complementanty.
Categorical dstinctions have their own hstory and if, as Rowbotham observes, they are useful
in sorhng out strands of thought and dffermhatmg forms of achon and organisahon. we need
also to test them against the words and actions of the hstoncal actors. <I992 p 5> The social

liberal feminism of the intenvar period demonstrates the breadth of feminist polihcs in th~s
period and its ambition: there are few aspects of political and social activity w7hch do not
appear on the women citizens' agenda. It shon-s that available categorisations of feminist
politics cannot be sustamed. Thls emphasises that it is vital to situate women's movement
politics and ttUniang in relahon to the concerns and p o l i t d and moral languages of its tune.

Thls calls for a theoretical framework whch situates political belief and strateg w i b the
dscourses of gender and other relevant dlscourses of the m e rather than in a privileged
position outside and counter to them: includmg gendered roles in the farmly and
'uncomfortable' dscourses llke eugenics. Chnshan service and social maternalism. Thls is not

to deny the importance of political ideologies in changing dlscourse. but it is to suggest that a
number of factors will play a part in how far that is possible. Feminism. llke any other politm
(although thls is especially the case for the politics of 'outsider' groups) must speak the political

language of its time, and in any period is bound up in the dlscourse of gender of that period. not
simply a counterdscourse to it, and the form opposition takes is shaped accordmgly. The way
contemporary ideas and circumstances form the t e r n of the debate with whch feminist
thmking engages is illustrated by feminist use of as well as challenge to 'separate spheres', by
the convergence of feminist. eugenic. socialist and social welfare ideas in the early years of the
century, and by the way a welfare politics and women's citizenshp were llnked after 19 18. A
renewed focus on maternity, as Davin and others argue. led to a shft in the relationshp

between families and the state but the concerns whch initiated and justified state intervention in
farmly life built on a conception of the good mother's role whch meant it was hghly

problematic for women. I argue that benefits and disadvantages are rarely so clear cut or
separable and that thls change in the relationshp of h l y and state included a greater
perception of mothers as indrviduals and could be and was used to argue for support and
services for women in their W

y roles, with some success in the longer term, and that to

improve women's circumstances in the family was not to confine them there. Thls approach
emphasises how feminists included contemporary common sense in their explanations and
arguments. Similarly, the idea of women's cituenshp whch interwar groups drew on to make
sense of their role as political actors and to shape a new form of women's politics built on
earlier ideas in a way whch allowed activists to axnculate and feel comfortable in their new
role but also others to understand and accept them. As a c l m to mfluence in previously wholly
male fora. I have suggested. it was embedded w i h the cfiscursive strengths and limitat~onso f
women's t d t i o n a l arenas of powerhowledge. fBrmly and morality. It sought to extend them:
women's interests included stau cleaning and city sewers. better bandstands and buildmg
libranes. chld sexual abuse, street lighting, maternity hospitals and world peace. It included
asserting aspects of family welfare as a state responsibility, but ths remamed a responsibility
for women in public as in private.
The problematic relationshp between W

y interests and equality runs through. and is made

visible through, the hstory of the women's movement. The falure to resolve problems created
by th~sseparation and opposihon lies in the nature of the opposition itself in how Earmlies and
the nature o f work and responsibilines in them and what is appropriate to private life are seen.
and how equality is understood as a public value. The h s t o of
~ femuust engagement with
women's role and situanon in the f m l y shows that these view have been hstorically and
&scursively fixed. How these questions are &scussed is strongly marked by the opposition, and
thus it shapes solutions put fonvard. It becomes an opposition behveen the interests of women
as mdwiduals and (often the same) women as f l y members. fistoridly it becomes an

opposition only when women as mothers are perceived as indwiduals with needs separate from
and beyond their h l y role. Atiunson's articulation of the demand by women for love (sexual
relationshps and chldren) and work (economic and personal independence) names a refusal to
resolve h s opposition through a separahon between those women who many and have
chldren and those who have public carecrs and were seen by some as a ' h r d sex'. The
demand for love and work presents women as having interests on both sides of the
equality/farmly opposinon.
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The Fabian Question:

My interest in tlus area of research was, as I have said, focussed by a problem named by the
Fabian Women's Group in 19 11 (and not, of course, only by them) and by its reproduction
across a century of change. The 'Fabian question' states in specific form an association
between women's caring work and dsadvantage: the FWG called into question the llnk
behveen maternity and economic and social exclusion. l h s is not the only question feminism
raises in relation to women's family position but it is pivotal. That 151s was seen as a problem
was in itself sigmficant. To do so was to name a connechon between maternity and an unequal

share of resources whch was (and is) dsguised by sentimental dscourses of motherhood. in
whch the Victorians had excelled. and by the befief in a family income as unproblematlcally a
resource for women and chldren. It was to position maternity as not 'naturally' entailing
economic dependence and precludmg other work. or where mothers also worked outside the
home. a reason for low pay and limited opportmties. It recopsed that women's disabilities as
mother and as worker reinforced each other and presented the very unequal share of resources
whch women-s family roles gave them as the result of social arrangements whch therefore
could be changed by other social arrangements. The second stage of their inquiry thus took as a
starting point basic premises of Fabian socialism that production and dstnbution should be
"so organised as to bring about the largest and most equai oppomnmes in life for each

indvidual", and of early twentieth feminism that the economic dependence of wives and
mothers was a central problem for women and for f d ! ? relahonshps. For women who were
not caring for young chldren their path to economic independence would be the same as men's,
in properly-rewarded work: the more ddficult problem was how to combine "the adequate

fulfilment of the functions of motherhood" with I'cconomc independence of the mother". They
emphasised the contradctory status of motherhood as "a drsabilicv to the worker" and "a
service rendered to the community", that it is positioned across a work (as public ivork)/farml!~
opposiuon. It is a problem because work is understood only in public and market terms; it is
not a private and f m l y matter only since it is of social benefit beyond the family. It is an
argument for equality whch goes beyond legal and po1itm.I inclusion to a racbcal reformatlon
of the labour market and social provision for the care of chldren. The solution of maternal
endowment is a partly public answer whch repositions motherhood as a form of waged work.
Their argument is valid beyond its Fabian socialist context in bringing the public value of
equality to farmly economics and relations.

I have suggested that the statement. that "[Tlhe practical problem is how to combine the fact
that as social beings most people live in fhmhes and are interdependent with equality of
opportunity for each indvidual" articulates the same problem.

<1995 p 27>

The dfference of

language between the 191 1 and 1995 formulations is sigruficant. Where the FWG name thls as
a problem for women. in 1995 it is presented as a problem for people. For the FWG it was
taken for granted that mothers cared for young chddren: what they questioned was their
economic dependence and exclusion from other work as a result. The EOC no longer make t h s
assumption, and would be criticised for doing so: the use of "most people" is a rejection of the
argument that lies behmd that assumption, that women and not men should care for chldren.
But it i s also a form of gender neutrality whch hdes the fact that most of the people who do
the kmd of caring work in families whch is a bar to their equal participaQon in the labour
market (and other opportunities) are women. One answer to the problems presented for women
by canng responsibilities in the family has been to assert that these are not only women's
responsibilities. T h s has not been effective in sigruficantly altering the gendered division of
labour in most families but a linguistic change in response to the same argument obscures that.
The 1995 use of 'farmly. rather than 'chddren' includes a recogrution (partly a result of
demographc change) that care withm families is also for adult dependants. The concept of
mterdependence expresses a move away from the idea of women at home. chldren and other
non-earners as dependants of the breadwinner towards seeing all family members as
interdependent: ths is a useful conceptualisation whch I will return to. The phrase "equality of

o p p o ~ h ' is' common to both dscussions though in the latter it is no longer embedded withm
socialist thnkmg or solutions: arguably it is now confined to labour market issues but the
Fabian women understood it more widely. Both formulanons see the problem as an interaction
behveen the labour market and the f M l y , whch is intensified by how women's responsibilities
are seen by themselves and others. For the FWG h s is an mheritance from hstonc economic
and social condtions whch are now undergoing change but whch have created the "confusion

between sex-relationshp and economics'' whch must be "dsentangled". In the EOC research
views and practices whch no longer match economic or social condtions are seen as creating
an economic rauonale whch shapes individual and family decision-malang. In both
formulations the tension is seen as between what is possible for the indvidual and the
constramts entailed by caring: between a more autonomous lifestyle and aCCepMg a primary
responsibility for the well-being of other farmly members. I have suggested that t h s becomes a
tension only when women see more autonomy as possible and desirable (or that the h g s
whch come with it are - travel, income and identity as A m o n argues) and responsibility for
other family members and a view of their role associated with that as a barrier to o p p o m t ) ' .

It is a 'gender knot' whch will not be &sentangled or resolved by cuttmg only one of its
conshtuent threads.

Since 1970 the "social arrangements" for caring have been extensively d~scussed.particularly
in relahon to chldcare. The most comprehensive inquin into questions of care and maternal
employment in recent years was undertaken by the Employment Committee in 1995 and it
made a series of wide-ranging recommendauons, calling for a natlonal strategy on chld care.
The experience of other European countries. especially the Norchc countries. provides a muchcited model of good prachce (though not without limitauons, as dscussed below). Thls means
that tius is now less a question of how but why not? Why have the "social arrangements" whch
would enable women to have chldren and pmcipate equally in the social wealth of the
commun~tynot been put into place?

There was no formal conclusion to the FWG's deliberations in thls second stage o f the inquiry,
as there had been for the first . The answer was llkely to lie L I ~assistance through the state but a

full answer must wait until "the facts of women's economic condtions in past and in the

-

present had been closely examined".- <I91 111988 p 156> S o c i a l i c social and social liberal
feminism. I have argued. contributed to a consensus for a much greater state role in welfare
and tned to ensure that the interests of women as mothers and at home were included in policy.
The success of arguments for welfare provision whch made a contnbutlon towards some
f m l y needs. alongside failing famdy size and an improved standard of living for most
worlung-class families in the interwar period. meant some amelioration of problems women had
faced in their family role, although it was at the cost of reai5rming a male breadnvlner model
of the farmly. However. in a trend whch began in the intenvar period but is more apparent
after 1945 when welfare provision was much extended at the same m e as labour market
demand increased. married women except when chldren are v e n young or in specific
circumstances whch extend dependency, had much more opportun_lh.to eaend their
emplo\ment and. more recently, hgher educatlon. And a gendered view of welfare created jobs
whch women took; women are a majority o f workers in health and social work (79.5%).
<Scottish Abstract of Statistics 1996>

Although social f e m s m alongside cultural and market

emphases. has been seen as confirming women's role as domestx. th~swas not \vhat happened:

most women's lives became shared between farmly roles and employment. in what became
acknowledged as 'Women's dual role". As I have suggested in relahon to the idea of a public
~

Then work was interrupted by war but Atkmson's 19 14 essav and other publications are clearly related to these
group discussions.
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responsibility for welfare for women. women left home but they dld not leave their f&milyrole
in doing so: women took on new roles but retamed primary and defkult responsibility for caring

work ~ ffamilies.
l
Again. it allows a " b m o n a i ambiguity" and where there are tensions. these
are not in outright opposition unless or until a gendered &vision o f h l y labour is contested.

More recently however women's dual role has been seen as a barrier to her full as opposed to
secondary participahon in the labour market, as has women's confinement to a narrow range of
occupational sectors, and to equal participation in political and other public roles. a s has led
both to renewed calls for men to play a greater part in canng and for better state or market
provision to support people with family responsibilities. There has also been a renewed
asserhon that women who are serious about public careers should make a choice behveen that
and having chldren. <Innes

1995 pp 93-96>

The majority of women with dependent chldren in

Bnta~nare also economically acnve. <OPCS

1996 table 7.11> Although

the proporhon of women

in Britam who have chldren has fallen considerably from a post-war peak in the 1960s', most
women stdl do so and a hgh propornon now return to employment after matemty leave: more
are also returning to work full-time and almost all mothers return to employment whle their
chldren are shll at home. grannen et a i 1994> The majority of farmlies with chldren are headed
by two parents. both of whom are in paid work. though mothers are much more llkely to be m
part-time work than fathers are. <Hamop and Moss

199G-A minori5 of

chldren are cared for

professionally and the major responsibility for day to day care o f chddren under five is taken
by their mothers: most addlhonal chldcare is provided by other f a ) : members.<l2.mh and
M c G v 1993> The proportion

of people who spend siguficant time in caring for adult

dependants has risen for both women and men (although women are a majorie) malung thrs
also part of the same practical opposition. Neither market nor state solutions have been found

to prevent the widespread associahon of canng with poverty and no effechve way has been
found of valuing unpaid work of caring. There is a correlated low value put on most caring
Lvork in employment.

The sohhon proposed by the women's movement in the 1970s <Rowbotham
man): times since <for example O h

1989, Harman 1993>.

1989>.

reiterated

and now formally part of European

Union social policy, is that both public and private responsibilihes should be balanced more
~

~

~

~~

The propornon of women chldless by age 30 has doubled m twentyfive years. over a thud o f women born in
1960 reached 30 wthout havmg chldren, half that propornon of women born m 1945 dd.Part o f thx change IS
llkely to be a result of a trend m delayng pregnancy whch has been marked smce 1980 but it is unllkely that it
wll completely reverse the fall m fertility, OPCS projections are that 2 111 10 women born m 1980 w11 not have
chldren agsunst 1.5 111 10 for women who have now passed the chddbeanng years. <Populanon Trends 67,
Spnng 1992.
3

equally between women and men. with social provision and public encouragement to support
this. In recent years a shorthand term for t h ~ shas been 'the revolution that never happened' .4

l h s has been associated with the ideas o f 'family fhendlv' provision in the workplace, now
British government policy, and proposals for j o b - s h g and more properly-rewarded and nondiscriminatory part-tme work. Th~ssolution has a number of problems: a &sinclinanon among

fathers to take up parental leave and similar provision when available in numbers an?where
near women's; and that employment conhtions over the period in whch these ideas have been
dscussed have deteriorated, with insecure employment and very long hours of work becoming
more common, intensifiing pressure on those in work. When caring responsibilihes are
associated with loss of seniority at work. and part-time and flexible work especially so, then
men sharrng these costs with women replaces a male/femaie inequahty with one between carers
and those without dependants: the latter in senior positions. the former as a secondary labour
market. A M e r problem with thls solution is that it depends on a false s y m m e m d t y :
male/female association with caring could be more balanced than it is but. because women bear
chldren, there is a dfferenhai comrnitment whch only an extreme gender neutrahty denies; and
since not all farmlies are headed by a man and woman. or by hvo people. thls is not a solution
n.hch works for those ivhch are not.

The opposition between gender equality and family roles has been intensified by the relatwe
success. and kisibility of that success. of equality feminism since 1970 in arguing for a greater
role for women in employment and public life. For a woman who is hgh earrung the
-opportunity costs' of chlldbemng (in the revealing economic phrase) are much hgher than for
a woman whose educauon and role in the labour market has been restncted because of the
assumption that she 1.111 leave to have chldren. Women in senior roles in management and
polihcs are much more hkely to be chldless than are men in public positions and they are also
more likely not to be married: in Atlunson's formulation. they have chosen work. <Lindley ed
1994>

Those who have benefited least from improvements in women's m g s and

employment opportunities since 1970 are single mothers. mothers with unemployed partners.
poorlv educated women, women from e h c minority groups and older women. Since 1975
there has been a widemg earnings gap between groups of women whch is greater than the gap
whch has grow behveen groups of men; it is marked by maternity, although also by age and
ethmcitv. <Innes 1995 pp 277-2841 Walby 1997 pp 50-65> Women before c h l d b m g now have
almost equal pay with men o f the same age; the gap behveen women's and men's m g s

a term attnbuted to Shlrlev Williams

widens over time and the greatest dvergence is between the wages of fathers and mothers.
Waldfogel 1994; Corti and Dex 1 9 9 9

The tension between gender equality and farmly roles is exacerbated by changes in the h l y :
the small size and intense privacy of modern f ~ l i e means
s
that tasks are not shared between
other members of the household or a wider lunshlp group and fall only to (able-bded) adults
in the immechate family, whle lnformal and sem-formal support for canng roles is not as
available as it has been in some social settings. These changes are themselves connected to the
increase in m m e d women m the labour market who are therefore less available to develop and
cement ties of k m h p and neighbourhood. (Grannies work too: maden aunts scarcely exist in
fact or in concept: Girl Guides and Playgroups have been closing down for want of adult
volunteers.) Thls has increased the isolation of women remaining at home with chddren or in
other caring roles.

The relatwe success of an equality model of feminism has remforced an identificahon of

equality or liberation with employment and participation in public life but has further
marpalised caring and private roles. The emphasis on 'work' has meant that 'love' has
become invisible. except insof5r as there are tasks whch can be replaced by professional canng

thus freeing the carer to h l l y participate in public life. Family responsibilities are positioned as

a h d r a n c e to h1I parhcipation in the market and public life. Rather than questioning the
boundary behveen public and private. public values have become hegemonic and success in
public demands a minimisation of private responsibilities.' W c a l feminism has also played a
role in h s . Second-wave feminism began with a focus on the personal. includmg the farmlv,
positioning the f m l y as political. and m h g lmks to women's lack of power in the public
world. <Rowbotham

1989. 1992>

The family was seen as the last major site of women's

oppression and the place where problematic gendered characteristics were reproduced. Thls
argument remforced the &vision between an equality possible for women OUh\.lththe farmly
(whether in public life or separate enclaves of cultural feminism) and those who remained
within it. It usefully added to the research and public agenda a number of queshons about the
family. Because liberation and family ties were seen as necessarily opposed the argument led

Thrs opposition contnbutes also to a 1-v
mpasse m farmlv policv, illustrated by the falure o f the previous
government to develop legslabon whch met thelr stated a m s m farmly policy (the problems faced 111
mplmentmg the C h l d Support Act are an illustrauon) and m the problems faced by the present government m
r e f o m g the benefts system 111 relation to faxmhes w t h dependent chddrm especially smgie mother headed
fmlies. < h e1996, unpublished paper>
j
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to a closure. More recently there has been only limited attentlon to these quesoons withm
feminist debate and in political theory. I have argued elsewhere that thls absence was exploited
by right-wing and centrist family theorists. <Innes 1995 176-179>6

I have suggested that the solution whch came closest to. or seemed at least to promise most in,
resolving the opposition of family interests and gender equality, a hgh level of welfare
provision whch would support family responsibilioes is not a resolubon but only postpones
and occludes the tension between equality and care. Since the welfare demands of social
feminists were not fully acheved in th~scountry, t h ~ has
s not been demonstrated. However in
those countries where a welfare-based model of equality has been most fully developed there
are fears that progress towards equality may not be sustained <Eduards 1992> and of a
'backlash' among younger women against the demands of carrying both public and fxnily
roles. <Discussion. EOC conference, Scorfandand Norwqv 1995: international seminar on women and
citizenshp in Europe. Umversity of Glasgow 1 9 9 P The Nordx

countnes are characterised by a hgh

degree of formal equality with almost equal parhcipation by women and men in the labour
market. state support for people combining paid work nith fkruly responsibilities. and the
hghest proportion of women in government in the world.' Recent research has emphasised that
even h s is not enough to guarantee gender equality in employment and public life: in Flnland
the most usual explanations for gender herarchy and women's subordmation that women's
involvement in workmg life is quantitatwely and quahtahvely lower than that of men that
women have lower levels of educational quahficahons than men. and that women are less
organised in protection of their interests. do not hold. and state support for parents and other
carers is accepted as a social right. If these explanations were adequate. Finnish women ought
to be in an enviable position o f full gender equality. However men dominate senior and
decision-makmg positions in employnent. economic life and admuustraoon. there is a h g h
level of gender segregation in employment. and a persistent gender gap in wages comparabie to

Bnmn's.

<Rantal&o

1997 p 18> T h ~ sis

true of all the Nordx countnes although women's

participation in employment and public life and welfhre precision to support family roles is
much better than elsewhere. Take up of provision to support parents in combining employment
and caring in the Nordc countries has been almost whollv- bv- mothers. < Me-Pres Birgt ed
1995> Two contradctory assumptions underlie recent research on continuing inequahties for

Nordic women: that an unequal gendered &vision of b l y work is not at issue because o f
state support: and that women do most of the family work and that this has consequences for
Offen makes a sirn~larpoint in relation to right-wing farmly arguments in the USA. < 1988 p 1 5 P
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their employnent.<znnes 1

9 9 I~am emphasising

h s point because dscussion of the

consequences of the opposition between work and Caring commonly sees it as resolved by a
hgh level of welfare provision; whle ths of course would help a great deal it does not address

the underlying problem. It also leaves women very vulnerable to welfare cutbacks, as
employees and as carers. Furthermore the conceptual problems of an equahtylfarmly opposioon
and view of the h l y as properly private and self-sufficient underlie conceptions of welfare
and contribute to problems in how welfare provision is seen and the reiahonshp between
welfkre and work.8 I am not arguing that a hgh level of welfare provision is not valuable, nor
that the economic independence and wider room for action acheved by equahty feminism.
especially in the Norchc countries. is not important. But the limitations o f the Nordx model
show that "there is no single key to abolish gender inequahty. Inequality is systemic. As a
system it reproduces itself llke a myducal monster: when you hack off its head. it grows hvo
others". < h t a i d o 1997 p 20> The hstory of the women3 movement in Bnmn teaches us the
same b g : a persistence and complexity in gender inequality whch demands more than formal
cihzenshp and access to the labour market to remedy.
Autonomy and dependence

"Now it is pretty clear. in spite of modem theories, that the v e p frame and being ofsocieties.
whether great or small. public or private. is jointed and glued together by dependence. Those
attachments whch anse from. and are compacted by, a sense ofmutuai wants. mutual
affection mutual benefit. and mutual obligation are the cement whch secures the w o n of the
f m l y as well as the State." Thls comment (wbch could be comrnu~lltananor New Labour ')>,
was made by Hannah More. Wollstonecraft's most public opponent. in 1799.'*If More and
Wollstonecraft have been presented as representmg 'equal rights. on the one hand and 'family
values' on the other. I have argued that it is not as simple or as oppositionai as that. Her
observation places quesbons of dependence and carrng nithm farmlies in the contea of a
Sweden. Finland , Norwav and Denmark occupy the fmt four places on the UN's index of world-wide gender
e q h t y <UN Human Development Report, 1995>
8 7 3 s is illustrated by the way the programme for 'welfare to ~ o r k is
' enrisaged as crossing the public and
pnvate boundan, but does not challenge the boundaq itself and m
e
r dustrated through it m a specific version
of a familiar contra&cbon: among schemes taken as a model of good practice in welfare to work' for single
mothers are modules (wth chddcare provided) whch tram women to become chddwrers; the government is
proposrng to pav srngle mothers to care for other people's chldren as an aitmauve to paying them to care for
thelr own. Most single mothers fit neither the dominant model ofthe self-sutlicient f m d v nor the main model of
routes to equahty or liberation for women. The extent to whch h s is so should, rather than positiomng smgle
parent fhilies as aberrant (whch hstory shows is not the case)call into question those models and the
uniformity thev mpose. Whether smgle parents' needs are met bv anv policv proposal i s therefore a test wtuch
exposes how far it depends on assumptions about the famdv, and a b u t women's roles.
Or ftom John Major. who llked to compare ius common sense to "modem theones".
10 Srncrures on rhe Modem Svsrem of Female Education vol 2 , London 1799 p 186-7.
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question whch is at the heart of democracy, and although the meaning given to dependence has
changed the issue remains urgent. The opposition between My/equality is a specific
expression of a tension at the heart of modem society and poses one of the most central
questions for phlosophy and politics: how to reconcile social and indwidual interests. I do not
want to deny the social importance of interdependence and caring but to make visible the role
of gender in it; and that thls has led to an association of caring with dsadvantage whch has
long been protested but continues to be the case. More's answer was to assert that these were
gendered responsibilities but that they should be recogmsed as socially valuable: t h ~ swas also
argued by some Victorian feminists but without success. Social change in the twentieth
century. in whch feminism has played a complex part. has intensified the tension between
public and private roles and responsibilities.
Care for young chldren and other dependants who require tune-intensive personal attenQon
poses in an acute form the tension between social and individual interests witcUn farmlies (as
the mam site of such care) and hence. when that c o d c t is not c o n w e d w i h the farmly, for
socieg. Families are seen in some present-day political debate as the last remaining unit whch
can offer stability in a changing world. W d g l e v and Hughes 1997 p 62> The way that womenls
interests and f m i y interests have been placed in opposiuon is evident in the debate on the
'crisis in the family'" in both liberal and anti-feminist constructions; ttus has included the
suggestion that women in putting their personal interests ahead of those of chldren and farmlies
have created t h s crisis. Thls &fficult oppositlon contributes to the f d u r e to adequately address
these questions.

m e s , unpublished paper

1996> withm the famdy indkidud interests (for

example to take a new job in the USA) are routinely in opposition to the interests of the group
(the chldren \vi11not be well-sewed by moving school; their father has a job here). Such
tensions were more readdy resolved when nives' and chddren's needs were considered
subservient to the father's interests. a subservience whch becomes economic sense n.hen the
father is the

onh7

or chef breadwinner. As Midgle:, and Hughes observe, '-[I]ndkidual interests

reallv do clash with social interests. and thls clash is not just an exernal one. It occurs rib
one and the s m e person. dependmg on whch perspechve he or she is talung". <I997 p 62> It is
a tension whch was called into being by women's emancipation but whch is held in abeyance
when women accept responsibility for the private as self-evident. Thls can include accepting a
gendered division of labour between employment and h l y ; or takmg up roles in public life
but not h d m g thls a conflict with private roles because a choice is made in hvour of 'work':
or delegating caring roles (primarily possible for nuddle-class and hghly educated women or

where there is a hgh level of appropriate welfare provision): or by mochfiing work/public life
to fit in wth caring roles (the growth o f part-time work after 1945; women‘s greater
parhcipaoon in ’flexible’ work today). In s

w

, insofar as there was conflict most women

either accepted it as narrowing their choices. managed it. or held any negative consequences to
be unavoidable. It is when women in the family see themselves as individuals with interests
dfferent from their &lies

(as well as interests in common), and that the responsibilities the\r

have are not fidlv shared by other family members or supported by social provision and
therefore in unfair conflict w
ith their interests as indwiduals. that the conflict behveen rights
and responsibilities becomes a public tension.
To return to the idea of “real equality“. I have suggested that thls was. w i h social f e d s m .

about extendmg the ideal of equality to family life and seen as a development of legal and
formal equai~tyand not annthehcd to it. It became so because of the dichotomy in how equalit).

and dfference were positioned in political dscourse. and how dfference was read w i h an
elustmg herarchy of values. I have suggested that thls is lrnked to the opposition between the
family and how work and responsibilities in it are viewed. and equality understood as a public
value. The hstory of women’s movement engagement with women‘s situauon in the fimilv
shows that these views have been hstorically and discursively fixed. I have argued that th~s
opposition is false in that most women have interests on both side of thls separation and that a
solution whch only asserts equality understood as access to public life and resources remforces
and deepens a &vision between people with caring roles. mad! women. and others. i 9
The opposihons whch recur in analysis of women‘s roles in the farmly and feminist and other
social and political responses to them are not equivalent: to present them as the same would be

to ignore the specificity of different circumstances and arguments. However they are interrelated and hold in place the complex of economic. social. cultural and subjective factors w-hich

I summarise as the ’gender knot‘. Although I have argued that the dxhotomy behveen equalig.
and difference i s itself part of the problem its analysis may hold the key to getting beyond the
family/equality tension. Further exploring the queshon where and when equality versus

Whether it can reasonablv be descnbed as a -‘crisis” is questionable and depends very much on your viewpomt
on f w i v change.
;2 Thls second group mcludes women who do not have or are able to d
s e canng responsibilities, and the
former inchdes nore m a now than Ijmerlv, though still as a v q Smau proporticin. Insofar as men have taken
on partlcipative caring work in farmlies then it is an opposition whch also becomes a tension for them. There
always have been women who have delegated caring responsibilities (and W o l l s t o n d argued that thev should
not do so). But s m at least the end ofthe 18” century untll very recently thelr public freedom has been lirmted.
except for a small number of exceptional women, if not as much by practical responsibilitles, by a new ofthelr
proper sphere of life.
l1

dfference surfaces as a problem. and when it is irrelevant. or when equality and Merence are
complementary, and how that relates to levels of welfare provision and the degree of privacy of
the family would, I suggest, confirm thls as a productive duection. Redrawing the conceptual
boundanes whch form thls tension calls for not a reassertion of Merence or q u a k y but a
parallel assemon of both: that equahty is brought to the f d y and that ar the same time the
dfferences associated with family and caring roles are insistently brought into public life and
not managed (more and less well) in private. ' T h s is parhcularly important in order to r e c o p s e
interdependence. to publicly refute the idea that there are any (or more than very few) truly
autonomous

individual^'^ and thus replace that standard of the citizen with one whch

recoguses interdependence as the case. w i h farmlies and other social groups. and between
families and the ~ t a t e .Thls
' ~ calls for a redrawn public and private boundary (it is, as I have
discussed above. necessary as well as problematic) to include a recogmhon of their mutuality
not just in terms of the barriers whch private responsibilihes create for pmcipatlon in public
life but also more posihvely the support provision in private gves to those in public roles, and
the new opportunihes a reconfiguration of public and private could bring." As Scott has
argued, femlnism cannot plve up on equality as it is a central value for democratic politics.
< 1988 pp 172-b

But it must be understood in a way whch breaks its hes to sameness and

autonomv and emphasises its meaning a s parhCzpahOn, and we need to see cimenshp
primarily in those terms. Qraser 1992> Nor can feminism give up on dfference. but this means

takmg the fears raised by arguments from dfference seriously: findmg ways of revaluemg

female social roles but not by defimng all women in terms of them; rehsmg a unitary
conception of women and women's interests (let alone women's natures) and a fixed and

binarv view of male and female. <Butler

1990>

Bringing arguments about Merence to public

life more generally is also made more possible through a n emphasis on equdt); as
partlcipauon.

i.e. rather than pnvileghg the autonomous citizen whose pnvate roles and responsibiliues are in fact managed
bv others. The gendered &vision o f labour, as has repeatedlv been argued, hdes the extent to whch
'autonomous man' is usuallv dependent on others to lron hs shrts. care for hs chldren and parents, make cotTee
before meetmgs, remember hs brother's blrthdav and do hs 'emouonal housekeeping'. Themes o f masculiruty
as control and projection extend thls to managng hs emotions and expressmg hs s e x - & <Rutherford 1996 pp
25-2&
l 4 Most discussion of citizenshp todav focuses on questions of equality o f status benveen adults and of
individuai rights and liberty. This discussion overlooks the lnherent areas of collectlvlty m life, areas for whch
obligations o f care for and socialisation o f chldrm are paradigmatic of but whch it is not restncred to. <Alison
Jetbes, sermnar,department o f Polibcs, Umversity o f Edmburgh 6 March 199&
There i s a g r o w g debate about new ways of w o r h g . The wavs of creating a better balance behveen work
and the rest of life whlch some women are pioneering is a possible model for a new balance o f private life and
responsibilities and employment and political roles whch changes in the organisation of work and production
call for. <Innes 1995 pp 30 1-32&
l3

In arguing that f m l i e s need equality I am withm a tradhon extendmg from JS Mill to Susan
Moller O b .But if thls is to say n o h g new. it is also to say sometlung necessary. Similarly
to the lack of "social arrangementsttto resolve the tension between caring roles and unequal
opportu~llty,the question is not what to do but why has thls not happened? Part of the problem
is the dominant understandmg of equality as a public value and because of that inappropriate to
private life.I6 Again I would reassert the need for a double-move: that the ideal of equality is
extended to private life at the same tune as public life takes better into account people's f m l y
and other private roles and responsibilities. Doing both rather than one or the other resolves a
number of the problems of only asserhng 'one side'. My argument that the farmlv must be a
site of equal relations is close to O h ' s conclusion that it must be characterised by justice. but I
dffer strongly from her view that a just future will be one without gender and in whch sex will
have no more relevance than eve colour now does. <1989 p

171>

For the reasons I rehearse on

page 5 1 thls is neither likely nor desirable; valuable human dfferences would be ironed out and
the risk in doing so is that dfference is still a factor in judgements whch people make but
becomes an unacknowledged one.

In calling for equality and dfference I am close to Scott's conclusion. but am vulnerable
therefore to the criticism I make o f her (pp 54-55) that you cannot deconstruct and redefine by
d c t : meaning exists w i h dscourse and not outside it. We can say that the women's
movement must not let its arguments be forced into pre-existing categories but the dscourses
we engage with and whch shape our t h d m g are themselves regulansed and made meaningful

through such categories. whch are as much a part of dscourse as gestures, words and synta.\;
are, and as access to knowledge, to means of expression and posiQons of authority is. But to
analyse the inter-related oppositions benveen equality and difference. public and pnvate and
family interests/gender equality as regularines withm dscourse is also to perceive them as
changed w i h dscourse. If discourse theory is cnticised as overplaying questions of m e m g .
and underplaying material sources of poLver and inclusion and their converse. it emphasises
however that change to the politicallmoral boundanes whch structure m m g and to material
provision and policy are not separable. To say that ideas and formulations exist withm
discourse is not to argue that change is impossible but that since a contest for power takes
place between Merent dscourses and through dscourse and that a discursive construction and
reconstruchon of meaning and of power is continuous, that ideas whch are timely in relation to
l 6 One wav to illustrate that equality is seen as a public value is the argument discussed above, that men should
take more o f a role in the family so that women can take more o f a role in public life. Men's move into private IS
not described as about equallty per se but it i s seen ieadmg to women's equality with men in that thev can then
participate f U v in employment and public life.

&lemmas people face in their lives and communicated in ways whch address political needs.
can make a forceful intervention. This approach is strengthened when new analyses are brought
together with other forms of radical social critique (as Nicholson and Seidman advocate
<1989>).

An opposition between women's interests and the fhmily has. I have argued. become one of the

'self-evidences' of our age. It has been entrenched in recent years because of the relatwe
success o f equality measures p r d c a t e d on equality-as-sameness, reinforcing the idea of a
choice between public achevement and a (demandmg) private life. If the tension for women
between equality and h l y ties is one case of a problem that arises in many contexts for
liberal democracies, it is posed in acute form in relaaon to f m l i e s . These are questions whch
must be returned to and it may be politically timely to do so. But they must be addressed as
part of a broad cfiscussion of dependence and autonomy, indvidual and social needs. rather
than presented as a problem for women: they must be addressed as problems of democracy and
problems of. as Rathbone put it. socieC7.s renewal rather than as a means to ivomen's
emancipation. At the same time. thls must not be a false gender neutrality; that solutions 4 1 be
of greater si&cance

to many ivomen than men must be recogrused. It is not a problem only

for feminism though feminist theory, includmg feminist poststructuralist theory, has much to
offer in addressing it. We need a new dscussion of the intersection of private and public, and
of rights and responsibilities (as c o m m ~ t a n a n argue),
s
but bringing to the fore in it how these
are dwided by gender. class and ethrucity and how rights can ob-

for people in private c m g

roles alongside the responsibilities the!. already c w . ; how mutual ivants. mutual affection and

mutual obligauon at present underpin benefit for those ivho also have public power and
entrench &sadvantage for those who do not. Part of that dscussion and essential to its clarity
must be that a full recogrution of changes in women's lives and expectations and progress
towards gender equality is placed as central to dwussion of the famil!., rather than apart from
and opposed to it. It means tnvlg again to bring equality to pnvate life and famdy relations. an
equalitv understood as much more than "what men have got".
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